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Abstract

This Topical Report was prepared to provide manufacturing information and test data to support
applications from dry spent fuel cask/canister designers for 90% credit for the '0B specified for
BORAL neutron absorber sheets. BORAL has been approved by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) for use in most of the dual-purpose fuel casks and canisters certified under
IOCFR72 (storage) and IOCFR71 (transport), with credit for 75% of the specified '0B areal
density.

BORAL is a laminated composite material composed of a solid aluminum cladding enclosing an
inner core of compacted aluminum and boron carbide (B4C) powders. BORAL is made by hot
rolling an aluminum box filled with the blended aluminum and B4 C powders (ingot). The hot
rolling process compresses the AI/B 4C powders into a cermet with a density about 93-96% of the
theoretical density of fully compacted powders. BORAL sheets are typically 0.075 - 0.300 inch
thick and contain between 40- 65% B4C in the core.

NRC regulatory guides (NUREG's 1536', 15672, 16093, 16174, 56615) instruct applicants to limit
the credit for the 10B in the neutron absorber to 75% for criticality calculations for dry fuel
storage and transport packages, unless comprehensive tests are performed to demonstrate the
presence, uniformity, effectiveness, and durability of the absorber material. If the applicant can
demonstrate that these criteria are met, the NRC will consider approving credit for up to 90% of
the poison in the absorber.

In accordance with NRC guides, AAR has performed comprehensive tests that conclusively
confirm that the 103B in BORAL is uniformly distributed and is highly effective for absorbing
thermal neutrons and assuring criticality safety. BORAL has been used in spent fuel storage
pools for decades and has shown no significant degradation or loss of functionality from long
term exposure to high levels of gamma, fast neutron, and thermal neutron radiation.

In recent years, BORAL has been widely used in dry fuel storage casks and canisters. Cask
designers have tested BORAL and confirmed the safety and durability of BORAL in their
specific dry spent fuel storage systems. AAR has implemented a BORAL Improvement Program
to further improve the material properties for dry storage applications. Credit for 90% of the '0B
in BORAL is the next step in the improvement program. Increasing the 'DB credit from 75% to
90% will reduce the amount of B4C required, which will provide AAR more flexibility in the
design and continued improvement of BORAL, while maintaining a conservative margin for
criticality safety.
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1.0 Background

BORAL is a laminated composite material composed of solid aluminum cladding enclosing an
inner core of compacted aluminum and boron carbide (B4C) powders. BORAL is made by hot
rolling an aluminum box filled with the blended aluminum and B4C powders (ingot). The hot
rolling process compresses the A1JB 4C powders into a cermet with a density about 93-96% of the
theoretical density of fully compacted powders. BORAL sheets are typically 0.075 - 0.300 inch
thick and contain between 40- 65% B4C in the core. BORAL is highly effective at absorbing
thermal neutrons and assuring criticality safety at any time water is inside the package (i.e.,
during fuel loading operations / lid closure and hypothetical accident which results in water
intrusion).

BORAL is a proprietary product of AAR Corporation. It is produced by AAR Manufacturing in
Livonia, Michigan. BORAL has been in continuous production since 1956, initially by Brooks &
Perkins as shown in Figure 1_16. AAR acquired Brooks & Perkins in 1981 and has continued
production at the same facility. All production activities - manufacturing, inspection, and
acceptance testing - are performed at the Livonia facility.

In accordance with NRC guidance, designers of dry fuel storage systems currently take credit for
only 75% of the 10B specified in BORAL. This limit is based on the effects of "neutron
channeling" or "streaming" between the boron carbide (B4C) particles observed in early
generation boron carbide / aluminum (boral) neutron absorbers.

Boral was developed in the 1950's by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). The early boral
products - were manufactured by several organizations, including the AEC. (Please note that
"boral" was a generic term at that time; "boral" in lower case letters is used in this report to
differentiate generic boral materials from AAR's patented, trademarked product, BORAL, which
will be capitalized.)

The process developed by the AEC was to mix the B4 C particles into molten aluminum, cast the
mixture into blocks, and roll the blocks into plates or sheets. The molten aluminum process was
difficult and could use only small quantities of B4C (up to 35% in commercial production) 6' 7' 8.
As shown in Figure 1-1, the B4C particles were relatively large compared to modem BORAL,
which contributed to the channeling effect. The large particles also had a self-shielding effect
which reduced the effectiveness of the '°B in the B4 C.
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B&P becomes the first Industry producer of BORAL
Brooks & Perkins has just become the first commercial

supplier of orml. This is a new materiaL It is used as a
neutron shield in atomic energy installations and atomic
power plants.

Boral is said to offer as much neutron shielding protection
as 26 inches of concrete where the neutrons are of thermal
energies. It does not shield against the passing of gamma
rays.

The Atomic Energy Commission developed Boral at their
Oak Ridge Plant, where it has been produced by the
Government in limited amounts only. The product consists
of a core of boron carbide uniformly dispersed in aluminum.
clad on both sides with commercially pure aluminum. Boral
can be produced with the core material having various
concentrations of boron carbide.

Now that atomic power plants are operating in sub.
marines and in an experimental airplane, and several
industrial power plants are in the development stage, it has

become advisable to have a commercial supplier of BoraL
B&P is highly qualified, primarily because of its successful
pioneering of methods for working some of the newer
metals, including zirconium; also the fact that it operates
a rolling mill at nearby Livonia. Here B&P has just in.
stalled a new 3000 cycle ultra high frequency induction
furnace, now used for the production of the Bora1 core
material.

The grade of Boral offered by B&P has a 35% concentra.
tion of boron carbide. The Boral plate is rolled M;' and
Y4 thick. Standard sizes offered are 30' x 96. 30' x 483,
15' x 96, and 15' x 48' The approximate weight per
square foot of j' thick 35% Boral plate is 3.4 pounds.

Boral and zirconium are, in a sense, companion products.
Both are used in atomic applications. B&P has been deep.
drawing zirconium for the past two years. Unlike Boral,
zirconium is transparent to the passage of neutrons while
acting as the container of the atomic fuel.

Figure 1-1
Boral Produced by Brooks & Perkins in 1956
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A reference cited in several NRC guides is a paper by W. Burrus, published in 1958, titled "How
Channeling between Chunks Raises Neutron Transmission through Boral"9 . Burrus developed a
mathematical model to calculate neutron transmission through heterogeneous absorbers, such as
boral. Although Burrus did not perform any neutron transmission experiments, he referenced
experimental measurements performed by other researchers, including measurements through ¼
inch and ¼ inch thick boral made by Brooks & Perkins ("Boral Radiation Attenuation
Characteristics""). The measured neutron transmission through the l/8 inch thick boral sample
was 7.0 x 10-3; transmission through the 1/4 inch thick sample was 5.6 x104.

Since Transmission = (1 - Neutron Absorption), the ½/s inch thick boral sheet absorbed 99.3% of
the neutrons and the ¼h inch thick plate absorbed 99.94% of the neutrons. Burrus compared the
absorption by boral to the calculated value of a theoretical homogeneous B4 C absorber to
determine the amount of neutron channeling.

The experimental measurements referenced in Burrus' paper compared to his calculated values
and the amount of channeling are shown below:

B&P Sample Experimental Calculated Absorption for Channeling
Thickness Absorption Homogeneous Absorber

¼ inch 99.30% 99.80% 0.50%

1/4 inch 99.94% 99.99% 0.05%

This test data shows that the channeling and self-shielding effects in boral were small, and that
boral was very effective in absorbing thermal neutrons. Burrus' mathematical model for a
heterogeneous absorber can be used to calculate the amount of channeling as a function of the
size(s) of the B4C particles and the volume percent of B4C. In his paper (which summarized a
report prepared under contract with the AEC, "Radiation Transmission Through Boral and
Similar Heterogeneous Materials Consisting of Randomly Distributed Absorbing Chunks"'1 ),
Burrus used his model to calculate the neutron transmission through a boral sheet with the
following assumptions:

Thickness of the sheet = 0.125 inch
Thickness of the mixed B4C-AI core = .085 inch
Volume % B4C = 40%

Particle diameters and volume %:

Particle Diameter (inch) Particle Diameter (microns) Volume %
0.038 965 42.5
0.024 610 27.5
0.016 406 15.0
0.009 228 15.0
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Figure 1-2 is a representation of the relative size of the B4C chunks in Burrus' heterogeneous
absorber calculation.

40 00

0 0

Figure 1-2
Burrus Model of a Heterogeneous Al-B 4 C Absorber

Based on these assumptions, Burrus calculated the transmission of normally incident neutrons to
be 7.6% (92.4% of the neutrons would be absorbed). This is more than 10 times the measured
transmission through boral that Burrus reported in his paper. The model shows that to have
significant channeling, the 10B areal density has to be low and the B4C particles have to be very
large relative to the absorber thickness (the largest particles in his example have a diameter that
is 45% of the thickness of the core). Although the model developed by Burrus is valid and
provides a reasonable approximation of neutron transmission through a heterogeneous B4C
absorber, the example that he used greatly exaggerated the channeling/streaming effect.

Soon after the AEC transferred its boral technology to Brooks & Perkins for commercialization,
Brooks & Perkins recognized the manufacturing difficulties and limitations of the molten
aluminum process. Brooks & Perkins conducted a development program during the 1960's to
improve the process and was successful in making boral using a powder process, which is still
used today. Brooks & Perkins applied for a patent for the powder process in 1975 and the patent
was granted in 1977. The powder process allows the use of much smaller B4 C powder and higher
B4C concentrations.

Figure 1-3 shows the small B4C particle size and uniform distribution of B4C in modern
BORAL. For comparison, this example is the same thickness and the same magnification as the
Brooks & Perkins boral plate shown in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-3
BORAL Made by the AAR Powder Process

Extensive qualification testing was performed on BORAL produced with the new powder
process, including the following studies:

* "Experimental Observation of BORAL Plates Encased in Stainless Steel Under the Influence
of Gamma and Neutron Fluxes"'12

* "Quantitative Analysis of Boral Panels"' 3

* Neutron transmission measurements vs. B4 C mesh size and neutron energy' 4

* "Neutron Transmission Through Boral Shielding Material""

* "Neutron Transmission Through Boral Shielding Material; Theoretical Model and
Experimental Comparison"16

* "Boral Neutron Absorbing/Shielding Material, Product Performance Report"''7

* "Effects of Gamma Radiation on the Neutron Attenuation Properties of Boral"'"

* "Corrosion Resistance of BORAL to One Year of Exposure to BWR Storage Pool Water"19

* "Spent Fuel Storage Module Corrosion Report"2 0

* "Storage Module Corrosion Testing"21

* "The Suitability of Brooks & Perkins Spent Fuel Storage Module for Use in PWR Storage
pool,,2 2
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Another reference cited in the NRC guides is "Criticality Effect of Neutron Channeling Between
Boron Carbide Granules in Boral for a Spent-Fuel Shipping Cask"23 by Wells, Marnon, and
Karam. Following is Table I from Wells' paper, which compared his transmission measurement
through BORAL and calculation for a homogeneous absorber to Burrus' data:

Experimental and Calculated Transmission Coefficients for Boral
(Wells, Marnon, and Karem)

W.R. Burrus Wells, Marnon, Karam

Areal Density Calc. Calc.
(g/cm 2 B) Exp. (Homogeneous) Exp. (Homogeneous)

0.030 7.0 x 10'3  2.0 x 10-3  ---
0.040 --- 4.8x10- 9.xx10'9
0.060 5.6 x 10-4 5.5 x 10-' _ ---

The experimental neutron transmission measurement was 0.00048, i.e., the BORAL absorbed
99.952% of the neutrons, confirming that BORAL is highly effective in absorbing thermal
neutrons. Wells' data shows the calculated channeling effect (the difference between the
measured transmission through BORAL and the calculated value for a homogeneous absorber) is
extremely small (0.00048 - 0.000091 = 0.000389).

Wells' measurement was made using a collimated neutron beam with perpendicular incidence to
the BORAL sample. In a moderated spent fuel package, the neutrons will strike the BORAL
sheet with isotropic incidence, so most of the neutrons will have a longer path through the
absorber material. As shown by Burrus in Figure 3 of his paper9, with isotropic incidence, the
channeling effect essentially disappears.

AAR includes a large amount of additional B4C to compensate for any nonuniformities,
including the small channeling effect. Consequently, BORAL designed and manufactured to a
customer specified '0B areal density is at least as effective as a homogeneous absorber with that
10B areal density. This report wlill document the design, manufacturing processes, and testing
which assure that BORAL is safe, effective, and durable under all operating conditions for dry
fuel storage casks and canisters.
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2.0 Topical Report Requirements (LIC-500)

The NRC instruction LIC-500, "Processing Request for Reviews of Topical Reports", states: "To
be accepted for the Topical Report Program the report should meet all four of the following
criteria:

(1) The report deals with a specific safety-related subject regarding a nuclear power plant
that requires a safety assessment by the NRC staff, for example, component design,
analytical models or techniques, or performance testing of components and/or systems
that can be evaluated independently of a specific license application. Technical reports
submitted in support of plant-specific license amendment applications are not defined as
topical reports under this program.

(2) The report is, or is expected to be, referenced in a number of license amendment requests.

(3) The report contains complete and detailed information on the specific subject presented.
Conceptual or incomplete preliminary information will not be reviewed.

(4) NRC approval of the report will increase the efficiency of the review process for
applications that reference the report."

This report meets all four criteria:

(1) This report deals with the performance of a neutron absorber, a Safety Category A
material (per NUREG/CR-6407 24), that can be evaluated independently of a specific
license application.

(2) It is expected that all of the dry fuel storage system suppliers that currently use BORAL
will request 90% credit in a future license amendment and will reference this report.

(3) This report contains complete and detailed information, including the results of
comprehensive testing to support an applicant's request for 90% credit for the 10B in
BORAL.

(4) NRC approval of this report will increase the efficiency of the review process for
applications that reference this report.
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3.0 BORAL Manufacturing Process

BORAL is manufactured by the following process:

Ingot design - calculating the ingot size and the weight percent of aluminum and B4 C
powders required to meet the customer specified BORAL sheet dimensions (length,
width, and thickness) and minimum 'OB areal density.

AAR uses a proprietary formula to calculate the amount of B4C required in the powder
mix to assure that there is 95% Irobability and 95% confidence that the 10B content in
BORAL exceeds the minimum °B required for the customer design. The formula is
conservatively based on the minimum B4C purity in the boron carbide powder per ASTM
C750, the minimum amount of boron present in B4C per the AAR specification, a
conservative value of the 10B isotope in naturally occurring boron, the minimum sheet
thickness, the maximum cladding thickness, and the low side of statistical variations in
powder mix as established in AAR's powder blending qualification process. In addition,
the formula includes a large additional margin of B4C to offset any nonuniformities,
including effects of particle size (channeling, streaming, or self-shielding).

The general formula for calculating the 10B areal density in an aluminum/B4C matrix is:

A= pWBEt

where:
A= 10B areal density Wcm2)
p = composite density of the Al/B4C matrix (g/cm3)
W = wt % B4C in the matrix
B = wt % boron in B4 C
E = wt % '0B content (or enrichment)
t = thickness of the sheet (cm)

The minimum '0B areal density, A, is specified by the customer. AAR calculates the
amount of B4C (W) required in BORAL by the following formula:

W = A/(pBEt)

with the following values and assumptions:
p = (theoretical density of compacted AIIB4C) x (average core density, % of TD)
B = 76 wt %, the minimum percentage of boron in B4C per the AAR specification
E = 18.3 wt % 10B in natural boron
t = (nominal thickness of the BORAL core) - (maximum tolerance)

In addition to the conservative assumptions used to calculate the quantity of B4C for the
powder mixture, AAR adds a large margin of additional B4C (greater than 10%) to
compensate for any nonuniformities and assure that the effective '0B content exceeds the
customer specified minimum requirement.

8
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* Powder blending - measuring and blending the appropriate amount of B4C and aluminum
powders.

Each powder is measured by weight and placed into a separate container. The B4C
powder content in BORAL varies from 40% to 65% depending on the customer's
requirements. The powders are poured into the powder blender as shown in Figure 3-1,
and mixed in accordance with AAR procedures. A random sample is taken from every
blended powder batch and is chemically tested to verify the correct ratio of aluminum and
B4C powders and to confirm proper mixing.

Figure 3-1
Powder Blender

Ingot preparation - making, filling and closing an aluminum ingot in preparation for
rolling.

The ingot shell is made from an extruded aluminum tube. The tube is filled with the
calculated amount of powder, measured by weight. The powder mix is hand compacted
to the cold design density. A closure bar is placed in the open end of the filled ingot; the
ingot is closed by welding the closure bar in place. Figure 3-2 shows ingots prepared for
heating. i
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Figure 3-2
BORAL Ingots

* Heating - heating the ingots to the AAR proprietary heating profile.

See Section 4.0 "BORAL Improvement Program", Phase 1, for a general explanation.

* Rolling - hot rolling the ingots to the customer specified thickness according to the AAR
proprietary rolling schedule. Figure 3-3 shows the final rolling pass of a BORAL ingot
into a rolled BORAL sheet.

Figure 3-3
Rolled BORAL Sheet
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* Finishing - annealing the rolled sheet to improve flatness, shearing to final sheet
dimensions, deburring the edges, and cleaning the surfaces. Figure 3-4 shows BORAL
sheets stacked after finishing processes.

Figure 3-4
Finished BORAL Sheets

* Inspection and testing - performing visual and dimensional inspection.

This step includes verifications of size dimensions, visual inspection for surface
anomalies, and testing of sample coupons for 1013 areal density by chemical testing or
neutron attenuation testing. Figure 3-5 shows coupons to be chemical tested to verify
areal density.

Figure 3-5
BORAL Samples
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Figure 3-6 shows BORAL coupons being dissolved as part of the chemical testing
process.

Figure 3-6
Chemical Testing

12
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4.0 BORAL Improvement Program

Hundreds of thousands of BORAL sheets are in service in spent fuel pools worldwide, many in
service for more than 30 years. The only significant problem that has been experienced with
BORAL in spent fuel pools is occasional occurrences of "blisters" in the cladding of the BORAL
sheets. A blister is a small, localized separation of the cladding from core.

Blisters are caused by the penetration of water into the BORAL core through the open edges or a
pinhole leak in the cladding and the subsequent oxidation of compacted aluminum powder in the
core. The general oxidation reaction is:

2 Al + 3 H20 = A1203 + 3 H2

The hydrogen released by the oxidation reaction generally escapes through the core porosity and
out through the open edges, but on rare occasions the aluminum oxide builds up and closes the
pathways (aluminum oxide molecules are 1.5 times larger than the volume of elemental
aluminum) and trap water within the BORAL core. The trapped water continues to react with the
aluminum and generate hydrogen. The accumulated hydrogen then builds up enough pressure to
separate the cladding from the core and create blisters. Hydrogen blisters are typically 0.25 to
1.25 inch in diameter and 1/16 to 1/8 inch high. Extensive testing on blisters has shown that the
Al/B 4C core stays intact and there is no loss of BORAL's ability to absorb thermal neutrons.
Blisters have been identified in only a small fraction of a percent of BORAL sheets.

For dry fuel storage applications, a canister or cask is usually in the pool water no more than one
or two days - not enough time for the aluminum oxidation process to progress to the point that it
traps water in the BORAL core. Some cask suppliers have tested BORAL for their systems under
normal and off-normal conditions, based on maximum design basis fuel parameters, and/or worst
case conditions. AAR has been advised by the cask suppliers that no blisters have occurred under
test conditions representing the most demanding design and operating conditions (however,
blisters can be induced at heat-up rates much greater than that which can occur in actual
operations or by repeated cycles of tests). Nevertheless, in mid-2003, AAR initiated a BORAL
Improvement Program specifically to reduce the potential for blisters to occur in dry fuel storage
applications. The improvement program has three phases:

Phase 1. - Review of Manufacturing Processes

Phase I was a review of all BORAL manufacturing processes to determine if any process
improvements could be made that would increase the integrity of BORAL. An AAR technical
team reviewed the BORAL processing experience, researched aluminum processing and new
powder metallurgy technologies, and performed experimental research. All of the processes were
considered satisfactory; however, research indicated there were potential benefits for higher
temperature ingot pre-heat. Based on this research, AAR tested a higher temperature ingot
heating profile.

The objective was to use the heating process not only for preparation for hot rolling, but also to
increase the oxide layer on the aluminum powder (dry passivation). The thicker the protective
oxide layer before BORAL goes into fuel storage pool water, the less oxidation and
consequently, less hydrogen generation when the BORAL is placed in the pool. (AAR has used a

13
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customer specified wet passivation process on some BORAL in the past, which had generally
good results, but was not as consistent as it needed to be).

Following is a description of the aluminum oxidation process from the ASM reference book,
"The Surface Treatment and Finishing of Aluminum and its Alloys" 25 which reflects the
importance of the oxide layer in inhibiting corrosion:

"When a freshly formed aluminum metal surface is exposed to the atmosphere, it is
immediately covered with a thin film of oxide, and this oxide film quickly re-forms when
damaged. An important and beneficial feature of this oxide film is that its molecular
volume is stoichiometrically 1.5 times that of the metal film used up in oxidation. This
then means that the oxide film is under compressive stress, and will not only cover the
metal continuously, but can cope with a certain amount of substrate deformation without
rupturing. It is to this protective surface layer that the aluminum industry owes its
existence.

"Reports of the structure of this low temperature, air-formed film have varied widely
although, in general, it is assumed to be amorphous, with the outer surface being a
hydrated aluminum oxide. At higher temperatures (above 450'C), crystalline -y-A]203 is
formed, and then, in the molten state, a-A1203 can occur.

"The kinetics of oxide growth on pure aluminum are complex. The currently accepted
mechanism has been described recently by Wefers ("Aluminium", 1981). At ambient
temperatures a limiting oxide film thickness of 2-3 nm will be produced within one day;
thermal oxidation is controlled by diffusion of aluminum and oxygen ions at temperatures
up to - 400'C and, in this temperature range, asymptotically decaying rate laws are
observed. However, when the temperature is raised towards and above 450'C, the
exponential oxidation rate changes to a linear relationship between weight gain and time.
This change in mechanism represents crystallization to y-A1203, which will disrupt the
continuity of the film. At temperatures above 500'C, it has been reported that the
preparation of the sheet, i.e., both metallurgical and surface roughness features, can alter
the oxidation kinetics."

Table 1 of the same reference shows the thickness of the oxide coating on aluminum as a
function of temperature:

Natural oxide on pure Al 1-3 nm
(formed at below 3000C)

Natural oxide on pure Al up to 30 nm
(formed at temperatures above 300'C)

Thus, the aluminum oxide transitions from a hydrated form [2 Al + (3+x) H20
Al203-x(H 20) + 3H2] at ambient temperature, to the crystalline, anhydrous y phase at high
temperature. The y oxide thickness continues to grow as a function of both increased
temperature (up to the melting point of aluminum) and time. The thicker oxide layer reduces
the oxidation rate in the water environment and consequently mitigates the primary
mechanism for the formation of blisters.
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AAR contracted with its aluminum powder supplier, The Aluminum Powder Company, Limited
(Alpoco), and the University of Nottingham to conduct thermal tests on the specific aluminum
powder used by AAR to measure the aluminum oxide film growth as a function of temperature
and time.

The results of this proprietary study, titled "Oxidation of Al Powder"26, were important to
understanding the temperature/time effects on the aluminum oxide layer thickness and provided
the basis for establishing the proprietary BORAL ingot heating process parameters. The
aluminum oxide thermal growth curve is represented in Figure 4-1.

Aluminum Oxide Growth Rate
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Figure 4-1
Oxide Film Growth on AAR Aluminum Powder

Since the pre-roll density of the B4C and aluminum powders in the ingot is approximately 56%,
the rest of the volume in the powder is air, which provides sufficient oxygen for the thermal
oxidation process. For its test program, AAR heated ingots to the optimum oxidation temperature
(above the rolling temperature), held that temperature for the duration needed for effective
thermal growth of the aluminum oxide layer, and then allowed the ingots to cool to the lower
rolling temperature. The old and new heating profiles are illustrated in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2
Ingot Heat-up Profiles
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The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and AAR co-sponsored a test program to evaluate
BORAL made using the new heating profile ("Improved BORAL"). The test program was
performed by Northeast Technologies Corporation (NETCO). NETCO tested the durability of
BORAL by subjecting coupons to repeated cycles of simulated fuel loading conditions
(pressurization in heated water for both BWR and PWR water chemistries) followed by vacuum
drying / heat-up tests, until a blister formed. BORAL produced with the new heating profile
showed significantly greater resistance to blister formation compared to BORAL tested in earlier
NETCO test programs. Further discussion of the test program and results is included in Section
5.5. The new heating profile has been incorporated into the BORAL manufacturing process.

Phase 2 - Alternative Materials and Process Evaluation

Phase 2 was an evaluation and test program to compare alternative materials and new processes
for manufacturing BORAL. One series of tests used different aluminum alloy powders in the
core. Two alloys showed significantly greater resistance to blisters than 1100 series powder in
test-to-failure tests. One of the powders evaluated was high strength 6061 aluminum alloy.
BORAL made with 6061 alloy powder has been designated as BORAL-6000. AAR has also
made BORAL with 6061 alloy cladding. The type of aluminum alloy powder used in the core
does not change the effectiveness of 10B in BORAL, therefore the request for 90%/6 credit also
applies to BORAL-6000.

Phase 3 - 90% Credit for °B

Phase 3 in the improvement program is 90% credit for the '0B in BORAL. The increase in credit
from 75% to 90% gives AAR more flexibility in the BORAL design. The increased credit
reduces the 10B areal density required in the BORAL by 16.7%. One design improvement is to
reduce the core thickness and increase the cladding thickness. For example, a 0.100 inch thick
sheet of BORAL has a core thickness of approximately 0.072 inch, with 0.014 inch thick
cladding on both sides of the core. Reducing the 10B areal density by 16.7% allows the core
thickness to be reduced to 0.060 inch. The difference of 0.012 inch can be added to the cladding
thickness, increasing the cladding thickness from 0.014 to 0.020 inch, an increase of more than
40%. This increases the cladding bending strength (i.e., resistance to blisters) by a factor of
approximately two. Increasing the cladding thickness also increases the corrosion margin,
another safeguard against blister formation.

Summary

BORAL is conservatively designed for criticality control in dry fuel storage/transport
applications. The design and manufacturing processes assure that the 1°B in BORAL is uniformly
distributed and effective. The BORAL Improvement program has already improved the material
properties of BORAL for dry fuel storage conditions. Approval of 90% credit for the 10B present
in BORAL will allow AAR to further improve the material properties of BORAL, specifically
the resistance to cladding deformation, with no compromise to criticality safety.
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5.0 Evaluation of BORAL for 90% Credit for 10B

To qualify for 90% credit for the ' 0B present in BORAL, NRC guides state that comprehensive
testing must be performed to demonstrate the presence, uniformity, effectiveness, and durability
of the neutron absorber material. This section will discuss the design, manufacturing controls,
and confirmatory testing that assures BORAL meets all of these criteria.

5.1 Presence of 10B in BORAL

The presence of 10B in BORAL is confirmed by redundant material and process verifications,
including: B4C material certification from the supplier specifying the total boron content, all
significant impurities, and the isotopic content of 'B in the boron; an independent over-check of
the B4C powder composition by a qualified metallurgical laboratory; an in-house chemical test of
a sample from each batch of blended powder; in-house chemical testing of samples from finished
sheets to verify that the B4C in the sample meets or exceeds the minimum requirement, and
periodic neutron attenuation tests to verify chemical tests results.

Statistical analyses of the B4C powder purity, the boron content in the B4C, and the percentage of
10B in the boron are included in Attachment A.

5.2 Uniformity of '0 B in BORAL

The uniformity of the 10B in BORAL can be demonstrated by at least four methods: (1)
evaluation of the effectiveness of the manufacturing process and process controls to assure that
the B4C and aluminum powders are properly mixed, which, in turn, assures that the B4C will be
evenly distributed in the core matrix, (2) visual and/or metallographic examination of the
BORAL core, (3) neutron attenuation testing of a statistically significant number of random
samples to determine the mean and variance of the 1°B isotope in BORAL sheets, and (4)
chemical testing of a statistically significant number of random samples to determine the mean
and variance of the B4C in the core, combined with verification of 1 B isotopic concentration in
the boron.

1. Effectiveness of the manufacturing process - AAR (and Brooks & Perkins before
1981) has used the same manufacturing process for making BORAL for more than 30
years resulting in a manufacturing process that is well established. Process controls
including AAR's procedures, employee training and experience, in-process inspections,
and QA oversight assures that the B4C will be evenly distributed in the core matrix with
consistency and repeatability.

2. Visual and metallographic examination of the B4C particle distribution in the
BORAL core - Since the BORAL core is exposed around the edges of the sheet, any
significant nonuniformity along the edges are visually apparent. There are numerous
metallographic examinations and photomicrographs available of BORAL cores (such as
Figure 1-3). All show that the B4C particles are uniformly distributed in the aluminum
matrix.
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3. Neutron attenuation testing of a statistically significant number of random samples
to determine the mean and variance of the 10B isotope in BORAL sheets - AAR
contracted NETCO to perform neutron attenuation measurements on a statistically large
number of random samples to establish the confidence level for uniformity of 1°B in
BORAL in a typical production lot, specifically to support this Topical Report. The
production quantity was 3236 sheets, made from 114 powder batches (each powder batch
yielded 30 sheets). One sheet made from each powder batch was selected at random and
two coupons were cut from random locations on the sheet, making a total of 228 BORAL
test coupons. The coupons were approximately 5.5 x 11.0 inches. The minimum required
10B areal density was 0.020 g/cm2. Neutron attenuation measurements were made at each
corner of each test coupon, for a total of 912 measurements. The measurements and
analyses are compiled in the NETCO report titled, "Review and Evaluation of '0B Areal
Density Measurements of BORAL Coupons, 27 . The 10B areal density distribution (Figure
4-1 from the NETCO report) is shown in Figure 5-1. The complete NETCO report is
included in Attachment B.
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The Summary and Conclusions of the NETCO report state:

"Areal density measurements obtained via neutron attenuation testing at 4 locations
each on 228 BORAL coupons have been evaluated. The data have been demonstrated
to be normally distributed. Accordingly, a one sided tolerance factor for normally
distributed data can be applied. This has been computed following the method of
Natrella and is 3.226 at 99% probability and 95% confidence level.

"The proposed method of Reference I* has been applied to the data set. The
minimum certified areal density for this BORAL is 0.020 gins '0B/cm2 . The mean of
the measured data is 0.02514 gms '0B/cm2. At a 99.9% probability and a 95%
confidence level the one sided tolerance limit is 0.0229 gms '0B/cm2 which exceeds
the 111% of the minimum certified areal density. Accordingly 90% credit for B-10 is
demonstrated."

*Standard Guidc for Thermnal Neutron Absorber (Poisons) for Criticality Control in Dry Cask Storage
Systems (DCSS) or Transportation Packages Containing Fissile Materials, proposed by ASTM
Subconunittee c26.03, 5/8/2003

The data in Appendix A of the NETCO report demonstrates that the 10B in BORAL is
uniform throughout a sheet and is consistent for a large production lot. The data also
shows that the 10B loading in BORAL is very conservative. In this case, the specified '0B
areal density is 0.020 g '0B/cm2 and the as-manufactured BORAL has an average greater
than 0.025 g '0B/cm2, with no measurement less than 0.0225 g 10B/cm2. Since the cask
designer takes credit for 75% of the specified areal density, the design requirement is for
0.015 g 10B/cm2. Approval of 90% credit for the 10B would allow the cask designer to
take credit for 0.018 g ' 0B/cm2, so there is still a very large margin of conservatism for
criticality safety.

4. Chemical testing of a statistically significant number of random samples to
determine the mean and variance of the B4C in the core, combined with verification
of 0B isotopic concentration in the boron - AAR's standard B4C/10B verification
method is a chemical test. Chemical testing is an accurate, reliable method for
determining the 10B areal density. The chemical analysis is performed using hydrochloric
acid to dissolve the aluminum in the BORAL leaving only the B4C. Once the B4C is
recovered and weighed, the 10B areal density is determined by calculation. From time to
time, AAR benchmarks the results of the chemical testing with neutron attenuation tests.
AAR tested the coupons from the 114 sheets used in the NETCO evaluation using AAR's
standard chemical test. The results from the chemical tests were consistent with the
neutron attenuation tests - the average 10B measured by neutron attenuation was 0.0252
g/cm2 compared to 0.0249 g/cm2 from the chemical measurement and calculation. The
AAR chemical test procedure is designed to be conservative, which was confirmed by the
attenuation measurements. These test results are included in Attachment C.

During production of BORAL, a sample from each ingot included in the production's
sampling plan is tested. A test sample is cut from one end of each BORAL sheet made
from the ingot (2 PMR sheets or 3 BWR sheets per ingot). The edges of all the samples
are measured for thickness and a 1 cm2 test specimen is cut from the thinnest location.
This procedure assures that all the sheets made from that ingot will have a '0B areal
density at least that of the test specimen.
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5.3 Neutron Channeling Through BORAL

NUREG/CR-5661 states:

"Limiting added poison material credit to 75% without comprehensive testing is based on
concerns for potential 'streaming' of neutrons due to nonuniformities. It has been shown that
boron carbide granules embedded in aluminum permit channeling of a beam of neutrons
between the grains and reduce the effectiveness for neutron absorption."

The NRC S ent Fuel Project Office's Interim Staff Guidance 15 (ISG-15) entitled, "Materials
Evaluationr' , states:

"In heterogeneous absorber materials, the neutron poisons may take the form of particles
dispersed or precipitated in a matrix material. Materials with large poison particles (e.g., 80
micrometer particles of unenriched boron carbide) have been shown to absorb significantly
fewer neutrons than homogeneous materials with the same poison loading (Burrus, Wells).
The reduced neutron absorption in heterogeneous materials results from particle self-
shielding effects, streaming or channeling of neutrons between poison particles."

After rolling, the average B4C particle size in BORAL is about 50 microns, which is smaller than
the particle size that cause significant channeling between particles. The amount of neutron
channeling through BORAL can be approximated by the methodology referenced in ISG-15
(Burrus).

In the study, "Radiation Transmission Through Boral and Similar Heterogeneous Materials
Consisting of Randomly Distributed Absorbing Chunks"'"1, Burrus developed four methods for
calculating neutron transmission through boral:

* Formulas for Materials with Single-Sized Right Cylindrical Chunks;
* Formulas for Materials with Right Cylindrical Chunks of Multiple Sizes;
* Formulas for Materials with Arbitrary Chunk Sizes;
* Formulas Including Energy and Angular Distributions.

For simplicity, the first method is used herein (this method is conservative, since only normally
incident neutrons are considered).

Following are excerpts from Burrus' report:

"If scattering is neglected, the transmission through a slab of material consisting of a
distribution of chunk sizes is given by:

t

T = P(xt)T(x)dx
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where:
P(x,t)dx = fraction of rays which encounter a thickness of absorbing material between

x and x+dx in traversing a total thickness t of material
T(x) = fraction of radiation transmitted through a chunk of material

of thickness x"

"It is assumed that the chunks are right circular cylinders with their generators normal to the
surface of the slab. Right cylindrical chunks are chosen because a ray that passes through a
normally oriented right cylinder always passes through a chunk thickness equal to the
cylinder height."

"The slab is considered to be divided into an integral number (N) of layers of thickness (A)
equal to the height of a cylinder of absorbing material. This division is made by translating
the cylinders vertically so that the center of a cylinder is moved to the center of the layer in
which it falls." The model is illustrated in Figure 5-2.

I I I I
I- I I I

_ I I I I11

Figure 5-2
Burrus Model of Layers in Absorber

"The transmission through a slab divided in this manner is the same as the transmission
through the undivided slab since every normally incident ray sees the same thickness of
chunk material in either case. The probability that a given ray will encounter exactly n
chunks is given by Bernoulli's binomial distribution:

Pn= Vn(lV)N- C(Nn)

where:
V = probability that a ray will encounter a chunk in passing through a layer

(the volume fraction of chunks)
Vn = probability that n chunks will be encountered in n specified layers

l-V) N-n = probability that the rest of the layers are not occupied by other chunks
C(N,n) = number of combinations of N things taken n at a time and is equal to

the number of ways in which the n specified layers could be selected
from N layers = N!/[(N-n)!n!]"
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"If exponential attenuation in the chunk material is assumed, then the probability that a given
ray penetrates the slab is:

T(n) =

where:
Y- = linear attenuation coefficient for the chunk material
n = the number of chunks encountered

A = height of chunks encountered
nA = total chunk material thickness along this ray"

"Summing the overall average transmission of the slab and combining the result with the
binomial theorem gives:

T = (Ve6A + l-V)N (equation 6 in Burrus' report)

"Equation 6 has a simple physical interpretation which could have given Equation 6 at once.
Since V is the probability that a ray will encounter a chunk at a given layer, (1-V) is the
probability that a ray will miss the chunks in the layer. Ve,7A is the probability that those rays
that hit a chunk will penetrate the layer. Thus the quantity in brackets is just the average
transmission through one layer. Since the chunks are randomly distributed, each layer acts
independently and the overall average transmission T is the product of the transmission of all
N sublayers."

Applying the formula to BORAL:

Ve4A in the Burrus equation is the formula for transmission, T, through a homogeneous
absorber, usually expressed as:

T=e7'

where:
Y: = macroscopic cross section = NBoa
t = the absorber thickness

NB = atom density of 10B
a. = absorption cross section for '0B = 3836 barns (for thermal neutrons)

A typical BORAL design for dry storage applications has the following parameters:

* Sheet thickness = 0.100 inch
* Core thickness = 0.072 inch
* B4 C wt% in the core = 60%

For an average particle (right circular cylinder) height of 50 microns (0.00197 inch), the
transmission through a single B4C particle can be calculated.
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The atom density of '0B, NB, in B4C =

NB = (P3CBNA)/MB

where:
PBc = density of B4C in BORAL = (95% TD) (2.52 g/cm3) = 2.394 g/cm3

B = 10B in B4C = (.76 B/B4C) (.183 '0 B/B) = .139
NA = Avogadro's number = 6.022 x 1023 atoms/mole
MB = g/mole for 10B = 10.0129 g/mole

NB =2.00 x 1022 atoms/cm3

and
I = NBOa = (2.00 x 1022 atoms/cm3 ) (3836 x 10-24 cm2) = 76.7/cm

and

T = e- 76.7 /cmXO.005 m) = 0.68

Conservatively ignoring the scattering and absorption cross sections for carbon and 11B, the
neutron transmission through the 50 micron (0.00197 inch) thick B4C particle is calculated as
0.68. The transmission through a 50 micron layer of absorber containing 60% B4 C using Burrus'
equation 6 is:

T = (0.60 x 0.68) + (1 - 0.60) = 0.808

The integer number of layers in a layered model with a core thickness of 0.072 inch is
0.072/0.00197 = 36. The normally incident thermal neutron transmission through the total sheet
thickness is T = (0.808)36 = 0.0004 (the scattering and absorption cross sections for aluminum
are conservatively ignored).

Since neutron absorption is I - T, the calculation shows that BORAL absorbs 99.96% of the
neutrons. Burrus also shows that for isotropic incidence, transmission is reduced by a factor of
approximately four (absorption = 99.99%).

If the average B4C particle size is twice the thickness, 100 microns, T through a single layer is
0.49, the integer number of layers is 0.072/0.00394 = 18, and T through 18 layers is (0.49)18 =
0.0008. Thus, a heterogeneous absorber with 100 micron B4 C particles absorbs 99.92% of the
neutrons. The increase in the channeling effect for the increase in average particle size from 50
microns to 100 microns is about 0.04%. Reducing the particle size from 50 microns to 10
microns reduces channeling by 0.02%. These calculated values are consistent with the guidance
in ISG-15, i.e., there is not much effect of the particle size on neutron attenuation for average
B4C particle sizes less than 80 microns, but as the average particle size increases above 100
microns (constant 10B areal density), the channeling effect becomes more significant. The
calculated channeling effect as a function of particle size is shown in Figure 5-3.
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Neutron Transmission vs Particle Size
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Figure 5-3
Calculated Neutron Channeling Effect

Neutron transmission through BORAL with different B4 C particle sizes has been measured by
the University of Michigan4 ' 20. The effect of particle size, as measured by transmission testing,
is consistent with the calculated values shown in Figure 5-3. The transmission measurements
confirm that the effect of further reductions in B4 C particle size below 80 microns is very small.

The formula for neutron transmission, T = e-2, can be used to calculate transmission as a
function of '0 B areal density [(10B density in the absorber) x (thickness of the absorber)]. Neutron
absorption (I-T) for a homogeneous '0B absorber is shown in Figure 54. The curve shows that
absorption asymptotically approaches unity with increasing 1°B areal density.
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Neutron Attenuation vs B-10 Areal Density
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Figure 5-4
Neutron Attenuation vs IDB Areal Density

Using Burrus' method to approximate the neutron transmission through a heterogeneous
absorber with large B4C particles, Figure 5-5 shows a comparison of the calculated values for
transmission through a homogeneous and a heterogeneous absorber.
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Figure 5-5
Comparison of Neutron Absorption by Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Absorbers

The effectiveness of the heterogeneous absorber is determined from the difference between the
curves. At low 10B areal densities, as the areal density increases, the curves diverge, indicating a
decrease in effectiveness. At higher areal densities, the curves converge with increasing areal
density, indicating that at higher 10B areal densities, the heterogeneous absorber becomes more
effective (more like a homogeneous absorber). In the limit, increasing the B4C / decreasing the
aluminum in the matrix, the heterogeneous material becomes homogeneous B4C.

Figure 5-6 is a plot of the difference between the curves in Figure 5-5 (transmission difference =
neutron absorption by the homogeneous absorber - neutron absorption by the heterogeneous
absorber). Figure 5-6 illustrates the decrease in the channeling effect at higher 10B areal densities.
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Figure 5-6
Channeling Effect as a Function of 10B Areal Density

Most criticality codes model the neutron absorber as a uniform, homogeneous arrangement of the
constituent atoms in the absorber material. No real absorber is completely uniform and
homogeneous. For a given 10B areal density, a real absorber has nonuniformities that will result
in variations in 10B from the homogeneous assumption. Therefore, all neutron absorbers are
manufactured with an additional margin of 10B to assure that there is a high degree of confidence
that at any location in the absorber sheet, the 10B present will exceed the minimum specified
requirement.

5.4 Effectiveness of 10B in BORAL

The effectiveness of the '0 B in a neutron absorber can be measured directly by neutron
transmission tests. Transmission measurements show the net effectiveness of the absorber and
can be used as the basis for establishing the amount of credit for the 10B in the absorber. This
Section will show that the absorption by BORAL manufactured to a specified '0B areal density
exceeds the absorption by a homogeneous absorber with that ' 0B areal density.
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ISG-15 states:

"The effects of material heterogeneity on poison effectiveness should be tested by
performing neutron attenuation and/or reactivity worth measurements on material samples or
coupons. The test measurements should be calibrated against identical measurements
performed on known homogeneous materials of similar composition (e.g., zirconium
diboride with a known thickness of aluminum for calibrating measurements of Boral or
borated aluminum) [Gao]."

The reference cited in the above paragraph is a dissertation by Jun Gao entitled, "Modeling of
Neutron Attenuation Properties of Boron-Aluminum Shielding Materials."29 Gao tested BORAL
using neutron transmission measurements and compared the results to measurements through
zirconium diboride standards with known '0B areal densities. Figure 5-6 is reproduced from
Gao's dissertation. Following is Gao's discussion of the tests results:

"The good match of the transmission coefficient curves of ZrB2 and BORAL implied that
when having the same IOB areal density, these two materials have the same neutron
attenuation effect." And "in the above experiments, the streaming effect was not observed."
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Figure 5-7
Comparison of Neutron Transmission Through BORAL and ZrB2 (Gao)
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Gao's measurements show that there are no significant channeling/streaming effects through
BORAL. Nevertheless, the BORAL design formula includes a large margin of additional B4C to
assure that the effective 10B content in BORAL exceeds the customer specified minimum.

To demonstrate the net effectiveness of BORAL, NETCO tested as-manufactured BORAL using
neutron attenuation measurements. To benchmark the tests, NETCO used standards made from
an aluminum/B4C metal matrix composite (MMC) material, which is essentially a homogeneous
absorber, with known 10B areal densities, over the range of areal densities of interest. BORAL
samples with low (0.015 g 10B/cm2), medium (0.028 g '0B/cm2), and high (0.037 g '0B/cm2) areal
densities were tested and the values were fitted to the BORAL curve shown in Figure 5-73°. The
measurements confirm that the neutron absorption by as-manufactured BORAL has a significant
margin above the specified minimum 10B areal density.

Neutron Attenuation Comparison: Boral vs B4C Al Composite
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Effectiveness of '0 B in BORAL
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In summary, the 1OB in BORAL is uniformly distributed and thermal neutron channeling through
BORAL is not significant. BORAL designs for dry storage applications generally have a high
B4C content (50% and higher) and high °B areal density (0.025 g/cm2 and greater), and
therefore, the effectiveness of the '0B in BORAL is very high. Any nonuniformities are
compensated by the conservative BORAL design, so that the effective 10B contained in BORAL
is greater than the customer specified minimum value.

If any changes are made in the BORAL design (such as a change in the powder formula, change
in B4C powder size/distribution, etc.) or the manufacturing process that could adversely affect
the effectiveness of BORAL, new qualification testing and/or acceptance tests will be performed
on the as-manufactured BORAL. The effectiveness of the '0B in BORAL for a new design or
manufacturing process will be confirmed by neutron attenuation measurements. The °B content
determined by neutron attenuation testing will be used to benchmark the standard AAR chemical
tests for subsequent acceptance tests of BORAL of the new design.

5.5 Durability orBORAL

The durability of BORAL in high radiation environments has been proven by testing and decades
of in-service exposure in spent fuel pools. The durability of BORAL in the environments it will
experience in dry fuel storage has been confirmed by several test programs performed by cask
suppliers for their specific designs and operating conditions, and by NETCO.

Following are excerpts from a test report prepared by NAC International entitled, "Evaluation of
the Structural Fitness of BORAL for Use in NAC Spent Fuel Canisters" 31:

"NAC International (NAC) has recently completed a comprehensive testing program to
evaluate the structural fitness of BORAL for use in NAC's PWR spent fuel storage and
transportation canisters. The testing program included nine separate tests that represented, or
exceeded, the maximum design basis conditions that the BORAL will experience during
actual canister operations. Based on the test results, NAC has concluded that BORAL is
structurally stable and will perform its function as a neutron absorber under all canister
operating conditions."

"The NAC testing program was designed to determine if BORAL is structurally capable of
withstanding the environmental conditions inside an NAC PWR spent fuel canister. The most
severe conditions occur while the fuel is being loaded in the canister in the spent fuel pool
and during canister closure, draining, and drying operations. These conditions include: water
pressure during fuel loading (for a 40-foot deep pool, the water pressure at the bottom is 17.3
psig); the hydrostatic pressure test of the shield lid weld of 21 psig; and the heat-up of the
3BORAL after the water is drained from the canister and the canister is vacuum dried
(maximum of 30 'F/hr for design basis fuel of 23 kW/canister). The tests were designed to
simulate the design basis limits as described in the applicable NAC-MPC and NAC-UMS®
Final Safety Analysis Reports (FSARs). Significant margins were added to the test values to
assure conservatism. The conditions that occur during fuel loading and canister closure
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operations were evaluated and were found to bound any other conditions during normal
interim storage at the ISFSI or during normal transport conditions."

"The results of the extensive testing program performed by NAC International demonstrate
that BORAL is structurally stable under the conditions that the BORAL will experience
during NAC canister operations. Tests at values well above the maximum operating values
confirmed that adequate material performance margins exist."

EPRINETCO recently completed an extensive study of the performance of Improved BORAL
(made using the high temperature heating profile) under dry cask operating conditions. The test
results will be published in the near future in an EPRI report titled "BORAL Behavior Under
Simulated Cask Vacuum Drying Conditions, Part 2"032. The following summary is included with
permission from EPRI.

The test parameters were:

Test Parameter Value
Water Immersion
Water chemistry BWR Demineralized
Water chemistry PWR Boric acid (2500 ppm B)
Temperature, 0F 1000 ± 20
Time at temperature, hours 96
Pressure, psig 16 ± I
Time at pressure, hours 96
Hydro Testing
Temperature, 0F J2000 ± 20
Time at temperature, hours 17 (ramp from 1000 to 2000)
Pressure, psig 21 ± 1
Time at pressure, minutes 10 ± 2
Vacuum Drying Test
Initial heatup, 'F 2500
Pressure during initial heatup 1 atm
Time to initial temperature, hours 4
Temperature for start of vacuum drying, 'F 2500
Final Temperature, 'F 5500
Ramp to final temperature, hours 10
Time at final temperature, hours 4
Pressure for vacuum drying, inches H20 3.3 ± 0.2
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A total of 16 coupons were used in the tests. The test coupons were prepared from 4 panels of
BORAL. Two coupons from each panel were "dry passivated" and two coupons were non-
passivated. The dry passivation process was heating the coupons at I 000F for 4 hours to
increase the thickness of the aluminum oxide layer. Of each pair of coupons from each panel,
one coupon was tested in demineralized water and one was tested in 2500 ppm boric acid.

The coupons were originally scheduled for testing through five wetting/drying cycles. Due to
the start of a small blister on one coupon in Cycle 5, two additional cycles were added. The
blister formed on a coupon that was non-passivated and tested in the PWR water (boric acid)
group. The single blister grew and cracked during the 6th cycle and was removed after that cycle
for examination. No new blisters formed on any of the other coupons during the 6h and 7ih

cycles.

There were several significant conclusions from this study, including:

* The new ingot heating profile makes BORAL more resistant to blister formation.
* The NETCO results agree with other studies that indicate that BORAL with low B4C

content generally has lower porosity, and lower porosity BORAL is more susceptible to
blister formation.

* BORAL made with 50% or greater B4C in the core absorbs more water, but the water
escapes easily during vacuum drying and heat-up. BORAL with high B4C loadings (50-
65%) is more blister resistant, since there is less aluminum to fill in the irregular volume
around the B4C particles, which results in greater porosity. Greater porosity allows water
to escape and prevents blisters.

* None of the BORAL coupons that were "dry passivated" by NETCO (heated to 100TY
for 4 hours prior to testing) had any sign of blisters or other deformation after 7 test
cycles.

An important finding was a corrosion mechanism for blister formation. Following is an excerpt
from the draft report:

"The data from the Series 1 tests clearly show that the current AAR manufacturing process
produces a BORAL which is resistant to the formation of blisters during MPC wetting and
vacuum drying conditions. Destructive examination of one blister which formed in cycle 5
and grew into two large coincident blisters in cycle 6 provide clear evidence as to the
mechanism of blister formation. Corrosion pits, likely due to chemical contamination on the
clad surface, grew in depth in the first four wetting cycles, penetrating the clad during
wetting cycle 5 and providing a pathway for boric acid into the core."

Following the identification of pitting corrosion as the mechanism for the formation of the
blister, NETCO destructively examined blisters formed on coupons in previous tests. NETCO
found through-cladding penetrations at the site of all blisters. Most of the penetrations appeared
to be corrosion pits.
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5.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, the design, manufacturing, and performance of BORAL satisfy all of the criteria
for 90% credit for the minimum amount of 10B specified. With 90% credit for the specified 10B
in BORAL, AAR will be able to further enhance the integrity of BORAL by increasing the
cladding thickness. The thicker cladding will provide greater resistance to deformation and
additional corrosion protection. These improvements, combined with the new heat process used
in manufacturing to increase the protective aluminum oxidation layer and reduce hydrogen
generation, will minimize or eliminate the occurrence of blisters in BORAL.
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Percentage Purity In B4C Powder Deliveries
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Statistical Analyses of the B4C Powder Purity
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% Boron (B) In B4C Powder
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Statistical Analyses of Boron Content in B4C
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Percentage Presence of 108 Isotope In B4C Lots
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Statistical Analyses of Percentage of 10B in Boron
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Review and Evaluation of 1 B Areal Density Measurements of BORAL Coupons

1.0 Introduction

BORAL is the trade name for a neutron absorber manufactured by AAR Corporation of
Uvonia, Michigan. BORAL Is a laminated panel with solid aluminum cladding and a
core of blended boron carbide (B4C) and aluminum powders, compressed by hot rolling.
Boral is manufactured according to established processes and procedures.

The purpose of this test program is to provide applicants for dry fuel storage systems
supporting data to request NRC approval for credit for 90% of the 1°B contained In
BORAL used In the system. NRC Standard Review Plans limit the credit for 10I
contained In fixed neutron absorbers for dry fuel storage systems to 75%, unless
comprehensive tests are performed to verify that the fabrication process for the neutron
absorber assures the presence and uniformity of the neutron poison (10B) in the
absorber material.

A method has been proposed (Reference 1) for the computation of percent credit for
boron-based neutron absorbers. This method specifies that material for which data is
presented to show the measured attenuation for thermal neutrons to be at or above the
acceptance attenuation (A.). is given the fuU credit of 90 porcent." This test program
was developed to meet the test requirement for 90% credit. The neutron attenuation
tests, combined with the established BORAL manufacturing procedures, provide
verification of the presence and uniformity of the 10B In BORAL panels.

The coupons tested used In this program were provided by AAR. AAR selected the
coupons from a commercial production run of 3236 BORAL panels. Production
required 114 powder batches; each powder batch yields 30 panels. One panel was
randomly selected from each group of 30 panels made from each unique powder batch.
Two coupons were cut from random locations from each of the 114 BORAL panels
selected for the test, for a total of 228 BORAL test coupons.

The coupons were rectangular and approximately 5.5 Inches wide by 11.0 Inches long.
The minimum certified areal density for these coupons Is 0.020 gms B-1O01cm 2. The
areal densities were measured at 4 locations on each coupon providing a total of 912
measurements. The measurements were made via neutron attenuation testing using
known calibration standards to determine the areal densities.

This report documents a statistical analysis of the 912 areal density measurements
which demonstrates compliance with requirements for 90% boron credit In dry storage
casks. The analysis described subsequently serves to demonstrate that this criteria Is
satisfied for the 912 areal density measurements on BORAL coupons.
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2.0 Methodology

The proposed method specifies that it is to be used to compute the level of credit to be
allowcd for IN neutron absorber materials, such as boron or lithium. The computation
of the allowed level of credit uses the results of neutron attenuation measurements
performed on samples of the absorber material placed in a beam of thermal neutrons.'

The standard specifies the following variables among Its definitions:

A = neutron attenuation, a measured value taken on a given absorber material In a
beam of thermal neutrons with fixed energy spectrum. A Is assumed to be normally
distributed with mean p and standard deviation ra.

AO = acceptance value of neutron attenuation, based on a qualified homogeneous
absorber standard such as ZrBz,'evaluated at 111% (l.e.1/0.90) of the poison density
assumed In the criticality computational model.

Ad = attenuation tolerance limit, a statistic of the data

n = number of coupon measures of attenuation A

P = probability

p = true mean of A

x = estimate of p

c = true standard deviation of A

S = estimate of a

Cp exact number of standard deviations required at probability P

Kp= tolerance coefficient that is substituted for Cp when p and a are estimated by x
- and S. respectively

y = confidence level

The method specifies that, 'data taken under the above rules are used to bound the
probability P that the value of neutron attenuation A at an arbitrary location on the
material is greater than the acceptance attenuation A,. This Is done by computing an
attenuation tolerance limit, As, such that, with 95 percent confidence, the probability Is
less than 0.001 that A < A.

2
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In the current analysis, the areal density has been computed Instead of the neutron
attenuation. The areal density is directly proportional to the neutron attenuation. The
analysis described subsequently demonstrates that with 95 percent confidence the
probability Is less than 0.001 that the measured areal density will be less than 111% of
the minimum certified areal density.

Implicit in the proposed method Is the assumption that the data Is normally
distributed. To satisfy that this requirement has been met, two tests for normality,
Kolmogorov-Smimov and Anderson-Darling, have been applied to the test data. In
addition, the cumulative probability versus areal density has been examined as a further
test of normality.

3
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3.0 Test Data

3.1 Test Method

Tests have been perfomied by NETCO In the Beam Hole Laboratory of the Breazeale
Reactor Facility at Penn State University. In these tests a collimated thermal beam of
neutrons from the reactor is passed through the Boral coupons placed perpendicular to
the Incident beam. The intensity of the Incident and attenuated beams are measured
with BF3 detectors. These attenuation values were then converted to areal density
measurements using a curve fit based on attenuation measurements on coupons of
known areal density.

Four locations on each coupon were tested In this manner and the resulting data has
been compiled Into a single data file that was utilized for this analysis.

3.2 Raw Data

The coupon test results are contained In Appendix A. A subset of the data containing
only the areal density measurements Is constructed for use In the subsequent statistical
analyses. The data Is structured In four columns with each column representing a
different measurement location on each coupon. All of the data points are plotted here
to illustrate the distribution of measured areal density values.
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Figure 3-1: Measured Areal Density versus Measurement Number
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3.3 One-Sldod Tolerance Factor Calculation

The proposed method specifies that a one-sided tolerance factor be calculated to
determine, with 95% confidence, the value above which 99.9% of the areal density
measurements lie. The tolerance factor Itself varies with the degree of confidence,
fraction of data In question, and number of samples being tested. Factors have been
calculated In tables for several different parameters, however, none of the available
tables contain the parameters specified for this test. As such, an approximate formula
for the tolerance factor Is utilized to provide the necessary value given the parameters
of this analysis.

The approximate calculation of a one-sided tolerance factor K, comes from the following
formulas (Reference 2):

K=; *Equation I
a

2(N-1) =
Equation 2

where:

Z1.p Standard Normal Score at I - P level of significance

N = Number of Samples (912)

These equations are an approximation, however and deviate conservatively from the
tabular values In Reference 2 for smaller samples sizes. The difference between the
two methods quickly approaches zero after as few as 40 samples. Given that we are
working with a sample size of 912, the approximation formula will produce an
adequately precise value.

The one-Sided Tolerance factor for P=0.999, a=0.05 & n=912 is calculated to be
3.22572

S
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4.0 Analysis of Areal Density Measurements

4.1 Distributed Properties of the Areal Density Measurements

In order to apply the one sided tolerance factors described In Section 4.1, It must be
demonstrated that the areal density data are normally distributed. Figure 4-1 shows the
areal density measurements distribution. Table 4-1 contains a summary of the
properties of the distributed data. The tests show what appears to be a normally
distributed data set with a mean coupon areal density of 0.025 gms B-1 0/cm2. There Is
a slight skewing of the data towards higher areal density values and the kurtosis shows
that there Is more concentration of data near the mean than In a completely normal
distribution. However, these values represent a small deviation from a normal
distribution and are conservative with respect to a minimum areal density evaluation.

Figure 4-1: Areal Density Measurements: Distributed Data
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Table 4-1

Properties of the Distributed Data

Location Statistics Dispersion Statistics Shape Statistics

Mean 0.0251432 Variance 4.587 x le Skewness 0.309405

Harmonic 0.0251251 Standard 0.000677 Quartile 0.056328
Mean ______ Deviation Skewness _____

Median 0.0251133 Mean 0.0005399 Kurtosis 0.177064Deviation _ Excess
Median 000 7

__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ D eviation 0.000447- -

4.2 Test for Normality

The first step In testing for normality Is to construct a cumulative probability plot from the
data set. This Is accomplished by arranging the data set In order of ascending areal
density and computing the cumulative frequency for each data point as:

(j -0.05)
10

Equation 3

ForJ = 1...912

Figure 4-2 Is plot of the cumulative probability versus areal density. It is noted that the
data appears to be clustered toward the center of the distribution. This Is expected
based on the Kurtosis excess shown In Table 4-1. It is also noted that with the
exception of a few data points at the upper and lower tails of the distribution, the
cumulative probability is well approximated by a straight line. This confirms that a
normal distribution Is an appropriate model.

The Anderson-Darling and KolmogorovlSmimoff test statistics are calculated
subsequently as further tests of normality.

7
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Figure 4-2: Cumulative Probability versus Areal Density
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42.1 Kolmogorov-SmImov Test for Normality

In applying the KolmogorovlSmirnoff test for normality, a test statistic D Is calculated for
the data distribution. D Is the difference between the ordered areal density values and
their predicted cumulative probability under the assumption of a normal distribution.
The calculated value for the BORAL areal density data is 0.0329.

Under the KolmogorovlSmimoff test, D must be less than a certain critical value. The
large sample critical value at a 95% confidence is 0.24. Accordingly, we cannot reject
the hypothesis that the density are normal distributed.

4.2.2 Anderson-Darling Test for Normality

The Anderson-Darling test Is based on the test statistic, A2, which examines the
differences between the tails of the normal distribution and the tails of the test data.
The null hypothesis (that the data Is normally distributed) is rejected for measures of the
test statistic that exceeds a certain critical value.

8
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The test statistic can be calculated numerically from:

,A l(lnu ,+lnQ-u"..))]In-n Equation 4

where ul Is the value of the theoretical cumulative distribution at the Pth largest
observation. The test statistic calculated for the Boral areal density values Is 1.3018.

The large sample critical value for the Anderson-Darling test is 2.492 at 95% confidence
and 3.857 at 99% confidence. Thus we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the data
are normally distributed. It Is noted that there Is some significant deviation In the tails of
the data, a situation to which the Anderson-Darling test Is very sensitive. This Is
reflected In the relatively high test statistic value (1.3018) for the test data.

4.3 One-Sided Tolerance Limit and Assessment of 90% Boron Credit

The following equation provides the one sided tolerance limit to the observed coupon
areal density:

A, =x-K,, 2 S Equation 5

where the variable definitions are identical to those outlined previously. Given that the
data passes the test for norrnality, the calculation for the above one-sided tolerance limit
is applicable.

Thus the lower tolerance areal density Emit Is 0.0229 gms B-1 01cm2. The minimum
certified areal density Is 0.020 gMs B-tOtem2 for the Boral samples tested. The areal
density at 111% of the minimum certified value of 0.020 is 0.0222 gms B-1 01cm2. Thus
0.0229 grms B-1 01cm2 > 0.0222 gms B-1 Olnc2 and A t A. and 90% boron credit is
demonstrated.

.9g
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5.0 Summary and Concluslons

Areal density measurement obtained via neutron attenuation testing at 4 locations each
on 228 Boral coupons have been evaluated. The data have been demonstrated to be
normally distributed. Accordingly, a one sided tolerance factor for normally distributed
data can be applied. This has been computed following the method of Natrella and is
3226 at 99.9% probability and 95% confidence level.

The proposed method of Reference I has been applied to the data set. The minimum
certified areal density for this Boral Is 0.020 gms B-10/cm2. The mean of the measured
data is 0.02514 gms B-10/cm2. At a 99.9% probability and a 95% confidence level the
one sided lower tolerance limit Is 0.0229 gms B-1 0/cm2 which exceeds 111 % of the
minimum certified areal density. Accordingly 90% credit for boron-10 is demonstrated.

10
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Dry Cask Storage Systems (DCSS) or Transportation Packages Containing Fissile
Materials, Proposed by ASTM Subcommittee c26.03, 51812003.

2) Natrella, M.G., Experimental Statistics, National Bureau of Standards Handbook
91, 811163.
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Appendix A

BORAL Coupon B-10 Areal Density Test Data

(For each coupon B-10 areal density (gm is provided

for locations A, B, C and D)
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Appendix A

Test Data

Coupon ID
WN310009-1-1
WN310009-1-2
WN310010-1-1
WN310010-1-2
WN310025-1-1
WN310025-1-2
WN310039-1-1
WN310039-1-2
WN310048-1-1
WN310048-1-2
WN310057-3-1
WN310057-3-2
WN310061-1-1
WN310061-1-2
WN310075-3-1
WN310075-3-2
WN310089-2-1
WN310089-2-2
WN310092-1-1
WN310092-1-2
WN310104-1-1
WN310104-1-2
WN310110-1-1
WN310110-1-2
WN310121-1-1
WN310121-1-2
WN310139-2-1
WN310139-2-2
WN310146-2-1
WN310146-2-2
WN310159-1-1
WN310159-1-2

A
0.025062784
0.025295658
0.024152418
0.024352811
0.025310048
0.024580798
0.023953087
0.024672659
0.025107024
0.025397755
0.026060044
0.02597623
0.025224999
0.024898957
0.024364684
0.024664107
0.024046765
0.02412745
0.024400776
0.02436154
0.023831937
0.024390186
0.025373166
0.025280417
0.024272875
0.024102052
0.024712177
0.02461095
0.025119246
0.02486097
0.024683577
0.023998171

B
0.024806101
0.025086125
0.024151064
0.024659791
0.02518946
0.024444167
0.024438754
0.024228369
0.024973144
0.025000009
0.025943994
0.025634738
0.024849114
0.024600053
0.024797911
0.024569897
0.023573319
0.02396863
0.024162693
0.024143137
0.024049098
0.024299037
0.025079003
0.025269293
0.024006694
0.024075745
0.024640813
0.024280069
0.025126485
0.024785377
0.024266206
0.023817214

C
0.025250876
0.025252807
0.024378336
0.024761737
0.024700361
0.024380079
0.024408661
0.024687562
0.0249895
0.025044618
0.02593695
0.025991252
0.024948213
0.025178941
0.024201101
0.024569525
0.024314851
0.024289791
0.02467133
0.024520822
0.023821381
0.024099889
0.025794203
0.025199859
0.024225933
0.02421622
0.024742599
0.024661688
0.024612966
0.02470586
0.024359331
0.024607315

D
0.024480108
0.024921785
0.024202582
0.024701446
0.024747781
0.02440745
0.02465363
0.024413707
0.02497466
0.024732663
0.025635984
0.026032276
0.024638632
0.02480407
0.024193524
0.024457774
0.023963183
0.024072452
0.024521085
0.024401198
0.02400616
0.024080493
0.025359912
0.025094384
0.024220253
0.024114638
0.024591163
0.024862879
0.024587419
0.024366957
0.023880987
0.023905208
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WN310160-3-1
WN310160-3-2
WN310178-3-1
WN310178-3-2
WN310189-3-1
WN310189-3-2
WN310191-1-1
WN310191-1-2
WN310203-3-1
WN310203-3-2
WN310219-3-1
WN310219-3-2
WN310229-3-1
WN310229-3-2
WN310231-3-1
WN310231-3-2
WN310248-2-1
WN310248-2-2
WN310253-3-1
WN310253-3-2
WN310269-1-1
WN310269-1-2
WN310270-2-1
WN310270-2-2
WN310284-3-1
WN310284-3-2
WN310295-3-1
WN310295-3-2
WN310309-3-1
WN310309-3-2
WN310312-3-1
WN310312-3-2
WN310327-1-1
WN310327-1-2
WN310331-1-1'
WN310331-1-2
WN310343-1-1

0.025342119
0.024797053
0.025207332
0.025284033
0.025791584
0.025591125
0.025329923
0.025491384
0.024319779
0.024471521
0.023548182
0.024307312
0.024489568
0.025186076
0.024612605
0.024447336
0.025387475
0.025536062
0.025646942
0.025397081
0.024897995
0.024664961
0.024975498
0.024964347
0.023974464
0.024273225
0.024372285
0.024605536
0.025377409
0.025307682
0.024912399
0.025239974
0.025504648
0.026239722
0.024798475
0.024741325
0.025540763

0.025062351
0.02473757
0.025038543
0.025471761
0.02616027
0.026108237
0.025311747
0.025480582
0.024152398
0.024689251
0.023711944
0.024244783
0.024689865
0.024188899
0.024355676
0.024428654
0.024924922
0.025070611
0.025484394
0.025362524
0.024583602
0.025079898
0.024282817
0.024884132
0.024105729
0.024117766
0.02436898
0.024256535
0.025378078
0.025199705
0.024416244
0.025239084
0.025385105
0.025292016
0.024638805
0.02471565
0.025536554

0.025643139
0.025010589
0.025669036
0.025206727
0.025330142
0.025977552
0.025331261
0.02572866
0.024305606
0.024861995
0.024098474
0.02386301
0.025025203
0.024962587
0.024385391
0.02430794
0.024860293
0.025410071
0.026117152
0.025650442
0.02478124
0.025277477
0.024952272
0.025208686
0.024405032
0.024584294
0.024914282
0.024545289
0.025188766
0.02524281
0.025476981
0.025265478
0.025855037
0.026102825
0.025009472
0.024410207
0.025310426

0.025336303
0.025302956
0.024866697
0.024754864
0.025774087
0.026101363
0.025591665
0.025418951
0.024461341
0.024804559
0.024253562
0.023837085
0.024938471
0.024289017
0.024363196
0.0245779
0.024765164
0.025061323
0.025959746
0.025515734
0.024753167
0.024967961
0.024487692
0.024663578
0.024127656
0.02408033
0.024282916
0.024495201
0.025179848
0.025231378
0.024053059
0.025639317
0.02555185
0.025639398
0.024991368
0.024655964
0.025738992
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WN310343-1-2
WN310359-2-1
WN310359-2-2
WN310367-2-1
WN310367-2-2
WN310371-1-1
WN310371-1-2
WN310388-3-1
WN310388-3-2
WN310390-3-1
WN310390-3-2
WN310401-2-1
WN310401-2-2
WN310418-3-1
WN310418-3-2
WN310428-3-1
WN310428-3-2
WN310433-3-1
WN310433-3-2
WN310443-1-1
WN310443-1-2
WN310452-3-1
WN310452-3-2
WN310464-3-1
WN310464-3-2
WN310471-1-1
WN310471-1-2
WN310486-3-1
WN310486-3-2
WN310493-3-1
WN310493-3-2
WN310501-1-1
WN310501-1-2
WN310510-2-1
WN310510-2-2
WN310527-1-1
WN310527-1-2

0.025364315
0.026783062
0.026428689
0.026053634
0.025909552
0.025011299
0.024884052
0.024923048
0.024546168
0.02479099
0.024784283
0.025878628
0.025052215
0.025339326
0.02560807
0.024271066
0.024063883
0.025082176
0.025456227
0.024743934
0.024754107
0.02518011
0.025004612
0.025312942
0.025541755
0.025109669
0.025300498
0.024901833
0.025148373
0.024829724
0.024975819
0.025157272
0.025462926
0.025908263
0.025336303
0.025481268
0.025931636

0.025453822
0.026392283
0.026293496
0.026302659
0.02610902
0.024982683
0.024664818
0.024715196
0.024745426
0.02469223
0.024908228
0.025339147
0.02550945
0.025232267
0.025748131
0.024319813
0.024367709
0.025327353
0.025409627
0.024702981
0.025098629
0.024802825
0.024793911
0.025217135
0.024962146
0.02482858
0.025069008
O.OZ4838183
0.024i55141
0.024976731
0.025118687
0.025279835
0.025298829
0.026099029
0.02572533
0.025568707

0.025116241
0.026498241
0.026444899
0.025920976
0.025577502
0.02520151
0.025132229
0.024817084
0.025770323
0.024367891
0.024600173
0.024874567
0.024901818
0.025390233
0.025442231
0.02435357
0.024739131
0.025729351
0.025349646
0.024372821
0.02473717
0.025108593
0.025460044
0.02516141
0.024711228
0.02495189
0.025478954
0.025281738
0.024710614
0.025151142
0.024972047
0.025253202
0.025104468
0.026107352
0.026233009
0.026055574

0.025771357
0.026358498

0.026025109
0.0262237
0.02618893
0.025050198

0.024827907
0.024668895
0.025209445
0.024716781
0.024642192

0.025243269
0.025521616
0.025117152
0.025637384
0.024035317
0.024698693
0.025461976
0.025793764
0.024436573
0.024766014
0.024785904
0.025097562
0.024815393
0.02487988
0.024909421
0.025385999
0.024611482
0.024588301
0.024861691
0.02463536
0.025126509
0.025019828
0.025887887
0.025884894
0.025854099
0.0255786020.025983497 0.025776582
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WN310532-2-1
WN310532-2-2
WN310545-2-1
WN310545-2-2
WN310550-2-1
WN310550-2-2
WN310564-1-1
WN310564-1-2
WN310570-3-1
WN310570-3-2
WN310588-2-1
WN310588-2-2
WN310597-2-1
WN310597-2-2
WN310606-2-1
WN310606-2-2
WN310614-1-1
WN310614-1-2
WN310622-1-1
WN310622-1-2
WN310636-2-1
WN310636-2-2
WN310641-1-1
WN310641-1-2
WN310659-3-1
WN310659-3-2
WN310661-3-1
WN310661-3-2
WN310673-1-1
WN310673-1-2
WN310681-3-1
WN310681-3-2
WN310693-3-1
WN310693-3-2
WN310701-1-1
WN310701-1-2
WN310710-1-1

0.025230941
0.024401762
0.0255409
0.025388614
0.02542234
0.025609758
0.024860678
0.025321788
0.025132215
0.025690245
0.025560333
0.025650119
0.026055311
0.025902261
0.024062615
0.024683882
0.025242764
0.024891686
0.02562412
0.025867963
0.025303872
0.025618324
0.026045256
0.02591236
0.024810211
0.025290864
0.02544206
0.025389151
0.02595298
0.026222721
0.025977647
0.025933166
0.025591089
0.02542702
0.024501274
0.024198248
0.025467378

0.02478146 0.02436056
0.024631024 0.024934355
0.025012667 0.025112927
0.025577035 0.025018442
0.024949884 0.025673425
0.02561872 0.02528044
0.025124858 0.0249959
0.025116591 0.025140268
0.025390106 0.024876752
0.025363542 0.025505345
0.025525504 0.025797359
0.025653986 0.025779399
0.025695887 0.026571999
0.025907078 0.025846972
0.024282215 0.024343733
0.024569179 0.024676478
0.025152711 0.024665262
0.024948751 0.024760994
0.025937174 0.025725776
0.025825565 0.025490722
0.025593779 0.024771754
0.025231276 0.025427714
0.025834679 0.025928522
0.025681345 0.025849059
0.024904006 0.025549148
0.024956939 0.025295604
0.024415477 0.025443774
0.024943107 0.025113668
0.025514257 0.025964729
0.026083706 0.025741865
0.025577403 0.026092906
0.02582296 0.025644319
0.02537274 0.025175017
0.025543833 0.025167034
0.024448863 0.024885668
0.024231005 0.024119184
0.025051779 0.025193495

0.024817718
0.024711376
0.025171974
0.024898188
0.025528334
0.025184991
0.025364587
0.024912686
0.02502303
0.02515642
0.025692725
0.025985878
0.026289661
0.026147002
0.024010414
0.024333554
0.024779327
0.024545099
0.025771429
0.025401633
0.024836724
0.02514052
0.026006486
0.025909118
0.025552879
0.024990644
0.024864616
0.024795219
0.025461431
0.025626861
0.025741408
0.025185094
0.02511485
0.025210573
0.02468246
0.024216958
0.024864528
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WN310710-1-2
WN310728-3-1
WN310728-3-2
WN310733-3-1
WN310733-3-2
WN310745-1-1
WN310745-1-2
WN310759-1-1
WN310759-1-2
WN310763-1-1
WN310763-1-2
WN310776-1-1
WN310776-1-2
WN310786-3-1
WN310786-3-2
WN310791-3-1
WN310791-3-2
WN310807-3-1
WN310807-3-2
WN310813-3-1
WN310813-3-2
WN310825-2-1
WN310825-2-2
WN310836-3-1
WN310836-3-2
WN310846-3-1
WN310846-3-2
WN310851-1-1
WN310851-1-2
WN310866-3-1
WN310866-3-2
WN310871-3-1
WN310871-3-2
WN310885-3-1
WN310885-3-2
WN310897-3-1
WN310897-3-2

0.025260051
0.025127696
0.024799985
0.025559264
0.025288257
0.026202934
0.025902687
0.025112095
0.0249411
0.026301315
0.026041929
0.025165627
0.025053279
0.025378184
0.025737209
0.02584014
0.025592207
0.025322167
0.025278884
0.02490395
0.025491691
0.02541107
0.025466841
0.024162393
0.025221841
0.025279596
0.025405526
0.025443351
0.025241852
0.025539447
0.02492544
0.026961002
0.026609806
0.024095254
0.02420533
0.025290828
0.025697439

0.024998043
0.024810021
0.024407892
0.025559608
0,025378526
0.026056797
0.025943795
0.025030996
0.024964823
0.025773783
0.025777342
0.024825168
0.024550734
0.024921798
0.025573234
0.025442477
0.025497983
0.024785026
0.024695299
0.024836401
0.025197242
0.025205095
0.025385065
0.02442615
0.024116583
0.025021011
0.024636274
0.024686542
0.025135294
0.025625909
0.025240426
0.026626005
0.02577504
0.024168342
0.023981384
0.02552143 .
0.025605473

0.024850422
0.024846345
0.025170221
0.025921588
0.025346304
0.02586212
0.025983518
0.025404133
0.024631391
0.025842904
0.026038304
0.02500519
0.025212468
0.025683668
0.025733904
0.025660619
0.025744519
0.024785919
0.024828751
0.02514519
0.024552158
0.025328842
0.025232287
0.024711995
0.024815298
0.024959364
0.025104153
0.024967928
0.025028236
0.025589767
0.025382668
0.027308424
0.026958406
0.024839255
0.024518909
0.025045637
0.026143261

0.024861822
0.024802291
0.02489289
0.025649635
0.025489753
0.026145506
0.025710089
0.025366216
0.025148673
0.025742988
0.025915963
0.024872873
0.025086737
0.025412133
0.025787788
0.024975916
0.025609594
0.024568568
0.024367554
0.024618467
0.024657685
0.0249446
0.024883781
0.024999296
0.024801459
0.024881907
0.025145653
0.02539637
0.024853993
0.025862206
0.025750327
0.027002474
0.02720173
0.024363037
0.024221127
0.025141162
0.025188571
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WN310907-3-1
WN310907-3-2
WN310912-3-1
WN310912-3-2
WN310928-3-1
WN310928-3-2
WN310931-3-1
WN310931-3-2
WN310946-3-1
WN310946-3-2
WN310952-1-1
WN310952-1-2
WN310966-3-1
WN310966-3-2
WN310971-2-1
WN310971-2-2
WN310986-2-1
WN310986-2-2
WN310997-3-1
WN310997-3-2
WN311002-3-1
WN311002-3-2
WN311016-3-1
WN311016-3-2
WN311027-1-1
WN311027-1-2
WN311034-2-1
WN311034-2-2
WN311047-1-1
WN311047-1-2
WN311053-1-1
WN311053-1-2
WN311065-1-1
WN311065-1-2
WN311077-2-1
WN311077-2-2
WN311081-1-1

0.026344906
0.02653737
0.025829769
0.025870462
0.024981785
0.024807789
0.024069098
0.024748683
0.025020172
0.025156528
0.024304976
0.02417239
0.026009042
0.026311714
0.026828762
0.026942264
0.02446054
0.024649469
0.023521666
0.023666809
0.025506813
0.025990362
0.025784427
0.026009691
0.024918312
0.024792061
0.02550881
0.025429175
0.02498632
0.025573643
0.026495456
0.026551271
0.024642446
0.024746579
0.025384107
0.024801187
0.025690483

0.026100927
0.026309943
0.026024011
0.026447015
0.024540925
0.02445237
0.024284694
0.024955737
0.024603974

-0.025233171
0.024271267
0.023912524
0.026009858
0.026050909
0.026454073
0.027188124
0.024442969
0.024779945
0.023314106
0.023909867
0.025195715.
0.025691342
0.025366324
0.025147917
0.024638023
0.024573407
0.024981448
0.024B48053
0.025059344
0.025424281
0.026194857
0.026199289
0.024621218
0.024435316
0.025458075
0.02520689
0.025756339

0.027060588
0.027197811
0.026502411
0.026145357
0.02481346
0,024691669
0.025289389
0.025378319
0.025869272
0.025188455
0.023861064
0.024154305
0.026173751
0.026495584
0.0272698
0.027260417
0.02432269
0.024734018
0.023897216
0.023957032
0.025845998
0.026321948
0.025628456
0.026432893
0.024260028
0.02476535
0.025525401
0.025333782
0.025316043
0.025317077
0.026672636
0.026565494
0.024849719
0.024497935
0.025031535
0.025708875
0.025601634

0.026301247
0.026561292
0.025788299
0.025692452
0.024472949
0.024543779
0.024737283
0.024968369
0.025167781
0.025083087
0.024061947
0.024041451
0.025679621
0.025950786
0.026834928
0.027476265
0.024020344
0.024488035
0.022831721
0.023974017
0.025278931
0.025512048
0.02538139
0.02552978
0.024254805
0.02450682
0.024877124
0.024388988
0.025031688
0.024701745
0.026519733
0.026434853
0.024933374
0.024591602
0.025015043
0.025212974
0.025241545
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NET-230-01

WN311081-1-2
WN311099-2-1
WN311099-2-2
WN311109-2-1
WN311109-2-2
WN311111-2-1
WN311111-2-2
WN311120-1-1
WN311120-1-2
WN311139-3-1
WN311139-3-2

0.025938463
0.024842107
0.02477038
0.026271628
0.025940697
0.026021941
0.026068011
0.024642737
0.024617647
0.025230235
0.02571714

0.026148243
0.024606005
0.024938619
0.026359608
0.026141315
0.02605259
0.025967582
0.024805468
0.023551083
0.024722828
0.025109932

0.026236717
0.025133383
0.024725744
0.026117825
0.02600297
0.026378062
0.025846989
0.024916453
0.024418997
0.025182761
0.025598794

0.025799113
0.024965113
0.024760487
0.026050723
0.025718767
0.026090108
0.026184472
0.024702933
0.024628727
0.024944969
0.02492805

Cowetd by Whym Fleruary 4. 2004
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HIII-MM
M��
WN310009
WN31WO10
WN310025
WN310039
WN310048
WN310057
WN310061
WN310075
WN310089
WN310092
WN310104
WN310110
WN310121
WN310139
WN310146
WN310159
WN310160
WN310178
WN310189
WN310191
WN310203
WN310219
WN310229
WN310231
WN310248
WN310253
WN310269
WN310270
WN310284
WN310295
WN310309
WN310312
WN310327
WN310331
WN310343
WN310359
WN310367
WN310371
WN310388
WN310390
WN310401
WN310418
WN310428
WN310433
WN310443
WN310452

0.0246
0.0233
0.0236
0.0239
0.0243
0.0251
0.0239
0.0231
0.0228
0.0233
0.0236
0.0249
0.0237
0.0246

0.024
0.0232
0.025

0.0249
0.0261
0.0251
0.0243
0.0233
0.0246
0.0244

0.025
0.0257.
0.0233
0.0247
0.0238
0.0242
0.0256
0.0259
0.0254
0.0239
0.0256
0.0258

0.026
0.0245
0.0242
0.0239
0.0265

0.025
0.0241
0.0257
0.0242

0.025

WN310009
WN3100tO
WN310025
WN310039
WN310048
WN310057
WN310061
WN310075
WN310089
WN310092
WN310104
WN310110
WN310121
WN310139
WN310146
WN310159
WN310160
WN310178
WN310189
WN310191
WN310203
WN310219
WN310229
WN310231
WN310248
WN310253
WN310269
WN310270
WN310284
WN310295
WN310309
WN310312
WN310327
WN310331
WN310343
WN310359
WN310367
WN310371
WN310388
WN310390
WN310401
WN310418
WN310428
WN310433
WN310443
WN310452

0.0251
0.0242
0.0253

0.024
0.0251
0.0259
0.0252
0.0244
0.024

0.0244
0.0238
0.0254
0.0243
0.0247
0.0251
0.0247
0.0253
0.0252
0.0258
0.0253
0.0243
0.0235
0.0245
0.0246
0.0254
0.0258
0.0249

0.025
0.024

0.0244
0.0254
0.0249
0.0255
0.0248
0.0255
0.0268
0.0261

0.025
0.0249
0.0248
0.0259
0.0253
0.0243
0.0251
0.0247
0.0252
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=fEt
WN310464 0.0246 WN310464 0.0253
WN310471 0.0251 WN310471 0.0251
WN310486 0.0248 WN310486 0.0249
WN310493 0.0252 WN310493 0.0248
WN310501 0.0254 WN310501 0.0252
WN310510 0.0265 WN310510 0.0259
WN310527 0.0256 WN310527 0.0255
WN310532 0.0258 WN310532 0.0252
WN310545 0.0251 WN310545 0.0255
WN310550 0.0256 WN310550 0.0254
WN310564 0.0244 WN310564 0.0249
WN310570 0.025 WN310570 0.0251
WN310588 0.0227 WN310588 0.0256
WN310597 0.0262 WN310597 0.0261
WN310606 0.0247 WN310606 0.0241
WN310614 0.0242 WN310614 0.0252
WN310622 0.0254 WN310622 0.0256
WN310636 0.025 WN310636 0.0253
WN310641 0.0254 WN310641 0.026
WN310659 0.0244 WN310659 0.0248
WN310661 0.0253 WN310661 0.0254
WN310673 0.0255 WN310673 0.026
WN310681 0.0254 WN310681 0.026
WN310693 0.0252 WN310693 0.0256
WN310701 0.024 WN310701 0.0245
WN310710 0.0245 WN310710 0.0255
WN310728 0.024B WN310728 0.0251
WN310733 0.0257 WN310733 0.0256
WN310745 0.0257 WN310745 0.0262
WN310759 0.0252 WN310759 0.0251
WN310763 0.0252 WN310763 0.0263
WN310776 0.0251 WN310776 0.0252
WN310786 0.0259 WN310786 0.0254
WN31OT91 0.025 WN310791 0.0258
WN310807 0.0246 WN310807 0.0253
WN310813 0.0247 WN310813 0.0249
WN310825 0.025 WN310825 0.0254
WN310836 0.0248 WN310836 0.0242
WN310846 0.0249 WN310846 0.0253
WN310851 0.0253 WN310851 0.0254
WN310866 0.025 WN310866 0.0255
WN310871 0.027 WN310871 0.027
WN310885 0.0239 WN310885 0.0241
WN310897 0.025 WN310897 0.0253
WN310907 0.0263 WN310907 0.0263
WN310912 0.0261 WN310912 0.0258
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WN310928
WN310931
WN310946
WN310952
WN3109B6
WN310971
WN310986
WN310997
WN311002
WN311016
WN311027
WN311034
WN311047
WN311053
WN311065
WN311077
WN311081
WN311099
WN311109
WN3111Il
WN311120
WN311139

0.0249
0.0244
0.0248
0.0242
0.0261
0.0269
0.024

0.0231
0.0256
0.0256
0.0242
0.0253
0.0247
0.0261
0.0245
0.0253
0.027

0.0251
0.0257
0.0255

0.025
0.0248

WN310928
WN310931
WN310946
WN310952
WN310963
WN310971
WN310986
WN310997
WN311002
WN311016
WN311027
WN311034
WN311047
WN311053
WN311065
WN311077
WN311081
WN311 099
WN311109
WN31 111
WN311120
WN311139

0.025
0.0241

0.025
0.0243

0.026
0.0268
0.0245
0.0235
0.0255
0.0258

* 0.0249
0.0255

0.025
0.0265
0.0246
0.0254
0.0262
0.0251
0.0259
0.0258
0.0249
0.0252

=e C.

_ UNI

KTO-OO.B. aon &M-t UU

1.- .V4 ; 0.0252.

* .. . '~' 0.0Q0894613 _ 0676959

Note (1): Samples are a minimum 1OB of .02 gmsslcm2 and a nominal thickness of .075'

Note (2): Differences In Average 1OB between chemical analysis and Neutron attenuation
arises from the conservatism In Chemical Analysis testing methods

Report by: Phill PusIlo (3-9-2004)
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6.0 CRITICALITY EVALUATION

I. Review Objective

The criticality review ensures that spent fuel remains subcritical under normal, off-normal, and accident
conditions involving handling, packaging, transfer, and storage.

H. Areas of Review

This portion of the dry cask store system (DCSS) review evaluates the criticality design and analysis
related to spent fuel handling, packa ing transfer and storage procedures for normal, of-normal, and
accident conditions. Consequently, tis chapter otthe DCSS Standard Review Plan (SRP) provides
guidance for use in conducting a comprehensive criticality evaluation that may encompass any or all of
the following areas of review:

1. criticality design criteria and features
2. fuel specification
3. model specification

a. configuration
b. material properties

4. criticality analysis
a. computer programs
b. multiplication factor
c. benchmark comparisons

5. supplemental information

m. Regulatory Requirements

Spent fuel storage systems must be designed to remain subcritical unless at least two unlikel
.independent events occur. Moreover, the spent fuel cask must be designed to remain subcritical under all
credible conditions. Regulations specific to nuclear criticality safety of the cask system are speifiedim
10 CFR 72.124 and 72.236(c). Other pertinent regulations include 10 CFR 72.24(cX3), 72.24(d), and
72.236(g). Normal and accident conditions to be considered are also identified in 1 CFR Part 72.

IV. Acceptance Criteria

In general, the DCSS criticality evaluation seeks to ensure that the given design fulfills the following
acceptance criteria:

1. The multiplication factor (kff), including all biases and uncertainties at a 95-percent confidence level,
should not exceed 0.95 under all credible normal, off-normal, and accident conditions.

2. At least two unlikely, independent, and concurrent or sequential changes to the conditions essential
to criticality safety, under normal, off-normal, and accident conditions, should occur before an
accidental criticality is deemed to be possible.

3. When practicable, criticality safety of the design should be established on the basis of favorable
geometry, permanent fixed neutron-absorbing materials (poisons), or both. Where solid neutron-
absorbing materials are used, the design should provide for a positive means to verify their continued
efficacy during the storage period.

4. Criticality safety of the cask system should not rely on use of the following credits:

a. burnup of the fuel
b. fuel-related burnable neutron absorbers

6-1 NUREG-1536



Criticality Evaluation

c. morelhan-7paerent:forfixedneutrnubsorbersewhensubject1ostandard.acceptance-{

V. Review Procedures

Review the criticality design features and criteria in SAR Chapters I and 2. Also review SAR Chapter 6
for any additional details concerning criticality design features and criteria. Assess the bounding
specifications for the spent fuel. Examine the models used by the applicant in the criticality analyses.
Verify that the applicant has addressed criticality safety considerations under normal, off-normal, and
accident conditions. Verify that the cask system design complies with 10 CFR Part 72. In addition, verify
that the criticality calculations determine tie highest: ,that might occur under all loading states under
normal, off-normal, and accident conditions involvingpndling, packaging, transfer, or storage. To the
extent practicable, use independent methods to perform any k,f calculations to evaluate the applicant's
design.

1. Criticality Design Criteria and Features

Review the principal criticality design criteria presented in SAR Chapter 2, as well as any related detail
provided in SAR Chapter 6. Also review the general cask description presented in SAR Chapter I and
any related information provided in Cper. Verify that the information in Chapter 6 is consistent with
the information in Chapters 1 and 2. Also, verify that all drawings, figures, and tables are sufficiently
detailed to support in-depth saff evaluation.

In addition to the general dimensions of the cask components and spacing of fuel assemblies in the
basket, the criticality design often relies on neutron poisons. These may be in the form of fixed poisons in
the basket structure and/or soluble poisons in the water of the spent fuel pool. The NRC staff accepts the
use of borated water as a means of criticality control if the applicant specifies a minimum boron content,
and strict controls are established to ensure that the minimum required boron concentration is
maintained, which in turn becomes an operating control and limit in SAR Chapter 12. These operating
controls should also be discussed in the SER. If berated water is used for criticality control, *
administrative controls and/or design features should be implemented to ensure that accidental flooding $,
with unborated water cannot occur, or the criticality evaluation should consider accidental flooding with
unborated water. If the cask is also intended for transport, borated water cannot be relied upon for
criticality control.

2. Fuel Specification

Review the specifications for the ranges or types of spent fuel that will be stored in the cask as presented
in SAR Sections I and 2, as well as any related information provided in SAR Sections 6. Verify that the
spent fuel specifications given in Section 6 are consistent with, or bounded by, the specifications given in
Section I and 2.

Of primary interest is the type of fuel assemblies and maximum fuel enrichment, which should be
specified and used in the criticality calculations. Some boiling water reactors (BWR) use multiple fuel
pin enrichments, in which case, the criticality calculations should use the maximum fuel pin enrichment
present. Depending upon the fuel design, an applicant may propose use of assembly averaged, or lattice
averaged enrichments. This may be acceptable if the applicant can demonstrate that any averaging
techniques are technically defensible and, for the criticality calculation, produce conservative results.
Because of the natural uranium blankets present in many BWR designs, use of an assembly-averaged
enrichment is not normally considered appropriate or conservative for BWR fuel.

Although the bumnup of the fuel affects its reactivity, the NRC staff does not currently allow credit for
burnup, either in depleting the quantity of fissile nuclides or in producing fission product poisons for
spent fuel storage or transport casks. Specifications for the fuel that will be stored in the cask should be
included in Section 12 of both the SAR and SER and should also be explicitly listed in the Certificate of
Compliance.

The fresh fuel assumption should be used in the criticality analyses; therefore, inadvertent loading of the
cask with unirradiated fuel is not a major concern. Nonetheless, detailed loading procedures may need to

For greater credit allowanc, special, comprehlsive fabrication tests capable of verifying the presence and uniformity of the
neutron absorber are needed.
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CRMCALITY EVALUATONS SECTON 8

even grow by a chain reaction, which can produce as many or more neutrons than are absorbed.
In criticality terminology, the term, k-effective or kff is the net ratio of neutrons produced per
neutron absorbed in a mass of fissionable material. A k~ff of 1.0 indicates a critical mass whereas
a kff of less than 1.0 is an indication of a subcritical condition.

8A.1 Criticality Design Criteria and Features

8.4.1.1 Criteria

The regulatory requirements given in 1O CFR 72A0 and 1O CFR 72.124 identify acceptable
design criteria. The NRC generally considers the design criteria identified below to be acceptable
to meet the criticality requirements of 10 CFR 72 for storage confinement casks:

The multiplication factor, keff including all biases and uncertainties at a 95 percent
confidence level, must not exceed 0.95 under all credible normal, off-normal, and accident
conditions and events.

* Conditions for criticality safety (satisfaction of the limit on multiplication factor, kff) of
subject radioactive material while at the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations
(ISFSI) or Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) must include:

- no burnup credit. (7he conservative assumption of fresh unburned fuel provides a
worst case criticality analysis; however, 1O CFR 723 requires that spent fuel have
been irradiated and cooled at least one year as a condition for storage.)
Alternately, bumup credit may be taken using the guidelines described in section
8.4.5 of this SRP.

- no credit taken for flammable neutron absorbers or for any solid poisons that may
melt or lose any significant mass from the original solid form by melting or
vaporization at any of the temperature and pressure conditions that may be
experienced while in use

- no credit taken for liquid neutron shielding material (except that kf for the
situation of a loaded confinement cask with liquid that serves as both shielding
and absorber and is used in the confinement cask during loading operations or in
the pool shall be based on presence of the water and bounding level(s) of poison)

- no more than 75 percent credit for fixed neutron absorbers, unless comprehensive
fabrication acceptance tests capable of verifying the presence and uniformity of
the neutron absorber are implemented

- determination and use of optimum (i.e., most reactive) moderator density

NUREG-1567 8-4
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6.5.32 Material Properties

Verify that the appropriate mass densities and atom densities are provided for materials used in the
models of the packaging and contents, Material properties should be consistent with the condition of the
package underthe tests of §71.71 and §71.73, and any differences between normal conditions of
transport and hypothetical accident conditions should be addressed.

Ensure that materials relevant to the criticality design (eg., poisons, foams, plastics, and other
hydrocarbons) are properly specified. No more than 75% ofthe specified minimum neutron poison
concentration should generally be considered in the criticality evaluation. Verify that materials will not
degrade during the service life of the packaging.

6.5.33 Computer Codes and Cross-Section Libraries

Verify that the application uses an appropriate computer code (or other acceptable method) for the
criticality evaluation. Standard codes should be clearly referenced. Other codes or methods should be
described in the application, and appropriate supplemental information should be provided.

Ensure that the criticality evaluations use an appropriate cross-section library. If multigroup cross
sections are used, confirm that the neutron spectrum of the package has been appropriately considered
and that the cross sections are properly processed to account for resonance absorption and
self-shielding. Additional information regarding cross-sections is provided in NMSS Information Notice
No. 91-26 and NUREGICR-6328.

Verify that the code has been properly used in the criticality evaluation. Key input data for the criticality
calculations should be identified. These include number of neutrons per generation number of
generations, convergence criteria, mesh selection, etc, depending on the code used. The application
should include at least one repesntative input file for a single package, undamaged array, and
damaged array evaluation. Verify, as appropriat4 that the infonnation from the criticality model
material properties, and cross sections is properly input into the code.

At least one representative output file (or key sections) should be included in the application. Ensure
that the calculation has properly converged and that the calculated multiplication factors from the output
files agree with those reported in the evaluation.

653.4 Demonstration of Maximum Reactivity

Verfy that the analyses demonstrate the most reactive configuration of each case listed in
Section 6.5.1.2 (single package, array of undamaged packages, and array of damaged packages).
Assumptions and approximations should be clearly identified and justified.

Ensure that the analysis determines the optimum combination of intenal moderation (witin the
package) and interspersed moderation (between packages), as applicable. Confirm that preferential
flooding of different regions within the package is considered as appropriate. As noted in Section 6.52,
the maxinum allowable fissile material is not necessarily the most reactive contents

NUREG-I609 6
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6.3.5 Evaluation of Package Arrays under Normal Conditions of Transport

The SAR must evaluate arrays of packages under normal conditions of transport to determine the
maximum number of packages that may be transported in a single shipment. [10 CFR 7135 and
10 CFR 71.59]

63.6 Evaluation of Package Arrays under Hypothetical Accident Conditions

The SAR must evaluate arrays of packages under hypothetical accident conditions to determine the
maximum number of packages that may be transported in a single shipment [10 CFR 7135 and
10 CFR 71.59]

63.7 Benchmark Evaluations

The package must be evaluated to demonstrate that it satisfies the criticality safety requirements of
10 CFR Part 71. [10 CFR 7131(aX2) and 10 CFR 7135]

63.8 Burnup Credit

There are no regulatory requirements that are specific to burnup credit The general criticality
requirements apply. However, based on experience, the staff has developed guidelines to facilitate the
review of burnup credit; when it is included in the analysis. Burnup credit evaluations are performed in
accordance with Sections 6.4.8.1 through 6.4.8.6.

6.4 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

6.4.1 Description of Criticality Design

The regulatory requirements in Section 63.1 identify the acceptance criteria.

6.4.2 Spent Nuclear Fuel Contents

The regulatory requirements in Section 6.3.2 identify the acceptance criteria

6.4.3 General Considerations for Criticality Evaluations

In addition to the regulatory requirements identified in Section 633, the packaging model for the criticality
evaluation should generally consider no more than 75% of the specified minimum neutron poison
concentrations. The model for the SNF should include no burnable poisons. Methods for including fuel
burnup in the criticality calculations need to have prior approval by NRC.

The sum of the effective multiplication factor (kd), two standard deviations (95% confidence), and the
bias adjustment should not exceed 095 to demonstrate subcriticality by calculation. A bias that reduces
the calculated value of kff should not be applied.

NUREG-1617 6-4



Examine the Structural Evaluation and Thermal Evaluation sections of the SAR to determine the effects
of the normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions on the packaging and its
contents. Verify that the models used in the criticality calculation are consistent with these effects.

Examine the sketches or figures of the model used for the criticality calculations. Verify that the
dimensions and materials are consistent with those in the drawings of the actual package. Differences
should be identified and justified. Within the specified tolerance range, dimensions should be selected to
result in the highest reactivity.

Verify that the SAR considers deviations from nominal design configurations. For example, the fuel
assemblies might not always be centered in each basket compartment, and the basket might not be
exactly centered in the package. In addition to a fully flooded package, the SAR should address
preferential flooding as appropriate. This includes flooding of the fuel-cladding gap and other regions
(e.g., flux traps) for which water density might not be uniform in a flooded package.

Determine whether the SAR includes a heterogeneous model of each fuel rod or homogenizes the entire
assembly. With current computational capability, homogenization should generally be avoided. If such
homogenization is used, the SAR must demonstrate that it is applied correctly or conservatively. As a
minimum, this demonstration should include calculation of the multiplication factor of one assembly and
several benchmark experiments (see Section 65.7) using both homogeneous and heterogeneous models.

6.53.2 Material Properties

Verify that the appropriate mass densities and atom densities are provided for all materials used in the
models of the packaging and contents. Material properties should be consistent with the condition of the
package under the tests of 10 CFR 71.71 and 10 CFR 71.73, and any differences between normal
conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions should be addressed. The sources of the data
on material properties should be referenced.

No more than 75% of the specified minimum neutron poison concentration of the packaging should
generally be considered in the criticality evaluation. In addition, because of differences in net reactivity
due to depletion of fissile material and burnable poisons, no credit should be taken for burnable poisons in
the fuel. Ensure that neutron absorbers and moderators (e.g., poisons and neutron shielding) are properly
controlled during fabrication to meet their specified properties. Such information should be discussed in
more detail in the Acceptance Tests and Maintenance Program section of the SAR. Additional guidance
on neutron poisons is provided in NUREG-1647.

Review materials to identify any criticality properties that could degrade during the service life of the
packaging. If appropriate, ensure that specific controls are in place to assure the effectiveness of the
packaging during its service life. Such information should also be discussed in more detail in the
Acceptance Tests and Maintenance Program or Operating Procedures sections of the SAR.

6.533 Computer Codes and Cross Section Libraries

NUREG-1617 6-12
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ABSTRACT

his report provides recommendations on preparing the critidality safety section of an application for approval of
a transportation package containing fissile merial. Te analytical approacb to the evaluation is emphasized rather
than the performance standards that the package must neet. Where performance standards are addressed, this
report incorporates the requirements of 10 CFR Part 71.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

t.. Ibis report provides recommendations on preparing the criticality safety section of an application for approval
of a transportation package containing fissile material. This report was prepared in consultation with the staff
of the Spent Fuel Project Office of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

Packages used to transport fissile and Type B quantities of radioactive material are designed and constructed to
meet the performance criteria specified mi Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 71-Packaging and
Transportion of Radioactive Material (10 CFR Part 71).1 To assist an applicant in preparing an application
for approval of such packaging, the NRC issued Regulatory Guide 7.9, Stanarwd Format and Content of Part
71 Applicationsfor Approval of Packagingfor Radloacdve Material (Standard Format Guide).2 The Standard
Format Guide indicates the information to be provided In the application and establishes a uniform format for
presenting that information. TVL, [eport (NUREGICR-5661) supplements Chapter 6, Citcality, of the
Standard Format Guide. This report should not be considered a substitute for referring to the Standard Format
Guide or to 10 CFR Part 71.

1.2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of this report is to clarify the design information and analysis information that should be included
in the criticality safety section of an application for approval of a package. This report also recommends an
acceptable analytical approach for performing the criticality safe evaluation. The criticality calculations
performed herein use the SCALE code systems to illustrate the analysis approach. However, the report does
not endorse any particular computational tool and stresses that any computational tools (SCALE system or any
other code) used in the evaluation must be demonstrated as valid for the criticality safety analysis of the
specific package design.

KU in this report, the performance requirements of 10 CFR Part 71 or the Standard Format Guide have not been
emphasized; it is assumed that the reader is familiar with these documents. The completed criticality
evaluation should address and demonstrate compliance with all applicable performance requirements, and the
application should follow the Standard Format Guide. Sections 2 through 6 of this report have been compiled
assuming that the recommendations in this report will be implemented in an application that has been prepared
to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 71 and in accordance with the Standard
Format Guide.

1.3 SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS

This report reco.'unends infortidtion and assumptions to be considered in the criticality section of an
application for approval of a transportation package. A summary of these recommendations is listed below.
The list provides the information and assumptions that should be considered; additional information andoor
assumptions may need to be considered depending on the package design and the approach used in the safevt
evaluation.

I. Provide a complete description of the contents and the packaging (including maximum and niminunn -::s
of all Materials, maximumn"'U enrichment, physical parameters, type, form. and conPkiyi;tin;I Sct SCL
2 for more dctails.
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2. Provide a description (including sketches with dimensions and materials) of the calculatlonal models, point
out the differences between the models and actual package design, and discuss how these differences affect
the calculations. See Sect. 3 for more details.

3. For pakages equipped with fixed neutron absorbers, assume no more tman 75% of the minimum neutron
absorber content, unless comprehensive acceptance tests are implemented that are capable of verifying the
presence and uniformity of the neutron absorber. See Sect. 3.1.3.

4. Demonstrate and consider the most reactive content loading and the most reactive configuration of the
contents, the packaging, and the package aray in the criticality evaluation. For spent fuel packages.
assume unburned (fresh) fuel Isotopic concentrations; however, do not take credit for any fixed burnable
absorbers In the fuel. See Sects. 3.2-3.4 for more details.

5. Provide a description of the code(s) and cross-section data used in the safety analysis, together with
references that provide complete information. Discuss software capabilities and limitations of importance
to the criticality safety evaluations. See Sect. 4 for details.

6. Use appropriate validation procedures to justify the bias and uncertainties associated with the calculational
-method. In-addition to the bias and uncertainties, the NRC position is that transportation packages should
have a mininmu administrative subcritical margin of 0.05 AL. See Sect. 5 for more details.

7. For the following cases, demonstrate that the effective neutron multiplication factor (Ic calculated in the
safey analysis is limited to 0.95 after consideration of appropriate bias and uncertainties (see Sect. 5.4).

a. a single package with optimum moderation within the containment system, close water reflection, and
the most reactive packaging and content configuration (consistent with the effects of normal conditions
of transport or hypothetical accident conditions, whichever is more reactive);

b. an array of SN undamaged packages (packages subject to normal conditions of transport) with
nothing between the packages and close water reflection of the array; and

c. an array of 2N damaged packages (packages subject to hypothetical accident conditions) if each
package were subjected to the tests specified in §71.73, with optimum interspersed moderation and
close water reflection of the array.

See Sects. 3.4 and 6.1-6.2 for more details.

8. Calculate and report the transport index (CM for criticality control based on the value of N determined in
the array analyses. See Sect. 6.3 for more details.

9. Provide sufficient information in the application to support independent analyses without reference to
external documents.

NURIFG/CR-5661



2 PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

The criticality section of the application for approval of a transportation package should include a description
of the packaging and its contents. Descriptions of the packaging and contents should be consistent with the
engineering drawings and with other figures and text provided in other sections of the application. Other
sections of the application may be referenced to ensure consistency and to limit duplication. However, a
description of the package sufficient for understanding the criticality evaluation should be provided without
reference to other sections. This description should focus on the package dimensions and material components
that can influence k, (e.g., fissile material inventory and placement, neutron absorber material and placement,
reflector materials), rather than structural information such as bolt placement and trunnions. This section of the
report clarifies the information that is expected in the criticality safety section of the application.

2.1 CONTENTS

The criticality safety section of the application should have a complete and detailed description of the contents
of the packaging. This should include content quantities, dimensions, and configurations that are most limiting
in terms of criticality safety. The application should clearly state the full range of contents for which approval
is requested. Thus parameter values (e.g., maximum 23 U enrichment, multiple fuel assembly types, fuel pellet
diameter, fuel masses) needed to bound the packaging contents within prescribed limits should be provided.
For packages with multiple loading configurations, each configuration should also be specifically described,
including all possible pardal-load configurations. The description of the contents should include

1. the type of materials (e.g., fissile and nonfissile isotopes, reactor fuel assemblies, packing materials, and
neutron absorbers),

2. the form and composition of materials (e.g., gases, liquids, and solids as metals, alloys, or compounds),

3. the quantity of materials (e.g., masses, densities, '31U enrichment, isotopic distribution, H/X, and CIX),
including tolerances for any nominal values given, and

4. other physical parameters (e.g., geometric shapes, configurations, dimensions, orientation, spacing, and
gaps), including tolerances for any nominal values given.

The criticality safety section of the application should also describe the configuration of the contents after the
package has been subjected to the hypothetical accident conditions. Appropriate references to the structural
and thermal sections of the application should be made. Any changes from the normal conditions content
configurations should be described.

2.2 PACKAGING

The criticality section of the application should include a description of the packaging with emphasis on the
design features pertinent to the criticality safety evaluation. The features that should be emphasized ore

1. the materials of construction and their relevance to criticality safety.

2. pertinent dimensions and volunies. including tolerances and allowable dc-viations.

.IS 16- '' l '. (f ' - -. . : A



Package Description Section 2

3. the limits on design featurm relied on for criticality safety (e.g., minimum dimensions for fixed neutron
absorbers, minimum loading of neutron absorber material, minimum separation distances), and

4. other design feaWtres that contribute to criticality safety.

The application should also describe the configuration of the packaging after the package has been subjected to
the hypothetical accident conditions. Appropriate references to the structural and thermal sections of the
application should be made. Any changes from the normal condition packaging configuration which may affect
the criticality evaluation should be described.

2.3 SPECIFICATION OF TRANSPORT INDEX

The application should specify the TI for criticality control. Ihe TI is the dimensionless number (rounded up
to the next tenth) that designates the degree of control (e.g., limits package accumulation) to be provided by
the carrier. The TI is defined by 10 CPR Part 71 to address concerns for radiation protection (TI value is
maximum dose in millirem per hour at I m from the package surface) and criticality control. 7he TI for
criticality control Is calculated by dividing 50 by the number wN.' lhe number "NO used to determine the TI
for criticality control is derived from separate consideration (see Sects. 6.2 and 6.3) of the number of damaged
and undamaged packages that can be adequately subcritical in an array subject to the conditions of 10 CFR §
71.59(a).

NMIREGCR-566I ;-I
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3 CRITICALITY SAFETY ANALYSIS MODELS

The application for approval of transportation packages should provide specific Information on all calculational
models used to perform the criticality safety evaluadon. Tis section provIdes recommendations on the
Information that should be provided for each calculatlonal model.

3.1 GENERAL

The applicant should perform criticality safety analysis for single packages and arrays of packages. In each
case, the package condions under nonnal conditions of triumpon (i.e., an undamaged package) and the pack-
age conditions under hypothetical accident conditions (i.e., damaged package) should be considered. For owc
evaluation, a calculational model should be developed. An exact model of the package may not be necessary.
However, the calculationsl models should exlicitly Include the physical features important to criticality safety.
Also, any modeling approximations should be shown to be conservative or essentially neutral relative to a
more exact model.

The applicant should provide three ts of calculadonal models: contents models, the singlepackage models,
and package array models. The contents nodels ahould Include all geometric and material regions out to the
containment boundary (or to a convenient bowxdary, such as the strongback of a fresh fuel assembly package).
Each contents model should dimensionally fit Inside the undamaged and damaged package models used In the
single-package and package amy evaluations. Additional calculational models may be needed to describe the
range of contents or the various aWr configurations or damage configurations tht should be analyzed.

Ihe criticality section of fte application should contain a detailed description of the calculational models.
Sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.4 discuss the items that should be Included with tho description of the calculatonal
models.

3.1.1 Sketches

The criticality section of fte application should include simplified, dimensioned fktchcs of the calculationSl
models. Sketches drawn specifically for tie various portions of the model are preferable to engineering
drawings. However, the sketches should be consistent with the engineering drawings. Any differences with
the egineering drawings, or with other figures In the application, should be noted and explained.

The sketches should be sirmplfiled by liitng the dimensional features on each sketch and by providing
multiple sketches, with each sketch building on the previous one. Multiple sketches for each calculational
model may be neccSSary to show sufficient detall. Also, multiple sketches may be necessary to show difforent
undamaged and damaged package configuradons.

3.1.2 Dimensons

The sketches disutsed In Sect. 3.1.1 should show the dimenslons that are used In the calculations (see
exanples In Appendix A). Any difference between dimsenions used In the sketches and those in the
engineering drawings, or other figures of the application, should be noted and explained. The dimensions on
the sketches should be specified In both SI and English units.

The criticality section should address dimensional tolerances of the packaging, Including components
contalning neutron absorbers. When developing the clculational models, adjustments should be made for
tolcrances that end to add conservatism (.e., produce higher k.dvalucs). For exanmle, subtraction of the

NUREG1CR-5661
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negative tolerance from the nominal wall thickness of steel should be conservative for array calculations and

negative tolerance from the nominal wall thickness of steel should be conservative for array calculations and
may have no significant effect on the single-package calculation.

3.1.3 Materials

lhe range of material specifications (including tolerances and uncertainties) for the packaging and contents
should be addressed in the criticality section of the application. Specifications and tolerances for all fissile
materials, neutron-absorbing materials, materials of construction, and moderating materials should be
confirmed with the engineering drawings of the packaging or the specified design criteria. The range of
material specifications should be used to select parameters that produce the highest k; value consistent with
normal and hypothetical accident conditions. For example, the 235U enrichment of the fuel should be
maximized, while the 10B enrichment of a neutron poison component should b ninimized. In practice, the
effect'of small variations in dimensions or material specifications may also be . onsidered by determination of a
reactivity allowance that covers the k.f change due to the parameter changes under consideration. This
additional reactivity allowance should be positive and included as an additional element of the calculational
uncertainty (see Sect. 5.4).

For each calculational model, the atom density of any neutron absorber (e.g., boron, cadmium, or gadolinium)
added to the packaging for criticality control should be limited to 75% of the minimum neutron absorber
content specified in the application. This minimum neutron absorber content should be verified by chemical
analysis, neutron transmission measurements, or other acceptable methods. A percentage of neutron absorber
material greater than 75% may be considered in the analysis only if comprehensive acceptance tests, capable of
verifying the presence and uniformity of the neutron absorber, are implemented. The adequacy of these tests
will be considered on a case-by-case basis. Use of independent tests that verify the presence of the absorber
material and adequate demonstration that the tests have appropriate sensitivity to the quantities of concern
(presence and uniformity of absorber constituents) are issues that should be considered.

Limiting added absorber material credit to 75% without comprehensive tests is based on concerns for potential
"streaming" of neutrons due to nonuniformities. It has been shown that boron carbide granules embedded in
aluminum permit channeling of a beam of neutrons between the grains and reduce the effectiveness for neutron
absorption. The experimental work of Refs. 4 and 5 shows that for a monoenergetic neutron beam, the
granulated boron carbide areal density of 0.040 g/cmn of 10B is equivalent to a homogeneous areal density of
0.033 g/cm2 of "B. The efficiency of boron as a neutron absorber allows credit for only 75% of the poison to
be a manageable value for most transportation package designs. The 75% value demonstrated by this work is
conservative for several reasons: (1) many neutron poisons tend to be distributed homogeneously through a
component of the packaging and are not distributed in a granular fashion, and (2) the experimental work is
based on the use of a rnonodirectional beam of neutrons, while In most package designs an isotropic source of
neutrons will be Impinging on the wall (thus reducing the potential for intragranular transmission).
Nevertheless, the 75% value Is a prudent value consistent with demonstrated percentages found in experimental
work.

A table should be provided in the application that identifies all of the different material regions in the criticality
safety calculational models. This table should list the following for each region: the material in each rcgann,
the density of the material, the constituents of the material, the weight percent and atom density of cach
constituent, the region mass represented by the model, and the actual mass of the region (consistent wi!b ihvt
contents and packaging description discussed in Sect. 2). The materials, densities, and masses piniidcld in the
sketches should be consistent with the corresponding items in the engineering drawings and should Nwvr the
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same numerical values used In the input of the calculational method. For each sketch representing a portion of
the calculation model, there should be a coresponding subsection discussing the material compositions and

i densities of each region shown In the sketch. All density values that arc used, whether input by the analyst or
retrieved by the code from a software database, should be reported in the application.

The source of all material density values should be reported. If a density value other than that found in
standard references (e.g., materials or engineering handbook) is used in the calculation, the applicant should
explain why the density is different, how the value was determined, and how the value affects the k.
Compositional differences should also be discussed.

3.1.4 Differences Between the Models and the Actual Package Configuration

The calculational models described In the criticality safety section of the application should be consistent with
the undamaged and damaged package configurations as described in other sections (general, structural,
thermal) of the application. Any differences (e.g., in dimensions, material, geometry) between fte
calculational models and the package configurations should be identified. The applicant should show how these
different values (in dimensions, densities, etc.) were determined and justify the values used In the calculational
models. Also, the applicant should discuss and explain how the differences impact the calculated k~ff values.

3.2 CONTENTS MODELS

The contents model should provide a detailed description of the packaging contents as they are assumed to be
configured in the single-package and package array calculations. Models that show the contents under normal
conditions of transport anw under hypothetical accident conditions should be included in the application. A
contents model representing each of the different loading configurations (full- and partial-load configurations)
should also be provided. A single-contents model that will encompass different loading configurations should
be considered only if the justification is clear and straightforward.

Each contents model should provide a description of the fissile contents of a package in its most reactive
configuration, consistent with its physical and chemical form within the containment vessel under the nonnal
or hypothetical accident conditions considered by the model. If the contents can vary over some parameter
range (e.g., mass, enrichment, spacing), the criticality safety analysis should demonstrate that the model
describes and uses the parameter specification that provides the maxinrum k.f value under normal and
hypothetical accident conditions. In designing the calculational models, tolerances that tend to add
conservatism (i.e., produce higher kff values) should be Included. Any assumed fissile material distribution
that limits the maximum ka of the package contents should be justified.

The contents models for packages that transport loose pellets should ensure that variations in pellet size and
spacing are considered in determining the configuration that produces the maximum kff value. The maximum
pellet enrichment should be considered in the criticality safety evaluation. Fuel elements should consider the
actual fuel pin spacing provided by the element.

At this time, the NRC does not accept burnup credit for spent fuel transportation packages. Thereforc.,
unburned (fresh) fuel isotopics should be considered in the evaluation of packages containing spent fuel;
however, no credit should be taken for any fixed burnable absorbers in the fuel when the fuel has beck
irradiated.
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Other fissile materials should assume a particle spacing that results In maximun reactivity. Packages that
transport isotopic waste containing fissile material should ensure that the limlting concentration and/or mix of

KU) fissile material is used in the safety analysis. Contents that are unknown or uncertain must be assumed to have
a value that maxime k.r.

3.3 SINGLE-PACKAGE MODELS

The single-package models, together with the contents model(s), should depict the configuration of the
packaging and contents under normal conditions of transport and under hypothetical accident conditions. These
models should be those used to demonstrate that a single package remains adequately subcritical (see Sect. SA)
per the requirements of 10 CFR § 71.55. The calculatlonal model (single-package and contents model) for the
single-package evaluation should consider the following items:

1. The undamaged single-package model should represent the physical condition of a package subjected to the
test specified in 10 CPR § 71.71 (normal conditions of transport).

2. The damaged single-package model should represent the physical condition of a package subjected to the
tests specified in 10 CPR § 71.73 (hypothetical accident conditions).

3. The packaging and contents should be In the most reactive configuration consistent with the chemical and
physical form of the material. Determination of the most reactive configuration should account for the
effects of both the normal and hypothetical accident conditions. In development of the damaged package
models, the applicant should consider (a) the change in internal and external dimensions due to impact; (b)
loss of material, such as neutron shieldpr wooden overpack, due to the fire test; (c) rearrangement of
fissile material or neutron absorber material within the containment system due to impact, fire, or
immersion; and (d) the effects of temperature changes on the package material and/or the neutron
interaction properties.

4. Water moderation should be considered to occur to the most reactive extent possible. Partial flooding or
preferential flooding (i.e., uneven flooding among the regions of a package to the most reactive exter;t), if
possible, should be considered. If the contents are cladded fuel rods, flooding of the pellet-to-clad-gap
regions should be considered. If fuel rods or pellets are annular, flooding of the annulus should also be
considered, even if the rods or pellets are cladded. Moderation by other packaging materials should also
be considered.

5. The containment system should be reflected closely on all sides by at least 30 cm of water. Package
materials that are present and are better reflectors than water should be considered. For example, a lead
shield around the containment system may provide more effective reflection than water.

In many cases, one model can be used to envelop both the undamaged and the damaged single-package models
If only one model is used in the single-package analysis, the applicant shouldjustify that this model bounds the
most reactive undamaged and damaged configuration of die package.

3.4 PACKAGE ARRAY MODELS

Thc package array models should depict the arrangements of packages that are used in the cal Iotn -.
ncccssary to fulfill the requirements of 1C CFR § 71.5Q. At least two array models are nekedt :ir. .:,. .,
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SN undaged packages (normal conditions of tasport) and an array of 2N eamaged packages f(pothetical
i accident conditions). The configuration of the Individual packages (undamaged and damaged) used in the

respctive mrr models should be the worst case for the arry of packages, which may not be the same as the
worst case for a single package. The dimensions of the array that provides the limiting subcritical kd value
should be determined as Aescribed in Set. 6.2. Tbe calculational models for the array analysis should consider
the following items:

1. The applicant should demonstrate that the most reactive array configuration has been considered in the
criticality safety evaluation. The exact latlce arrangement may be represented by a simplified arrangement
if justification Is provided.

2. The applicant should consider all types of ary arngements. Often an array model that provides the
lowest surfce-o-volume ratio (typically one with equal dimesions on each side of the array) is a good
initial arrangement because this model should minimize neutron leakage from the array (see Sect. 6.2).

3. The array of packages should be reflected on all sides by a close-fitting water reflector at least 30 cm thick.

4. The following criteria for moderation in the containment system should be assessed and separately applied
for normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions. Optimum moderation is the
condition that produces the highest k1 value over the range of moderation conditions. Sources of
moderation in the containment system are water leaking into the containment system, and the packaging
materials and contents inside th- containment system.

Typically, the analysis for the array of undamaged packages can assume that the packages are dry
internally, provided that there is no water leakage into the package, including the containment system,
when the package Is subjected to the tests specified in 10 CFR § 71.71.

The analysis for the array of damaged packages should assume; water leakage into the containment system
to the most reactive degree. For those cases where water inleakage is not assmed, the application must
adequately demonstrate that water inleakage would not occur under hypothetical accident conditions. The
adequacy of such demonstrations will be asssed on a case-by-case basis. The acceptance criteria for
these demonstrations are beyond the scope of this report.

Regardless of whether water inleakage is assmned, internal moderation provided by the materials and
contents (e.g., plastics, foam, impurities, or residual moisture in the fuel) in the package should be
considered when deternining optimum moderation. If the moder. ion provided by the packaging materials
or contents overmoderates the package contents, and by its physical and chemical form cannot leak from
the containment vessel, then its overmoderating properties can be considered in the model. For example, a
solid moderator which is shown to overrnoderate the fissile material can be considered in the calculailonal
model if its continued presence is demonstrated under normal conditions of transport and hyrothetical
accident conditions.

5. f there can be leakage of water into the package, then partial and preferential flooding .sIould b
considered in determining optimum moderation. For fuel with pellet-to-clad gaps, flooding Al the FarP
rcgion should be considered.
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6. Optimum interspersed hydrogenous moderation should be determined In the evaluation of arrays of
damaged packages. Optinzm interspersd moderation is the degree of hydrogenous moderation between
pacges that results In the highest Icffvalue. In addition to interspersed moderation, moderation in
tegions of the package outside the containment system should also be considered If these regions consist of
voids, hydrogenous or other moderating materials, or water-absorbing materials (e.g., foam, wood). The
overmoderating or 'isolating effect of a packaging material may be considered, provided that the material
remains in place and maintains its overmoderaing or 4isolating' properties under hypothetical accident
conditions. Note that moderation between packages, moderation in regions of the package outside the
containment system, and moderation within the containment system need to be considered concurrently to
the most reactive extent.
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4 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

K. }This section of the report discusses the information that should be supplied on the computer code, nuclear
cross-section data, and technique used to complete the criticality safety evaluation.

4.1 COMPUTER CODE SYSTEM

Tlhe computer codes used in the safety evaluation should be identified and described in the application or
adequate refereces should be included. Verification that the software is performing as expected is important.
The applicant should identify all hardware and software (tiles, versions, etc.) used in the calculations as well
as pertinent configuration control information. Correct Installation and operation of the computer code should
be demonstrated by performing and reporting (m the application or by referec) the results of the sample
problems or general validation problems provided with the software package. Capabilities and limitations of
the software that are pertinent to the calculational models should be discussed with particular attention to
limitations that may affect the calculated idr value.

Computational inethods that fully consider the anisotropic angular terms of the Boltmzarn radiation transport
equation are prefrred for use in criticality safety analysis. The deterministic discrete-ordinates technique and
the Monte Carlo statistical technique are the most rigorous and flexible techniques available to consider the
anisotropic scattering terms. These techniques solve, respectively, the differential and integral eigenvalue (e.g.,
the k1 value) form of the Boltzmann equation. Monte Carlo analyses are prevalent because these codes can
better model the geometry detail needed for most criticality safet analyses. Well-documented and well-
validated computational methods, such as those provided in the SCALE code system,3 may require less
description than a limited-use and/or unique computational method. The use of computational methods that
limit or eliminate the angular terms in the Boltzmann equation (e.g., diffusion theory) or use simpler methods
to estimate k1 should be thoroughly justified.

When using a Monte Carlo code, the applicant should consider the imprecise nature of the kff value provided
by the statistical technique. Every ,ffvalue should be reported with a standard deviation, a. Typical Monte
Carlo codes provide an estimate of the standard deviation of the calculated kf. The applicant may wish to
obtain a better estimate for the standard deviation (Monte Carlo code estimates typically underpredict a) by
repeating the calculation with different valid random numbers and using this set of k1 values to estimate a,. If
fewer than 20 to 25 ,1 f values are provided in the set, the estimation of a should be calculated using the
student-t distribution formula. Also, because of the statistical nature of Monte Carlo methods, this method
should not be used to determine changes in k1f due to small problem parameter variations. The change in kn
due to a parameter change should be statistically significant (greater than at least 30) to indicate a trend in kft.

The geometry model limitations of deterministic discrete-ordinates methods typically restrict their applicability
to calculation of bounding, simplified models and investigation of the sensitivity of kff to changes in system
parameters. These sensitivity analyses can use a model of a specific region of the full problem (e.g.. a fucN pin
or honmogenized fissile material unit surrounded by a detailed basket model) to demonstrate changes in
reactivity with small changes in model dimensions or material specification. Applicants should consider such
analyses when necessary to ensure or demouistrate that the full package model has utilizcd conservative
assumptions relative to calculation of the system kyf value. For example, a one-dimensional fuel pin rndcl
may be used to deemonstratc the reactivity effect of toicranccs in the clad thickness.
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4.2 CROSS SECTIONS AND CROSS-SECTION PROCESSING

The calclational method consists of both the computer code and the neutron cross-section data used by the
code. The criticality safety evaluation should be performed using cross-section data that are derived from
measured data involving the various neutron interactions (e.g., capture, fission, and scatter). Although not
infallible, unmodified data processed from compendiums of evaluated nuclear data (e.g., the various versions
of the Evaluated Nuclear Data Files in the United States or the Joint European Files) should be considered as
the major sources of such data.

The neutron cross-section data and any codes used to process the data for the criticality safety analyses should
be identified, described, and referenced In the application. The codes used to process the data are subject to
the same recommendations provided in the initial paragraph of Sect. 4.1. The application should identify the
source of the neutron cross-section data (e.g., specific version of an evaluated nuclear data file) and supply
pertinent references that document the content of the cross-section library, the procedure used to generate the
cross-section library, and its range of applicability. Verification that the data library consists of the cross-
section data described and referenced In the application is important. The applicant should demonstrate correct
installation and operation of the data library by performing and reporting the results of any sample problems or
general validation problems provided with the software package. Capabilities and timitations of the data library
that are pertinent to the calculational models should be discussed with particular attention to discussing
limitations that may affect the calculations. For example, the 123-group library once provided in the SCALE
code package did not have resonance data for mU. Although not aut ssue for low-enriched, well-moderated
systems that the library was generated to analyze, this lack of data made the library inappropriate for high-
enriched, low-moderation systens.6

Continuous energy and nultienergy-grp (multigroup) cross-section libraries are acceptable. The number of
energy groups and tMe energy boundaries of each group should be specified for a multigroup library. Known
limitations (e.g., omission or limited range of resonance data, limited order of scattering) that may affect the
analysis should be provided. The temperature range over which the cross-sectlon data are applicable needs to
be considered in the analyses and specified in the application. For multigroup cross sections, the order of
scatter available on the library and applied In the calculation should be indicated. For continuous energy data,
the number cf points in the nuclide set should be specified. Computer programs and methods used to perform
functions such as cross-section mixing for problem materials, problem-dependent resonance self-shielding, or
cell-weighting of mixtures to represent heterogeneous configurations should be identified and discussed
consistent with the recommendations of Sect. 4.1.

Any special techniques used In the analysis to improve the adequacy or use of the cross-section data should be
discussed. For example, the SCALE system sequences automatically perform a problem-dependent resonance
calculation for only one type of unit cell within a lattice. If deemed important, resonance-corrected data for
materials outside the lattice, or for other types of unit cells within the lattice, can be calculated separately and
provided via an optional input field.

4.3 CODE INPUT

All major code input parameters or options used in the criticality safety analysis should be identified and
discussed in the application. This identification and discussion of code input should be provided in addition to
the actual case inputs (or at least a sampling of the inputs for the various types of calculationl I models). For t
Monte Carlo analysis, thc applicant should indicate, among other things, the neutron startidn distributio'n. the
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number of histories tracked (number of generations and particles per generation), boundary conditions selected,
order of scatter selected (for multigroup codes), any special reflector treatment, and any special biasing option.
For a discrete-ordinates analysis, the applicant should specify the spatial mesh used in each region, the angular
quadrature used, the order of scatter selected, the boundary conditions selected, and the flux convergence
criteria. Any of these input parameters can Influence the accuracy of the results; therefore, the selection of the
input values should be carefully considered and, to the extent possibll., be consistent with the data used in the
validation analyses.

4.4 ADEQUACY OF CALCULATION

The criticality safety section of the application should review and discuss calculational Issues that are important
in ensuring an acrate Off value is obtained, Adequate problem-dependent treatment of multigroup cross
sections, use of sufficient cross-section energy groups (multigroup) or data points (continuous energy), arn
proper convergence of the numerical results arc examples of Issues the applicant may need to review and
discuss in the criticality section of the application. To the degree allowed by the code, the applicant should
demonstrate or discuss any checks made to confirm that the calculatlonal model prepared for the criticality
safety analysis is consistent with the code Input. For example, code-generated plots of the geometry models
and outputs of material masses by region may be beneficial in this confirmation process. The statistical nature
of Monte Carlo calculations Is such that there are no fixed rules, criteria, or tests for judging when
callsational convergence has occurred. Thus the applicant should discuss the code output or other measures
used to confirm the adequacy of convergence. For example, many Monte Carlo codes provide output edits that
should be reviewed to determine adequate convergence, including:

1. the k.f by generation run,
2. plot of average k.a by generation run,
3. final k.f edit table by generation skipped,
4. plot of kf by generation skipped, and
5. frequency distribution bar graph.

Other conditions in the output that may indicate a convergence problem should be reviewed, for example,7

1. upward or downward trends in kf by generation run over the last half of the total generations,
2. upward or downward trends in kff by generation for the first half of generations skipped,
3. sudden changes of greater than one standard deviation In either Iz.. plot,
4. abnormally high or low generation kff (±20% of calculated mean), and
5. a calculated result that is not consistent with expected results based on previous experience (may be

indicative of other problems).

It is also advisable to cheel for adequate sampling of isolated fissile regions by examining the primed
regionwise fission event data and associated statistics.

If necessary, the applicant should review the code documentation as well as liturature (such as Refs. 7 and X)
to obtain practical discussions on the uncertainties associated with Monte Carlo codes used to calculate k,* anid
advice on output features and trends that should be observed. If convergence problems were cncountere~i by
the applicant, a discussion of the problem and the steps taken to obtain an adequate kcf value should 1x
provided. For example, calculational convergence may be achieved by selecting a diffcrenm n-utronl tating
distribution or running additional neutron histories. Modem personal computers and sorkstationc ;i.'w ^
significant number of particle. histories to be traicked. a minimum of ?N.U histories is nnv. t%' ,'ll'
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As a minimum, portions of output (such as the plots of kcff by generation run and kf by generation skdpped)
lfrom selected cases should be included In the application. In selecting the output to provide, the applicant

K ) should consider that the goal is to demonstrate that the calculations have been performed as described and run
to successful coipletion.
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5 VALIDATION OF CALCULATIONAL METHOD

The application should demonstrate that the calculational method (codes and cross-section data) used to
establish criticality safety has been validated against measured data that can be shown to be applicable to the
package design characteristics. mhe validation process should provide a basis for the reliability of the
calkulational method and should justify that the calculated kw , plus bias and uncertainties, for the necessary
package conditions will ensure an actual package kr, s 0.95. -

The applicant should comply with the following guidelines9 In performing and documenting the validation
process:

1. bias and uncertainties should be established through comparison with critical experiments that are
applicable to the package design;

2. the range of applicability for the bias and uncertainty should be based on the range of parameter variation
In the experiments;

3. any extension of the range of applicability beyond the experimental parameter field should be based on
trends in the bias and uncertainty as a fuinction of the parameters and use of independent calculational
methods; and

4. a margin of suberiticality should be included. The NRC currently regards 0.05 Ak as the minimum
administrative margin of subcriticality that should be considered for transportation packages.

Although significant reference material is available to demonstrate the performance of many different criticality
safety codes and cross-section data combinations, the application needs to demonstrate that the specific
calculational method used by the applicant (e.g., code version, cross-section library, and computer platform) is
validated in accordance with the above process. The remainder of this section of the report provides
recommendations on the assumptions that should be made and the information that should be provided in
performing and documenting the validation process.

5.1 SELECTION OF CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS

The first phase in the validation process should be to establish an appropriate bias and uncertainty for the
calculational method by using well-defined critical experiments that have parameters (e.g., materials,
geometry, etc.) that are characteristic of the package design. The single-package configuration, the array of
packages, and the normal and hypothetical accident conditions should be considered in selecting the critical
experiments for the validation process. Ideally, the set of experiments should match the package characteristics
that most influence the neutron energy spectrum and reactivity. These characteristics include:

1. the fissile isotope (mU, 235U, 23'Pu, 2'9Pu, and 24'Pu according to the definition of 10 CFR 71), form (e.g.,
homogeneous, heterogeneous, metal, oxide, fluoride), and isotopic composition of the fissile. material:

2. hydrogenous moderation, consistent with the normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident
conditions, in and between packages that results in maximum I;yf (if substantial amounts of other
moderators such as carbon or beryllium are in the package. these should also be considcredi.

3. the type (e.g., boron, cadmium). placement (between. within, or outside the contents). an .i rihti..':, o.

absorber material ani ndatcrals of construction-;
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4. the single-package contents configuration (e.g., homogeneous or heterogeneous) and packaging reflector
material (e.g., lead, steel); and

5. the array configuration including spacing, Interstitial material, and number of packages.

Unfortunately, it is unlikely that the complete combination of package characteristics will be found from
available critical experiments, and critical experiments for large arrays of packages do not currently exist.
Thus the applicant should model a sufficient variety of critical experiments to demonstrate the capability of the
calculational method in predicting kIr for each Individual experiment that has characteristics that are also
judged to be important to the kc& of the package (or array of packages) under normal conditions of transport
and hypothetical accident conditions.

Reference 10 provides general guidance on selecting critical experiments and provides descriptions of a
significant number of critical experiments appropriate for low-enricbed lattice systems. Ile critical
experiments that are selected by the applicant should be briefly described in the application with references
provided for detailed descriptions. The applicant should indicate any deviation from the reference experiment
description including the basis for the deviation (e.g., discussions with experimenter, experiment log books).
Since validation and supporting docmnentation may result in a voluminous report, it is acceptable to
summarize the results In the application and reference the validation report for specific Information.

S.2 ESTMABLISHMENT OF BIAS AND UNCERTAINTY

For validation using critical experiments, the bias In the calculational method Is the difference between the
calculated 1r -value of the critical experiment and unity (1.0). Typically, a calculaitonal method is termed to
have a positive bias If it overpredicts the critical condition (i.e., calculated lkd, > 1.0) and a negative bias if It. underpredicts the critical condition (i.e., calculated klff < 1.0). A calculational methodology should have a
bia that either has no dependence on a characteristic parameter or is a smooth, well-behaved function of
characteristic parameters. The applicant should analyze a sufficient number of critical experiments to determine
if trends may exist with parameters important in the validation process [e.g., hydrogen-to-fissile ratio (HWX),
2mU enrichment, neutron absorber material]. As indicated In Sect. 4.1, the Ikf values should change by at least
3a to Indicate any type of parametric trend. The bias for a set of criticals should be taken as the difference
between the best fit of the calculated kff data and 1.0. Where trends exist, the bias will not be constant over
the parameter range. If no trends exist, the bias will be constant over the range of applicability. For trends to
be recognized, they must be statistically significant.

The applicant should consider three general sources of uncertainty: the experimental data or technique, the
calculational method, and the particular analyst and calculational models. Examples of uncertainties in
experimental data are uncertainties reported in material or fabrication data or uncertainties due to an inadequate
description of the experimental layout. Examples of uncertainties in the calculational method are uncertainties
in the approximations used to solve the mathematical equations, uncertainties due to solution convergence. and
uncertainties due to cross-section data or data processing. Interpretation of the calculated results. individual
modeling techniques, and selection of code input options are possible sources of uncertainty due to the analyst
or calculational model.

In general, all of these sources of uncertainty should tIc cumulatively observed in the variabilitv of the
calculated ke results obtained for the critical cxpcrimcnls. The variability should include the M rnnC. .-. ;.|
standard deviation in cach calculated critical experiment k;¢n value as reell as any change in the * cu'.iliw a..luc
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caused by the consideration of experimental uncortainties. Thus these uncertainties will be included in the bias
kJ) and uncertainty in the bias. This vsriation or uncertainty in the bias should be established by a valid statistical

treatment of the calculated kd;vaties for the critical experiments. Methods exist (see Ref. 10) that allow the
bias and uncertainty In the bias to be evaluated as a function of changes in a selected characteristic parameter.

Calculational models used to analyze the critical experiments should be provided or adequate references to such
discussions should be provided. Input data sets wsed for the analysis should be provided along with an
indication of whether these data sets were developed by the applicant or obtained from other identified sources
(e.g., published references, data bases). Known uncertainties in the experimental data should be identified,
along with a discussion of how (or if) they were included in the establishment of the overall bias and
uncertainty for the calculational method. The statistical treatment used to establish the bias and uncertainty
should be thoroughly discussed in the application with suitable references where appropriate. Relative to
experimental uncertainties, the applicant should provide a discussion on the approach used to model the
experiments (i.e., with nominal dimensions and material compositions or with conservative tolerances, with
simplifications in the geometry and material specifications, etc.).

5.3 ESTABLISHMENT OF RANGE OF APPLICABILTY

As an integral part of the code validation effort, the applicant Sbould define the range of applicability for the
established bias and uncertainty. Te applicant should demonstrate that, considering both normal and
hypothetical accident conditions, the package Is within this range of applicability and/or the applicant should
define the extension of the range necessary to Include the package. The range of applicability should be defined
by Identifying the range of important parameters (see Ref. 10 for guidance on identifying important
parameters) and/or characteristics for which the code was (or was not) validated. The procedure or method
used to define the range of applicability should be discussed and justified in the application for approval. For
example, the method of Ref. 10 Indicates the range of applicability to be the limits (upper and lower) of the
characteristic parameter used to correlate the bias and uncertainties. The characteristic parameter may be
defined In terms of, for example, the hydrogen-to-fissle ratio (e.g., H/X - 10 to 500), the average energy
causing fission, the ratio of total fissions to thermal fissions (e.g., F/Pd, = 1.0 to 5.0), or the 2SU enrichment.

Use of the bias and uncertainty for the evaluation of a package with characteristics beyond the defined range of
applicability Is endorsed by consensus guidane.' This guidance indicates the extension should be based on
trends In the bias as a function of system parameters and, If the extension is large, confirmed by independent
calculational methods. However, the applicant should consider that extrapolation can lead to a poor prediction
of actual behavior. Even interpolation over large ranges with no experimental data can be misleading (see Ref.
6 for an example). The applicant should also consider the fact that comparisons with other calculational
methods can illuminate a deficiency or provide concurrence; however, given discrepant results from
independent methods, it is not always.a simple matter to determine which result is 'correct' in the absence of
experimental data (see Ref. 11 for an illustration).

The applicant should recognize that there is no available guidance on what constitutes a 'large' extension. nor
any guidance on how to extend trends in the bias. In fact, it is not just the trend in the bias that the applicant
should consider, but thc trend in the uncertainties and bias. The paucity of experimental data near one end of 2
parameter range may cause the uncertainty to be larger in that region. (Note: Any extension ( f thie ntCcitniirX
uting tlie metho. f Ref. 10 should consider the. behavior of the uncertainly as a function of the par.n'ctei. not
just the niaximumi value of the uncertainlty.) Proper extension of the bias and uncertainty mean!, rlie anplzan:
sliould detennine and understand the trends in the bias and uncertainty. The applicant shc'uh1" Vetcut: i1n *.,:tt
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care In extending the range of applicability and provide in the application a detaIled justification for the need
for an extension, along with a thoiough description of the method and procedure used to estimate the bias and
uncertainty In this.extended range.

SA ESTABLSHMENT OF ACCEPTANCE CRITERI

The criticality safety section of the application should demonstrate how the bias and uncertainty determined
from the comparison of the calculatlonal method with critical experiments are used to establish a minimum kd,
value [i.e., upper subcritical limit (USL)] ou that similar systems with a higher calculated kff are considered to
be critical. The USL should be established with an additional margin of subcriticality (often termed a safety
margin) included.9 The following general relationship (see Ref. 10) for establishing the acceptance criteria
should be used in the application for approval:

k- k 2 k + 2a + Ak,

where
= mean value of Jr& resulting from the calculation of benchmark critical experiments using a specific

calculational method and data;
Ak. = an allowance for the calculational uncertainty;
Ak - a required margin of subeitcdality (mimum of 0.05 for applications of approval for packaging);
1 - the calculated value obtained for the package or array of packages;
o = is the standard deviation of the kff value obtained with Monte Carlo analysis.

If the caial bias P Is defined as P = k - 1, then the bias is negative if k < 1 and positive if k > 1. Thus
the acceptance criteria may be rewritten as

K.> ) 1.00 + p-Ak2 k.f+ 20 + 0.05,
or

1 + 2a s 0.95 - Uk, + w3.

The maximum USL that should be used for a package evaluation is

USL -0.95 -Ak + P.

The uncertainty, Ak, will always be greater than or equal to zero, whereas the bias, P, can be positive or
negative. However, a positive bias is not recommended; therefore, the equation should be revised to

USL= 0.95 - Ak,+ p

where p {. 1ok iff > 0 .

The applicant should consider that the value foe Ak1; (=0.05) may need to be increased by an arbitrary amnv.inl
if there is a lack of sufficient critical data io adequately determine the calculational bias and uncertainty 1 he
statistical method of Ref. 10 provides a technique to estimate Ak, and Akin based on available datt. ! h;'
estimate for Ak,, can be used to demonstrate that the value of 0.05 for tbe margin of subcriticalii- is .dc snare
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for the given set of critical epeients used in the validation. A piucity of critical experiment data or the need
K J i to extend beyond the range of applicability may Indicate the applicant should consider the adequacy of the 0.05

value. Also, for hIgh-reactivity worth systems where the value of k1 is particularly sensitive to parameter
changes in the package, a margin of subcrltlcality greater than 0.05 Ak should be considered by the applicant.
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6 CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

) I b This section of the report describes the criticality calculations that should be performed and documented in the
criticality safety section of the application for approval of a package. The criticality safety evaluation should
demonstrate the subcriticality of a single package and an array of packages during normal conditions of
transport and hypothetical accident conditions, and determine the TI for criticality control of a shipment. For
the purposes of this evaluation, the applicant should consider the term 'subcriticality' to mean that the
calculated kdr value (including any Monte Carlo standard deviation) is less than the USL defined by Sect. 5.4.

The calculations that the applicant should Include in the criticality safety section will depend on the various
parameter changes and conditions that should be considered, the packaging design and features, the contents.
and the damaged condition of the package. The calculated results should be presented in a tabular form with a
case identifier, a brief description of the conditions for each case, and the case results. Values of kjf obtained
from Monte Carlo codes should always indicate the estimated standard deviat on. Additional information
should be included in the table if it supports and simplifies the description in the text. The case description
should be clearly presented In the tables to permit easy cross-reference between the table and the text. Tables
1 and 2 show an example of the format desired to summarize the results of single-package and package array
calculations.

The following subsections present a logical, generic approach to the calculational effort that should be
described in the application for approval. Two series of calculational cases should be performed: (1) a series
of single-package camse and (2) a series of array cas. Both series should consider normal and hypothetical
accident conditions. Subsets of the array series for different size arrays or different package arrangements may
also be necessary. Each array series should include calculations to determine the number of undamaged
packages that will eure subcriticality of an array under normal conditions of transport, as well as calculations
to determine the number of damaged packages that ensure subcritlcality of an array under hypothetical accident
conditions. A TI for criticality control should be derived (see Sect. 6.3) from these array sizes based on the
prescription of 10 CFR § 71.59.

6.1 SINGLE PACKAGE

The applicant should perform a series of calculations to demonstrate that the single package remains subcritical
under normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions (per the requirements of
10 CFrZ § 71.55).

Tle single-package calculations also provide useful pohits of reference for subsequent calculations involving
variations of certain parameters.

The single-package series of calculations must consider a model of the single containment vessel fully reficceld
by water (a 30-cm-thick region of full-density water is recommended). The containment vessel should he
optimally moderated with the fissile content in its most reactive credible configuration. This water-refkctcd.
optimally moderated containment vessel analysis should be compared with one where the water reflector is
replaced by (ie package material (including water flooding in voids) that surrounds the conlainmct syvv:iem
Package niatcmials such as lead may provide better reflection of the containment system than water.
Demonstrationl that these two single. undamauged cases are adeately subcritical satisfies iestheth4rL iir. Il.ls

10 CIT 14 71.55(h)).
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Table 1 Example format of table for single-package calculations

Water Internal
Case reflected' moderatiod' k+ e

SUl No 0.0
SU2 Yes 0.0
SW3 Yes 0.001
SU4 Yes 0.003

SUx Yes 1.0
SUy No 1.0
'When fully reflected, water should be at least 30-cm thick on all faces.
'Internal moderation is the specific gravity water equivalent of hydrogenous

content within all void spaces inside the package, including the containent vessel.
lo Is one standard deviation-of the calaulated Monte Carlo result.

Table 2 Example format of table for array calculations

Array Internal Interspersed
Case sIze moderatione moderation' k, * o

IAI Infinite 0.0 0.0
IA2 Infinite 0.0 0.001
1A3 Infinite 0.0 0.003

IAx Infinite 0.0 1.0

FAI 7 x7 x7
FA2 7 x 7 x 7
FA3 7 x7 X7

PAI1 5 x 5 x 5
FAI1 5 x 5X5

Case identifier IA represents infinitc arrays and PA represents finite arrays; all finite
arrays should be reflected by at least 30 cm of water on all faces.

'Internal moderation is the -pecific gravity water equivalcnt of hydrogenous content
within all void spaces inside the packlae, including tGe containment vessel.

'Interspersed moderation is the xipecic gravity u aer equivalent of hydrogenous
content between packages.

Stgy is one standard dcviatton of the calculaled Maonc C~ari resull
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The remaining single-package cases provided In the application should systematically investigate progressive
states of water flooding and package reflection represative of the normal and hypothetical accident
conditions. If the hypothetical accident conditions cause damage to the contents or packaging, the damaged
configuration of the package should be considered. If a package has multiple void regions, Including regions
within the containment system, flooding each region independently and consecutively should be considered.
Variations In the flooding sequence should be considered by the applicant [e.g.. partial flooding, variations
caused by the package lying in horizontal or vertical orientations, flooding (moderation) at less than full-
density water, progressively flooding regions from the inside out]. Waer flooding of cladded fuel rod gap
regions should be considered. The final case of this single-package series should represent a package
completely water-flooded and water-reflected. The primary objectives of the single-package cases should be

1. to demonstrate that a single package Is subcritical when subjected to the normal conditions of tanport and
hypothetical accident conditions as specified by 10 CFR § 71.55, and

2. to Identify the specific conditions that produce the highest kIff value.

For packages with different fissile material loading configurations (including partial-load configurations), the
applicant should use a similar approach for each different loading, unless a limiting-contents model is
developed and demonstrated in the application to provide a bounding reactivity for the different loadings. The
results of the single-package calculations can Influence the approach and the number of calculations required
for the array series calculations, particularly If there are different content loading configurations.

6.2 EVALUATION OF PACKAGE ARRAYS

The applicant should perform the package array calculations to obtain the information needed to determine the
TI for criticality control as prescribed by 10 CFR § 71.59. The applicant may consider beginning the array
calculations with an infinite array model because, If the infinite array Is adequately subcritical under normal
and hypothetical accident conditions, no additional array calculations should be necessary. Jf the infinite array
under normal and hypothetical accident conditions Is shown to be above the USL, a large (number of packages)
finite array should be selected and all cases recalculated. Successively smaller finite arrays may be reqpfued
until the array sizes for normal and hypothetical accident conditions are found to be below the USL. As an
alternative, an applicant may initiate the analyses using any array size-for example, one that is based upon the
number of packages planned to be shipped on a vehicle.

Care should be taken so that the most reactive array configuration of packages has been considered in the
criticality safety assessment. Ini investigating different array arrangements, the competing effects of leakage
from the array system and of Interaction between packages in the array should be considered. Array
arrangements that minimize the surface-to-volume ratio decrease leakage and should, in simplistic ternms,
maximize kff. Preferential geometric arrangement of the packages in the array should be considered. For
"xample, consider packages where the fissile material is loaded off-center. In this case, the need to optimize
the interaction may mean that an array is more reactive when packages are grouped in a single or double layer
The effect of the external water reflector also needs to be considered. For some array cases there may be little
moderator present within the array, so increasing the surface area may lead to more moderation and possibly
higher reactivity. The exact package arrangement may be represented by z simplified arrangement if adcquatc
justification is provided. For example, Appendix A demonstrates a case wherc a triangular-pitch arrangt nL. ia
of packages can, in simple cases, Ie represented by using an appropriately modified package nodel wIthuri a
sqluarc-pitch lattice arrangement. In more compli cases, Ibe. ceffct of having a triangular pitch irn. I?
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important, since interaction between three triangularly pitched packages could be a dominating factor. Because
there are so many competing effects, any Bimplifications made In the assessment. need to be justified; something
that is obvious from the point of view of sMyreakage may not be as obvious from the point of view of
package Intraction. All finite arrays of packages should be reflected on all sides by a close-fitting, full-density
water reflector at least 30 cm thick

Each array model for undamaged packages is not required to include interspersed moderation; however,
moderation built into the packaging (e.g., due to hydrogenous packaging materials) or added to the packaging
due to normal conditions of transport (e.g., the spray test) should be included to the most reactive extent
possible under normal conditions. For damaged packages, varying amounts of hydrogenous moderation should
be added in all regions that can be flooded within (see discussion of Sect. 6.1 for single package) and between
the packages (i.e., interspersed moderation) by varying the density of water In these regions. If water in-
leakge is considered (see Sect. 3.4), then the water density should be varied from zero to full density in
increments such that the optimum moderator density Is determined. The applicant should provide a plot of the

.eA value as a function of the moderator density to demonstrate the trend and the location of the highest Ic
value.

As an Interspersed moderator is added to the region between packages, the spacing of the packages may
become important because of the amount of moderator that may be present. For this reason, it is sometimes
convenient to model an infinite array of packages using an array unit cell consisting of the individual package
and a tight-fitting repeating boundary. If the kIf response to increasing interspersed moderator density for this
array with the units in contact has an upward trend (positive slope) at full-density moderation, the applicant
should consider increasing the size of the unit cell and recalculating kff as a function of moderation density.
Increasing the size of the unit cell provides an increased edge-to-edge spacing between packages and makes
more volume available for the interspersed moderator. The applicant should stop this procedure only after

V! confirming that the packages are isMlated and that added interstitial space is only providing additional water
reflection.

To illustrate this recommended procedure, consider a cylindrical shipping package with a diameter of one unit
and a height (or length) of two units. With a tight-fitting cuboid around the cylinder, 21.5 % of the cuboid 's
volumn Is outside the package and is available for an interspersed moderator. By increasing the cuboid's
dimensions so that the edge-to-edge spacing between the packages in all directions is 10% of the package
diameter, then 38.2% of the cuboid's volume is outside the package and is available for an interspersed
moderator. This small increase in edge-to-edge spacing corresponds to a 126% increase in volume available
for the interspersed moderator. Therefore, If the 14, value Is increasing at full water density with the packages
in contact, then Increasing the packaging spacing to permit additional interspersed moderation may be
necessary.

The applicant should consider combinations of density and spacing variation (consistent with normal and
hypvthetical accident conditions) that may cause a higher kff value to be calculated and should provide a
discussion in the application that demonstrates the maximum kso value has been determined. Figure I dcepw-..
some typical plots of kfn versus interspersed water moderator density illustrating the moderation, abstirnpirsu.
and reflection characteristics that may be encountered in packaging safety evaluations These curve'clicrr
changes in array moderation for a fixed package spacing. Curves A. B. and C rcprccnt arrave f.s: %.!ii:1 .. wt
array of packages at the selected spacing is ovemioderated and increasing water moderair, i'nh lc.-- ;T

(eurves B and C) or has no effect (curve A) on theli k, value. Curves D. l2. and F represen.tt :. *.*i.

the array is undermoder;atcd at 7.cro water density, and increc3sing the mo&derator den's:Ai y *S e.
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increase. Then as the water density increases further, neutron absorption comes into effect, neutron interaction
between packages decreases, and the 1kk value levels cut (curve D) or decreases (curves E and F). TheK ) applicant should consider that peaking effects such as een In curves E and F frequetly occur at very low
moderator density (e.g., 0.001 to 0.1 fraction of fXll density). Therefore, the applicant should exercise care
when selecting the values of interspersed moderator density to calculate in the search for the maximum k,,
value.

As indicated above, optimum moderation conditions for the array of packages represented by curves D, E, and
F have been obtained; and the only mechanism that could make the kfn value of curve D, E, or F rise above
the value at full-density water is increased reactivity due to increased reflection provided by more interspersed
water (i.e., additional spacing between packages). If the array kff at full-density moderation is less than the k,
of the flooded and reflected single unit, the edge-to-edge spacing of the packages is not sufficient to permit full
reflection.

However, for responses such as those illustrated in curves D, E, and F, there is no need to increase Spacng
and recalculate the array k1v because the naximm k,, of the array will be that of the reflected single unit, or
the Icf of the optimally moderated array (i.e., the first local maxima of curves D, E, and F), whichever is
larger. For curves A through F. the packages in the array ame essentially isolated at full-density moderation
and the corresponding k~d will typically be the same (within statistical linits) as the flooded and reflected
single-unit case.

Curve G represents an array where tha optinum array moderator density has not been achieved even with full-
density water, and the maximun kffhas not been determined. For this situation, the applicant should increase
the center-to-center spacing of the packages in the array and all cases should be recalculated. The center-to-
center spacing must be sufficiently large for the curve to reach a plateau (like curve D) or to peak and then
decrease (like curves E and F).

The treatment of array moderation can be easy or complex, depending on the placement of the materials of
construction and their susceptibility to damage from hypothetical accident conditions. For all of these
conditions and combinations of conditions, the applicant should carefully investigate the optimum degree of
internal and Interspersed moderation consistent with the chemical and physical form of the material and the
packaging, and should demonstrate that subcriticality Is maintained. The applicant should consider the
numerous conditions for which the effects of moderation must be investigated, such as

1. moderation from packing materials that arm. Inside the primary containment system,
2. moderation due to preferential flooding of different regions in the packages,
3. moderation from hydrogenous materials of construction (e.g., thermal insulation and neutron shielding),

and
4. interspersed moderation in the region between the packages in an array.

In determining the TI of an array of packages under normal conditions of transport, the applicant should
consider only the possible ranges of hydrogenous (or other) moderators present in the package [items (I) and
(3) above and, if applicable, item (2) above]; interspersed moderation between packages [item (4) above] from
conditions such as mist, rain, snow, or flooding need not be considered (per the specifications of 10 CFR §
71.59). In determining the TI of an array of damaged packages, the applicant should carefully consider all
four of the above conditions, including how each form of moderation can change under hypothetical accident
conditions. As an example, consider a package witd thermally degradable insulation. The applicant showld
cvaluate tie array with the insulation for the normal conditions of transport. For the hypotheuical accidemt
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conditions, the applicant should Investigate moderation effects caused by changes in the insulation due to the
2) thermal tests. The applicant shoulc carefully evaluate the varying degrees of internal moderation in the

containment.

6.3 RELATING ANALYSES TO TRANSPORT INDEX

The TI for criticality control should be determine b y the applicant using the information from the array
analyses on the number of packages that will remain subcritical (below the USL) under normal and
hypothetical accident conditions. The USL should be determined using the criteria discussed in Sect. 5.4.
Table 3 illustrates the tabular form that the applicant should use to summarize the results on the limiting
number of packages shown to be subcritical In the analysis of the package arrays. The value N in the table can
be defined so that

N = maximum number of packages per shipment for a nonexclusive use shipment, where 5 S N s
2N = maximum number of packages per shipment foy an exclusive use shipment, where 0.5 s N~ s.

Table 3 Requirements of 10 CFR § 71.59

No. of fissile packages
Case that must be subcritical

Undamaged SN with nothing between packages

Damaged 2N with optimum interspersed moderation

With the information provided In Table 3, the applicant can determine the TI for criticality control using the
expression

TI -SO+ N.
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7 SUMMARY

This report provides recormendations on the information that should be included In the criticality safety
KJ Jsection of an application for approval of a transportation package. The emphasis has been on the design

information, analysis models, and computational results and discussion that should be In the application.
'However, the applicant should recognize that the recommendations may not be exhaustive and that additional
information or analyses may be needed for selected applications.

Section 2 of the report discusses the design information that the applicant should include in the criticality safety
section of the application. Specification of the contents (e.g., form, type, mass, composition) considered in the
application should be provided, including any anticipated variations and uncertainties.

Section 3 of the report reviews the description and figures that should be included in the application to
adequately explain the calculational models. In preparing these models, the applicant should limit the use of
fixed neutron absorbers to 75 % of the composition, unless adequate (see Sect. 3.1.3) consideration is made for
testing the presence and uniformity of the absorber. Fixed, burnable poisons should not be considered in spent
fuel packages. And, until the NRC provides direction on use of spent fuel isotopics, It is recommended that
unburned (fresh) fuel isotopics be assumed in applications for spent fuel packages. Water moderation and
reflection specifications based on the normal and accident conditions of 10 CFR Part 71 nmst be considered in
the development of the analysis models.

Sections 4-5 of the report recommend the information that should be considered by the applicant in selecting
and using an appropriate analysis method (code and nuclear data) for determinadon of the neutron
multiplication factor. Codes that adequately model the kinematics of neutron transport, Including angular
scattering, are needed to provide the best estimate of I... The codes and data used in the application should be
validated against critical experiments appropriate for the package conditions and contents. This validation

I provides a basis for development of a USL that considers bias and uncertainties (determined from the
validation), the statisticAl nature of the analysis method, and a margin of subcriticality. The minimum margin
of subcriticality accepted by the NRC for transportation packages is 0.05 AL.

Section 6 of the report discusses the analyses that should be considered to demonstrate that the requirements of
10 CFR § 71.55 and 71.59 are met. This section provides practical Information on how to proceed with the
analyses, the single-package and array conditions that should be considered, and a process for determination of
the TI for criticality control. Development and analysis of the array models should carefully consider the
various conditions that could lead to an increased k1f value. Optimum moderation of the packages according to
the normal and accident conditions, package arrangement and spacing for optimum interaction between
packages, and proper water reflection of the array should be considered.
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APPENDIX A

EXAMPLE OF CALCULATIONAL MODELS AND RESULTS

This appendix uses a simple example of a fictitious transport package to Illustrate many of the recommenda-
tions provided In this report regarding the content of the criticality safety section of the application for a
transport package. This example package and analysis have not been approved by the NRC, and there has been
no assessment as to whether the package would meet all of the requirements for approval. The descriptions
provided herein do not include all the Information that would be necessary for an actual package evaluation;
rather they provide an illustrative sampling of the type of information discussed in this report.

The following sections provide information as if It were imbedded as the criticality section of the application.
However, since this is intended to be an illustrative example, only that information pertinent to developing the
calculational models is included. The dimensional and material specifications provided are the minimum to
support the calc lations in this appendix and do not represent certified container loadings or configurations.
Also, the descriptions, calculations, and justifications presented here may not be complete or acceptable to the
NRC.

A.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION (Example)

The transport package uses a 55-gal steel drum overpack [22,5-in.(57.15-c) inside diam by 40.5-in. (102.87-
cm) inside height]. The drum body and bottom are fabricated from a 16-gauge [0.064-in. (0.16-cm)] low
carbon steel sheet. The drum lid (head) is fabricated frm a 14-gage [0.080-in. (0.20-cm)] low-carbon steel
sheet. Two approximately equally spaced, rolling hoops are swaged into the drum body. The removable head
is closed by means of a bolt-locking ring.

The inner container (containment vessel) Is the containment boundary. The inner container is fabricated from a
0.25-in. (0.64-cm)-thick carbon steel plate. Mme inner container [12.0-in. (30.48-cm) inside diamn by 28.0-in.
(71.12-cm) inside height] has a welded bottom plate and welded cover plate.

The 55-gal drum is filled between the drum wall and Inner container with insulating fiber board that provides
thermal insulation and vibration and shock isolation, and centers the inner container within the drum. The
Insulating fiber board provides a thickness between the inner container and drum of 5.0 in. (12.7 cm) radially
and 5.0 in. (12.7 cm) axially (top and bottom).

The package shall be used to transport unirradiated uranium dioxide (U0A) pellets of 0.325-in. (0.83-cm)
nominal outside diameter. The contents are not to exceed 116.16 kg of U0 2 pellets at an enrichment in the 2'U
isotope of 4.01%.

A.2 PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

Sections A.2.1 and A.2.2 describe the package contents and packaging, specifically the dimensions ;ind
material components that influence kff.

Preceding page blank
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A.2.1 CONTENTS

\) } The package shall be used to transport right cylindrical UOa pellets of 10.40 g/cm? oxide density. The pellets
have a 0.325-in. (0.83-cm) nominal outside diameter and height and a maximum enrichment of 4.01 wt %
"3U. The uranfum Isotopic distribution is given in Table A.1.

Table A.1 Uranium Isotopic distribution

Isotope wt %

u m0.02
2UU 4.01

DIU 0.02

MD 95.95

A.2.2 PACKAGING

The packaging consists of the Inner container assembly (DWG-X12G64) comprising 316 stainless steel tubes
that accommodate the fuel pellets, the inner container or containment vessel (DWG-D184K), plywood board,
insulating fiber board, and the 55-gal drum (DWG4201V).

A.2.2.1 Inner Container Assembly

Pellets and end plugs are contained in 27.75-in. (70.49-cm)-long stainless steel tubes of 0.350-in. (0.89-cm)
Inside and 0.366-in. (0.93-cm) outside diam. Each of the 316 tubes is filled with 80 pellets. The composition
and atom densities of the 304-stainless steel tubes and others package materials are given in Table A.2. The
tube ends are sealed with 0.350-in. (0.89-cm)-diam, 1.0-in. (2.54-cm)-long top and 0.75-in. (1.91-cm)-long
bottom stainless steel plugs that are welded in place. The tube bottoms are welded into 0.75-in. (1.91-cm)-deep
recesses on a 0.528-in. (1.34-cm)-square pitch of a 1.0-in. (2.54-cm)-thick, 12.0-in. (30.48-c)-dlam stainless
steel bottom plate. The tube tops exdend through 0.375-in. (0.95-cm)-dlam holes to the top of a 1.0-in. (2.54-
cn)-thick, 12.0-in. (30.48-m)-diam stainless steel top plate. Rubber o-rings between the tubes and plate holes
provide a tight tube-to-top-plate fit. The top plate Is connected by four 26.0-in. (66.04-cm)-iong, 0.667-in.
(1.69-m)-diam stainless steel support rods to the bottom plate. The structural evaluation has shown that the
inner container assembly remains intact, and the pellets remain inside the tubes, under normal conditions of
transport and hypothetical accident conditions.

A.2.2.2 Inner Container

The inner container is fabricated from 0.25-in. (0.635-cm)-thick carbon steel plate. The inper container [12.0-
in. (30.48-cm)-inside diameter by 28.0-in. (71.12-cm) inside height] has a welded 0.25-in. (0.63.5-crn;-.iick
bottom plate with a welded 0.2.5-in. (0.635-cm)-thick- cover plate.
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K J.
Material (gecn

304 stainless steel 7.92

Insulating fiber board 0.24

Plywood 0.45

Water 0.991

Carbon steel 7.821

Rubber 1.321

e A.2 Material specifications

Ity
3 Constituent

Fe

Cr

Nu

Mn

H

. C

0

H

C

0

82 H

0

r1 C

Fe

I C

H

Ca

S

. 0

Si

-

Atomic density
(itonslb-cm)

5.935e-2

1.7428e-2

7.7188e-3

1.7363c-3

8.914c-3

5.348c-3

4.457e-3

1.671e-2

I.003e-2

8.357e-3

6.675e-2

3.338e-2

3.9250e-3

8.3498e-2

3.8414e-2

5.1298e-2

2.2627e-3

4.2182e-4

1.0988e-2

8.4972L-5
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A.2.2.3 Drum

The transport package uses a 55-gal steel drum overpack [22.5-in. (57.15-cm) inside diameter by 40.5-in.
*(102.87-cm) inside height]. The drum body and bottom are fabricated from a 16-gauge [0.064-in. (0.163-cm)]
low-cirbon steel sheet. The drum lid (head) Is fabricated from a 14-gauge [0.080-in. (0.20-cm)] low-carbon
steel sheet. Two approximately equally spaced, rolling hoops are swaged into the drum body. The removable
head is closed by means of a bolt-locking ring.

The 55-gal drum is filled between the drum wall and inner container with insulating fiber board that provides
thermal insulation and vibration and shock Isolation, and centers the inner container within the drum. The
drum is loaded top-to-bottom with (1) a 5.0-in. (12.7-c)-thick, 22.5-in. (57. 15.cm)-diam Insulating fiber
board block, (2) a 1.0-in. (2.54-cm)-thilck, 22.5-in. (57.1 5-cn)-diamn plywood load bearing plate, (3) the inner
container assembly, centered, and surrounded by a 22.5-in. (57.15-cm)-outer-iam, 12.5-In. (31.75-cm)-inner-
diani, 13.75-in. (34.93-crn-thick Insulating fiber board ring, followed by a 1.0-in. (2-54-cm)-thick, 22.5-in.
(57.15-cm)-outer-dian, 12.5-in. (31 .75-cn)-lnner-diam plywood support ring, followed by a 22.5-in. (57.15-
cm)-outer-dlan, 12.5-in. (31.75-cm)-Inner-diam, 13.75-in. (34.93-cm)-thiek insulating fiber board ring, (4) a
1.0-in. (2.54-cm)-thick, 22.5-in. (57.15-cm)-diam plywood load-bearing plate, and (5) a 5.0-in. (12.7-cm)-
thick, 22.5-in. (57.15-cm)diam insulating fiber board block.

A.3 CRITICALITY SAFETY ANALYSIS MODELS

Section A.3.1.1 provides dimensioned sketches of a modeled package. The material specifications for regions
of the sketches in Sect. A.3.1.1 are given in Sect. A.3.1.2. Section A.3.1 Identifies differences between the
models and actual package configurations. Section A.3.2 describes the contents models representing each of the
different loading configurations. Models depicting the configuration of packaging and contents of a single
package under normal and accident conditions are discussed in Sect. A.3.3. Section A.3.4 contains a
discussion on the package array models.

A.3.1 GENERAL MODEL

A.3.1.1 Dimensions

Figure A.1 represents the vertical elevations oflhe package seen along the vertical centerline of the package. A
cross section of the package along A-A of Fig. A. 1 is displayed in Fig. A.2. The figures' dimensions were
used in the calculations.

Note: Although not included in this example, a real application should not a priori use nominal dimensions,
but instead should address dimensional tolerances of the package that tend to add conservatism to the models.

A.3.1.2 Materials

Figures A I and A.2 show cross sections of the single-package calculational model. Table A.3 identifieds [he
regions, materials, material densities, and masses as used in the calculations, and the actual masses.

Note: Although not included in this example, a real application should not a priori use nronihind ztc.;H;al
specifications, hut instead should address maximum and minimum fissile. neutron-absorbing n t:iinty. zuPd
structiral materials parameter values ;hat produce conservarive lf results wthjin the allowvl.-A n;1-e.
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Figure A. I Axial cross section of the sirgle-package model
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Figure A.2 Radial cross section of single-package model
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Table A.3 Material specifications for Figs. A.1 and A.2

Material No. Material Density (gl/mr) Model mass (kg) Actual mass (kg)

0 U02  10.40 116.19 116.16

I SS-304 7.92' 41.87 42.12

2 Carbon steel 7.8212' 73.37 77.23

3 Insulating 0.24 46.42 44.29
fiber board

4 Plywood 0.45 5.860 8.796
'SCALE Standard Composition Library values.

A.3.13 Models-Actual Package Differens

eU single-package calculational model of the 55-gal drum differs from the actual drum in the treatment of the
drum wall. In the model, the drum wall is a straight wall cylinder without the rolling hoops. The drum model
does not have the top and bottom inset into the drum wall, bolts, locking rings, etc.

The rubber o-ring fittings around the tubes In the top plate of the inner container assembly were treated as
stainless steel, the surrounding material. The change constitutes such a small change in stainless steel mass in
the positive axial direction relative to the fuel region that the impact on kff would be negligible. To simplify

". the modeling, the center plywood support ring was modeled as insulating fiber board, the surrounding
material. The exchange of materials would have a negligible effect on kr because the constituents of the two
materials ar Identical and the thickness of the region is small relative to the radial surface of the containment
vessel (i.e., -4% of the surface available for radial neutron leakage).

A3.2 CONTENTS MODEL

Figure A.2 shows the package contents (pellets in tubes) configured for both the single-package and package-
array calculations. Each tube is physically restricted to a maximum loading of 80 pellets. Partial-loading
(variable-mass) configurations are allowed, as are variations In pellet enrichment (up to 4.01 wt % 23U).
However, partial loadings must be from the Inner tubes outward with only the last loaded tube containing less
than 80 pellets (see Chapter 1). Because of this restriction and the fixed tube spacing, partial loadings do not
require further analysis because they are bounded by the more reactive configuration of full loading. Chapter 2
of the application for approval has shown that the tube spacing remains at 1.34 cm (0.528 in.), and that the
pellets remain inside the tubes, under normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions.

A.3.3 SINGLE PACKAGES

To meet the general requirements for fissile material packages, 10 CFR § 71.55, a package must be designed
and its contents so limited that it would be subcritical under tbr most reactive configuration of 'he miterL,1.
optimum moderation, and close reflection of the containment system by water on all sides or surrounding
materials of the packaging. Models of both reflective conditions have been considered. The packagL n.:
calbjutcd in thc tests specified in 10 CFR § 71.71. Normal Conditions of Transport. and. as repoi-.x1 it,
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Chapters 2 and 3, the geometric form of the package was not substantially altered, no water leakage into the
containment occurred, and no substantial reduction In the effectiveness of the packaging was observed. In
short, the damage incurred will not affect the technical evaluation, and the package contents under normal
conditions of transport will be less reactive than the contents under the aforementioned general requirements,
requiring no farther analysis.

To address the requirement of 10 CFR § 71.55(e), a single package was analyzed with optimum internal
moderation and a 30-cm water reflector on all sides. The damaged package experienced a 4.7% reduction in
diameter due to Impact testing (see Chapter 2, Structural Evaluation). The packaging diameter reduction is to
be analyzed as a reduction in insulating fiber board and plywood thicknesses while conserving the carbon steel
drum, insulating fiber board, and plywood masses. Limited material loss occurred as a result of fire testing
(see Chapter 3, Thermal Evaluation). The outer 0.8 in. (2.03 cm) of insulating fiber board (axially and
radially) and plywood (radially) exhibited charring and off-gassing during the fire test. The regions were
modeled as residual carbon and water (immersion test). The water from the immersion test optimally moderates
the inner containment. The minimal damage resulting fromn crush and puncture tests (see Chapter 2, Structural
Evaluation) will not influence the reactivity of the packages.

A3.4 PACKAGE ARRAYS

Cylindrical transport packages such as this example package may be shipped in a tightly packed triangular-
pitch configuration (or may be shifted to that configuration because of hypothetical accident conditions). This
arrangement may provide a more reactive configuration than a square-pitch arrangement because the triangular
pitch provides absolute minimum center-to-center spacing of the fissile contents, the maximum density of
fissile units, and thus the greatest potential for increased neutron interaction between fissile contents. To avoid
the complex modeling required to analyze trlangular-pitch arrays with the computational method used In this

KJ }application, a square-pitch array model with a modified single-package model was developed to emulate the
effects of a triangular-pitch package array. The single-package modification involved a reduction of the drum
diameter by 7% to produce an array density In a square-pitch lattice equal to the array density of a triangular-
pitch lattice of packages with the full-diameter package. If the mass of steel of the drum and the mass of the
insulating fiber board are conserved, the neutron reaction rates within the arrmy are essentially identical. To
conserve the mass of steel in this example, the drum wall density was increased; and to conserve the mass of
the insulating fiber board in this example, the insulating fiber board density was increased. The diameter
reduction was applied only to regions of the array package model, not the "contents model.'

The justification for the 7% diameter reduction is seen in the following derivation. Consider three full-
diameter packages in contact on triangular pitch and four reduced-diameter packages in contact on square
pitch. The equivalent array density of each configuration is

3(m16) m
(-) V1) 34) x th) (,32) h

and

= 4(m/4) m

(h)( Fp) N2
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where
the -subscripts t and s indicate triangular and square pitch, iespectively,
d is the package diameter,
h is the package height (same for both packages), and
m is the fissile material mass (same for both packages).

If p? is set equal to p, and d, is calculated in terms of d,. the diameter of a square pitch is 0.9306 that of the
triangular pitch, to produce the equivalent array density. If a constant mass of materials Is maintained outside
the fisslie unit (i.e., the thermal insulation and steel outer drwn), the neutron reaction rates between fissile
units remain constant. Because the drum Is smaller in diameter, the mass of thermal insulation is conserved by
increasing the density, and the mass of steel in the outer drum is conserved by increasing the steel density.

Two array model types are Included in the evaluation. The first model type consists of an infinite array of
close-packed, triangular-pitch, undamaged packages consistent with the normal conditions of transport. From
10 CFR § 71.59, standards for arrays of fissile material packages, undamaged package arrays are evaluated
with void between the packages. 'ne second model type consists of various size finite arrays of close-packed
triangular-pitch, damaged packages. As required by 10 CFR § 71.59, the damaged packages are evaluated as if
each package was subjected to the tests specified in 10 CFR § 71.73, Hypothetical Accident Conditions. with
optimum interspersed hydrogenous moderation. Further, the finite array of packages must be reflected by 30
cm of water on all sides.

Various finite array sizes had to be investigated In order to ascertain the number of subcritical packages under
hypothetical accident conditions The condition of each damaged package in the array is that described in Sect.
A.3.3 for the single package.

A.4 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Sections A.4.1 and A.4.2 describe the sequences and modules of the SCALE-4.3 system used in the analysis of
these computational models. Section A.4.3 identifies all major code Input parameters. Section A.4.4 discusses
the adequacy of the calculations.

All calculations were performed on CACZ and CA29, IBI{ RSI6000 workstations in the Computational Physics
and Engineering Division at ORNL with SCALE version 4.3 (116197 production date) and the 44-group
ENDF/B-V cross-section library.

A.4.1 COMPUTER CODE SYSTEM

SCALE is a computational system consisting of a set of well-established codes and data libraries suitable for
analyses of nuclear fuel facilityand package designs in the areas of criticality safety, radiation shielding,
source-tern characterization, aid heat transfer. The codes are compiled in a modular fashion and are called by
control modules that provide automated sequences for standard system analyses; in each area. The CSAS
control module contains automated sequences that perform problem-dependent cross-section processing :ind
htrce-dimensional (3-D) Monte Carlo calculations of neutron multiplication.

Kl,,N0 V.a, a 3-D multigroup Monte Carlo criticality code, dete-mines the effective rnultiplicatioa 'cctcor a;,!
fitlU the probkleni-depctident cross-se-ction data and th: user-specified geomeLr. data. Eter ;
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KENO V.a quantities include average neutron lifetime and generation tim, energy-dependent leakages,
energy- and region-dependent absorptlons, fissions, fluxes, and fission densities.

A.4.2 CROSS SECTIONS AND CROSS-SECTION PROCESSING

All neutronic control sequences use the SCALE Material Information Processor to calculate material number
densities, prepare geometry data for resonance self-shielding and optional flux-weighting cell calculations, and
create data input files for the cross-section processing codes. The BONAMI and NITAWL-II codes are then
used to perform problem-specific (resonane- and tenperture-corrected) cross-section processing. BONAMI
applies the Bondarenko method of resonance self-shielding for nuclides that have Bondarenko data included in
the cross-section library. NITAWL-U uses the Nordheim. integral treatment to perform resonance self-
shielding corrections for nuclides that have resonance parameters Included with their cross-section data.

The analyses discussed In this evaluation wet- performed using the broad-structure, 44-group neutron cross-
section library. The 44-group library was chosen because the evaluated package contents have many
similarities (e.g., form, enrichment) to light-water-reactor (LWR) fuel. and the 44-group library has
demonstrated markedly improved performance in LWR-type fuel analyses over the ENDFIB-IV 27-group
library. The reason: the 44-group neutron cross-section library was collapsed from the 238-group AMPX
master-format neutron cross-section library contains data for all the nuclides available in ENDF/B-V, and the
44-group library was collapsed using a fuel cell spectrum based on a 17 X 17 Westinghouse pressurized-water-
reactor (PWR) fuel assembly.

Additionally, the broad-group structure was designed to accommodate two windows in the oxygen cross-
section spectrum, a window in the Iron cross-section spectrum, the Maxwellian peak in the thermal range, and
the 0.3-eV resonance in 2"Pu (which, because of low energy and lack of resonance data, cannot be modeled by
the Nordheim integral treatment in NITAWL-II).

A.4.3 CODE INPUT

All problems were started with a flat initial neutron distribution over the system, in fissile material only. All
problems were run for 305 generations of 400 neutrons per generation, skipping the first five generations, for
a total of 120,000 histories. Mirror image reflection was applied to the orthogonal-plane boundaries of the
single-package model to simulate infinite array-pakage models. A 12-in. (30.48-c) water differential albedo
with four incident angles was applied to the outer boundary of the single-package models and finite-array
models to simulate tight, full-density water reflection. Biasing options were not applied.

Figures A.3(a) and A.3(b) are sample input files. The files correspond to cases f-2 4 and f-2 4a, a 4 X 4 x I
array of optimally moderated, damaged packages in square, with diameter correction factor of Sect. A.3.4, and
triangular-pitch arrays.

A.4.4 CONVERGENCE OF CALCULATIONS

U0 2 mass data for each problem were checked against KENO V.a output. The input geometries act: cbtx)e.d
by examining the 2-D plots generated by KENO V.a. Problem convergence was determined lv cx.4rnintnp.
plots of knit by generation run and skipped, as wvell as the final km edit tables. No trends were obzc:o cilhc :
in kf by generation run aver the last half ot total generadons or. corresponclinglly, in k, 1;b ! .e.nertx.'i:p.:r :i
over Ome First half of total gOnerations. No sudden changes of greater than one standard dev,'if In ;. ox-
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-CaaslS
ICNo-V.a, 4x4x1 array, optimally moderated damaged
I ckage 1s squar: pltch. 4.71 and 78 diameter reduction
'a latt
Uo2 1 3.9489 293 92233 4.01 92234 0.02 92236 0.02 32238

95.95 end
h2o 2 1.0 end
UJ304 3 1.0 *nd
C 4 0 3.250e-3 end
ru 4 0 1.34910-2 aend
h 501 2ed
c S01111*0e3 and
aS0 6.J64-J e*nd
h 6 0 2.1280-2 end
c 6 0 1.277e-2 end
o 6 0 1.064J-2 end
c 7 0 4.550e-3 end
to 7 0 1.6195-2 *nd
I S0 1.135*-2 *nd
c *i D6.809-3 end
o 0 0 5.6740-3 *nd
c 9 0 7.757_-3 end
h2o 9 0.001 and
c 10 0 6.609e-3 and
h2o 10 0.001 and
lo 12 1.0 end

*qunrpI¶tch 1.34 0.1255 1 2 0.9296 3 0.6e9 12 end
cead pars run-yea pit-no gen-305 ng-400 ns-5 end pars
read gec

cylinder 1 1 0.4120 2p33.02
Cy'lladr2 1 0.4445 2p33.02
cyhlder 3 1 0.4648 2p33. 0 2

CUo.id 2 1 4pO.6
1
0 2p33.02

unit 2
Cylinder 3 1 0.vc1 2p3

3
.02

cuboid 2 1 4: 0 2p33.02
unit 3
array 2 -4.02 0 *.3.02

trratY4
3 -6.7 0 -33.02

..t 5'
erry 4 0 -4.02 -33.02
unit 6
array C 0 -6.7 -33.32

array 1 -10.12 -10.12 -33.02
cylinder 2 1 15.24 2p 3 3

.02
hole 6 10.72 0 0
hol 6 -12.06 0 0
hol 5 12.06 a 0
hol -13.41 0 0
hol a 0 1O 72 o
ole 4 0 -12.06 0
."l 3 0 32.06 0
hoj!30- 3.4i00
refctor I 2r2.5' 1
reflector 4 1 3U0.635 1
r$flector b I 7.4165 2rO I
reflector 9 1 2.032 2rO 1
reflector 6 1 0 2W2.54 1
n tlector 0 1 0 21.01465 2
reflector 10 I 0 2r2.032 1
reflector 7 1 0.1626 0.2032 0.1626 1
cutoid 0 1 4p2s.

4 6 2 
51.6363 -51;S977

gl'bal unic a
array 6 3*0.0
imad array
.r.- lsux.6 1a.-1

6 
nuz-1 fill 2 14nl 2 224rl 2 14rl 2

aa-2 qux-6 nuy-l nuz-l £I 11 tr end fill
ara-3 nux-10 nuy-1 nuz-l £1ll lDrl end fill
ara-4 oux-1 nuay-6 nut-1 f t1 6rl and fill
ara35 nux-1 nuy-l0 nuZ-l fill 10rl and 1ill
a:-. nux-4 nuy-4 nus-l fill 16:7 end fill
end arriy
rc.d bndi all-h20 end bnd3
*nQ dcar
rnd

Figure A.3a Sample input file f-2_4

-Caas26
X-YI. Ejg2xl array ootimally moderated daimaed

Dack&aes triangular pitch, 4.71 dlass. reduct on
44 Att

a'J? 1 0.9489 293 92235 4.01 92234 0.02 92236 0.02 9223895.95 end
Ilo 2 1.0 nnd
ae304 3 1.0 end
e 4 0 3.92506-3 *nd

, 4 0 6.3491.-2 end
h 5 0 1.0299-2 *nd
c 5 0 6.1730-3 end
o 5 0 5.144*-3 end
h 6 0 1.841w-2 end
C 6 0 i.ie0A5 end
o 6 0 .2070_3 and
c 7 0 4.1670-3 end
to 7 0 8.864o-2 end
I 0 D9.121.-3 endc e o 5.822*-3 end
o 8 0 4.9lDe-3 end
c 9 0 6.173c-3 end
h2o 9 0.001 end
C 10 0 5.892*-3 end
h2o 10 0.001 end
h2o I1 1.0 end
agursMi tch 1.34 0.1255 1 2 0.9296 3 0.B9B 11 end
read parm raft-yes pit-no gen-305 nupg-400 nsk-S and parrret4 r*o
uni
cylinder 10 0.4128 2p33.02
cylInder 20 0.4445 2p3 3.02
cylinder 30 0.4648 2p33.02

dublid 40 4p0.670 2p33.O2
*edia 1 1 10

ed:a 2 1 20 -10
media 3 1 30 -20 -30
sadia 2 1 40 -30 -20 -10
boundary 40
unIt 2
cylinder 10 0.667 2p33.02
cubold 20 *p0.670 2p33.02
media 3 1 10
media 2 1 20 -10
boundary 20
unit 3
cubyld 10 4pO.670 2p33.02vis21 10
boundary 10
unit 4
cylinder 10 15.24 2p33.02
rray 1 10 place 12 12 1 -0.67 -0.67 0

9Y da~r 20 352 p5.56
o8 dor 3D0 5.75 2p6.195

cylinder 40 25.1922 2p36.195
cylinder 50 27.2242 2p36.19S
cylinder 60 27.2242 2p38. 7 35
cylinder 7C 27.2Z42 2p49.403
cylinder 30 21.3242 2D51.435
cylinder 90 27.3868 51.6382 -51.5976
hex ria2 100 27 3869 51.6303 -51.5977

ada31 20 -10
ame1a4 130 -20

seodaS 140 -30
media 9 1 50 -40
"dina6 160 -SO
edi: 4 10 -60
edia 1 0 -70
medla7 190 -80
media 1 100 -90
boundary 100unit 5
heir2ia 1O 27.3869 51.6383 -51.5971
rrad a 2 1 1 0
boundary 10
global unit 6
cylinder 10 189.74 51.6313 -51.5977array 2 10 place 5 5 1 -2 .3869 -27.3869 0
cylinder 20 225. 2pB2.
medIa 2 1 20 -10
boundary 20
end geomread array
ara-2 nux-24 nay-24 rut-1 fill 4er3 9r3 6rl e:3 .:l ]Os:
7r3 4r3 2 lrl 4s3 4r3 16rl 4r3 1q24 3:3 28rl 37 2q: '
2:3 20r2 2r3 Sq24 3r3 :8.M 3r3 1q4 403 6rl :r3 :n;i 4r;
2 14:l 2 4r3 713 10rl 7r3 9r3 6rl 03 se:3 cad 1:!
ara-2 ty-eL nuna-10 rkuy-t0 nuz : fill 3or-. 4.' et aIs
3s5 4r sr5 3r5 4r4 3rS 2CS *r4 4:5 30MS cr.::
end array
Ind data
end

Figurr A.3b Samplc. input 'l5e f-2'4a
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generation run or skipped, fesulting from an abnormal kdr generation, were found. Frequency distribution bar
graphs appear to approximate normal distribution with single peaks and no significant outlying values.

A.5 VALIDATION OF CALCULATION METHOD

For thepurpose of this example, a negative value of 0.01 will be assumed for the bias and uncertainty
(Mc, - p) associated with using SCALE4.3 and the 44-group cross-section library. This is consistent with
published information on validation of this computational method using low-enriched lattice criticals.'0"' Note:
The applicant should demonstrate the justification for the bias and uncertainty in the application for approval.

Using the general equation for the USL from Sect. 5.4 and the requirements of 10 CER 71, it can be found
Otat for the calculations to be considered subcritical, the following condition should be satisfied:

k4,+2oO0.95-Ak+ A,
k.4f+2sO.94.

A.6 CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

This evaluation demonstrates the suberiticality of a single package (Sect. A.6.1) and an array of packages
(Sect. A.6.2) during normal conditions of transport and hypothetical accident conditions. The determined TI
for criticality control of a damaged and undamaged shipment is given in Sect. A.6.3.

A.6.1 SINGLE PACKAGE

Calculatios show that a single package remains subcritical under general requirements for fissile material
packageR under normal conditions of transport and under hypothetical accident conditions. To meet the general
requirements for fissile material packages, 10 CFR § 71.55, a package must be designed and its contents so
limited that it would be subcritical under the most reactive configuration of the material, optimum moderation,
and close reflection of the containment system by water on all sides or surrounding materials of the packaging.
Case s-O of Table A.4 represents the optimally moderated inner containment reflected on all sides by 30 cm of
water. For case s-i, the container reflection is provided by the surrounding materials of the packaging and 30
cm of water. In both cases, the gap region between the tubes and pellets are completely flooded with full-
density water, as is the void region In the inner container (Region A of Fig. A.2). Full-density water Is
optimum in both regions because the fissile content of.the package is slightly undermoderated at a tube pitch of
1.34 cm (see Fig. A.4). The highest single-packrge kff of 0.8942 : 0.0019 is considered subcritical (i.e.,
0.8942 + 2 - 0.0019 = 0.8980 < 0.94).

Case s-2 in Table A.4 is the result for a single damaged package with internal water flooding and 30 cm of
water reflection on all sides. As with the undamaged cazes, the reported ksr is less than the established USL of
0.94. The results for a reflected, damaged containment system would have been identical to the undamragcd
case (case s.O) because the configurations of the containment system or contents did not change under
hypothetical accident conditions.

All calculations (teenaged and undamaged) were performed at the maximum allowable 235Ul crithnz~nr
(4.,. wt %) to ensure maximum reactivity and eliminate the need for calculati.ns at lower nom>.'0;
enrichments.

NURrG/CR-560 1 44
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Table A.4 Single-package calculations

Case Description kff ± a

s- Optimally moderated, reflected undamaged containnent 0.8942 ± 0.0019

s-4 Optimally moderated, reflected undamaged package 0.8798 ± 0.0019

s-2 Optimally moderated, reflected damaged package 0.8820 i 0.0018

1.38

1.35

C 1.34

1.33

1.32
1.

i i i I I II

.25 1.3 1.35 1.4
pitch (cm)

1.45 1.5

Figure A.4 k vs pitch for 4.01 wt % 235U U0 2 pellets

A.6.2 PACKAGE ARRAYS

The calculational results of Table A.5 show that an infinite array of packages is adequately subcritical under
normal conditions of transport. Case 1-1, an infinite, triangular-pitch array of dry packages under normal
conditions, calculates at a kf of 0.5343 ± 0.0012. An infinite array of packages under hypothetical accident
conditions, however, Is not subcritical. Case 1-2?7 represents an infinite array of close-packed, triingular-pitch
(diameter reduction factor), flooded packages with optimum moderated contents, a 4.7% reduction in diaMCErer,
effects due to charring and off-gassing, and optimum interspersed moderation. The ker for case i-2 7 is 0.9755
± 0.0021, which exceeds the subcritical limit (i.e., 0.9755 + 2D0.0021 - 0.9797 > 0.94). Since the infinite
array under hypothetical accident conditions calculates above the USL, finite array calculations are necessary.

Cases i-3 1 through i-3_3 are variants of i-2 7 that investigate flooding of the insulating fiber board charrecl
region. Tlic optimally moderated package array i-3_2 hlas full-dcnsity water inside the paclage conmalxti.:r1.
has 0.001 g 1H20/cm2 in the charred region of the packaging, and has void between packrages.

i. : : .I.I - , %
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Table A.5 Rcsults for triangular-pitch array calculations

-

Case

1-1

f-i

1-2-1

1-2_2

1-2 4

1-2 6

1-2 7

1-3

In-tepersed
1120

ensity (gmM)

0

0.9982

0.95

0.5

0.1

0.01

0.001

0'

. 0

Description

Infinite arry, n'mnal conditions of transport

xIx I arlay, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions

Infinite hypothetical accident conditions,
Og H(d2/Ci& ehare region

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions,
0.01b H1 0/cmZ charred region

Infinite, hypothetical accident conditions,
0.01g H201/crn charred region

2x2xI amry, hypothetical accident conditions

2 xx2 array, hypothetical accident conditions

3 x3 x I array, hypothetical accident conditions

4x4xI array, hypothetical accident conditions

4 x4 XI array, hypothetical accident conditions

3 x3 x2 an-y, hypothetical aocident conditions

S XS X a trray, hypothetical accident conditions

3 x3 x3 array, hypothetical accident conditions

4 x4 X2 array, hypothetical accident conditions

0.5343 :t 0.00 12

O.B20 ± 0.0018

0.9238 ± 0.0021

0.9237 i 0.0021

0.9297 ± 0.0023

0.9618 ± 0.0025

0.9716 t 0.0024

0.9718 * 0.0024

0.9755 i 0.0021

0.9755 ±0.0021

0.9772 0 0.0027

0.9759 * 0.0022

0.9103 i 0.0018

0.9158 :1: 0.0018

0.9270 i 0.0017

0.9369 0 0:0019

0.9335 ± 0.0028c

0.9306 *0.0017

0.9284 ± 0.0019

0.9405 i 0.0023

0.9359 * 0.0017

1-3 2 0

1-3_3

f-2i1

f-22

f-2_3

f-2_4

r2-4a

f-2 S

t-2 6

f-27

f-2 8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
93eterrnined to be near optimum Interstitial moderation via CSAS4 search.
"Determined to be new optimum moderation via CSAS4 search
qKNO-VI calculation.
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Appendix A

Cases f-21 Ithrough f-2 8 are variants of case 13 2 and represent finite arrays of close-packed, triangular-
t ) Xpitch packages (diameter reduction factor) that have optimally moderated contents, a reduced diameter by

'-' 4.7%, charred insulating fiber board, varying Interstitial moderation, and 30 cm of full-density water reflection
tightly fit on the array boundary. The finite array of 4 x 4 X 2 (case f-2V) packages is considered just
subcritical because 0.9359 + 2*0.0017 = 0.9393 falls below the USL of 0.94.

Case t-2 4a is equivalent to case f-2_4a except that f-2_4a wat modeled with KENO-VI, which allows explicit
modeling of triangular-pitch arrays and does not require the use of the drum diameter reduction factor of
Sect. A.3.4. The calculational results of f-2 4 and f-2 4a are statistically the same, attesting to the correctness
of the diameter reduction factor.

A.6.3 TRANSPORTATION INDEX

The TI for criticality control is determined by the number of packages that remain below the USL. For normal
conditions of transport, an infinite array of packages Is subcritical. However, under hypothetical accident
conditions, only up to 32 damaged packages would remain suberitical. Thus a maximum of 16 packages may
be shipped for a nonexclusive shipment, and the TI - 3.

Note: The example presented in this appendix is for illustrative purposes only. The fictitious transport
package used in this example has not been approved by the NRC, and no assessment has been made as to
whether the package would meet the requirements for NRC approval. Also, the descriptions, calculations, and
justifications presented in this example have not been fully reviewed by the NRC, and may not be complete or
acceptable to the NRC.
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B&P becomes the first industry producer of BORAL
t 3rooks & Perkins has just become the first commercial

--i4pplier of Boral. This is a new material. It is used as a
neutron shield in atomic energy installations and atomic
power plants.

Boral is said to offer as much neutron shielding protection
as 26 inches of concrete where the neutrons are of thermal
energies. It does not shield against the passing of gamma
rays.

The Atomic Energy Commission developed Boral at their
Oak Ridge Plant, where it has been produced by the
Government in limited amounts only. The product consists
of a core of boron carbide uniformly dispersed in aluminum,
clad on both sides with commercially pure aluminum. Boral
can be produced with the core material having various
concentrations of boron carbide.

Now that atomic power plants are operating in sub.
marines and in an experimental airplane, and several
industrial power plants are in the development stage, it has

become advisable to have a commercial supplier of Boral.
B&P is highly qualified, primarily because of its successful
pioneering of methods for working some of the newer
metals, including zirconium; also the fact that it operates
a rolling mill at nearby Livonia. Here B&P has just in-
stalled a new 3000 cycle ultra high frequency induction
furnace, now used for the production of the Boral core
material.

The grade of Boral offered by B&P has a 35% concentra.
tion of boron carbide. The Boral plate is rolled 38' and
3Y4 thick. Standard sizes offered are 30' x 96', 30' x 48',
15' x 96', and 15' x 48'. The approximate weight per
square foot of Y4' thick 35% lBoral plate is 3.4 pounds.

Boral and zirconium are, in a sense, companion products.
Both are used in atomic applications. Bf&P has been deep.
drawing zirconium for the past two years. Unlike Boral,
zirconium is transparent to the passage of neutrons while
acting as the container of the atomic fuel.
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1.0 Abstract

A technique has been devello'ed for aIng large sheets or

castings of Bj4C and alvrain coupl*X for absorption of thermal

neutrons vithout production of hard gB radiation. The sheet

has the folbvxig properties:

Boron Content: 50% :BhC (or % B) by volue.
0.91 g Bz/cx3 or o.58 g B/c of S sheet.

Therm1 Jeutron Attenuation of 1010 in (based on

a100 cwJ-).

DensIty 2.53 g/cx3 or #/f.t2

Cost: 15-20 $4/tt2

* Tensile Streogth: 5500 pi (10 time concrete, 1/10 mild
steel, about equal best plastics).

Theml Co dctit: Bcaetat better than steel (ame
precise measurements In progress).

. Can be shesied, sawed; welded, punched, drilled, tapped, rolled,

and bot-pessed. Sheets 7' by 33' by are in preyaration for shearing
to 5' x 6' test sheets.

It.i. felt Uut this mterial ll ha es wh a large

thermal. netron, f:lu t be absorbed without production of hard gamm

e.g. Inner section of reactor shields, shutters for termal coluns,

instrenUtton.

,'L AcD-362'

i
i
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2.0 Introduction

The absorption of thermal neutrons vithout production of hard

ge-ma radiation can be a very important function. For example, if

the radiation impinging upon a shield is such that the therxal neutrons

outnunber the quanta of hard gamsas by a factor of 100, and these

thermal neutrons are absorbed In the shield to produce hard gS &B

(the usual result), then the incident gamma flux which usit be

shielded has been effectively increa3ed by this factor, l.e., an

additional 26" of concrete (or equivalent) must be added to the

shield. If instead, these incident thermal neutrons vere absorbed

without bard gaa prdduction (eag. in a thin film of boron), the

26K Of hypothetical concrete could be removed. E. Creut: of Carnegle

Institute of Technology estimates that a comparable thicknes of

' concrete added to the CIT-cyclotron shield vould have cost over $20,000

in materials and floor space. In a stationary reactor shield It might

.coat ten times this amount. It might tip the balance of feasibility

In a mobile'reactor'shield. 'I ....-.*. ,

The B1P(4.4)L17 reaction Is uniquely suited for such a func-

tlon. Natural boron, containing 8.8% BBO, has a cross-secton of

*703 barns for this reaction at thermal energy, falling off as 1/v

to about 0.1 barn at 1 MeV vhere the function becoces irregular. The

residual activity Is negligible and the 0.42 MeV gama, vhich is emitted

'after 93% 6f the captures, -8 soft enough to be easily absorbed. Cad-

mium, by contrast, emits a 6 MeV gamma and leaves four unstable isotopes

after irradiation.'

I

I1
I
I

-.1

i
I
i

I

II I
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I
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Boron can be bought in many forms: Nearly pure crystalline

boron at $200 300 per pound, amorphous boron at $15 per pound,

and B4 C in various grades and prices starting near $7 per pound.

The crystalline B is quite pure, the amorphous B 60-80%, the

*B4C 75-80% B. B4C is not only the cheapest form of. highly

concentrated boron, It is also exceedingly refractory, chemically

inert, mechanically hard, and atomically dense; in each of these

properties it exceeds almost all other known materials. For $8 -to

10 per pound, it can be obtained quite pure.

-Being difficult to vork, it seems desirable to bind the B4C

vith a more docile material for handling. Aluminum appears to be

the most promising cementing agent: it has a lov cross-section for

the production of hard capture gamas, It Is ductile and easily

fabricated, has high thermal conductivity, is inexpensive, light

weight, and corrosion resistant. J- *

The question of radiation damage naturally arise. Since

alumnum is the continuous phase, it should not suffer from destruc-

tion of the embedded B4 C particles. Radiation damage studies on

aluminum show that, with the possible exception of werpage, no dele-

terious effects should be expected. The diffusion of helium (from

the n,c~reaction) through the aluminum is expected to take place

without damage. Irradiation tests wv1, be made.

3.0 Early &Mriments

The objective was to achieve as high a fraction as possible of

B4C. In addition it was felt that no B3C should be exposed at the

surface and no loose B4 C should exist vithin the sheet. In this way

C

.. ._ . -. _.. __.. - -.. -. _- *... -
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It was hoped to minimize the possibility of escape of B4C from the

sheet due to blistering during operation or machining during fabri-

.. Cation. Arbitrarily a 1:1ratio by volune of B4C to aluminu wa .

chosen. For a" sheet, this I3 sufficient to give a 1010 attenuation

of thermal neutrons, assuming a macroscopic cross-section forboron

of 100 ca-l, or for boral, 40 ca 1-. Actually a 1:1 weight ratio was

used for the unclad material, giving a volume ration of 2.7 B4C : 2.i5 Al,

I bat this Is compensated for by the cladding on both sides which occuples

: .- *a total of 16% of the thickness. It was found that a significantly

: .;larger fraction o B4C could pot be obtained without seriously impair-

ing the mecbanical-and therral propertiee of the material. In the

rare cases where greater quantities of boron are needed, a thicker

'X -- - bheet can more easily be used.

. Experiental work wan started in December 19I8 under Prank Kerze

of the Englneering Materials Section and was shortly thereafter moved

to the new T-12 facilities of the Shielding Group. : . ;

\ 3.1 Foil ind Powder Method (See Figure 1)

*--...C powder was spArnkled in thin layers between ten .005"

sl3wumi foils, around which vas a wrapper of .064" 2S aluzidrn sheet.

This was hot-rolled at 11300?, reducing the laminated oassebly .050"

each pass through the rolls until the laminate bad been reduced to

*". The results of this experient vere unsatisfactory because only

a small amount of the BWC.embedded itself In the aluminum foil, leaving

most of the powder loose between the laminatiogn. The loose D4C pre-

vented the bonding of the layersof foil and a considerable a0ount of

. powder blev out during rolling, preventing bonding of the outside

wrapper. Figure 1 shows a sheared section of the finished sheet. Note

that the laminations are not bonded to each other...!,K
ft-; 1 j_: __..,,- ,_ __,.,,,_____,_,,,__ ,__
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Fig. 1-Al foil and B4C powder, hot rolled.
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3.2 Tvo-Powder Method. (See Figures 2 and 3)

A mixture of B4C and Al powder was placed In an envelope of.

Al foil (to prevent dusting during rolling) and this mixture vas .

fitted carefully into an aluminum "picture frame". The frme was

covered top and bottom with a single 1/8w wrapper sheet, and, the -

assembly was then soaked at 11300F for one hour. It was rolled.at

this temperature, being heated 10 minutes between passes, and re-

duced toj". . . . ,..

The first attempts (see Figure 2) were fairly satisfactory,

0 . . . 6 ., a~~ . 1 z-w-but several serious difficulties arose. The picture frame generally,,

bonded to the vrapper on the first pass, trpyping air.in the powder.

.ik.miX inside.' To minimie this, the envelope containingik th ovd>t .
* 4. . ;. . .,- . * .. ,"4 - t.. t

*vwas pressed within the picture frame on a 100 psi .Studebaker pneumatic

- .ress, before beating and rolling. In spite of thls a~ arge blister...
. -. ..*, .^ ;t

:was forued and a vent hole bad to be drilled through the wrapper. "':

lWhen the fiishe d sheet was examined, it was found that :

as .not bonded to the inner material and there vas considerable-loose..;

.: -.:.B4C apparent. In an attempt to Improve upon.this, several aheet.ere

Made, varying the aluminum particlez size from approx-mateli 20 me

-to chips, and the B4C from 100 mesh to 18 mesh. These gave .-

significant l . .R.. .

A . larger sheet was tried by this method, starting Yith a

x " s 1". (inside dimensions) picture frame (see Figure 3) .

In addition to the above difficulties, the wrapper became quite soft

:at the soaking temperature, and handling the large assewbly proved

quite difficult. It was decided at that time that large satisfactory

. .......
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12 AECD-3625

sheets could not be rolled unless the B4C and aluminum were in the

form of a rigid structure during rolling.

: *. .3.3 Cast Ingot Method (Figure'4)

Several small-scale attempts were made to mix B4C powder with
*;i-.4 . , .;...... - .I;

molten aluminum. The aluminum did not vet the B4C and the resultant

mix when cooled was crumbly and incohesive. Preheating the B4C,

precipitating B203 or A120 3 on the-B4C surface, and varying the

temperature range, had little effect. Attempts to make sn'ingot

* from B4C and aliminum powder were equally unsuccessful. A non-

dizing atmo sphere sdto make little difference.

. a 6ucce ssful 'ingot was made as follows: (Figure 4)

'-- f of the' ouminum, as owder, an a of the B4C, were mixed 6oid

. a ed s with s t rremaining a lminum which va

* , .n eUs.*' 
''"'..'.

39fi80<;fih;9> > ;'ro ing fe~i inc na 6he'ih8density of 2.53 g/cc. This metho; . r.

wit s'. t t'ift a

'-to 27" n the' tickness (includin wurapper) to $n. Therefor

itThas been decided to roll a billet " x 7"t x 12", w ith an a /1". 30

'orapper on each side which produces a triwmed sheet 20" x 20" x 2

Since the Bi4C powder naone stacks to nearly 5t voids, the boral ingot

r holds D4 C particles whpch are nearly touching, resulting in a very

-' ' rigid mass which cannot *be poured, even at high temperature. Therefore

,S.; . ._._ 
____.-_

--J . ,- -1 ,- :.

oK> -;A dniyof25 I6. Ti at

J.,
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It is desirable that the rolling billet be the original casti3g, and

Dot recast from a larger pig. For this 7urpose, a special furnace

has been bud --from two.standard 6" x 12" lffle furnace element.,

which hbets a graiiite crucible vith imside dimensions 7" s 22 : *N .3

vith1/16" taper. The texperature is controlled by a Brovn electric

* promater from le set In the gralite, and the mixed

powders - stirred into the molten aldinim with a 3/8" steel rod,

as shovniin Figure 5. A typical ingot is shovn on the furnace. To

; produce aningot thissize requires' 825 grams of 2 alumim pig.

* To this a cold mixture of 1650 as BC (thrugh 20 on 100 mesh)

and 825 g or elnu poder (aproximately 20 mesh), is added

gradually while stirring In order to vet and auspend the D4C particles

in the molten aluminim. ; * .-

After removing the ingot f thn crucible sold2, it is then

M tal-sproyed with a thin coat of alumitm to cover cpletely any

pcpsd prticles of B4,C. A wrapper of 1/8" 2 sl"Inu sheet, vhbih

hs' been wire-brushed to reove excess oaide and dirt to facilitate

bondlng, In placed arouid the ingot to form a clading ot approximately

;.Ct0 on the 1/4" finished sheet. The assembly Is then placed in a

: Linberg forced-circulation electrlc furnace and heated to 1130CWF for

approximately one hour and rolled. The billet is reduced approximaely

.1.0% each pasi through the rolls. The material retains considerable

. ductility at low. temperatures end work-heats appreciably during roll-

Ing, so that reheating between passes in wot necessary if the rolling

its carried out at a reasonable pace.

.. , --- I.. .1 - .- A. . - : -- � -
-�tj i :!,LI"

!�b
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The first heats were run vith only the ingot and. a wrapper

sheet. Since there vas nothing to confine the edges of the ingot

during rolling, excessive crumbling edge-cracking, and unevenness

resulted. Present rue eiploy a welded aluninim picture fre to,

confine the Ingot,, ed this technique yields straight edges; free

frcm cracks. The edges of the wrapper sheet are bent over and tack-

welded to the outside of the picture frs, which has several vent

holes ariled through -it.

5.0 The 250 ft 2 Sheets (Flgres 7 and 8) -;

An Indicated aboye, the.maxim width which could be rolled at

O.M was 27'. Tbere. Is a need for several 40' x 43" tters for the

ORML attenuation facility and several 56' x 66' sheets for experl-

--ental work. Arrangemento have been mae with the Lukens Steel

-Ck Panyof Coateavifle, Pennsylvania, to roll two sheets 8)4" x 396" x ",

-from hidch ten 56 z 66' sheets and four 40" x 33* shutters can be cut.
** ;* ' ! * * IA .*,,;*-, . * '.'--.¢,-*'.;

: Two ingots, 6' s 36" x 32", weighizig 450 po=nd. each, wll be cast awd"

wrapped at T-122 then shipped to Lukens for rollng. The epenses for

this job are being partly borne by NEPA and the Aneits will be used

.- for tbe joint WEAL-NEPA shield tests In the OFOL attenuation facility.

*The ithod of wrapping is essentially that described ii pera-

graph i.0 and is shown In detail in Figure 7. The special fwnace for

canting-the Ingots (Figure 8) is scaled up from that shown In Figure 5,

except that a non-tapered steel crucible is being used. A separate

report, (IWL-2433, covering this project, will be written as soon as

the sheets are rolled.

I.f
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*6.t) -ebycal. Properties3

\/ > 4 6.1 'Data

-^:.1. Coapoeltion (for is eet, including .020" Al cladding on each side)

,:.ti~. . 596(Tol.) B4CP 50% Al.

(Vt) Dg-Ml~o/c=3 'g/cu3 gihn2

:. .. B . 36.C . 4. .911 0.578*
. -AlJi. 55.31 51-7 1.394 o.886

-. ;C 8.9 18.7 .225 0-143

T;1>,. ... *fhis ic uint t l e110 ratieution of thermal neutrons

^ . -.2 'Deutin 2,53 g/cc - e -
ts;-es t . 0*o09 xb/in3 *- *g

< ' i . - b/fj. for jin heet vty .

t0;<t;-r st 3- -Strfit .; R@ s t.5, * -

',.::.1.'^7.>k!t , _ '-' a ) Tinsile - : 5J,50 WI.: : -^: ,
:b3 Elongation 8 s237 %o ',:^

;@,j: . . ' ;. d)' Veldia tenisile speimelns did not-fail at veldl ,,f';-t..;':; .:.;

onut;rt.' s'; w)' jatabete b rtei (to ste-

b) 'Btu/b) Beic Beat: 0.-175 OF/ s r g-cl/g s oCXig

-s .:c3)'.'elty Polt: ntains mechanical etrezgthup to 15000? (
. e-^ ' ' ... ' :'abov vc atoxiato Is excessive.. . .................................. ';

:B )Xeat Generation fromi n,cReaction: 7.b s uni vto£t t

5- 'P ost: 15-20 $/ft2 for ab seet.;. '- .................................... :

; 5lb- 6. workablLtii Can lie abeared, sawed, velded, punchedl, dild
...- tapped., ronledp bot-formed, and experimentay die-cast.

I
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Fig. 9-'Boral sawed, welded, punched, and drilled.
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6.2 Testing and Calculation Methods

1. Coewspouitl6n

Calculations are based on 1:1 (vol) B4C : Al composition.

Densities assumed are 2.45 end 2.70 gfcc respectively.

2. Density Is based on grossvolume neasuremnet erid.also water dis-

placement, with no significant difference.

3. Tensile strength on 8 normal and 3 welded specimen5, as per

ASIM (e.g. B20g9-118r, 1946 ed, Part IB, p 572, fig. 1).

Shear strength on three " x 2 xs 8" strips, in modified

* , , Johnson Shear Tool (ASTM C102-36, 1946 ed, Part II, p 228, fig. l)

- : 4. "Thermal Conductivity Yas made by comparing temperature drops through'.

Al rodj, lsco. and boral discs, through which a const b

A' flux fla-; s.t. . (see Figure 9) CO o he

discs gives an approxiisation of the temperature drop through the :."-

:brazeA interfaces of discs, and.this correction, applied to the

.' .7ora] gives the drop through boral compared to drop ugh

- . to b heat 1lua. Precision vas poor and precise tests are.

beig z>ade on new equinpment. . -

Ge5 IeyOn capture x 92i.6 x-l3
NetGneration U C. *o.ft..xs re *?wc N.Y

-5. Co0t: $12/ft2 for B4C, $0.Io for A1 $1 for rolling. *'-.-.-

, .~. .- j4 ,s.- -. h

-:~~~~~~~ ~ 
,-.:' 

,' . ,' ' "* ..-

;* . . . . . . *

5' s , a

**LXj
Iet

-�.4,

$ -

',���..5.�

II
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Fig. 10-Sectional view of thermal conductivity apparatus.
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7.0 Analyses of Env Mlaterials for Boral

Jl Power Taie Al Pig Small A1 Pigr Baral,

Ag C.04% T -- T

B :.0015 -- V-s
Be , .004 - -*

ca c.15 - G-
*Co ;.C.8 -

Cr' .c.15 .--- T
Cu ' ,.8 .

Fe .'5 U t -
In C.08 _ __

)S. gr- .04.

`00 T 15;;T- _^;:-

-S' . . 't.JS5; ' -7' -.*T'

: pbol on ~ cr~aheae eyZow':~ <-e'\ . - s'<

: ;01T, -

:~~~8 strong,. -

i * . . ' *ed - ' . '-

.13; A dlA, . ~ -,a.-A,,a,~r,,.;.x ;.: -%.1~ -~ rw '1 f a a',J.AdQ >

I&^ -

!-I
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The technique for making large shoets of boral described in 0P.L-242, which

consists of mixing B4C vith aluminum has been modified and simplified. Recom-

mendatione are given for casting and rolling ingots into sheets.

Addiftional pikysical property data are includel. Tensile strength tiaasure-

ments of boral indicate no serious damage upon irradiation vith a total'.of

2.6 x 1019 nvt in the ORNL reactor. Thermal conductivity for the 50-50 mixture

vas found to be 25.0 Btu/hr-ft 2 -O7/ft at 200 OF and 19.0 Btu/hr-ft 2 _Oy/ft at

,-500 ..

A method for measuring thermal conductivities is described.

- In order to make boral available to other sitee, OMIL has agreed to accept

urgent requests for small amounts of boral as sheets not larger than .

. ". s96" x i/4n or .1/8", other program co-mitments pemitt-Ing. Requests or

-.purchasb orders for sbhot stock or simple fabrication parts may be submitted.

26 M ED-362> .
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IMTBODUCTION

Boral, as described in ORML-242, is an engineering material for the

absorption of. thermal neutrons.

Boral is a mixture of boron carbide (B4C) and aluminum in which tXe

boron carbide is suspended in molten aluminum and the rosultant product

. allowed to solidify into a form suitable for rolling. It is useful because

of its light weight, its high boron content for the absorption of thermal

neutrons without production of hard gatnae, its good heat conductivity and Ito

thermal stability, up to the melting point of aluminum. .

In OMRh-242 "Boral: A 1ev.Thermal leutron Shield", McKimney and

Rockwell adequately discuss the history, development, and fabrication of.
* -. *. - .. . . .. ss. , *$ s.^4. 9

boral and establish a procedure for producing large quantities of this
. e t ' '* '.r - ,: .*

material. However, they were unable to conclude their program for the

production of large sheets of boral. -This report sumiarizes the vork don.-.-
*;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~- .; . :*. .; .;... .,z.,*.. w , {-r , -. <*: - 4., "*.-,: ;:..¢...¢ .'>.

'in concluding the program initiated by McKlinney and Rockwell. Additional

physical, proprty data and information relative to the avlability and

fabrication of large.quantities of boral are nclude- ,
.. . ; . . - -;; ,.-.' ', ',

* Xn ORNx242, McKliney and Rockwell reported that ma-ll scale attempts

to mix BhC powder with molten aluminum yere unsuccessful. The alwminu did not

. .D36. . .

- .'.. .. ,-: : :.: '.

.I
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vet the B4 C and the rebultant.mix vhen cooled vas crumbly and incohesive.

Preheating the B4Cceoatlng the B4C with B.03 or A1203 and varying the

terperature bad little effect. A successtul ingot vas finally made by

stirring a nixture of aluminum powder and B4C into moiten aluminum keep-

ing' he temperature at 1230 °F + 200. This method s6- therefore establishbd

as the staudard procedure for canting ingots.

. ... -..

.,, .. , , E = E DEVELO PROGRAM'.' .. " .

Additions to make Aluminum et C .

In the McKizRmey-ockvell procedure, It is difficult to unaerstand and

interpret the action of the aluminum powder in causing the molten aluninum

to vet the B@C. iIn an effort to understand the mechanism involved, afleries :

-of experiments vas performed in which varying percentages of A12i were

s;ubstituted for pert of the alwainum powder and. adAed to the wolten el

T...'v-ith'tbe TW. he results vere' negative; the BO lote on top Of the,

'In a seconSeries of tests, va we l piedes of Bz03 Yere D vith

the -4C and added to the molten aluminum, oitting the use of aluminum powder.

Good workable mixes were obtained resulting in strong ingots.

The B203 content vaerld from5-50% of the weight of the BjkC. During the
I II * , , Ns,. . ..

add:Ition of the 5203 -BC mixture to the molten metal, a black smoke was

given off and green flames popped on the surface of the zelt. h same

'reaction was observed in the McKlinney-Rockwell process., ..

'i. . .. if . .. .

. . '.

.. _ . ' ..

* * PN J
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Since the addit ion Of B203 caused the aluminm to wet the B4C, a 13203

omting vas placed on the carbide by oxidizing It for one hour. In a =fle.

tfrac. The oxidized carbide vas then added to the molten Cood

vorkable mixes and perfect ingots vere obtained. No black k r:cen flame

vern e-eident. Thic mthod is now the basis of the present fabrication

technique.

The zechaniem of hawthe B203 influences the 'ett 4 ing of BkC by the

* =inl is Still not known. The B203 probably acts as a fluxing agent and as

8ud hep to m=Limiz6 the absorption of gaes and the oxidtion of the.

ninz. Since lhert atmospheres above the melts made no difference, their

use asdisoontinmea. A1ah eiither the Oxdie carbide or zO a n carbIde

can:be aaaed :freely to the 1;tA= sUluami, the oxidized carbide la. p-eferre,

''fect of TeLr e Mixing of 3r BC Into Alumin,.

-- ;-be toperaftur at which the oxidized B3,C vas added tothe -.

slmn anl n o critica~l s log as8 itwa belvt~hst at Idin theOZcati~cxm.
* , .5 1

of tl=Tnrm beca8 severe. No a prezrt dIfrfiaclty van obser i vdwn oxid.ized

*BC vas added to volten alumi at *b00 -11;5O0 F; bovever; the veSO
*-. a- ~t > r

00
u; all keqpt at 1300°-1350°F and t~he vzz added ta re wih did. not edue

-~ .5 .. :;; . .- w;:.

the t t of the nolten allnin= by ore thn 250-350 F. Atmdz big 'Ing.

of carbide to the wit caused the nix to cool as b as 00 O and resulted In a

1088 of tize required to reheatthe mixture. Uhen the required sturp ms

agin reahedl, m va4C an ded, and only occaln.y he the nix vas cooled.

..too mlab throug the addition of larger doses of carbide it wan Ipposible to

reme1t the mixue withoaut. exes sle oxidation of the al l

ui,

!.
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TEERIU FOR CASTING INGOTS

The capacity of the ORL rolling. min limited the sheet width t, 24"

and the billet thickness to 1 1/2" including covers. For this reason it

was decided to roll Ingots, 1" x 20" x 24" with 1/4" cover plates on each

side, vbich proftced a tr1ad sheet,. 24" x 108 " x a/4".. A 150 KW Ohio

Crankshaft Compmy "Tocco" tilting type induction furmace was ude4 to heat

a graphito ucible 9" in dlameter wlth 1" wall thickness. The teaerature

was controled by a Xicro= electric pyrometer from a thermio ple set in

ith; graphite. The pre-oxidire DB4C (oxidized at 1000 F fOr one hour) . .:

st ined to the wlten alumin by anA iith stainleas steel pde msd'

,tho isx iias then allowed to stand for 0-15 minutes -in order to 6attain..'

.4'. -..

"While t;;hef ia was stirred Into teM1ten aluminum)a gamphite mld,

20" x " x a van heated electricei.3y to betveen 0 900F. One

: motinuous POur was then mdae into the boated ='ld; the resiual i x in:-

the crucible was incorporated into the next pour. .,

During cooling, the ingot sbrunk sufficiently for easy reovalm

the miolA. It van then propered for rolling according to the procedure outlined.

In OMN-242 except tt the opertion of Bthl sprying with aluizam was
' iin- ''d .'

I

,~W. I- I
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To produce an ingot, 20" x 24" s 1" containing 35% B4C by weglht,

13.5 lbs B4b aid 24.5 lbs 2S aluminum pig were required. The BliC content

-as decreased rrom 50%, the percentage used by UcKinney and Rbckwell,.

to 35% to facilitate rolling-and fabrication of the sheet stock.*

phase of the work is more full' discussed in the aection entitled,

'4Eolling at Lukens Steel Company."

* .,-Proposed Changes for Casting Ingots : .;

Minor changes Vhich vill lover costS and uimplify the operation are

being incorporated inn the aforementioned ingot-casting procedure. Instead

of pouring the boron carbide Into the mixture by hand, it will flow, at .

controlled rate, by gravity from an electrically heated hopper. After

.i.dation in a muffle furnace, the carbide wil be trsferred to tbe

.,>. : hopper and kept at a temOperture, probably between 8000 1000 .Op,,

permitting it to flow freely. This will minimize, the temperature drop of

ithe iielt during th addition of the carbide and reduce the temperatur e.

gradent between the top and bottom of the crucible.
*S -. .. * - i . . ;q , e ,,-.

jIt lso planned that mechanical stirring will replace theo -Ift,

ration, nd the casting Imod will be cooleidfrom the bottcuby fo rcd air

circulation, allowing the entrapped gases to escape from the top.
"- E~~~a m s. , .: -. -, . -: ;

. - Advantagoe of the Nov Casting Technique over Mcriimey-Rockal-l Xethod

1) Ten to twelve ingots can be mixed before replacing the crucible

and mold. In the Mcrinney-Ttockvell procedure, one crucibl, per ingotr..... ,.

was axpended~.

d .,-
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2) Zlimination of the aluminum powder minimizes the oxidation

of the molten iluiniu=.

3) Zliuiiatiou of the metal spraying operation prior to

cladding the ingots and the use of nitrogen dnring mixing

lovers the cost of the finished sheet, . r

MLLING BORAL INGOTS INTO LARGE SEETS

-Rolling at Lukens Steel Cornpny

Unsuccessful attempts:at large-scale experimental rolling uere made

byLukens Steel Compaxy, Coateaville, Pennsylvania. Two ingots,

27" x 36 x6", contaning 50% BjC by weight and prepared according to"

the procedure outlined in OBNL-242, were scheduled for rolling into
-1/2" x6 12 zr3/16"attempt vas

aheets, 56 66 Failure of the ro g attemp was

-attributed to rough aindling of the ingot. during rolling. Greater care

'- :. -- , .4" , 
.. t*; 

,-, ; - :@ *;- ; ;' t}-- -$ '* t*

could not be wuod because the mill designed primarily for steel ingots

A"- 
,. :. .- .; q, .. 4... .

could not be slowed down to the desired speed and the rolls could not:be

lubricated with kerosene. . . . -. .

Upon examInation of the damaged sheets there was evidqnce of in-

j ufficleut alumitrm to boat 11 the B4C in the 50-50 mixture. It is.
J .

possible that this defect, which apparently was not too important n.hen

rolling small ingots, became more prominent in rolling the larger ones and

contributed to the unsuccessful rolling attempt. It vas therefore decided

to lover the BhC content in an effort to improve the rolling characteristics.
. ., 

s..

_ 
I 

,

1\1'_') "'
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Vven at the lower B4C concentration, sufficient attenuation of thermal

neutrons can be obtained for more applications without using excessively

tbick sheets.. -

Rolling at Republic Steel Cortm y -:

. A successful rolling was accomplished at the South Divisi-n Plant

of the Republic Steel Company in Canton, Ohio. Republic was chosen for

this oxperiment because it had hand-fed or Jobber rolling mills which

-were more suited for the rolling of boral. Two ingot8s,23" x 14" s 2",

::conta.ning 35% B4C by weight, were prepared, placed in 2" aluminun

f*;rames ~iidcovere with .l/2"-sheet 2S aluminum. These ing6tB where than

...heated to 1100 , reduced 50%,.reheated to 1000 .°, .nd rolled-into sheets-
; * ; -;rA. !4;. , * a t '. ; w ; *; * ;; -mX

.;

.2 ;. vide; S2" and 3/'16 thick, the minimum attainable thicknes0.on.52" v. .. .; 0m., .; * - N. ;

:-::the rolls.-.Cold rolls, frequentlylurctdit eoe wr te t;- >- i- . f`vj o re. 6i i;~ .frqety lubricated with kwoen ere .use~d,

:!Af-ter af ore lirgoescale osperimental rolg, boral co"d besupplied-

-cs' 10' 3 6 if this is viwaran e

lEolliiig at 0R11 *M

ir caw ef tbe small quantIties required to 'MOt pre-entt codtmnts '
-:'K* ' 4--r -~ . '.. - ~s::- -, !;

borl lwas rolled in the. ORL rolllng mill. Since the capacity of this illl *

i. *< .; - ? ; ';,¢ ' , -.. @ -- .tM;

. liaitoei the maximm uidth of the finished sbeet to 24", sheets 2i" z 84!"-96" s 1/ku
. * . .,.,. .-.. . ... . .... . .. . . .' . - i .. :.. . .. . .. -t, . / * - -- *.j''.';' *. '',^;,¢"

or 118" Yere rolled, and. ider sheets were fabricated by Joining several

IlgoBNere prepared aeodn.t h rio er- according to the procedure outlined in the

section entitled, "Technique for Casting Ingot.", 1n" frams and clad
.,..I / . . . .. . .................. . . .. .. . ... ...

with 1/4" aluminum. The rolling procedure a essentially the same as the one

used at Republic. -.

.Si 1, .

.. . .. . . .

.~~ 'I,.- . ; 1.. .

!v.i:.!, 1 : 1' I :
- .. . I..

\ \ ..

..... __..................... 0 .. .-.

; /

I
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1) O003w6tio (for 1/)#" sbeet; Inclding .Al cadi on oeab ' lde)

f by Yelghtt5 BhC bq Welgb

* ^3 7.66'2 .100.1

vayn r.; .. ( in the tor cm '.be e-

v l :L2r u t() .i .- <

i 
- .. r?- -w9;et Lt**@ t>v X|

Ten lsilse sralem )( irii. vr exoe - '
b) w1- O. tE'*2

st) E - ,23t Xet(-'.2k2

.... ',o aitmn -k X3O n~o i -- b -t m-ei . ..e

i~~~~ i?,,- - I-
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3) nexml ProPerties - 5 DjkC bY veigz-.

a) Te . Co"cDntivity (BDtu/.,'-ft-o')

Te:p. (°P) 200 450 500
k 25 .19.2 19.0

- e above vales are being rechecked and adA tional

Values for It=e ByC ad for borml with varYing BC ont

are being obtained.

. :b) Neat Caotewt: .15 t/l=b-0l (0o -242)

r ) Denuitr. 2.5f gle/

5) cost: .5447/£t 2 for mterial containing 3% T4C in the core

Eec~ndeametbods for vorking boral are sbearing Andwbig

3ol* iiith 359% D4C can be saved at w speeds i DO-A21 0 :

'welding me.t be' one vith'eliarc. Boral tubes can be bot tirmo

o? 3preesed. .

; 7) Availability. :. .

. -';Inb order tom.k bors3 avalable to otlsr site., OM MB arel:ed

to accept ugnrequests for sz= 3 a~mote of borml-as sheets not larger

thanI 211' 96" S 15 or 1/8,otber pr0 ' tfvtm NO ttng.

Pequests or purchase orders for sheet stock or oilze fabricated prts

F... , - -. : . .. . - ;

my be subitte& airect~y -to amm., giving detailed ruIremngts.

.''
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8) other Applications3:.;

'Boral can to sprayed onto mild steels. R~ovever, the bond

betveen the 'sprayed laterial adthe base needs improve-

me ntor
:I I

-.- I

. .. . .. .
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;'2@w.sp_,e w~ci;en Ors measured vit therw Dleembein e inte swop~les a k .

xx . .ta- ; -aprt Raditial etion outat an convctio losure) verectaie

;~iie. by{ tuemploying an electiallt heate gard ring hestem1 vbicr

-h : , . mdat btwebaeno t~he sapeandl The vaes of tre a~drn vats8 f~led
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AEMeiation of Proposed Method for Determining Tberml Conductivity

m m an- effort to simulate experiventally the method set forth In

:th section entitled, "Principle of Proposed Method for Determining

Mw.menl Conuctivity," the apparatus dagramticalmy shonm in

Figu;re 1 va set-up. The Specin (D), 2 c In diameter and 5 cm'

In length was sandiched between a heat surce (A) and a bet

7excw r (c) and the c (lete te ase ba tiSt.; togetber b

t=,- .- ,.a, sprng 3nea Sc (a(t to amore t~hoxu oona betwen h

various *a * faces. f lhe iesture of the beat source, a solid

C;IzA er o oper o hi hh resistance niebroze vire *as

o b ariac. The heat exchanger Vas also made or cope
:t. : .

; 
of p *. er

vi-h r flogingSI baffled path as the heat exchange medium.

wing the water flow rates, the quartity of beat being ccndued

)ted frcu the eraur I in the %ster. 'A thermopfle tod o.

t~~~ 

, . - &...¢ e

fi -Containxng siron-co*stantin thermcouo es was u ;e !

g s.sthe ' . so fl " 8 (rAti-

iesvx~thetexperati rise obf the OM

wten cic n:trcuie eldit i Fetu~rt D arops-of th uapesim- and ai lto B) weze,~I

~' ithinareien. 'Mai 9izzzator or goard assebly (r), a bransste on

ihih& resistwc nichrcti viire vas cooled by water (5) as shaim In

crderkeffect the swr rpi h. i pe=O
r l* *^ -teseraturze in the¢ siu tor an spcimen.X

2ie cavity between the ea. ;'and . .vans .; f vith

pmini i tze o r o tt losses. Data vere taken hen the

.t reoched stea.y stat.. * , . .

*tg .-- . _ 
.4 .. . .;

.,>;.....t ,1.-' ..
"N.!

K !'* '. *. ; r

* 
i
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a'I '-' ' RESULTS OF A SURVY ON THE USE OF BORAL IN SHILN

'Before disussing the results ofthe Boral survey,. want to make sure tha-i:everyone
'knows what Borl Is. .:For thei enef~t of new mhembers and guwsts'he're foa'y.who r
-not be famillar with Boral, I want to describe ve'ry briefly what It Is. I

Boral is an engineering shielding material that is used to absorb thrmal ra s
Essentially it Is a mixture of boron carbide (B4C) and aluminum, rolled: intos4et.
The mixture is not used bare in this form, however. It is clad with commer'cially
pure aluminum..

Figure No.' 1 shows schematically how ORNL produces Boral. There are no techni-
cal. details in this sketch, because I only wont to show the principle of Boral con-
struction. To make this sketch correct, I would have to show the picture fra'me clad-
ding around the edges.

' Figure 1

FLOW CHART FOR MAKING BORAL AT ORNL
(SEE ORNL 981 AND ORNL 242)

MAY 1954

1
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You maynotrbe interested in the detailediengneering properties oftBoral. 'I do think
*you'would like to know bow Boral compares with other familiar'mefais. Fjgure No.
2 shows relative properties of Boral, Al uminum, Copper, Iron and Stainless Stee!.

PROPERTY

TENSILE STRENGTH
(PSI)

ELONGATION
(PERCENT)

THERMAL CONDUCTMTY
(STUANAT yet)

(AT 200wF

SPECIFIC HEAT
BTUI/~F

DENSrlY
(G6S/CA")

BORAL AWMINUM COPPER .
(ANNEALED) * (ANNEALED)

5,000 13,000 *32,500

0.4 9 45

25 1,509. ,

ZS g.5

.175 * 8 226

. 37

2,700

.09

8.9

IRON
(ANNEALED) r

38,500

45

743

.126 .

7.8

(ANNEALED)'

55

200

.150

2.5 2.7 8.0

Figure 2

PROPERTIES OF BORAL -COMPARED TO

SEVERAL COMMON METALS
MAY 1954

You can see that Boral has low strength; it Is brittle; the thermal conductivity is very
low - in fact .you might say It has high insulating value (k for concrete is abiout 12;

,wood is in the range 0.5 to 1.5).

Specific heat orheat capacityof Boral Is inbetween the valuesforeron andAluminum.
its low density has.advantages that may have more significance in aircraft shielding
than land based reactors.

Figure No. 3 summarizes the results of our survey. The questions we asked are across
the top of the chart. The replies received are listed under each column heading.

Most people visualize the use of Boral for stationary reactors component to the con-
crete shield. Mounting BorIlagalnst aflatconcretewallgreatly min~imzesthe manu-
facturing problems. I have somedesignideastoshowyou in the Illustrationto Follow.

/
j

Several aircraft compnies indicate that If Boralcould beformed intocontour shapes,
considerable quantties might be used overthe long range future. Specific suggested
uses include the use'of Boml in the form of fabricated boxes to enclose electronic
equipment and other radlationsensitive devices. Aside' from the reactor shield, some
people believe ultimate use of Boral will be made to shield easily activated compo-
nents of aircraft, particularly the engine.

2
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AND
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.QUEZIED

APPLICATION
AGAINST FASAICATED

WALL INTO
VESSELS

X

MI~NIMUM

C0NaNTRA ION

.18

STAINGTII
5. PI

.PREFERRED
WIDTH
AND

LENGTH

4'Xi'

*COMMENTS
MIFERUD ON

THICKNEUANTx~ry, ftIc!,
ETC.

114. SMAALLdUANTITIES*

1/S-01/ 3-4,000 SO. FT. PER REACTOR

I/4. SHOULD, tutOMPE17rN T0o
LEAD EQUIVAL!N *,,.,"

I4. "Ss PU SO. F.- +
DEMAND

I At NOAIKUIT

2 X

3 X

4 , X

.04 1SELF3PORT3IlG 2-4'XV

.10 - -

- SELF SUPPOETING 4X

5 X X .10 STRONGIRTItIETTER NOT IMPORTANT ?MIm

6. X

7 X

I X

P X

10 X

.25 < 3,00 4*X8'

25 NOT IMOATANT 4 X3'
.25 NOT IWOtTANT SMALL WIDTID O.K.

IsMALL StIA
PERMISS21.

.1/4.

S2-55 PER SO. FT. - SMALL
DEMAND
SMALL DEMAND.

500 SO. fT. PER l£ACTOK
NOT LARGE MARKET

.11 MJNIIUM
.5 NOT FFICIENT

X .11

4JXK' 7HINAS POSSIDLE SMALLDEMAND

TO IEMIT
t4ORMAL HANDLING

3'X8' 1/8S'- IATTEN. IN AVIATION SHIELD FOt
1/4-. 0,0OAAnrN.ACCESSOtES AND ENGINE

Figure 3

RESULT OF MAY 1954 BORAL SURVEY

The minimum concentration of Boron believed necessary was quite well agreed upon.
-Mst values were in the range 0.10 to 0.25 grams/cc. As a mearns of comparison,
*Boral containing 35% of B4C by weigbt of 1/4" total thickness will contain approxi-
rnately 0.254 gis/cc.

. The surveyshowed thatas long asBorml willsupport Itself against a wall,and not. falI
apart during normal handling, potential uson are satisfied.

The dimensions of the sheet are more important. to the .nanufacturer than to you. .l
-will only say that most survey replies stated that panels should be about 4' x 8' arid
1/4'. thick.

The conclusion I draw from the survey is that the physical .and mechanical properties
.*of oral are satisfactory for stationary' land base' reactor shielding. For aircraft re-
actors your indications were that it would be desirable to improve the mechanical
properties so that Boral could be formed Into simple and.semi-complex shapes. For
use in shipboard reactors, Boral would not only hove to be' formed into complex
shapes,- but it would .-have'to possess high.shock resistance'.

The most overwhelmingtagreement from replies tothe survey was on the prediction of
* Boral's future. All except one company could not seea yve r.brightlfuture for Boral.

The basis for;prediction was the numbr of reactors that mli be built. in the future .
I will agree that reactors are not going to be mdss produced in the next 5 o'r 10 yrs.
But after that It Is anyone's guess. It is my opinion that Boral has not been'fully

* considered in the light of newfabrication techniqvescommon to-aluminum technology
today.

')
3
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'1 warnt toshowyouseveral lllustra'tions of recent developm'ents inthe aluminum indust,
i idon't hove shield'designs incorporating thes'e new aluminum developniontisv.h
Boral. My only reason for. bringing them up at this meeting is to stir up ideashat.
someday you may recall.

' ' ;

Jo:. - _

n . i, -...
'. .. ;.

Figure 4
-TAPERED ALUMINUM SHEET

MAY 1954

S Figure No. 4 shows taperedsheet that the aluminumindustry has been called to pro-
duce for high speed lets. N.otice we outlined in the wing of a plane to give you an
-idea of how the sheettapers lntwodirections. This product will be manufactured on a
high production basis using a toper rolling technique.

Why dol bring it up here? Because here is a possibilityfor obtaining variable Boron
concentration to meet cosine flux distribution. .If Boral can be hot rolled, we ought
to be able to convert it Into tapered sheet. The cladding problem might be to h
-but not lnsurmmountable. Perhaps you may have a problem someday that will mae
tapered Boral sheet look promising.

-Figure No. 5 was made from a sketch presented by Helmer Enlund of the Detroit
* Edison Company. Mr. Enlund cautions against the use of Bora I In flat contact with

the bulk shield if heat removal Is a problem.

I hope Mr. Enlund will correct me if I have incorrectly interpreted his reason for not
wanting direct contact. Due to the irregularity of the concrete and possible ineff I-
'cento -bonding of the Boral to the concrete, cooling of the shield-would be difficult.

4
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At bny ate', these two designs are oo6d ie&as for getting around the cooling prob-
lem. - '

I don't know rmyself how the heat developed in thebulkshield; due t6:prima~rgan-
rmas, compares to the heat resulting from secondary neutron capture gammas. I-swodld .
think the answer.to that question Is impiorat, because it tells us whether Bra'llis
effective in suppressing a portion of shield-heat. . .. ,2,

. 4..S

Figure 5

SUGGESTED BORAL SHIELD DESIGNS
FOR DEPRESSION OF HEAT INDUCED BYVI-T HEATING

SUBMITTED BY H.L.F. ENLUND, DETROIT EDISON CO.
MAY 1954

Figure 6 is a schematic chart depicting the principle of a new product called heat
transfer sheet. The principle ought to lend Itself very nicely to Boral.

. 'What we do here is print a circuit on one sheet of aluminum using an anti-weld or
non-bonding ogent. Our newest facility now under construction will use'the silk
screen printing process for higher production.

Next, we lay another sheet over the first. Tack it around the edges -spot-welding
is satisfactory. Then we hot roll the two sheets to the finished size.

Where the circuit is rinted the two sheets do not bond. The last step is to insert an
air nozzle in one en'of the circuit and expand.

5



Pr~nt Clrcuit on sheet -. . .. - Co'or with socond sheit
wing ionfleld'or uiondIng . . . . .

.) *;.',: , .i

s~ C -

< J .Figure 6
* METHOD OF MANUFACTURING -tiEAT.TgANSFER -PLATES

(ROLL BONDED AND EXPANDED).

MAY 1954

. . n to a~,~

The net result-is sheet wth built'.in cooling cois ready fior-usei.
'7 and 8 show what can be ione for stiffened sheet. Flgure ;o. 7 1s fiied

K) Figesure6c

integrally stiffened sheet. As..you can see, it is first extruded into a tube.- The.tube
. is then s[it longitudinally andi straightenede. The flatte'ned section isabout .30" wide.
We have to'extrude in the tube form first, because the largest extrusion presses today
will only take shape within a 12" circumscribed circle.

Figure No. 8 illustrates the.varlous roll passes necessary to procuce rolled ribbed
*sheet; Both applications are stiffened aircraft skin.

To .sum up, I think our survey shows that there is a definite 'place for Boral as an
..engineering materialfor shielding. It serves as a protector against high energy cap-
ture gamma ray generation. lt wIll.t the same time provide protection against in-
duced activation.

6c



-Figure 8

I believe more might be done with Boral if its fabricating and forming properties'rare
evaluated more fully. More f'miliaritywith new techniquesin aluminum technology.
might lend impetus to design usefulness of Boral.

The relativelyhigh cost of Boralcan be broughtdown'in proportionto the extent that
its need grows. The futurieof reactorproductlonand, thereforethe demand for neu-
tron shields'is bright. Just how'bright and how faraway that future is, we. don't
know'.

I want to thank everyone who kindly took the time to answer our survey. To those
' interestedpeople who I didn'tcontact, I sincerely hope you will report any. comments
or experience you have had with Boral, either in the. discussion today or by letter
ca a later date.

.7
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How Channeling .between Chunks Raises
Neutron Transmission through Boral
By WALTER R. BURRUS
Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
Marietta, Georgia

Z.

Boral is a mixture of boron carbide
and aluminum encased between two
thin layers of aluminum. Since boron
carbide has a large B'0(n,a)Li 1 cross
section at thermal-neutron energies and
the accompanying gamma ray is only
0.42 Mev, boral is valuable for use in
nuclear shields where a large thermal

O flux must be absorbed without the pro-
duction of bard gammas.

However, conventional calculations
of the absorption of boral do not con-
sider the channeling of neutrons
through the spaces between the boron-
carbide chunks. The results of a cal-
culation for the transmission of 3f-in.
and ywin. boral that considers the
channeling effect are in much better
agreement with experimental data
than earlier calculations neglecting
channeling.

Calculation
The transmission of a slab consisting

of randomly distributed chunks of
average chord I (normally incident
monoenergetic radiation) is given by

T. (1V- 1 0)I/

where T is fractional transmission, V is
the volume fraction of the slab occupied
by chunks, F is the average absorption
of a single chunk, i is the thickness of
the slab; and I is the average chord of
a chunk.

The average transmission of -one
layer of the slab of thickness lis 1 - VF.
Since the chunks are assumed to be
randomly placed, adjacent layers are
statistically independent, and the over-
all transmission is the product of the
transmission of 1/1 sublayers.

If the chunks are nearly spherical (1)

F- 2
(2rZ)'

[3J(2rZ)t - 1 + (1 + 2rZ)e-2rzJ

* PXXSIsrT ADDRaSS: Physics Depart-
ment, Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio.

TABLE 1-Size Distribution for BtC Chunks "

M! esh
Average particle

diameter (in.)
; . I (- r,)

* (in.)' Volume fraction

:_;V_'

:I ..
.1 lzi�
. I
�7.�

20-30 0.038 0.0253 17s%
36-46 0.024 0.0160 11%
60-70 0.016 0.'0107 6%
80-120 0.009 0.0060 . 6%

where 2 is the linear attenuation coeffi- If *VF.<< 1, ,'the transmission .is
cient of chunk material and r is the approximately T E .sm
radius of a sphere (or equivalent radius From the equations for F. and l we can'
on the basis of volume). verify that for the limits of opaque and

For a chunk of any shape without almost transparent 'chunkd
cavities a theorem due to Gauss states F/i m 1/1 if 1Z >> 1 and M.a - F1/
that the average chord I is given by Z if 2 << 1. . It shouldbe noted that
I - 4v/8, where v is the volume of the the effective linear attenuation cocei-
chunk and a is its total surface area. cient for opaque chunks is l/l and does
For a sphere this gives I - Mr. not depend on 2 since all the traps-

TABLE 2-Theoretical and Experimental Neutron Transmission through Boral.'

Experi- Channel- Conven-
mental ing tional .

Neutron trans- calcu- . calcu -
Sample source , Detector mission lation lation Ref.

3-in. Alcoa Collimated
(two samples) beam from

ORNL
graphite
reactor

3J-in. Alcoa

3J-in. Brooks. Water
and Perkins thermal

column of
ORNL
graphite
reactor

Jf-in. ORNL
YA-in. Brooks "
and Perkins

4hin. ORNL

Current
detector
(LiI xtal
Cd differ-
ence)

7.0 X 10-1 9.6 X10''
±40%

(preliminary
value)

1. 3'X1O'-5.

8 x10-d 9.

0 X10-, 4

i, 5.0 X 10-' 7.7 X 10-' 4.
(preliminary

value)
7.0X' 2.7X10-' 2.

foil 1 2r--
Thin
indium

',;-,A,

'a,
'�'

.... .

a.:

Fj;

10-2- . --
#I 9.4 X 1%L2.7 X10-' 2.0OX .10 4

"A 7.6 X 10-1' 1.7 X10-' 4.5 X10'. 4
* Since the first two samples were measured with a different neutron source and detector.

there is no direct comparison with the others.

** There my be some more errors inAthis Table, but
the figures 1, 2, and 3 appear to be correct.



>j mitted radiation channels around the
S- chunks.
t If the chunks consist of several

groups with average chords l,, s2,
(and corresponding VY, Vs, .. .,

! 2, . . ), the transmission can be gen-
eralized to give T s exp-1 (V*2sI +

m V2Z~see + .), where Vic Vd(l -

aI volume fraction of all larger chunks).
: 2 It is necessary to multiply Vj by
if , 1(1- volume fraction of all larger

* n chunks) to account for the crowding
-1 together of the smaller chunks by the
* :V larger ones.

t! This equation treats the distribution
o e of chunks-as if the chunks of various

H sizes were in separate layers. The
-4' 4result. is always too -small since it

oB ignores voids that would be present in
; : .< .4 a layer if the larger chunks were sepa-
-. to rated out. Nevertheless, the result is

; 4. .correct for limiting cases of opaque and
o e transparent chunks and is qualitatively

m C.1  correct in any case.r:i To calculate the transmission of
:i j-in. boral, it was assumed that the
chunks of boron carbide were spherical.

a The size distribution shown in Table I
i 2 is typical (C) of 20-100-mesh boron

* i~ so carbide usually used in boraL Other
; 6 @ hparameters used for the calculation are

ID Z -190.5 in.-' at 2,200 m/sec (8)
(neglecting attenuation in aluminum),

! - 0.085 in. (not including aluminum
b 0 . cladding), V - 40% (not including

1I aluminum cladding) 25% over all.
45 4' The resulting transmission from the

11 a elast equation is plotted against energy
t e in;Fig. 1. (It is assumed that Z is

, t 3proportional to 1/velocity.) The con-
* t venti6nal calculation, assuming no
i e channeling, is shown for comparison.
- Note that the transmission approaches

v, the opaque-chunk limit at the low-
< energy end of the scal

Bince the chunks were assumed to be
E V) <randomly distributed, there is no pre-

4A g ferred direction for transmission. The
: transmission for neutrons incident at

:¢1' t fian angle 0 with the normal can be found
n by replacing 9 by t/cos i,'the slant pene-

* tration. Figure .2 shows the trans-
' ,. 0 mission averaged over incident angles

i t-i for an isotropic incident -flux.. ..b&e

i'itis fd01e. Fig-
ure 3 shows the results for X-in. boral.

A-more extensive description of the
method is given in an ORNL report
now being published (6).

0.3

0.I

AOQ03

parperwftwor " I I
. h0cme -

boff*pk kv4dencs - I,-
, current deteclor-, �-

t I
de tor,

I IIffill I I I 11",

I-

0.003 001 0.03 0t.
Emily (tv

0.3

FIG. 2. Transmission of ).-ln. boral
with perpendicular Incidence compared
with current and flux from Isotropic
Incidence

Enrgpy (cv

FIG. 1. Channering computation de-
parts from homogeneous approxima-
tion at low energies. Computations
are for 34-ln. boral with typical 20-100-
mesh B4C distribution

0.03
.2

T 0.01

0.003

Perpendicular
incidence--.

beistropic Incde~nce-%
curisel deteclor %

MIo Idefecto.-'

Txpirimental Verification
Experiments performed to test boral

have been gross-transmission measure-
ments using various neutron detectors.
It is possible to compare the results
with calculations only if the angle and
energy distribution of incident neu-
trons and the angle and energy sensi-
tivity of the detector are known. The
table on page 91 attempts to compare
the calculations with several experi-
mentb performed at ORNL.

For the calculations it was assumed
that the thermal-neutron spectrum
was MaxweUian and that the angular
distribution from the thermal column
was of the Fermi type (7). Effective
temperature of the neutrons was taken
as room temperature, 293.6° K. The
channeling calculations are an average
of the results of Figs. 2 and 3 over the
Maxwe~lian spectrum for the appropri-
ate detector. The conventional calcu-
lations are based on the thermal-neu-
tron absorption coefficients discussed
by Zahn and Laporte (S). These coeffi-
cients take into account both spectrum
hardening' and angular distribution.

In the table the channeling calcula-
tion is too great in most cases by a fac-
tor of 2 or 3. The result of the conven-

*tional talculation is too small by more
than a factor of 10 for Y4-in. samples.

A considerable difficulty in accur-
ately comparing experiment and calcu-
lation is the lack of standardization of
boral.. After initial development, fab-
rication was standardized, but the
ingot size, cladding-thickness, fraction

- of boron carbide, and particle-size'dis-

Printed in U.S.A.

O.03 0.01 OD3 C01 0.3
Energy (Id)

FIG. 3. Computations of Fig. 2 produce
these results for %4-n. boral

tribution have not been rigorously
fixed. In comparing experiments and
calculations one must determine or
guess the fractional weight of boron
carbide, cladding thickness, and the
size distribution.

*. * C

This woork was initiated at the Lid Tank
Shidding Facility of the Oak Ridec Nat ional
Laboratory while the author was on loan from
the Wright Air Deelopment Center Mfateriala
Laborators. The author would like to ac-
knowledge the asistance of R. W. Peelle and
J. R. Smolen at ORNL and the cooperation
of Alan Liebschuts at Lockheed and Stanley
Szawlewics at Wright Air Developmen
Cooler. The basic method ernpoied makes
use of suggestions propoeedrby R. R. Coveyou
and N. M. Smiahat ORNL in 1947.
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ThTRODUCTION.

.. Boral, a mixture of boron carbide and aluminum encased between two thin
layers of aluminum, has many .uses as a thermal neutron shielding material.
Since the B10 (n,a) Li7 reaction has such a large cross section of 735 barns.
at thermal energies and the accompanying gamma ray is only 0.42 14ev, boral

.. is uniquely suitable if or shields where a large thermal -neutron. Tlux must be
-absorbed without production of hard gammas, e.g., inner section of reactor
shields, shutters' for thermal columns, and instrumentation.

Figures 1 and 2 are dark field illuminated magnified.photographs of a.
' cross section of sample boral manufactured by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Figures 3 and 4 are photographs of a sample*manufactured by Brooks and Perkins
in an attempt to improve on the quality'of this material. Since the.boron
carbide is.heterogeneously -dispersed throughout the aluminum, the gamma ray
-linear attenuation coefficient and the thermal neutron absorption cross sec-
tion are a function of the amount of boron carbide content, itsparticle size,
and the degree of dispersion. This investigation is concerned -with the ex-
perimental determination of the attenuation characteristics of these two

* samples, and an attempt to theoretically predict, using a Monte Carlo type'
calculation, the effective macroscopic thermal neutron, cross section.

* * *. .s . '\
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Gamma Ray Attenuation

PROCEDURE

. ,

I

j

IIi
il

The gamma ray linear attenuation coefficient, g, was determined by meas-
uring the attenuation of the 0.661 mev gamma rays from a ten curie cesium-137
source for various thicknesses of the two samples. Readings were taken on an
tion chamber at distances of' 10, 15, and 20 cm from the top of the source con-
tainer, and V determined as the slope of a plot of the log of the counter
readinig versus plate thickness.

An indication of the effect of non-iomogenity of the boral on 7 ray
attenuation was obtained by taking x-rays of the two samples.

N Ileutron Attenuation

I
I

S

I

. i,

I
I

. iI

. i

I-1
.. �i

I

(II.

..ji

'4
'a

I

Experimental:

The attenuation of thermal neutrons was experimentally determined by
activating indium foils secured to both sides of a boral sample placed in the
water thermal column of the CRITL graphite reactor. A removal cross section,
E, was defined by the equation I = I e where I and I0 are the upuard
-neutron currents -measured by the indium foils. Only upward moving neutrons
were detected since the foils were backed wmith a cadmium cover to remove any
thermal neutrons diffusing downward.

Theoretical:

The activation of an indium foil placed in back of an irradiated sample
may be determined by sblving the integral,

t 7b --- b(?A) f' f'
-Zjc JL, ) - a cos O P l e 0

2X ZA) a (-rLA))

, Z' =.

rhere Z neutrons/'sCEc absorbed by foil.

F rL) thermal neutrcinsu/nit solid angle, sec.

b thickness of ' C-seen by a neutron.

= macroscopic .total thermal cross section for

Ma = macroscopic total thermal cross section for

boron -carbide.

aluminum.

macroscopic total thermal cross section for indium.

unit E'ect6r in d.rection of neutron velocity.

K>:

D'I'
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p

- thickness of boral plate. I . .

tf '- thickness of indium foil.

- a angle the neutron path makes with the normal to the plate.

A area of the plate.

This integral ras* solved by random sampling of the variables 0 and A, -

and actually measuring 4 (0, A) using a magnified picture of an 1/8" ORNL
sample cross section.

The activation of the foil without'the plate was analytically calculated '
from the expression.

Z =-, (X ) - (1 - e f) d Q

The ratio of Z/Z = R should be the ratio of the foil readings and an
effective cross section may be determined byR = e-x. -

A complete description of the, method followed in using this procedure
along with the derivation of an expression for F(LC) is given in the
Appendix.

RESULTS

- The. results'of the experimental: iaet6rmination of the'.gamna ray linear
attenuation coefficient gave a t. of.0.183 cm-l for the Brooks and Perkins

, sample and a ft of 0.193 cm'1 for the ORM .sample. For pure 2S aluminum, a
coefficient of 0.202 cm- 1 was obtained.

X-ray pictures'of the two samples are shown in Figures 5 through 8,
where B C particles are shown white.

.4 . .

-The results of the experimental determination of an
removal cross section are shown in Table I.

effective neutron
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K) TABLE I

Sample
* -1

E cm
removal

i/8" Brooks and Perkins

1/8" ORlL

1/4" Brooks and Perkins

. 1/41m ORXM

.. .. 15.6

14.7

.11.8

* -- .'11.3

The calculated removal cross section for the 1/8" ONM,
i1onte Carlo technique gave r of- 13.4 cm".

removal

sample using the

E for a homogeneous nixtiue of boron carbide and aluminum coh-
ta iinge I 4 C by volume is 18.9 cm .

* ISUSSIONJ a RESULTS AIU) CONCLUSIONS

Since the neutron attenuation experiments were not conducted in' "good
!ietry", the current does not fall off at an exponential 'rate given by
IOe D=. e This is due to the neutrons entering the boral at all different

al'~es; thus the average neutron will pass through an amount of boral greater
-than just the thickness, x. This is indicated in the results by a er eoval
for the 1/8" sample larger than that for a 1/4" sample. The first l/b"of
a boral sheet is clearly more effective in removing neutrons than the next
:1/8".' This effective removal cross secition, although it does not have.a
:precise physical significance may be used, however, to obtain an indication
*of neutron attenuation. A good estimate of the true thermal.neutron cross

n'may -be obtained by linear extrapolation of. the results of the .1/8" anj 1/4".
Lthick samples to zero thickness. This gives a -value of Z = 18.1 cm- for
'the. ORNL boral and E = 19.4 cm71 for the Brooks and Perkins samples, both in
-good agreement with the Z obtained by 'homogenization.

'The good' agreement between'the'experimentaI Zremoval of 14.7 and Monte'-
"Carlo calculated value of .13.4 cm- 1 for the 1/8". ORNL sample demonstrates
that these removal cross sections may be predicted fairly accurately' by this

- procedure. The Monte Carlo' type calculation has 'its disadvantages, however.,
*in.that it is tedious and time'consuming, and electronic'computers are of
.little' help. The measurement of ,c, the-distance a neutrons "sees", must be
determined visually.

Robert 0. Maak

*. . . . . Blynn E. Prince

>. . --Peter C. RekemeyerV)
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APPENDIX.

A. Angular Distribution of Neutrons from Thermal Column (6)

An -expression is derived below for F(-.f), the angular distribution of
neutrons from the top of the graphite thermal column. The derived distri- .

. bution should closely approximate the physical case, and. can be readily
applied in a hand Monte Carlo calculation (Appendix B).

The graphite thermal column is shown schematically in Figure 9. The.'
. boral sample is placed in close proximity to the top of the column and will

be assumed to be at w = 0. The thermal neutron flux in the column is well
represented by an exponential decrease in the'vertical direction and a cosine

. variation in the horizontal x, y plane (2). Since the center of the column
is several diffusion lengths from the x, y boundaries, leakage in these
directions will be neglected, i.e., the column is assumed infinite.in the'
x, y plane. Then,

Or O ~k w - (1)

where k is determined experimentally and 0 is the flux at the top
0.

of the.fuel region.

The scattering collision density in the graphite is,,

H(w) = £ 0E ekw collisions/cm3-sec (2)

Then the number of scattering collisions per see in the v6lume element,
dv, is sH() dv. If the scattering is assumed isotropic, .the scattered neutrons
fTill leave dV equally in all directions. The number crossing unit area of a
sphere of radius r about dV is:

.H(w)dV e~ neutrons/am -see (3)

* The corresponding number crossing unit area in the x, y plane' about the
* origin and moving in the direction _-L is given by multiplying (3) by cos 0.
Integration over the volume of the graphite results in the total outward neutron.
current S . : - : -:

..-

0 .*JV*,- 2 neutrons/cm -seec

If the neutron current were isotropic, the angular distribution
given by:

(4)

would be -

.F (:)i . ' )isotropic
*_ (neutrons -oer cmn2-see. moiszi te -('i)

2 -,

: . iet

. _ A= __ __ _ _ _, __ . _ _p _ _ . _ . x, . ..

ton and' per unit solid angle) . '
. . . . . .

. ..

- : . . . :
. . . . . . .

.. . . ....... . . .. .

. . . . . . ... .. .

. . . . . . . . ... .

. . , * ;

. . . : .. - . ..

... . . - . . - . .
* . .

. . . . .

. . . ..
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T The actual distribution from the column follows by writing the contribution to

: F(.l) from dV:

5

/

-I
I
i

II
[.

dF(QL ) e H(w) e cos 0
241r

* ?I. - -Wfl) dV
2;1D (6)

(neutrons per cm -sec from dV going in the
direction rL' per unit solid angle)

*2 2
In spherical coordinates dV r sinodo dO dx.dr r dr drL. Thus,

F(X I') fdr -dnL(w) e.£r cos

n- '

0 S (-rL ;- xl_ 1) (7)

The Dirac delta function has the property (1),

.S(r -rL') 0= =_ 5/

and
41 dr

(8)

(9)

where the integration variable -C_ ranges over Q '.

In spherical coordinates (9) becomes, .

Yfcc0os 0 - cos o')(0 - 0') sin a O -do= 1 . '(10)

Rewriting (7) explicitly, noting w= d - r ros Q'

(Ps( f2 . {d/cos 0*z0 .
.~ ,1,Yo.-r 'CosQ). .F .0, dGO r. - e S

. (11)
, . .

.,

cos6 Osin QS(cos Q - cos o')P(0- 0')

: . - . :

or,

.F(4 ')
( 2 ¶ ~ ( 1A ' r .0 k ( d - r i

. 0 . t .2 .

- . :

..

: . , ' ' . '
.

. .

,, . t v ....

. -. . J V - "'l)A- (O -- )

w

I.
..i
.1
I

where g = cos O

. .

. . . . . .

.

.

-

* _FE
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> er.

performing the integration ov~erarl

I - 0-a Hi 0 ( - - V ),F(0 -.0 ) (13)

* The integral over g.and 0 follows.from the definition.of the delta function (1),

F (.fl.)
z 0 e-E d/l -ed A

= s (e } - - _) 11e
(14).

* Equation (14) can
the parameters El

be further simplified by noting
kI, and d (Appendix D). .

the relative magnitudes of

Ld = 308 cmZ = 0.533. cm1 k 3 0.0312 cm 1

Thus, F(-a),*% .ill
comparison to the

be closely approximated by neglecting the first term in*.
second.

s o e~d CosF f2-) - F*8) = T2  E -k cos 0) (15)

*Note that F(i2 ) is independent of azimuth, as expected from symmetry consid-
erations.

:I
. I

. i-

.,

Consider next the neutrondistribution in poiar angle f(G). In the sub-
sequent application of the Monte Carlo method (Appendix B), interpretation of

.2.the following will be simplified-if use is made of probability density func-
tions (5). Define.f(x)dx as the probability that x lies in the interval dx
at x. Then f(x) is the probability density function for x. Let the interval
of x be.(-oo, +co). Since the point x must lie within the interval,

. f(x) dx -J-00
5,

e pt t t . .

.The probability that *k is between -oo, and xo i
. . .. .

P(x) j = ) f(X) dx
=-OD

The primed symbol
*- of this section.

. . I . ..

1.in the remainder.on the angular coordinates is dropped

.. I
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Qlt. is next shown that the neutron angular distributions can
)proibability 'density functions.

. F.(~) ._ . S..
.~~~ 0 tQ dn

be interpreted as

(16)

.Define the normalized distribution F'(!nL) by-

f r(a) dS Q -1:

- X -

.: I

(17)

thus,

0

F (L) .

f2 (gt )d\

(18)

* The denominator of Equation (18) is evaluated as
symmetry, dtl, - 27 Jsin 0 dO. Thus,

follows. From the aximuthal

27r

.Sr/2£

dab -s 2 e

0 8 7t
_la os 27sin do.

- _k Cos 0 7,:n,_l-i

" ' ' -' so r P dt

I £ -k

E .e.e. s

Equation (18) becomes, .

inELT- k (19)

r'(x..) F '(O)
3..

* 2.7r (L- lu ( L \ 3

, .. . * ............... .L .

*Cos. 0

E - IcCos 6 . (20) .

From the forci of. (17), F' (,l.:) can be interpreted as the .probability density
function (p.d.f.) for .r . The corresponding p.d.f. in polar angle 0 follows
from (17) -by noting,

' r I

.J
f(o) do -1 (21) - .

.. ~ I
I
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Revriting Equation (17),r _12

. ( F':S) d~ Q
) 277- - ' 0'

F'(Q) 27r sin 0 dO

Thus,

or,

f(O) n 27TF'(0 sin Q

1 Cos 0 sin 0
-N 2- k cos Q (25)

where N ( 2 ln( Ž ._k) '

In the application of the Monite Carlo method, the integrated
*.P(), is necessary.

(24)

probability curve,

. .o
T(g) = T dQ'S YO t I

= fW
cos 0' sin 0' dQ' .
E - R Cos O'

C1 os0) (Cos0s
in -. + (2v)

where the normalization factor, N., is given by Equation (24)

This curve'is .plotted in Figure 10for the parameters of the graphite column
I.:listed in Appendix D.

'-B. Moonte Carlo Procedure for Theoretical Determination of Neutron Attenuation
*y Boral (6)

A mathematical model is given below expressing the attenuation of thermal-
neutrons by a boral plate. It is then-showa how the.Monte Carlo procedure can
be applied to this model to obtain numerically the attenuation and effective
absorption cross section of Boral.

In Figure ila a thin absorbing foil is shown representing the indium..
exposed to the thermal neutrons from the column. .The saturated activity of
the foil per unit area, Z0 , is derived from first principles. The differential

* activity, dZ 0, from absorption of F(5L.) dAdQr. neutrons, which cross dA at A,
in the direction range drL. about is-
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dZo = F(a.) .(i. - - tr/ I ) d-. dA

. . .) /COS.r ; F(a ) U _ 'e ftcO ) dJ2d

(26)
YJ

JA

Since the foil is homogeneous, the 'integral.-over A will not affect.the
.result. This will not be true, however, for the case of a foil backed by the
heterogeneous boral plate (Figure llb). The differential foil activity, dZ,
is now given by.,

. heutrons crossing dA at \-robability oX Zrobability
dZ -A in the direction range)( penetrating Uof absorption)

* adn about XI- J plate by foil.'

Since the boron.carbide has-a large absorption cross section (£ =
.72.2 cm"1) (Appendix D)), the assumption is made that any neutrons scattering
-in the plate are changed in direction and effectively absorbed by the boron.
Let xb (JA,A) and ka(5 a A) be the respective thicknesses "seen" by a neutron

l crossing dA at A inpthe direction range dd)L at .Q.. The probability or
fraction of neutrons penetrating the plate is,

b
+Exa).

6.

-~a b
;xI.a A) is related to xp* (f2L_,A) by:

.p 
-

* .xa(I2,A) - tp/cos Q- xp(-Q .A)
p p A

dZ. F(

.then,

:ad the.

. - . `
: = .A ....

(27)

-~t/Cos0

.

average activity per .unit area induced in the. fol is-,

- af r d F(Jl)e~bXP(<>M1A)- (t/cos :-Qbp(JL,A)(ier9io_A .,&.e .A . '.M .

Z (.-l

O'.....-

. J ',:

'I J dA
. . C;WJ

. . 7., -
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_'Since the boron carbide paiticles are distributed in random sizes and positions.
dithin the aluminum matrix, analytical solution of this integral is not possible.
Instead, it is proposed to apply the .Monte Carlo procedure to obtain an approx-
.imate solution. Interpretation of the remainder of this section will be simpli-
* ,fied if Equation (28) is rewritten in terms of probability density functions

(Appendix A). Define:'

(A)1 1 '(29)

:0  .*

'.where A is the total area'of the plate- exposed to the neutron beam. Then,
0.

f g(A) dA 1u. (30)

.Thus g(A) is the probability density function in position A. Physically Equa- '
tion (29) states that the neutrons are randomly incident over the plate area,

,;-A . i.e., for one incident neutron-the probability g(A)dA of striking dA is
;.Ite fraction of the total area A , represented by dA..

From Appendix A, F(-dLL) is related to the probability distribution, f(Q)

. y ~.'. . .' . . (51i'! fo~~~~ff = ~~F(E=LL-atL '2 r r(o) sin 0 O..................... ' ... 3)

Vhere F(-f l) = F(o) ..

.Assuming'that, on the average, x is'indepeidett bt'azimuth, the
Integral (28) can now be rewritten: ' . - . the

.Z E i dof dA Z(GA) f(Q)g(A) dA (32) '

-.,-where; b: hr;.. bxp (OsA) -a(tpicos 6-xp (0,A))'- E ftf/cos 9
Z(A)u 0  .. (1-e ' ) (30)

In Equation (35), Z(OA) can We interpreted'as the foil 'activity per-unit-'.
darea induced by S neutrons per cm incident on the boral plate at A in the

.`.direction 0 The weighted average with respect to the'probability distributions
' ':in .@ and A, of the neutrons from the column gives the average foil activity per

-::.unit area.

The Monte Carlo.method consists in solving Equation (32) by sampling-of tbe

i , ~. . .
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X variables 0 and A: and studying the individual histories of the neutrons tra-'.
-'versing the plate. Let II be the total numn*er of histories.studied, and i be .
-t1he index for the ith sample-neutron. If Z is the estimate of Z obtained-from
-2this procedure.:

A

In the method of random selection of the variables 0i and A , decisions
- are made by means of random numbers. In this problem, random selection of A
. and an alternative method of systematic sampling of Qi was used.' It is shown'
' ..inppendix C'that use of the latter.method reduces the statistical variance
,of Z.' A description of the sampling procedure is given below.

. I.. I

5 - + .;

.. I
. 'I

. . .

*A random number, y, lying in the intervial (OL) is..a inuamber equally probable
'to'.lie at any point in'that interval. It is convenient to.restrict y to the

-particular interval (0,1). Thus y is. defined by the rectangular distribution
:,function:...''

.

0L y> I
-:d' -1 CZ y4 :!O

.(353 .
. .z ..

.gy) dy t= 1 (36)

In the method of random sampling, .the decision for the random
*.results from comparing the probability..that Q.lies between Q and (
-the probability that y lies between y and.y ..,+ dy;

*.f(0()dGe g(y) dy

8g(A)dA -'.g(y)dy

*'Then,
I

.

.:. 10 . 2 f(.)

*:f f(0)'d .. 1 , y) dy mI

Y . .

. . . . .

.... : ..

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

:

- :

* . . . :

. . .

.

. . . . . . ..

Si : . '.:
.: . :. .

1 dy al y

O

:

nm number y , ..
) +.dQ.to . .: .

: (37). .:s

* . ~(38) :: .

(:. ''ho) . .

- A-: A {Yi

,9(A) 'dOk -
.I

--8(y) dy ----: Y "'i. . .
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If the plate area, A . is normalized to unity, from Equation (29),

:.g(A) = g(y) ''

A i=y

(41) ' ' .

(42)
( 4 . ..

(43).. ' .:

.. -ternatively, if the total

A, - y1 AO

area is A ..

-; random selection is also used for Qi

.0 () -dQ -o P (0,.3 .:Y
oi ,

M .......-

:The alternative 'procedure of: syttenAtid selecticn of .G is described next.
.The'physical iuterpzretation is that.the-O Is are chosen at ihe midpoints of
.:small finite intervals which represent equal probability ranges for 0 from
-zero to 7:/2. The neutron history studied at 0 is assumed to be the average
history over the corresponding angular interval.i

:I4athimatically, 0i is selected according to the formula;

( 9i

*( it) .

* . 0

f(0) dO * i = 1, 2..... N ' . '(45)

In Figure 10, where the integrated probability curve'P(0) is shown,
:Equat ion 45 is interpreted graphically by dividing the total.probability

P(7rTT2) :1. f. .j(4Q) dO . .

* , . . . , ... . -

interv

. (46)

l:finto NI egual parts.
.56f the i interval

-.-'and tupper limits of

LPO. .
,, P .i -

0Q is read from the curve,
on the r (0) axis. Letting
the ithzangular. interval;

0U

iJ) J f(O) dQ

probability that'.

coyresponding to the midpoint
j and oiUrepresent the lower

1 .. ' . . .(47.)

L U
0 is betueen 0. and 0

... ., i j . ..i..

all

. I . . .

M .
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determined from Equation (45) -has the property Oi4 QiQ iU.
U

f (O) do (g'L. LQi V fr(Q) :do

Thus,

* (48)-

where it is assumed that N is large;

The.procedure for the Monte Carlo calculation. of Z is nowb-complete.
Rewriting Equation (26) in terms of f(O).

* zr/2

Z .r

J0

-£ t /Cos 0 '. .

S (1 - e ) f)(o)odo
0

(49)

.,:The thermal neutron atteunation-by the borai plate -isthe ratio of the
:.foil activities.

- 'Z ,(50).

where it is noted that the magnitude of the total neutron curr~ent S0.
..cancel from the result. The effect thermal absorption cross section
'given by,

will
LB is..

* I

: I

II

II

r!

E*t
R '= e (51)

..:C).tiaysis of Variance (6) . . .

.:In this se~tion a discussion is given of the accuracy of the Monte Carlo
. caTulation of Z. .Ihe reason for the use of systematic sampling of 0 is

*..-hown by proving that the procedure Vill reduce the variance of'z..

* .....'he variance offa asingle estimate.,of.-Z, obtained from N neutron his-
ztoXiess, ,is given by; .

2' Z2 _2E + -_2
,, ,N ... N -2z. - .1

. .z2:_ -z2
... . . . 'Z .. .

.S ine the true value of Z
. variance. is given by,,

... . .

: . . . .-- .- :
.. . ..

* :
.. . .. .....

cannot be known accurately,.the best estimate

' . " ' ., ''.
.

. . . .

(52). .

. .. .. I

. I

o he -.. .,

.I

. I

. . . .

: .....

* .

.

,:

: :

. ' . I
. . .1
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K> NT25 -26 '. .

2 2:':

* i~ . 'i-l _ : ' - ' *(53'* - . '.

where a is the standard deviation of thie'calculated value Z...'

*Spoe the variables 9 and A'are selected randomly. iLetZ Zbe the'estimate
of Z obtained-from this procedure. ..- .

. Zi (O.Ai,' (54

snd = N1 -

5)

)

)

NJJ (QA)_

Define.the conditional.average,

* (J = £ Z(Q,A) g(A) dA
*Verbali, z(jo) is the average value
..quantity to the bracketed term under

f(6) g(A) dO dA .(56)

\ (5
I .. .

of Z given O. Add and subtract this'
the integral of Equation (56). ..

7)

O _ _ a, _ _ _ _ 8

N--I 2 i) g(A) dl dL

::Algebracially expanding the bracketed term, ... . :'f,.'

, , [z(GA)-2' 'z-(Zj)+( (o)zJo-)(to'z

.'(58) :

(59)

(60)

0i9) be~coues,

(6i)

= z ~ j o ) z z * ( j o 2

Upon integration over A, noting the definition.of

+ z( so)z ::

Z(joj, Equation (5

( : 2 + )Z. IM 0

I The factor. N- 1 eliminates small sample

.. I

bias'. ....

. .. 1 . . .
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Hence,

V ' ffg z(a 2 + (jo) _ EjG f(o) g(A) do dA (62)

. ..I -.

* VJ(Jo) J2 2 (65)

Consider next the case where O9is sampled systematically and Ai is randomly
.selected. Let the estimate of Z obtained by this procedure be Z2;

2 N z2 (oA2).

The average value.of Z2 is given as;

12 E1Z(0A)-(A)dA

.. N

. itl

. .((M

where the- averaging is'only done over.the variable A, since the 0 -values are
.fixed. The variance is given by:

N . 2

- V2 > (Z2 - 22.; ,j * ii - (o-

* .; ~. { 1 2iAi) z si 1 J)

(65).

I1

'-V

- z(.i12
i e [EZ . 3

.

..

* ': . .: . .
. ..

. . .

.. . . . . . .

.. . . .

..

- . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . . . .

. . . .

since alL the.cross terms
. .

. . .

.. . . .

. . . .

. .. (66)

*:The suzmation sign can be. taken outside.the average,
*;will cancel when averaged. Thus:

:V
2

e i l. i)

I .. . .. I
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j 'From Appendix B; ,..

.1 -. 4I £(o) *ao

:.Hence,.

.,U 9f(3 ) f (o) dQ ~V(jg)

By comparing Equation (68) to (63)., it -is--seen
*ireduced if 0 is selected systematically.

.(67).-

,variance vill betbat the

.Db) N-uclear. .Constants

. TABLE I

GROSS SECTIONS

- I

. -i
I
I

X:--lement

* Aluminum

.- Boron

'Carbon

*2.B oron Carbide

Ahbsorption''Cross
Sec~tion at 2200

rn/sec (3)
2 +2WT

(cm XO )0
-0.230 .

0. 90032.-

Aveirage Thermal
Scattering

Cross Section

4.-8

cm1

Density .(7)
(gms/cnP3)

IMaeroscop'ic
Total Thermala
Cross Section0

0.096

0.5355

*72.2

nTdium *.145b

Tbermal -column characteristics

- k -6 *0.031L

2.45 (4).

iW~ithi cknel

**.. d. = 308.6 cm

t . 0.:0127 cmtf

averaged.All thermal absorption cros ssectionms are

½Activation 'cross section f Ot 54.1 minute.

I .,

Maxwe 11-B oltzma~nn

Indium'116.:

.1
...

I
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* (1) Procedure

*Photomicrographs were taken of the -olished cross section of a 1/8" ORNL
h.boral plate. A single frame from the total field scanned is shown in Figure 1.
The magnification used was 75X. To obtain'a field of the total cross sectional.
.area, including the aluminum cladding, single frames were taken-of overlapping
sections, trimmed, and joined together. This resulted in a large photograph,
representing a total field of 1/8" x 1/4". A 0.01 mm scale was then photo-
.graphed at the same magnification and superimposed across the top of the
*picture, i.e., the top surface of the'aluminum cladding. In this way,,length
measurements could be made directly in terms of the actual dimensions of the
plate and the boron carbide particles. The total length of the top surface
.:-was 0.60 cm, scaled in units of 0.01 mm.

. . ,

. .

. . .

.

,

. .

. .

. .

.

: ' ...

.. . .

. . . .

The neutron histories were studiecd individually by laying a straightedge
*..tciross the picture, with origin at Ai, measured from one end of the top scale,
..and inclined at the angle 0i from the normal to the top surface. In selecting

.:.A , use was made of a table of random numbers, generated on Oracle. The
E.sampling of A aiid 0 is illustrated in the calculation of Z1 below. The
'thickness xb '_.QAi) of boron carbide, "seen" by the neutron, was measured-.
-'along the straightedge using the magnified scale.

For each angle O., paths clockwise and counterclockwise from the normal
a Vwere'taken and the corresponding distances in.B 4C were averaged. Whenever

..edge effects were eb:countered, the point where the neutron path left the.side
.-of the film was extrapolated to the opposite side and the path was continued
*':~at.the same angle. .. . i

(2) _Calculations
:

z.
* .. ... . .

The first random nuwber used was

*' 'D.6 x .. 508600678-

0 'is obtained from Figure 10.

.0.0 .

0.508600678. :

4O.3051660W68 - .0 .05 c]

I . =0 .105

The values of b
.p

radians - 6.0o

obtained from the

. . .

- . . . .- .a.. . , * . -'Jim

,. .. ... *. * .. 'l
.. ., . . .. : i

* ... .... . . : -. I

. . . * .

. . . ... .: . , - .

. . . . .

m'-' - . -. ; :.
* - .... :. 1

.

: . .. . ... X

.,- . :. .. . : . ' a
. . . . . .

. . .. ..

. : :
* . - . . .... ..... ...

: .. :

. . : : . .

* :
.

.. . .

.. . .

. . .

. ..

. . .

N * . .
. . . . . .

s

* . .
* . .. . .

. -. :: ,' .,
. . . . . . N

.. *

. .

! . .... .. : .

. . . . .. . . .. .

. . . . .. *- *. a@-.
. .

. . . .

.: !
. . . . .

.photograph were:

K> '
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*b
x (+Q1 ,A1 ) 0.027 cm

bbP ( 9,A 1 ) o. o34 c'm

xp (-C)I~l) n0.0307 m.0.005cm
p

The plate thickness measured from the microphotograph was,

t .. 326 cm
p

:Substituting the cross sections and foil thickness given-in Appendix D,

Z 0.006561 ..

Z..

-Similar. sampiing of 100.neutron histories gave-the following results:

.100
z z (9yaAi) . 0.106

,j 00F y 'Z (9iAi 8.34 .x -10 4. . -

- z E i 0.001636
iul 1300

Iil

* = 5.7nxio-8~ ' '. . '.' ''g '

- a c iJF= 2.39.x 10-4 . .;: ; .. ,.. ; ..

Z O .00164# + 0.000224 . '. * .-.

'V :

.-.he setivation 0-f the foil without the boral plate uas obtained by numerical
*inte~gration of'Equation (26), using the parameters 'isted in Appendix D ........................................

: ',.,'"
, . . . 2

K>R
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R:

(o.164 + ¢.024) x 102

0.1085

(1.51 + 0.22) x 10-2

R te = 1.51 +0'O.22

13.4 cm- 1

.F) Nomenclature

A = Total area of plate-.exposed to neutron flux. '
0

.dA = Differential area element.

:'dv = Differential'volume element.

* a Height of thermal column.

X ': F = Neutron angular distribution function 'JF(-O-) is the number.of neutrons .
from the thermal column, per unit surface area, moving in the direction
. .L per unit solid angle.

= .'Probability density function in.-neutron direction.

- ;P(A),f(x) robability density function in neutron incident position.

= Scattering collision density.

-Experimentally determined neutron attenuation -coefficient in .thermal column.

:N- Total number of histories studied.

'P(o) = Integrated probability distribution. . .. . ' '. .

' Total outward neutron current from -thermal -column. . .

* t' Thickness of boral plate. . .
p

tf = Thickness of indium foil.

(...x2..T,A) = Thickness of boron carbide "seen" by a neutron going in the
direction -_- from the thermal column and incident at position .

.A on the surface of the boral plate. . . . - .
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;',V V ariance.

= Activity of indium foil per unit surface area with foil exposed to direct
flux from column.

Average activity of indium foil per unit surface area with foil shielded
by boral.plate.

Z -= Monte Carlo estimate of Z.

0 _ Angle between neutron velocity and v-axis.

--L = Unit vector in direction of the neutron velocity.

.= Macroscopic total thermal cross section for graphite.

- Macroscopic scattering cross section.for graphite.

.b= Macroscopic total thermal cross section for boron carkb

.:.£ ] R!acroscopic'total thermal cross section for aluminum.
*a

-L.E 'YMacroscopic total thermal.cross section for indium.

* c = Standard deviation of calculated value of Z.

'Thermal neutron flux at any point x, y, .

Thermal neutron flux at base of thermal column..

Cos.

p =* Linear gamma ray attenuation coefficient.

-( 01) Dirac.delta function.

Lde.

. I.
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ABSTRACT

Shields that consist of randomly distributed absorbing chunks in a

relatively transparent matrix must contain a.greater mass of absorber than

homogeneous shields which provide the same attenuation. This is the result

of radiation "channeling" between the absorbing chunks. Channeling is

particularly important for heterogeneous materials when the mean free path

for absorption is comparable to the chunk size. A newly developed method

for calculating the transmission of radiation through such heterogeneous

shields is described. The numerical results of a calculation of the

transmission of thermal neutrons by boral (a B4C-Al mixture) are given,

including the effects of energy and angular distributions on the

predicted attenuation. The calculated results are in reasonable agree-

ment with available experimental results.
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!INTRCUCTION

One material commonly used as a thermal-neutron shield is boral, 1-3 a

heterogeneous mixture of commercial-grade boron carbide and aluminum sand-

wiched between aluminum plates. The total sandwich is usually rolled to

a thickness of 1/8 or 1,/4 in. Since the Wixture is not uniform, aluminum-

filled regions exist between the chunks of B C in the B C-Al melt. This

is apparent in the Dark Field Illuminated Photomicrograph of a sample of

the melt in Fig. 1. The dark chunks are B 4C and the light background is

aluminum. Dhe B)3 C is, ol' course, the attenuating material, and, in order

to use boral to ca optimum advantage, it is necessary to heve a qualitative

understanding of the effects of the BhC size and distribution on the thermal-

neutron transmission. The sane is true of any other heterogeneous shield

material which consists of "randomly distributed." chtwns.

A first approximation of the transmission of a heterogeneous material

may be obttaine5 by ass-ming that the absorb4ng material is uniformly dis-

tributed instead of heterogeneously distributed and using the conventional

theory for honogeneous materials, providing thre density of the material

used in the calculation is reduced to account for the voids. This "reduced

density" is simrly

(reduced aensity) = (true absorbing material density) X V (1)

where V is the -iolume fraction occuuied by the absorbing material. This ap-

proxina'tion will lead to a lorer limit for the actUal transmission since

nonuniformity. in the material will tend to augment the transmission. The

importance of this effect has been demonstrated by experiments which have

1. V. L. Mc.inney end T. Rockwell, III, Boral: *A Wev Thermal Neutron
Shield, ORNJ,242 (1949).

2. A. S. Kitzes and W. 0. Hull-ings, Boral: A 'New Thermal Neutron Shield,
*Supjlement 1, ORqLM-981 (1951).

3. J. R. Smolen, Q5rntCF-56-6-l63.(7956) (Classifiedj.
4. R. 0. M4aak, B. E.Prince, and P. C. Rekemeyer, Boral Radiation Attenuation

Characteristics, MIT Enginee:.ing Practice School, KT-251 (1955).

.. 1
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shown that the transmission of thermal neutrons through 1/8-in.-thick boral

is much greater (as much as a factor of 40) than the transmission indicated

- by a homogeneous calculation. Therefore, some other method must be used

for computing the transmission through materials such as boral.*

In principle, the transmission of radiation through nonuniform

heterogeneous materials may be calculated if the location of the absorbing

parts of the material is known. If scattering is neglected, the trans-

mission through a slab of material consisting of a distribution of chunk

sizes is given by:
t

T P P(x, t)T (x)dx (2)

0

where

P(x,t)dx = fraction of rays which encounter a thickness of absorbing

material between x and x + dx in traversing a total thick-

ness t of material,

ai T(X) = fraction of radiation transmitted through a chunk of

material of thickness x.

P(x,t) has been calculated for simple geometric shapes with various
Mury5 J.A cenn 6

orientations (including random) by F. H. Murray, J. A. McLennah, and

P. A. M. Dirac. Dirac also developed a general theory for nonuniform media

consisting of arbitrarily shaped chunks. r(x) may be calculated from the

existing theory for the transmission of radiation through homogeneous materials.

*The absorption of dilute mixtures of strongly absorbing chunks was treated by
RI. Hurwitz and P. F. Zweifel, Nuclear Sci. Eng. 1, 438 (1956), but their
formulation would not apply for a mixture as concentrated as boral.

5. F. H. Murray, Fast Effects, Self-Absorption, Fluctuation of Ion Chamber
Reading and the Statistical Distribution of Chord Lengths in Finite
Bodies CP-G-2922 (1945).

6. J. A. McLennan, APEX-197 (1955) (classified).
7. P. A. M. Dirac, Akproximate Rate of Neutron Multiplication for a Solid

Arbitrary Shape and Uniform Density, British Report MS-D-5 (n.d.).

*z#wor 't - . .z, .' . .~ ~~.-- -. ,--. E .*
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| N. M. Smith8 considered the case of randomly distributed chunks from

| another viewpoint. He assumed a hypothetical chunk which is physically

similar to actual chunks but mathematically simpler to deal with. The

statistical distribution of the thickness of his hypothetical chunk material

is shown in Fig. 2 for a 20-cm-thick slab having two-thirds of its volume

occupied by chunks which have an average diameter of about 3 cm. T(x) is

also shown in Fig. 2 for exponential attenuation with an attenuation length

of 2 cm. It is obvious that the over-all trainsmission is much greater than

it would be in the homogeneous case., in which all the rays pass through

(2/3) x 20 cm of material. In other words,, the rays which statistically

penetrate less than the average material thickness control the over-all

transmission when the transmission r(x) of a chunk is much less than unity.

This geometrical channeling of rays between chunks is known as the "channeling

effect."
9.

R. R. Coveyou has suggested a model to calculate the approximate trans-

_ 2) mission of radiation through materials in which the channeling effect is

} important. The material is considered to be divided into layers that have

a thickness characteristic of the size of the chunks. Each layer is analogous

to a sieve made from attenuating material. Part of the radiation may pass

l unattenuated through the holes between the chunk material in a given layer.,

and the rest must pass attenuated through the chunk material. The holes in

the layers are assumed to be located statistically independent of holes in

adjacent layers so that the over-all transmission is the product of the trans-

mission of each layer. As the chunks are made more attenuating, the radiation

passing through the holes between-the chunks becomes more important.

In the discussion that follows a method of calculation based on the

Coveyou model is presented. The model itself is first discussed and then

8. N. M. Smith, Transmission and Scattering of Radiation in Random Aggregates ,
of Pebbles, CNI,21y Revis~e d7 ndd.J 4

9. RR.Coveyou, Oak Ridge National Laboratory., private communication. X4
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extended to include a distribution of various chunk sizes and materials. For

simplicity, it is first assumed that the neutron radiation is monoenergetic

and normally incident on the face of a plane slab. Exponential attenuation

in the chunk material is assumed. The results are then extended to remove

these restrictions. An attempt is made at all stages of the development to

provide an insight into the relations between transmission and the physical

parameters of the chunks involved, and approximations that clarify these

relations are emphasized. Scattering is not considered in the calculation.

The applicability of the proposed method is demonstrated in the last two

sections of the report in which the transmission of thermal neutrons through

a 1/8-in. thickness of boral is calculated, and the results are compared with

the transmission indicated by experiments.

I. HETHCD OF CAlCUlATION

Formulas .for Materials with Single-Sized Right Cylindrical Chunks

The transmission through a slab consisting of a "random distribution"

of single-sized chunks is computed first because of its simplicity. It is

assumed that the chunks are right cylinders (cubes, circular cylinders, etc.)

with their generators normal to the surface of the slab. Right cylindrical

chunks are chosen because it makes the division into layers easy and because

a ray that passes through a normally oriented right cylinder always passes

through a chunk thickness equal to the cylinder height.

The concept of "random distribution" may be clarified by describing an

artificial procedure which yields such a distribution. Randomly selected

coordinates (in the desired region) are picked for each chunk in the distribu-

tion. If this selection causes two or more chunks to overlap, the selection

is rejected and another random assignment is made. Eventually, a selection

will be found vhich is physically realizable. In the simple case of identical

cubic chunks, any volume fraction -up to unity may be obtained in this manner, '

although it will require a large number of trials to achieve a realizable '

distribution as the volume fraction approaches unity.
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.> Chunks which are dumped into a container with no preference as to order

or arrangement can be thought of as "randomly packed" chunks as opposed to

"randomly distributed" chunks. Randomly packed chunks are usually in intimate

contact with at'.least two neighboring chunks, whereas randomly distributed
chunks are not likely to be in contact. If spheres are distributed within

a container in the most compact manner, it is possible to obtain volume

fractions of 0.74. If the spheres are dumped into the container so that

they are "randomly packed," experimental volume fractions of about 0.5 to.

0.6 are obtained, depending on the speed and uniformity of pouring, the

conditions of the surface of the spheres, etc.

As the actual volume fraction of a distribution of chunks..increases,

the packing tends to make the material thickness distribution (Fig. 2) less

skewed, i.e., with smaller variation in material thickness penetrations.

Packing thus causes the over-all transmission to be smaller than that calculated

by assuming a random distribution. However, the true transmission will always

be bracketed between the random distribution value and the reduced density

value. Materials which consist of discrete chunks which are separated by a

'vehicular medium so that the chunks are not in intimate contact with neighbor-

ing chunks are well represented by a "random distribution." Packing becomes

a consideration when the volume fraction begins to approach the maximum

experimental volume fraction which is about 0.5 for single-sized chunks that

are not too different from spheres or cubes. Even when the chunks are

closely packed, the randomly distributed transmission is expected to be

closer to the true over-all average transmission than the reduced density

transmission.

'With a randomly distributed mixture of chunks, the transmission may

vary statistically over the surface of a material, being unity over a small

area (where there is an alignment of voids) and being much smaller than

average (where there is an alignment of chunks). The variations are usually

on a scale comparable with the attenuation of a single chunk.. so that this

effect is seldom noticed in practical experiments. If a slab were very thick,

however, this effect would become more noticeable.
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The slab is considered to be divided into an integral number (N) of

layers of thickness (A) equal to the height of a cylinder of absorbing

material. This division is made by translating the cylinders vertically

(see Fig. 3) so that the center of a cylinder is moved to the center of the

layer in which it falls. Allowing chunks to protrude beyond the surface is

a fairly good approximation to chunks mixed in a binder if no effort is made

to level off the surfaces after curing. If the chunks are mixed in a die

under pressure, then no chunks will penetrate the surface. This distinction

can be taken into account by noting that those chunks which protrude from

the surface have their centers located within 4/2 of the surface. Thus,

the apparent boundary of the slab is located a distance A/2 inside the real

boundary. The method is developed for chunks which may protrude but is

applicable for chunks which do not protrude if the "reduced thickness" is

used, thus accounting for the apparent boundary at such a surface being

A/2 inside the slab.

The transmission through a slab divided in this manner is the same as

the transmission through the undivided slab since every normally incident

ray sees the same thickness of chunk material in either case (as may be seen

in Fig. 3). The probability that a given ray will encounter exactly n chunks

is given by Bernoulli's binomial distribution:

P = Vn(l V)N-n CN C; N= (3)n n n (N -n)!n!

where

V = probability that a ray will encounter a chunk in passing through

a layer (the volume fraction of chunks),

V = probability that n chunks will be encountered in n specified layers,

(1 _v) = probability that the rest of the layers are not occupied by other

chunks,

= number of combinations of N things taken n at a time and is equaln
to the number of ways in which the n specified layers could be

-selected from N layers.

I
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If exponential attenuation in the chunk material is assumed, then the

probability that a given ray penetrates the slab is:

- En 6
T(n) = e (4)

where

=_ linear attenuation coefficient for the chunk material,

n = number of chunks encountered,

A = height of a chunk,

n A = total chunk material thickness along this ray.

The over-all average transmission for the slab is:

. N

T=Z PnT(n) (5)
n=o

-<2) .N

=2 1 V(l -V)Nn CNe

n=o

By the binomial theorem, this may be written as:

N

T CN(Ve ) (I _ V)n (6)

n=o

=[Ve + 1I V

Equation 6 has a simple physical interpretation which could have given

Eq. 6 at once. Since V is the probability that a ray will encounter a chunk

at a given layer, (1 - V) is the probability that a ray will miss the chunks

in a layer. Ve is the probability that those rays that hit a chunk will

penetrate the layer. Thus the quantity in brackets is Just the average i
transmission through, one layer. Since the chunks are randomly distributed.,
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each layer acts independently and the over-all average transmission T is the

product of the transmission of all R sublayers. Equation 6 was derived with

the assumption that there was an integral number of layers in the slab. When

) I there is a fractional number of layers, Eq. 6 is still approximately correct

since the transmission of such a slab will uniformly decrease as its thick-

ness increases (if the volume fraction of chunks is kept constant), in

agreement with the behavior of the equation.

Equation 6 may be written as:

teln [Vee + 1 - VI
T = e 7

) This suggests the concept of an effective linear attenuation coefficient

defined by:

-Vz t
T = e eff (8)

Comparing Eq. 7 with Eq. 8 shows that:

-in [ve + 1 -VI

eff v l)

-1n [1 - V(1 -e )

VA

Equation 9 may be expanded in a series:

k |( e r f I V21 -VA (10)eff VA2 VA.

1 For small values of V(1 - e ), Eq. 10 reduces to

K> ~ . * , , . . -. : s~-~~~ :. , . . .
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efe_Feff ^ if LAt 1
A

ta if £ >> 1 (1

Equation 11 provides a valuable insight into the variation of the efficiency

of a chunk with its size. The transmission approaches the reduced density

value as the chunks become small or less opaque. The transmission of opaque

chunks depends only on A since the radiation that penetrates the slab
channels around the chunks instead of penetrating them.

The case of opaque chunks is of special interest since it represents

the extreme case where all the transmitted radiation channels through the

slab. An opportunity to penetrate the slab exists only when the void spaces

between chunks are lined up so that there is. a direct path through the

slab. In this case Eq. 6 becomes:

T = (1 - V) t/L (12)

If V is small, this can be approximated by:

| ~T e-tVE(

It is interesting to note that the Poisson distribution function for the

probability of straight paths through the slab encountering no chunks,

which is only strictly valid when V .<4 1 and N .> > n >. 1, gives the

same answer for this approximation.

Formulas for Materials with Right Cylindrical Chunks of Multiple Sizes

The above treatment of a single chunk size is now extended to include

more than one chunk size or material. For two different sized chunks, a

division is made into layers and sublayers characteristic of the larger

chunks and smaller chunks, respectively. The transmission of a layer is
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then found as before except that Eq. 6 is used to determine the transmission

of the area between the large chunks. It is shown that the large chunks

crowd the smaller ones together and hence the effectiveness of small chunks

L) depends on the volume occupied by larger ones. The effective attenuation

cannot be expressed simply as was the case for single-sized chunks, but it

Byis possible to approximate the effective volume fraction in certain limiting

I cases.

ie It is assumed first that the chunk distribution is made up of two dif-

ferent sized cylinders (see Fig. 4) with heights A and A2 with1 2
A. 1 A . In deriving the apnroximate result it is essuied that A is a
1 2 1

multiple of !nL. 2 Me volume fraction of the A1 chunk is V d and the volume

, fraction of the A chunk is V . The corresponding ettenuation coefficients
2 2

es are Z1 and H,. The division of the chunks into sublayers is carried out
by further dividing the layers into sublayers as shown in Fig. 4.

* Each large (A 1 ) chunk is translated vertically so that it lies in

the layer in which its center ias formerly located, just as in the division of

* the single chunk size illustrated in Fig. 3. The small chunks are then

translated so that each one lies in the suDlayer in which its center was

i formerly located. Occasionally a small chunk should go into a sublayer

i which is occupied by a large chunk (see the cross-hatched small chunks in

3) | Fig. 4). In this case, the small chunk is translated vertical-ly and inserted

at random in some vacant spot. Thus, the original randcm distribution is

divided into layers which are statistically independent of one another and

the over-all slab transmission T can be fouand if the average transmission of

one layer is known.

The transmission T of a single layer is given by an extension of

Eq. 4.

T - 1 1  [V 2 e V (1 2
Ts = Ve + (1 - 21 1-Y + 1 2 1J(4

m r- Ad 1 .;
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The first term is the transmission through the larger chunks. The second

term is the transmission through the rest of the layer. This second term

is identical in Eq. 6 except that the volume fraction of smaller chunks is

adjusted to account for the space occupied by the larger chunks. For a given

volume fraction of small chunks, the density is larger if there are large

chunks present, since the total volume available for the smal] chunks is

less. The volume available to the smaller chunks is 1 - V1 so that V2 must

be multiplied by 1/(l - V1 ) to account for the effect of the larger chunks.

The over-all transmission of the slab is then:

En
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T = V Ie + (l. - Y 1 [2 - V

t/A4

V ,
+ 1 - 1 - V (15)

This formula is applicable to chunks of different materials.

For more than two chunk sizes or materials, the above argument is ex-

tended to consider that sub-sublayers contain the next smaller A 3 chunks,

etc. For three chunk sizes (with LA 1 = A2 A A 3)

T ={Vle 1+ ( - VI)
+ [1 - 1 - Vl - V2

t/A 1

+ 1 (16)

The extension to an arbitrary number of chunk sizes is evident. The general

formula (with A1  A2 * ~ n is

A.. . .. 2. ; i..

Iw;- ": I
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T =Vle .1 + (1 - V1) (V2 2 + [1 V2 v L..... (1 n-i

n-t n + 1 -A 2 /A )Al/ O 2j /3 1/ 2 17)X Vne n + 1 nJ ..... (17

V is the volume fraction adjusted for the displacement of all larger chunks.

The volume occupied by the chunks larger than the ith chunk is

(-v1 -V 2  -* Vi 1) hence:

V

Vi i-v1 - V2 . ..... Vi-l (18)

V, is the same as V1 since there are no chunks with A ,> A - Equation 17
1 i

may be used to approximate a continuous distribution by choosing a sufficient

number of discrete sizes in accord with the distribution. The smallest chunk

size may be allowed to go. to zero, so that in the limit, the equation is

applicable to chunks distributed in a uniformly absorbing medium. In this

case, the last bracket in Eq. U1 becomes:

nalim V e n + Vn n n- (19)

It is desirable to find an effective value of the attenuation coefficient

which indicates the effect of the chunk size distribution on the effectiveness

of a particle of a given size. In general, the effectiveness of a chunk of

a given size depends on the parameters of all the other chunk sizes, but

for certain limiting cases, the effective attenuation can be simply obtained

as follows:

I. For all chunks opaque 'iit 71 fOr all i) ,
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[y Ln(l - v) + - ln(l - V2) + (20a)
2 2 (20a)T = e

II. For all chunks almost transparent (PiA , -4 1 for all 9L7)

-(v1 1 + v2 2 + ... )t
T= e1122 (20b)

III. For first m chunks opaque and all others almost transparent,

I
18) I

I,
17 j

:ient I

:hunk i

v19)

[T1T = e

ln(l - v*) + ..- + L ln(i - V*) -
1I Lm m vm+1 Ym+l - - t

(20c)

where

Vi = v / [1 - (volume fraction of all opaque chunks with A

IV. For total volume fraction of all chunk sizes '- 1,

e Li - eA1
T = e

21 - e 2 4
2 A2

+ ... ] t

(20d)

All the above limiting cases can be collectively expressed by:

-[V 1 + V2 2 + ... ] tT =e
icient

veness

of

ined

(21)

where

* V,
Z, A *

iJ

and Vi = vi/ [1 - (volume fraction of all opaque chunks with A > a L)j

.4' .�v;..
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Note that is the same as z efI for the single chunk size distribution

as given by Eq. 9. The physical significance of this result is that the

transmission may be approximated in the limiting cases above by the product

of the transmissions of separate layers containing a single chunk size if

the volume fraction of the chunk in the layer is corrected for the volume

occupied by larger opaque chunks in the slab. Each term of the exponent

in Eq. 21 gives the-transmission of one layer. When none of the approxima-

tions are valid, Eq. 21 gives a transmission which is too small since it

ignores the voids which should be present in a layer when the larger chunks

are separated out. In these cases, Eq. 17 must be used but the approximate

Eq. 21 still is useful in qualitatively interpreting the effect of changing

the chunk size distribution.

Formulas for Materials with Arbitrary Chunk Shapes

The discussion has thus far been restricted to aligned cylinders

because of the simple formulas that resulted. The results can be extended

in an approximate way to arbitrarily shaped chunks with random orientation

by replacing (1 - e 2)A) in the simple formula by F, which represents the

absorption of a single chunk averaged over all orientations, and replacing

the layer thickness A by-A , the average chunk thickness. A theorem due to
10Gauss shows that for chunks with no concavities,

AX (22)S.

where v is the volume of chunk and S is the total surface area of chunk. F

is related to the collision probability P which is tabulated in Ref. 10 for *

c
many shapes of chunks, i.e.,

F =AZ(1 - Pc) (23)
c

10. K. M. Case, F. de Hoffmann, and G. Placzek, Introduction to the Theory
of Neutron Diffusion, Vol. I, Section 10, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
'port, Superintendent of Documents (1953).

'I
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) For large chunks (A> > 1) with smooth edges (Ref. 10),

2

ct F [= 1 ( ) I (24)

2 /
where 0 ( .)means terms of the order of magnitude of

a- /
For large chunks with irregular edges,

ks

te
ng F = 1-0 1 (25)

For small chunks ( 4 1),

d F = (1-_ a2 ) (26)

in

where a is a parameter- 0.5 for spheres. For spheres (Ref. 10)

F= 2 (2rZ) - 1 + (1 + 2rZ ee r (27)

22) In terms of F, Eq. 6 for single-sized aligned chunks becomes:

F T= 1 - VFJ (28)
for

The extension to several different types of chunks is straightforward and

25)

)rY
,ratory

†..
_. ... . .... . ..... .. ,-:..,.-t-,:^....... . - .:.~. : . . ...- . . . .

s'' , ,'.'-'.' .'-. : ''.' ..
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T ={l -FI) + (I V') (V(1 -F) [1-V -a

ln-ln 2/5)1/? 1 t/2.

-(1 -V 1){Vi(1-Fn) +l1 Vn } / J - (29) i,

in analogy with Eq. 17 for aligned cylinders. The generalized form of Eq. 21 ij

remains:

T e[ I + V2 2 + *-]t- Fv* 1*+
T Lei 22(30)

where now V = v/1l - (volume fraction of all opaque chunks with A> Ai)

i i/Lh

Formulas Including Energy and Angular Distributions

All the above discussion assumes a constant linear attenuation coef-

ficient. This assumption is not valid in those cases for which the angular

distribution is not collimated and spectrum hardening effects occur. If

the chunks are randomly oriented, there will be no preferred direction of

transmission in the slab. The transmission for incidence at the angle e may

therefore be calculated by replacing the thickness t by the slant penetration

t/cose in the previous formulas. Then the above formulas may be used to

compute the transmission for a single entrance angle and energy and the result

integrated in accordance with the prescribed neutron distributions. In

general, the transmission including the effects of energy spectra and angular

distribution is given by:



I

. (29)

q. 21

(30)

)31

21

Co o/2

T(t) = T(t/cosOE)O(E) +9(e)dedE

o o

where

T(t/cosOE) = transmission for a given angle and energy,

0(E) = effective neutron spectral function,
Y( e) = angular distribution function.

For normal incidence, Eq. 32 simplifies to:

co

T(t) =7' t:)(Ed
0

(32)

(33)

For isotropic incidence, Eq. 32 becomes

co

T(t) = E2 (-ln T(t.E)) (E)dE (flux detector)

0

(34a)

alar

may

antion

result

agular

ao

= 2 E3 (-ln T(tE)) 0(E)dE (current detector)

0

(34b)

ihere the neutron spectral function is (for a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution):

0(E) = 4 3E e-'/KT (for 1/v detector) (35a)

0(E) = E eEIYT(KT)2 (for constant efficiency detector) (35b)

KU

SL�4A±tqF�aRp�SS.� - . .

... ,.- *%. '7 ' :' ' ' .. . . ., t.:. - . -:' .
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22.

The functions E2 and E are the standard exponential integrals.

II. CALCULATION OF NEU= ON TRANSMISSION THROUGH BORAL

The foregoing method has been used to compute the transmission of neutrons

through boral. For the calculation it was assumed that the boral sandwich was

rolled to a thickness of 1/8 in. and that the thickness of the B4 C-Al mixture

was 0.085 in. with 40 vol% boron carbide. This resulted in an over-all

volume fraction of approximately 25% for the absorbing chunks, which were

assumed to be spherical in shape. The chunks were first considered to be

of 11 different sizes between 20 and 100 mesh (this size distribution was

taken from Ref. 12), however, it was found that assuming only four sizes

gave approximately the same results, and only four groups were used there-

after. The four groups were as follows:

Size Avg. Particle t = )r
Mesh Diameter (in.) (in.) Vol%

20-30 0.038 0.0253 17.0

36-46 0.024 0.0160 11.0

60-70 0.016 0.0107 6.o

80-120 0.009 o.0o60 6.o

40.0

The transmission calculated by this method for normally incident

220Q-m/sec (0.0253-ev) neutrons through 1/8-in.-thick.boral was 0.076.

This is to be compared with a transmission of 0.0015 calculated for normally

incident 2200-m/sec neutrons by the homogeneous approximation.

The transmission of normally incident neutrons through a 1/8-in.-thick

boral shield as a function of energy is shown in Fig. 5, along with the

11. Case, de Roffman, and Placzek, op. cit., Appendix A.
12. A Handbook on Boron Carbide Elemental Boron, and Other Stable Boron-

Rich Materials} Norton Company l417-3PCMX-10-5Z-EP (1955).

cl-
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limit as the chunks become opaque (low energies).. The average transmission

; over the neutron distribution shown (Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at room

temperature) is 0.096 for a constant efficiency detector and 0.084 for a

1/v detector.

The transmission of isotropically incident neutrons through 1/8-in.-

thick boral as a function of energy is shown in Fig. 6. For this case the

average transmissions are 0.024 for a constant efficiency flux detector,

0.021 for a 1/v flux detector, 0.041 for a constant efficiency current

detector, and 0.034 for a 1/v current detector.

III. C0O4PARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The calculated results reported above can be compared with the results

of two experiments which have been performed at ORNL to determine the trans-

mission through l/8-in. thicknesses of boral as measured by 1/v detectors.

In the first experiment the radiation consisted of thermal neutrons

escaping from a thermal column on top of the ORNL Graphite Reactor with an

angular distribution of the (1 + aJ3 cosO) type,1 3 which is more forwardly

peaked than an isotropic flux. Consequently, the experimental values should

be between the computed values for normal incidence and those for isotropic

incidence. The transmission obtained for a Brooks and Perkins boral -sample

was 0.070, while the transmission for an ORNL sample was 0.094.
14

In the second experiment the radiation was a collimated beam of

normally incident neutrons from a beam hole at the ORNL Graphite Reactor.

The transmissions obtained for two different Alcoa samples were 0.065 and

0.070, respectively.

13. R. F. Christy et al., Lecture Series in Nuclear Physics, NDDC-2175
(1943; decl. 1945).

14. G. deSaussure, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, private communication.
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IV. CONCLUSION

The method proposed in this paper is less elegant than other methods

proposed previously, for example, Smith's method, but it is more easily

visualized. Furthermore, the degree of agreement between experimental and

calculated results seems reasonably good since experimental details of

particle size, energy, and angular distribution are incompletely known

in each case. It may be concluded that the methods described in this paper

can be used to provide useful estimates of the attenuation of radiation in

heterogeneous media for which channeling between absorbing chunks is an

important process.
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ABSTRACT

Experimental observations were made of BORAL plates'encased in stainless steel jackets.

Samples were tested dry and with 25 ml distilled water, 70 ml 2000 PPM boron solution,
and 20 ml 2000 PPM boron solution injected within the stainless jacket. Samples were
subjected to gamma and neutron fluxes in the Ford Nuclear Reactor.

*1

-I!

Under irradiation fluxes and water conditions expected in a power reactor spent fuel
pool, the BORAL samples exhibited no detectable gas evolution, pressure buildup, or
damage due to temperature or other effects. -- '

In the presence of a neutron flux, hydrogen and oxygen gas were evolved from the BORAL
samples injected with 2000 PPM boron solution. -
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) 1. IINTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose

i .The purpose of this report is to provide the results of experimental
- observations of BORAL-plates encased in stainless steel jackets under gamma

and neutron flux irradiations.

1.2 Description..

Each BORAL sample was a 9 inch x 9 inch plate of 0.26 inch thickness.
.- Each plate was encased in a thin, watertight jacket of stainless steel

-welded around the edges. A threaded connection was welded in the upper
right comer of the face on one side of the stainless steel jacket. Irradiations
were conducted in the Ford Nuclear Reactor pool at depths of 12 and 20 feet.
An aluminum tube-was run from the connection to the surface of the reactor
pool for pressure measurements and gas collection.

-Prior to testing, each sample plate was baked at 2000C for seven hours in
a vacuum oven to remove moisture.

Each sample was tested to 10 P SIG internal pressure. Experimental pressures
. ywere limited to 5 P SIG as a reactor safety precaution.

Experimental measurements were made of pressure within each sample. Gas
evolved during the tests was collected and analyzed. It was decided that
temperature would not be measured. Each sample was observed after
irradiation for'damage due to pressure, temperature, or other effects.

Each sample was pressurized momentarily to 10 P SIG as it was inserted into
-the reactor pool to.verify watertightness. Once each sample was placed in

.'. . its experimental- position, a 30 inch Hg vacuum was drawn to evacuate as much
1: air as possible. The starting pressure for each test was the 30 inch Hg vacuum.

1 .3 :. Experimental Conditions .. .:.

'' .. : . The experimental.sequence consisted 'of twelve-steps deried from a combination
of fouir different sample plates being subjected to three different irradiation

* . . ; - conditions. '

.Sam~ple1 was a sealed, dry sample'vented only through the-gas collection
. . . . ne theurface othehe reactor pool. Sample 2 was identical to Sample I

except that ?5m! of distilled water was-injected within the stainless-steel
j . -acket 'Sample 3 and Sample 4 were identical to'Sample 1 except that 70ml

and 20 ml, respectively, of 2000 PPM boron s'olution were injected within-the
stainless steel jacket.. The 2000 PPM boron solution was obtained by dissolving
123 grams of boric acid; H3B0 3, in 100 ml of distilled water.

* . . . * .
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initially, in Condition 1, each sample\was irradiated adjacent to spent
reactor fuel in a gamma flux of 2 x 105 rad/hr. In Condition 2 each
sample was placed in a holder adjacent to the reactor operating at a
power level of 2 MyW. The Condition 2 gamma flux was 4 x IV rad/hr
and thermal neutron flux was approximately I x 1012 N/cM2 /sec, or
1 x 107 rad/hr. Finally, in Condition 3, each sample was left adjacent
to the reactor core immediately after shutdown. Neutron flux was quite
low, approximately five orders of magnitude below operating levels, while
gamma flux was measured as 1.2 x 106 raczhTh.

The objective in these observations was to simulate conditions in a power
reactor spent fuel pool: -

Description

- Gamma Flux
Neutron Flux
Boron Concentration

in Pool Water

Units

rad/hr
rad/hr
PPM

PWR

I x o6 -
Negligible
1800

BWR

1 x 106
Negligible
0

Combinations of Samples 2, 3, and 4 under Condition 3 closely simulate
actual spent fuel'pool conditions.

.,

. -

a ..
.I.. .
.I:
J. ..

.1.:

.. :
...

The 70 ml of boron solution placed in Sample 3 virtually filled the sample
with liquid. It was decided to place a smaller liquid volume in Sample 4,
20 ml, and to thoroughly wet all surfaces with liquid prior to irradiation
under the assumption that radiolysis, the breakdown of water into hydrogen
and oxygen gas under the influence of radiation, would be enhanced by
wetting all surfaces and providing a larger liquid to gas surface area within
the sample.

.1 : .. . .

,. . .
. . .

* - . .. .
.. . . . .

,: .

* .

-

U, .* '. .
.1
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2. RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the observed effects of irradiation conditions on the BORAL
samples. The total hours of irradiation per sample ore noted in the array.

No pressure increase or gas evolution was observed under any condition for Sample 1,
the dry sample, or Sample 2, the sample containing 25 ml of distilled water.

Sample 3 and Sample 4, the samples containing bdrorrsolutions, both generated gas
when subjected to Condition 2, reactor at power and an irradiation flux of gamma
rays and neutrons. Figure 1 is a plot of sample pressure increase as a function of
time and dose. Gas was drawn from each sample-and analyzed with a gas chromato-
graph. The results were:

Sample Gas Constituents (%)

Sample

3
4
4

Hydrogen

6.5
41.1
41.0

Oxygen

20.4
21.6
21.8

Nitrogen

73.1
37.3
37.2

The hydrogen percentage of Sample 3 was lower than might be expected, an
approximate 2:1 hydrogen - oxygen ratio, because Sample 3 was not purged
extensively prior to sampling. The chromatograph analysis results are included as
Tables 2 - 4.

I

I

*1.*
A
'"1
I.1

4 xi

When Sample 3 and Sample 4 were subjected to gamma flux alone, gas was not
evolved and no pressure increase was detected with irradiation-time.

I.



CONDITION I..

Spent Fuel

*y2 1O Rod/hr

N-Negli~ibl-e

* . .. .. . * C I ... , ;. , 1 ... .. ... .

Al . ;: .. .

C. I . . ;

CONDITION 2

Reactor at 2 MW

y.44x l 7 Radchr

lN -"1 107 Rod/hr

SAMPLE 1. SAMPLE 2 SAMPLE 3 SAMPLE 4

9f" x 9"1 BORAL Plate 9" x 9" BORAL Plate 9" x 9" BORAL Plate 9" x 9" BORAL Plate
; Stainless Steel Jacket Stainless Steel Jacket Stainless Steel Jacket Stainless Steel Jacket

Dry': 25 ml Distilled Water 70 ml - 2000 PPM Boron 20 ml - 2000 PPM Boron

.42 Hou'rs . 25 Hours 19 Hours 4 Hours

'No Detectable'Effect No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect

24 Hours . 6 Hours 48 Hours 152 Hours

No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect Linear pressure increase Linear pressure increase
with irradiation time. with irradiation time.
Gas Analysis: Gas Analysis:

*. ' * '6.5% Hydrogen 41.1% Hydrogen
20. 4% qxygen 2 1.6% O6ygen

4 Hours . . 4 Hours 12 Hours 96 Hours

No Detectable Effect. No Detectable Effect. No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect

.. , % 'I:,. , ' .,
. .,' ' ~S .*!

1

1

CONDITION 3

Reactor Shutdown.

Y : N' I Nelgil .',d/h

I _

,.* * . Table 1
. ' 'Observed'Effects of Irradiation Conditions on BORAL Samples

..
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Figure I

Sample Pressure Profile
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.Slopee 0.156PSI/hr
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.1.95 x 1 0 PSI/rad, Gamma
.7.70 x 109PSI/rad, Neutron

<jji> Sample 3 - Condition 2

el Sample 4 - Condition 2

!'2' ' SonMie 4 - Condition 2

. .Sample 4 - Condition 2
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25
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2.ox 10
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30
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2.4x 10
6x 108

35 Time (hr)
70 9 Power (MW-hr)

2.8 x 10 Gamma Dose (rad)
7 x 108 Neutron Dose (rad)
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TABLE 2
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I
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-
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TABLE 3
S. (

ATIALY,;IS SHEu1;T
Van sJyke 1,ppnzratu_

Ve-ssel iVo, _

c J .

par _ :. 4

!

P.R-d NO. _

Run lNo. 1_
Ori-rinal Sample 51ihpL_ -- fc *P XT- uI /'?/ c 7

Samcple, as mneaszu:ed

Radiation Source/Location LOP 2.- .R Acm, ! Da-re JI.?5L- 7 6

ra-ds~/hrDose Rate X- qYA'1' 7 a kI- I/ A'/ 7
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. 7
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3. CONCLUSIONS-

Under irradiation fluxes and water conditions expected in a power reactor spent Tuel
pool, the BORAL samples tested exhibited no detectable gas evolution, pressure
build-up, or damage due to temperature or other effects.

In the presence of a neutron flux, hydrogen and oxygen gases were generated from
the samples containing the 2000 PPM boron solution.- .Pressure built up in the samples
as a linear function of irradiation time and neutron dose. Appendix 1 has been
included because it is a report on a similar phenomenon observed in Ford Nuclear
Reactor boron carbide (B4 C) powder filled control rods. A similar linear pressure
increase With neutron dose was observed. The tests were terminated at a pressure of
60 PSIG out of concern for rupturing the test device. Radiolysis was attributed to
ionization from lithium and helium released by the boron-neutron reaction:

ON +B Li7 + 4 (3.1)

K>

I'

ii

I

I-

A review of Table 1 shows that radiolysis occurred fairly rapidly in a neutron flux,
Condition 2, with 2000 PPM boron solution filled samples, Sample 3 and Sample 4.
Sample 2, under the same conditions, -exhibited no detectable radiolysis or pressure
buildup during the time period of observation. However, in Sample 2, the only
boron exposed to water was around the edges of the BORAL plate. Ionizing lithium
and helium released within the meat of the plate was stopped by aluminum cladding
before reaching the distilled water in the sample.

It is not reasonable to conclude that gas was not generated in the Sample 2 -
Condition 2 experiment just because detectable quantities were not observed during the
short period of the experiment. It is possible that over an extended period pressure
within the jacketed BORAL-plate could build up due to radiblysis taking place at
-. nL m lsrch . .lw~rrni-n -
II IIILJ-II 45'JVyS ~AIl

I . .... - I .

t

I
:

. *- * ' .
* - : * . * .

. . ...

. . ., ."
. . .

_' , *; . .... . � ' ' . - .-

* w . r : .

L.OR -- -:: ^ s ::
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DEFORPUMATIOIN OF THE FNR SHTI-SAFETY RODS

K> I. INTRODU-CTION'

The.Fc.rd Nuclear Reactor (FNR), located in the Phoenix-

, 2Memorial Laboratory on the North Campus of The University of

Michigan, is a one megawatt pool type reactor fueled with MTR type

. fuel elements. Control of the reactor is accomplished by the use

of three shim-safety rods and one control rod. These rods move

vertically inside special fuel elements in which guide tubes have

been inserted in place of the center fuel plates. The shim-safety

. rods for the FNR, as their name implies, serve the dual function of

shim control and safety protection. These rods, worth approximately

3.per cent negative reactivity each, drop intb the reactor under the

influence of gravity when potentially dangerous conditions exist.in

the reactor.- This results from an interruption of the currents to

_ electromagnets which normally 2couple the rods to their respective

drive mechanisms. A shim-safety rod is constructed from an extruded

, aluminum tube welded to appropriate endpieces and filled with boron

carbide powder (see Sketch.I.-page .2). The powder. is-loaded through'

an aperture at thie bottom end of the rod. : This hole is.plugged and

i' weldE'd%.fter .ti~ e iod -is filled.. '. .,..

. The FNR was put into operation in Septefber. of 1957 and,

after initial calibrations, -was' raised-to aPower level of 10.0

-, i tt n Fbru-ayof 1958. Full p6wer operdtio:vat one megawatt

bea in .Septeiber 1958. .A

' . ''. Inuut 'l960 a potentially hazardous condition arose

| when one'Iof the shim-' afety rod' ammed in .its. special fuel element

, during a. routine start-up of. the reactor. There were no. operational

*1. : : . . .; . -; - .f:
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> consequences in that the condition was immediately detected and no

further attempt was made to start the r-6ator. All three shim-

safety rods were removed and examined. The jammed rod appeared to

be deformed. To keep the reactor in operation, three new shim-

safety rods were procured, installed and calibrated. The new rods

were identical to the original set except for. the addition of

cadmium liners. The original shim-safety rods are designated as

* 1-A, l-B.and-l-C,.and the new rods as 2-A,_ 2-B and 2-C. The original.

set of rods had been in the reactor for 2200 megawatt hours before

the jamming incident occurred.

In view of the potentially serious consequences of jammed

shim-safety rods, the new rods were removed from the reactor after

320 megawatt hours for.an accurate dimensional check. All three

rods showed evidence of swelling, and.rod 2-C was off-gassing through

. the bottom plug weld. One of the original rods (1-C) which was in

. good condition, was substituted for rod.2-~C. The shim-safety rods

presently.installed in the FNR are 2-A, 2--B and 1-C,- all of which

1 undergo daily rod-drop tests and are removed from the reactor on a

J regular sciedule'and measured .dimersnidna yI'

1< . The following sections of this.repor d'scrie the jamming

incident..and rod deformations in greater detail, discuss our initial-

} exploratory inVestigatiions, :and..:suggest a program of investigation

.hich.m'ighti establish conclusively the cause'f these difficulties

A final report will be distributed after.th' completion of the

.". .'program of investigation suggested herein..".

I * .* *- *.l : .. * . - : . -* ; . . -. ;- -: ; .......--



II. DESCRIPTION OF SHIM-SAFETY ROD INCIDENTS

K A. Incident Involving Rods 1-A, 1-B and 1-C

During reactor start-up on August 11, 1960, the magnet-

-. contact light.for shim-safety rod 1-A indicated loss of.contact

when the rods hid been raised about ten inches from their.-lower

-limits. This indicated that rod 1-A had become disengaged from the

, electromagnet whichmad been pulling the rodout of the reactor core.

Withdrawal-of the rods was immediately stopped. The staff observer

at pool side'reported that rod.L-A was stil lin the raised position

even though magnet current was automatically cut off when the magnet-

contact light on the operating console indicated the loss of the-rod.

The special fuel element for rod .1-A was .not dislodged from its

position in the reactor.corel

- At this point the currents to the other two electro-

_ magnets -were manually.cut off. The pool side.observer reported

: that rods 1-B and 1-C dropped normally into the core, but rod 1-A

. remained suspended.. The.electromagnets were lowered and 1-A magnet-

contact light indicated contact as soon as the electromagnet struck

1 the suspended rod. The-rod was then- successfully driven to --its ,
-i*t o-'ta6 a- S cb

.lower.:.limitof.travel -its :ec'romignet .a di mehanim.

I, ' : - : The -reactor was. further -secured andlfuel-was removed

* fromh -the lattice along with ithe.-special cOntrol element -cortaining

"- .'safety rod h-A.: tie -od-kelement assenibly-.was moved. to -a holder in

-,L..the center. of the reactor;..poo1; .- grappling tool- ptlled the rod .'-

; about ten. inches out of.-the- control- element. bef6re the rod jammed

again. Xinspection showed noticeable swelling of the rod.

, :Aspecial -tool -. was built to remove the rbd from the

l: -element. Plate No. `I, pagei5, is a photograph -pf this removal device.

…. .. _. ' * . ' ' .*. .*. ., .

* *:. .....:..., ....;.
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During the extraction procedure the fuel element was kept submerged

in.four feet of water for radiation shielding purposes- There was

no serious galling of the rod during the removal procedure, nor

..was there any off-gassing from the rod. There was no evidence of

corrosion or damage to the external surface of the rod. Also,

-there was no apparent.damage to the special fuel element.

The three shim-safety rods had -been in the reactor

since the beginning of operation in September'1957. The reactor had

operated at power levels up to one megawatt for a .total of 2200

': Tegawatt-hours. There were no indications prior to the incident

. that safety rod 1-A was sticking within the guide tube of the special

fuel element. The rods on the FNR were inspected on several oc-

; casions since.1957 by removing them from the reactor and visually

X inspecting them under about six feet of water. Also, during. that

.time, frequent rod-magnet release time measurements were made.

Further, prior.to every start-up rod drop tests are performed.

None of these indicated potential jamming.

B. Incident Involving Rods 2-A. 2-B and-2-C

'After:the above .incident a .new specia.l fuel element

-ds. installed'.in.the lattice aiid three new replacement .shim-safety.

rods. 2-A, 2-B and 2-C were installed and aili~rated. On November'25

-. 1960,: these rods-were removed fr6m the reactor for observation and.

. dimnsional checks;. 14icrometer -. measurements showed that all three*

i rods bad i~ncreased :in.thickness; iate't.' o nly 320 -hours at one megawatt..
J .... . . . . . .. .

_ Furthermore, rod 2-C was off-gassing at the bottom plug.w'eld. A

i water-filled Erlenmeyer flask was.held.over the submerged rod to..

collect a sample of the gas for analysis.I4 .*........
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The cadmium liners in the new set of rods hindered.

koperations because of the induced radioactivity 'which gave a 6

I roentgens per hour reading at the center of the rods. The bottom

ends of the rods read greater than 25 roentgens per hour. In

contrast,:rods 1-A, 1-B and 1-C, without cadmium liners, read

'one-third of a roentgen per hour at the.lower end.

III. INVESTIGATIONS

A. Dimensional Inspection-

-After removal from the reactor a complete dimensional -

inspection was made of rods 1-A, 1-B and 1-C. The thickness and

width dimensions are shown in Tables I and II respectively (see

. pages 8 and 9). The dimensions of-the replacement rods 2-A, 2-B

and 2-C before installation in the reactor are also shown in these

tables. Although no records of the initial dimensions are available

for rods.1L-A, 1-B and 1-C, a reasonable indication of the degree of

swelling which .tcok place can be obtained by an intercomparison of

. rod dimensions. However, initial and final thickness measurements

-taken at the middle of the rod are available for rods 2-A, 2-B and

.2-C which bad been in the reactor for 320 megawatt.hours.' These

.measuremen-ts are as follows: . . *. . .. ;

-F !eAsurement . Sh R o-Safet'

* 2-A 2-B -,2C

; - 'Initial' . 0 922 in 0.' .0.913 in.

. 928'0.921 0.925.

Change . : . . 00031. .0.012

_: The inside dimensions of -the guide tube of -the

..special fuel elements are.presented in the last column- of Table I.

b ' ,.. ...
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TABLE I -

Thicknes's

1-A . 1-B

SHIM4-SAFETY ROD THICKNESS DIM5ENSIONS

Note: The corresponding internal
dixnensiofi of the guide tube
inside special fuel element l-A
are given in the last column.

j., -

I
I:

1-C

* 0.882

- . 0.925

1.078

1.107

1.103

1.097

- *-1.093

. 1.091

1.087

1.088

.0.880

0.920

0.915

0.916t

0.912

0.915

0.913

0.913

* 0.914

0,919
1 .

0.865

0.904

0.905

0.905

.0.906

0.908

0.909

0.909

0.909.

.0.909

I>

2-A 2-B 2-C

0.875 0.877 0.875

0.901-- 0.883 0.889

0.910 0.883 0.909

0.915 0.889 0.914

0.920 0.892 .0.915

0.922 .0.891 0.914

0.922 0.890 0.913

0.922 0.890 0.913

0.922 0.892 0.913

0.923 0.892 0.914:

0.921 .0.;92 .0.915

;0.922 0 884 .0.915.

0.917 0*882 0.910

.0.897 0. 872 ..0.888

0.886.'-. 0.870

GUIDE
TUBE.

1.100

1.100

1.100

1.100

*1.100

.1.103

1.100

1.100

1.105

. .105

: 1.105

1105

1105

1 105

1.105.

'- '1.06

_ -.. 090.
..: .- .. 6.57

1009

0 875

I' -., '' .' 4:

rl ..

: .920. 0*908

0.915 . 0909

0M917 0.,909

0.886 0.87

:0.888 ; .0.80

f -, .......
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TABLE II - SHI14-SAFE-TY ROD WIDTH DIM~ENSIONS

K..21i~T-Widt~h

ii !.. . I : .I I

. . I

II

F.
1�
r
I
F

F
I

J.

I-A 1-B ]-:C 2-A

- 2.242 2.242 -.2.245 -2.251

2.239 2.249 2.246--- 2.258

- 2.175 .*2.244 2.2490 2.255

- 2.187 2.250 2.247 2.255

- 2.187 2.247 2.250 2.252

- 2.184 2.250 2.2-50 2.251

- 2.187 . 2.249 2.250 2.250

-. 2.191 2.248 2.251 2.250

- 2.184. 2.248. -2.253 2.248

- 2.183 2.247 .2.253 2.251

-.. 2.185. 2'.247 2. 255 '2252:

-2. 0 2 2 5 .:2,.255' -'9 252

-. 2.227 25~1 .2.247 2 255.

- 2.246' ':2;250' 2.'250 2.257

* '2232. 2;250

2-B

2.24,

2.24.

2.23

2.22

* 2.22

2.22

2.22

2.2Z

2. 2Z

2. 2Z

. 2.2

2. Z

2.2,

5 2.248

5 2.239

2 2.227

5 -2.225

15 2.225

5 2.225

5 2.226

5 ~ 2.2~26

* 2.226

~5 2.227

.- 2.226

25 .* 2.226

30 .2.231

45 *2;245-

2-C
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I -B.- Radiographic and Dye Penetrant Studies

/ Complete radiographs were taken to determine the.

conditions inside the rods. The most significant finding from these

radiographs was the presence of a void above the B4 C powder in the

rods. This is shown in Plate II on page 11.. Dye penetrant' tests

indicated pitting on the surface of the rods but -no cracks were

revealed- -. ,

C. Techniques for Collection of Gas and B4 C Powder Samples.

"The apparatus-shown in.Sketch 11, page 12, was set up

; to measure any existing pressure and to collect any gas contained

in the rod. The apparatus consisted of a self-sealing puncturing

device with a.pressure-vacuum gauge and an evacuated reservoir for

. collecting gas samples from the rod. Two rods,.l-A and 1-B, were

> punctured at the top where the .voids were located. After the gas

. samples were removed, both rods were subjected to internal pressures

of 40 psig while immersed in water.

The rods were-then opened by.cutting'out a.section

. on-one side .bf each rod. .The-section.that..was removed.is shown in

. Sketch III on:page 13. Care was-taken-to avoid 46tting aluminim

shavings-in the.B'Cpowder.S of the powder were removed-

:fron different positions alongi the length of .the. rod.'

* .D. -Analysis of Contents of .Shim Rods:;

Gas. Ahasis.,,

'. When pressure measurenients- were made on the two snim-

.s'afety rods; 1-B had a pressure of 20 psig whilerod' 1-A, the

' deformed rod, was.at.atmospheric pressure. The gas'samples from

1 . 1-A, 1-B and .2-C were analyzed using a mass spectrometer..,

* . .' *: . .; . . '. . .

.1 : . : ... :. , .. S.

I

'. . 7 ,

e
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i~ .I PATE II -~- RDIOGRAPH OF T.HE TOP'END OF A SHIM-SAFETY :RODi

L,.The -light -vertical rods'are lead filled. ballas~t tuibes-.' Thie '

" area between the two tubes represents the void above .tie powe
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' The results are as follows:

.,. ..

I.
It

Gas Analyses

(in Mole Per CentY T

Rod 1-A

Rod 1-B

Rod .2-C

Rod which jamL-ned

'Normal rod'

Rod which off-gassed

.'Gas

. .1 1 , .* ... *,. 2

°2.

* 2CO
. 2

A

* He

1-A

36.42 .

36.00

23.23

1.70

0.29

0.0

1-B

78.6

.0.4

15.4

4.6

* 0.35 -

.0..7

2-C

.39.47.

.14.98

44.54

0.15

0.71

0.0

I

Note that...the hydrogen-oxygen concentrations observed in

1-A and 2-C are in the detonable range. .

Analysis-.of B4 C Powder and. Inspection of Rod IntReriors

.'..'*When rod 1-B was opened, the- B]C powder. was dry. and

a *lightly.paicked.. Wheinterior walls- of the -rod were pot corroded.;-

The powder removed froom thd iower portion of thd rod was radib-..

..active. and .had.a. total.b~eta-gamrnmaa activity of about 3 mr/hr/gram on-

* contact. A gamma spectral analysis . indicated the .pres.ence of M1n54,.

.- zn ,:.and Co°. Anbalyses. of.-the-. C byi:ei-sssion.pectscopy showed'.

: thebmost .predominant impurities to be Al,.Cu, Fe,.Zn:.and -1n. .The

supplier of the B4C powder reports 98.79" '.B, 1. 08 %C, 0.10°% .Si,

* 0.02% Se and 0.02%. N.

51 : .: - . ' -: - . * . ...
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I The B C in rod'l-A, the deformed rod, was found to

W be in a caked rather than a powdered form as in rod 1-B. The hard

layer was concentrated between the ballast rods along the lower six

inches of the shim rod. This cake had a grayish appearance unlike

. the characteristically black color of B4 C powder. The powder

removed from the lower portion of rod 1-A *was found to contain

X approximately.5 weight per cent water.

Oxidation was prevalent on the interior walls at the

lower end 'of rod 1-A. A crust of Al 23 surrounded the lead filled

aluminum ballast rods.

The water found in rod 1-A indicated'a leak had oc-

.curred. However9 'the 40 psig pressure test before sectioning

l failed to show such a leak. -Therefore, another attempt was made

to locate a .leak in rod 1-A with the powder removed and the inner

- surface cleaned. This wa's done by replacing and rewelding the

removed section and pressurizing to 40 psig. Under these conditions

:a 30 cc/hr leak was noted at the top of the rod where the endpiece'

.is welded.to the .extruded tube. The gas leaked from a very small

."hole which looked much likethe pits revealed by the dye penetrant.

'' .- test. :

1 "'The leakage rate'.was reduced drasticaliy by evacuating...

: .-and 'then r'e-pre~ssurizing the.rod.- *It appeared that the leak was

. capable of a'valve'-like action which. was dependent on the internal.

_ .'pressures:bf thle. rod... - . .

:IV. POSSIBLE EXPLIATIA N.OF DEE:OS0ATI0N :. :. .

. Conside'ratioi'b has been given 'to the possible causes "of thd

swelling of rod 1-A. .The deformraion'f.of rbds..2-A, .2-B and 12-C,.

. although not as great 'as that'of -1-A,' was also considered.

1 *. . ,'. . ,;
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Tne hypotheses are:

A. Mechanical 'stresses resulting frcm expansion of wet

B4C powder.

. B. Internal gas pressure generated by:

10" .7.
. 1. B (nca).Li. reactions

2.- -Chemical reactions between B4 C and H 0

.7
. , . . 3.. Chemical reactions between Li and H20

4. Radiolysis of H0 --
2

Several experiments and calculations have been made to

. -assist in evaluating these hypotheses.

-A. -. The hypothesis that the deformation of the rod was

* ' a result of volumetric changes in wetted B4 C powder appears to be

K without foundation. Radial measurements of a polyethylene bottle

containing wetted at room temperature showed.no dimensional

.changes during an eight week period of observation.

.* B-1. It has been.demonstrated that a pressure of .approxi-

, .. ately 110 psig -is required to obtain the degree of deformation,

. observed for -od.1-A.;. Calculations indicate that the generation

of'this-pr'essure by helium- as .a.result'bof.(n, a.) reactions- on-

*,.1.boron is extremely 'do-ubtful; u. Further,'f.the 'gas analysis'of rods

-PA and 1-B showed a:relatively.low concentrationr.of helium.

.' ' B-2;. -The'iypothesis -involving.a -chemical- .reaction between.:

-, ' -'and" H0 has'been given. ittle .consideration. since the reaction

J rate' constant is small even at.telperatures 'of 400C.. (Reference.;1

'' .B-3. Significant- pressures from.the Li-H 20rea'cticn are

unlikely' in'.viievo of the low .lithiumn concentrations',from the

I | . B 1 Q(nca ) Li. reactions. . ' - '
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B-4. Present data strongly indicates that the necessary

pressure to cause the observed rod deformation can be generated

inside the rod by the radiolytic decomposition of water into gaseous

hydrogen and oxygen To produce free H and 0, this reaction
.2 2

* requires free radical scavengers which could well be the B4 C powder

; .itself,.impurities in the powder, impurities in the water or the

..component parts of the rod (References 2 -3 ,4, 5 and 6). The

generation.of gases.was not the only prerequisite for.the rod

: deformation. In addition, either the hoie 'Which. allowed water

.to get into the rod and vihich allowed gas to escape must have

closed off at some time or, the gas generation rate far exceeded

. the gas leakage rate.

The possibility of having water present..at the time

the rods were sealed in the fabrication process was considered

since a small. amount of water.is capable of causing rod deformation.

_ This is especially significant since B4C powder is naturally

* hygroscopic.

d -- . .In.the.case of the deformed rod,.the above possi-

bility was discounted in favo rof an external. leak -since the rod

was in- th .reac'tor for a'-long':period-.of time .before jammiing. '

.1 occurred_. However,. this possibility exists for rods 2.-A;..2-B and'

2-C; It is.theref6oe imperative:that- the. 4 C powder used i.

d LabricatCing, thi-safeti rods~ be~drted anid subseuently hanidled ;

in :humidity .cbntrolled environments

In an attempt to .demonstrate the.feasibility of

generating significant quantities of gas in re-asonablyshort

periods of timtie, an experiment.:was designed which .rould simulate

- . the conditions that were suspected within-.the `ammed- rod. Two.

5;!' , :'<':'.'.'.'. '". .. , '.'''.''
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>,;mall, aluminum sealed vessels, one containing water and the other

water and B4C powder were installed adjacent, to the reactor core

12
in a thermal flux of 5 x 10 neutrons per square centimeter-

'second and a.gamma field of 5 x 107 roentgens per hour. Pressures

.kin these chamibers were monitored over a period of three days

. during which time the reactor operated at a power level of one

i.egawatt for 50 hours. The pressure in the chaiber containing

water. and B4 C powder increased.linearly with-respect to reactor-

1 operating time at a rate of 1.2 psig per hour. See Graphi.I, page 19.

This test c6hamber..had a volm.e of.295 cc and contained 10 grams of

'water and 25 grams of B C powder. The pressure in the chamber

icontaining water only was 1.1. psig after 50 hours of reactor oper-

ation as compared .to 60 psig in the chamber containing both water

.and B4C powder.

Analysis showed that the gas generated in the water-

B4 C chamber contained predominantly a hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture

in .a 2:1 ratio, similar to the finding for rod.2-C.

.,V. RE.COIME.NDAtIONS -*, .

.Deformation of shim-sa.fety' ods because,.of ;.nternal3. .

_. pressure could, .lea~d to the following dangerous: conditidsi.:

1.: Withdrawal of. a special fuel element-during-start-up. "

' Ay subsequent release and drop-bf this special fuel element

_ could. result in'a.large and rapid .increase ifi the positiVe reac

] tivity pf the reactor...

2. '. Jamming of the rods during reactor ope=ation. In

such an event, it would not be.possible to..insert the deformed .

-'
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l GRAPH I - TEST . CHAMIBER PRESSURE - VS 1MEGAWATT HOURS
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rods into the reactor when unsafe conditions exist or even for

K) routine shut down. This is a particularly serious possibility

. in reactors which operate' at power for lo6ng periods of time.

3. Detonation of the hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture

. contained in the shim-safety rods- This could cause damage to

: the reactor.core in addition to rupturing the rod. Although such

a detonation appears. to be improbable, it is nevertheless a

potential hazard that needs further investigation, especially in

* strong radiation fields.

; ODerational Recommendations

. In.view of the important function of shim-safety rods, a

: detailed inspection should be made of all rods before installation

* in a reactor. Records of these inspections, especially weights in

X> water and' dimensional measurements, should be maintained for

. reference purposes. A careful survey of the surface conditions

of the.rods including all..welds is extremely important. Radio-

graphs have proved valuable in.determining internal conditions of

r reactor rods.

In addition .to the initial tests,. shim-safety rods should
I * . .

_. ndergo periodic. inspections. The FNR is presently on a schedule.

:'.calling for rod inspection'.evdry 320 negawatt hours of operation.

. This inspection requires the:rods to be removed from the reactor,

..the dimrensioiis -rmeasured dir'ectly and the surface observed ?fdr

' corrosion. or. any other indication of damage,.such as off-gas'sing.

.-. Close-attention should'also be given.to the potential

:hazards that exist when :flater containing free-radical scavengers

is present ih any- sealed experiment or-device located in a"

_. radiation field. . .
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U Recommendations for Desian and Fabrication

.Consider'ation should be given to-the design of new shim-

safety rods which would avoid the possibility of the generation

of gases leading to high pressures. Further, consideration should

'be given to the design .of the special fuel elements for these rods

which would minimize the possibility of jamming. Any arrangement

.of element and rod which would make dimensional changes easily

: and readily detectable .would -e a decided improvement over. our

-present system.

In the. fabrication of shim-safety rods similar to those

. presently used on the )NR, it is extremely important that all

substances capable.of producing gases in the presence of radiation

be held to a minimum. These sul-stances include volatile degreasing

agents, water. used fcr.rinsing and any water contained in the

B4 C powder.

.. Proposed Investigations

As a result of 'this investigation of the.shim-safety rod

-' icident, It -has beccme evident. that the follQowni subjects' should

be. investigated more Ehoroiighlyh. . .

i. The iztex al.pressures necessary foc shim-safety

L. : rod' deforniation." . .. . s.msft .o. *

L ; 2. Gas and pressure generation in shim-safety rods.

.located in.a reactor core as a frnctii of.:water content, in Bd3C'

L. powder - .

.3. .nThe effect of alpha -partficles.ar.d lithiuim recoils

.£I-rom-B4C pow'der on the radiolytic -process.I. ..C .. .:. :L : 4, The'sources:of 'free-radical scavengers.wiihich are

. .reired in the radiolytic process.
Fn' ' ."" : ..... .. . .
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5. Possible sources of ignition energy for the detonation

of hydrogen-oxygen gas mixtures. -

Recognizing the.iLmportance of the above problems, these

investigations will be undertaken at the Phoenix Memorial Laboratory.

Financial assistance will be required for a thorough investigation

.of..these problems.

From an operational point of view, -the..removal-of shim-

-safety rods from their special fuel elements and the reactor..for

dimensional tests -is a time consuming and complicated manipulation.

In.an attempt to simplify these inspections a study of."in situ"

rod inspection techniques will be undertaken. Further, the criteria

- .for the frequency and technique..of inspection for shim-safety rods

will be re-evaluated in light of the results of the aforementioned

*experimentalinvest-gations.
- .. - .1...>
I. *- -

- -
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose. Thnis report provides the results of a

I quantitative analysis program conducted to determine the amount of boron

carbide present in the core (inner layer) of BORALm panels. The infor-

mation obtained for this program was supplemental to the physical

characteristics obtained during the routine quality assurance checks

| which are performed in accordance with Brooks & Perkins, Inc. Specifi-

cation BPS-9000-01.

1.2 Program. The program envolved the physical

measurement of the BORALtm panels by destructive and non-destructive

methods in various locations within each panel. A total of 147 panels

were analyzed in five different lots. Four of the lots were randomly

selected and the other lot consisted of panels having the lowest content of

boron carbide by neutron radiographic examination.

The program included 1,833 thickness measurements

L taken by metallographic techniques, 66 thickness measurements by ultra-

sonic techniques and 196 quantitative chemical analyses (See Appendix A thru G

The recorded data was statistically analyzed and for each

l characteristic in each lot a mean and standard deviation was established.

l The probability that each characteristic will be above a certain minimum

value can now be determined from the statistical data.

K'
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1.3 'Background. BORALtm is a thermal neutron shielding

F material that can best be described as a sandwich-type panel. The outer

[ layers or "skins" of the panel are 1100 alloy aluminum. The inner layer

or "core" of the panel is a mixture of boron carbide and 1100 alloy

I saluminum. The interface between a skin and the core is not a clearly

discernible surface when viewed with a microscope. The interface is in

reality an irregular zone that is approximately five thousands of an inch

(.005 in.) in thickness. In this zone there is a linear transition from

1 100%vo aluminum and zero % boron carbide in the skin to 65% aluminum

and 35% boron carbide particles of various sizes in the core. The appearance

of the interface is a series of peaks and valleys. (See Fig. 1

l The boron carbide particles is the constituent of the

BORALtm panel that absorbs or attenuates the thermal neutrons. The ability

of the panel to provide a particular, level of neutron attenuation is directly

[ related to the amount of boron carbide contained per unit surface area of the

panel.

The BORALtm panel is produced by the rolling of a speciallv

L prepared ingot into a sheet (1) that will yield one or more finished panels(l)

L that are four feet wide and ten feet long. The finished panels are sheared

from the oversized sheets by the removal of the scrap material around the

L
(1) Note term useage, "sheet" - the untrimmed product of rolling, "panel"
48" x 120" product cut from the original rolled product.

%I- 1r* M
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periphery of the oversized sheet. The scrap material contains a core

that tapers from zero thickness on the extreme outer edge to a core of

full thickness on the edge adjacent to the finished panel. If the shear

line is improperly placed on the oversized sheet the finished panels could

contain a core thickness along that line that is not of full thickness.

1.4 Methods Used.

1.4.1 Metallographic Technique. The thickness of the core

was measured by a 7.5 power optical comparator after the edge of the

panel or the retain strip was mechanically and chemically prepared.

Approximately one eighth of an inch (.125 in.) was machined away from

the edge to remove the material affected by the searing action. The edge

was then made smooth by using a sequence of files of decreasing course-

ness.. The edge was then polished with emery paper before chemically

etching it to improve the visual contrast and to remove any minute over-

lapping of the boron carbide by the aluminum from the mechanical removal

operations.

The core thickness measurement was established by

averaging the one maximum and the one minimum measurement that could

be observed within the visual range of the optical comparator.

-7-
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1.4.2 Ultrasonic Technique. The thickness of the core was

| measured by a Sonoray Model 303B Ultrasonic Flow and Thickness Tester

using a dual element transducer. The tester was calibrated with a standard

block before taking any set of thickness measurements. The tester was also

I frequently checked during the taking of measurements to assure the instru-

| ment remained in calibration.

To take a thickness measurement the tester operator would

I place the dual element transducer on the surface of the BORALtm panel that

I had been wetted with a drop of liquid couplant. The operator would adjust

the position of the transducer within the spot of couplant until a stable wave

pattern was displayed on the scope of the tester. The particular tester used

[ rwas equipped with a digital readout which eliminated the possibility of human

error in reading the grid lines on the scope face of the tester because the

displayed number was the actual core thickness at that location.

[ 1.4.3 Quantitative Chemical Analysis. The chemical analysis

was performed on samples approximately one inch square which had been re-

moved I a retain strip or the finished BORALtm panel. The samples were

L marked with a numbering system which identified the BORALtm sheet and

Lt the location on the sheet from where the sample was taken. The four edges

of the samples were filed smooth and straight to prevent erroneous volumetric

L readings.

-8
.1 - : 8
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The surface area of each sample was determined by dividing

[ the sample's volume by its thickness. The volume was determined by

deducting the weight of the sample in water from the weight of the sample in

air and correcting the result for the difference of the water temperature

| from the standard temperature.

The weight of boron carbide in the sample was determined

by weighing the dry residue remaining after dissolving the sample in dilute

| hydrochloric acid and correcting the result for the soluble portion of the

boron carbide.. It was determined by actual test that 4.12 percent of boron

carbide conforming to Type 2 of ASTM C750-73T is soluble in'dilute hydro-

chloric acid (See Appendix

| The content of boron carbide per unit area (commonly

referred to as the "grams loading") was determined by dividing the total

weight of the boron carbide in the sample in grams by the area of the original

L sample in square centimeters.

The weight factor or. percentage of boron carbide present in

the core was determined by dividing the total weight of boron carbide by the

l total weight of the sample less the calculated weight of the aluminum cladding.

l The core compaction factor was determined by dividing the

total weight of the sample less the calculated weight of aluminum cladding by

l the theoretical weight of the core based on the weight factor and core thickness.

-9-
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reJ
The core proportionality was determined by dividing the

core thickness by the total thickness of the sample.

I'
2. SUMMARY

2.1 Results. The mean core thickness, the weight factor

l of boron carbide within the panel core and the standard deviation of each

f are listed in Table 1. These results are listed by panel lot number and by

the sheet area where the observations were taken. The averages by area

Zi and the overall weighted average is also shown in Table 1.

2.2 Areas. The location of each observation taken

K.. during this program can be determined by the sample serial number and a

1L map of the panels. The observation results were then segregated by area

l and listed accordingly. The three main sheet areas are: (1) Retain Strip,

which is a portion of the scrap that is trimmed from the edge that is immediately

L adjacent to the end of a finished panel, (2) Outer Edge, which Is the area lying

l in the one inch border strip on the periphery of the finished panel, (3) Central

Portion, which is the area lying internal to the one inch border strip (i.e. -

L the area that is more than one inch in from the finished panel edge).

L 2.3 Panel Lots. The BORALtm panels analyzed in this program

are listed in Table 11 by lot number and panel serial number. The lots were

established during the progress of the program and can be described as follows:

-10-~,. 10
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Lot I - The thirteen (13) panels which appeared

to have the lowest content of boron carbide by inspection of

I the neutron radiographs previously provided as a routine

j quality assurance item;

Lot II - The ten (10) panels picked at random to

I fulfill an incremental shipment release by the customer;

} Lot III - The twenty (20) panels picked at random

to fulfill a second incremental shipment release.by the

I customer;

* Lot IV - The twenty-seven (27) retain strips are

K> from the sheets of previously delivered panels for spent

fuel storage racks for Yankee Rowe;

Lot V - The seventy-seven (77) retain strips are

from the sheets previously delivered panels for spent fuel

racks for Maine Yankee.

2.4 Weighted Average. The "weighted average of the mean

core thickness" quoted in Table I, was obtained by multiplying the unbiased

average mean core thickness for the outer edge and central portion areas

by the percentage factor each area represents of the total finished panel area

and then adding the two products. The "weighted average of the mean core

-12-
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thickness" represents the result that will be obtained from a set of

observations that are randomly spaced across the entire surface of a

panel. The "weighted average of the standard deviation" for the "weighted

average of mean core thickness" was also determined by the ratio of areas.

The "weighted average of the mean weight-factor" was

determined on the basis of the number of observations in each area be-

cause no valid relationship between the value of the weight-factor and the

location of the observation was discovered. The number of weight-factor

observations taken from the retain strip, outer edge, and central portion

areas were 145, 50, and 1 respectively. The number ratios for those

areas is therefore .7398, .255, and .0051 respectively. The "weighted

average of the mean weight-factor" was determined by multiplying the

average weight-factor in each area by the number ratio for that area and

then adding the three products. The "weighted average of the mean weight-

factor" represents the results that would be obtained from an equal number

of observations in each area.

The "weighted average of the standard deviation" for the

mean weight-factor was also determined by the ratio of the number of ob-

servations, 'Ibe results from the panels in Lot I were excluded from the

averages used to determine all of the weighted averages because the panels

L
L

L
L

-14-
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r in Lot I do not represent a ni

selected lot.

1 2.5 Theory. I

recorded data were determir

2.5.1 Mean.

and the weigh,

summation of

the number ob

Dormal distribution that would be in a randomly

The statistical factors obtained from the

ied in the following manners,

The arithmetic mean for the core thickness

t-factor were determined by dividing the

those observations separately in each lot by

I those observations-in the lot.

mean core thickness = - C
C tN. CFjL - RSE Ro\AT VooJS

L
L
L_
L

mean weight-factor = W.F. = i W.F.
NCJ. oF W .F. O6-VPeATLo&JS

2.5.2 Standard Deviation. Ihe standard deviation for a set of

core thickness observations and weight-factor observations

were determined by taking the square root of the average

squared residual.
s _ _ _ _

standard deviation
(core thickness)

LAJF

e .-- 6.C_

=S. D -. = o_

_C 'n WE- I

W.F. /Vik- I

L
Standard deviation
(wveight -factor)
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2.5.3 Probability. The probability that a deviation of an

individual observation from the mean lies between minus x

I (S.D.) and infinity is determined from the probability integral.

P = - e D
I S*;

By consulting a table of probability functions such as is found

in "Handbook of Mathematical Tables and Formulas" by

Burington, it can be determined that a value of 1.65 times the

standard deviation will provide a probability of .9505 for a

normal distribution of observations.L

L
I-
I

I

L
-16-
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3. CONCLUSIONS

tmThe boron carbide.content per unit area of the BORAL panels

is equal to or greater than 0.203 grams per square centimeter with a probability

of .9505. This conclusion was arrived at in the following manner:

p 44 = (q50 EE piP

J-Id0' S.b.

weighted average of mean core thickness =t - q 2J1 , A CEs

weighted average of standard deviation for tc = 0 . L), d 00 Zip

95%' of observation fall between - 1.65 SD and infinity

core thickness at minimum of 95%= C Ja0 $ ,D.b

minimum tc = .0921 - ;0044 = .0877 in.

weighted average of mean weight-factor = W.F. = .3911

weighted average of standard deviation for W.F. = S.D. - .0162

95% of observations fall between - 1.65 SD and infinity

weight-factor at minimum of 95% range = W.F. - 1.65 S.D.

minimum W.F. = .3911 - .0267 = -.3644

0A. 2.5?.

I

I -
L
L

L
L

L
%t1 ire' -17-
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The boron carbide distribution per unit area is directly

proportional to the core thickness and the boron carbide content weight

f factor. The theoretical distribution of boron carbide is 0.1894 grams

per square centimeter for a core thickness of 0.085 inches and a weight.

I factor of .3500 (see Appendix L ). The actual distribution-can be

I determined from the following relationship:

| actual B4C distribution tc .(actual) X W. F. (actual)

theoretical B4C distribution tc (theor.) W. F. (theor.)

actual B4 C distribution = .1894 x .0877 x .3644 = .2035
.0850 .3500 gm/-square

L
l[..

L .

..... L1S
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_ibFp Brooks & Perkins, Incorporated
BROOKS & PERKINS, INCORPORATED

Specification Number
BPS-9000-01

Date of original issue: March 19, 1975
Date of revision: May 18, 1977
Date of revision: July 18, 1980

Jan. 6, 1981
Item Specification for BORALtmJ A Neutron Shielding Material

1.0 GENERAL

1.1 Description: BORALtm is a sandwich material having exterior
faces of an aluminum alloy and a core composed of aluminum and boron
carbide. This sandwich material has a unique ability to absorb thermal
neutrons without producing hard gamma radiation.

1.2 Scope: This specification establishes the standard for the
manufacture, quality assurance, certification documentation, marking,
packaging and preparation for shipment for BORALt sheet and plate

| material. This specification shall form a part of all purchase orders,
L . agreements and contracts for BORALtm and shall take precedence over

any and all conflicting requirements unless specifically and mutually
agreed upon to the contrary in writing by Brooks & Perkins, Inc. and
the customer.

1. 3 Classification: The BORALtm sandwich material will be man-
ufactured with a boron carbide content that will provide the minimum
weight of total boron per unit area as specified in Paragraph 3.4.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS: The following specifications and stand-
ards of the issue in effect on the date of the purchase agreement shall form a[ part of this specification.

2.1 Specifications:

ASTM B209

[ B &P Nuclear. Quality Assurance Program Manual, Sections
BP-1000 QA through BP-18000 QA

I of 7
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Brooks & Perkins, Incorporated

3. 0 REQUIREMENTS: The finished product BORALtm and the components[ from which it is produced will conform to the following requirements.

3. 1 Cladding: The exterior faces or cladding of the sandwich panelr will be the 1100 series aluminum in accordance with ASTM B209.

3.2 Boron Carbide Powder: The boron carbide powder contained
in the core of the sandwich material will contain a minimum total boron

| content of 70. 0% minimum by weight. Boric oxide will not exceed 3. 0%
maximum and iron will not exceed 2. 0% maximum. The B10 isotopic
content of the boron shall be that which is found in nature.

3. 3 Boron Carbide Content (in-process): The core ingredients will
be prepared such that any random sample taken from an in-process

| batch will contain by chemical analysis the minimum weight percentage
of boron carbide required to meet Paragraphs 1. 3 and 3.4.

1 3.4 Total Boron Content (sandwich): The minimum weight of total
boron per unit area of sandwich material for the overall thickness will

I be as follows:

Sandwich Material
Overall Thickness

in. (cm. )

.177 (.450)

.265 (.673)

Minimum Weight of Total
Boron/Unit Area

oz. /sq. in. (gm/sq. cm.)

.029

.059
(. 126)
(. 251)

3. 5 Tolerances: The dimensions of the Boralt' sandwich material
will be as specified within the following tolerances:

Dimension Tolerance (vlus or minus)

(1) thickness, .177
(1) thickness, .265

width
length

(2) squareness
(3) flatness

in (.450 cm)
in (.673 cm)

0.012 inch
0.015 inch
3/16 inch
5/32 inch
5/16 inch
1/2 inch

(.0305 cm)
(. 0381 cm)
(.4763 cm)
(. 3969 cm)
(. 7938 cm)
(1.27 cm)

2 of 7



(75Jp Brooks & Perkins, Incorporated

(1) total thickness of sandwich including core and twoF faces.
(2) maximum difference between diagonals of panel.
(3) rise from flat surface within 36 inches from where

hand pressure (not exceeding 25 lbs.) is applied.

3. 6 Workmanship: The workmanship provided during the manufacture
of the BORAL sandwich material in accordance with this specification
will be of a high level to insure the requirements established herein have
been met.

3.6. 1 .Surface Condition: The surface condition of the BORALtm
sandwich material will conform to the requirements of

| the Aluminum Association for mill products in the "as-
rolled" condition.

tm
3. 7 Marking: The BORAL sandwich material will be spot marked
for identification purposes with the following information on both the
product and on the shipping container. The size of marking-characters

|. will be commensurate with the size of the product provided.

3. 7. 1 Trademark and Identification: The trademark and manufacturer's
identification will be shown on a decal attached to the shipping
container.

l 3. 7. 2 Serial Number: The serialized batch number will be permanently
marked on each sheet or plate.

L 3.8 Packaging: The BORALtm sandwich material will be packaged in
accordance with the following:

l 3. 8. 1 Lay two (2) thicknesses of polyethylene sheet into box,
allowing to drop over sides and ends. Box is a general
usage box to be used for BORALtm that will fit within
its envelope. Number of pieces that can be shipped in
this box will vary with BORALtm thickness, width,

I length and flatness.

3. 8.2 Line bottom and sides of box with corrugated fiber-
board sheets.

3 of 7
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(b6p Brooks & Perkins, Incorporated

U 3.8. 3 Load BORALtm into box stacking tight to one side and
end of box. Boral shall be separated from each other
by corrugated fiberboard sheet.

tm
3. 8.4 Block and brace BORAL with suitable lumber to

prevent any shifting within box.

tM
3.8. 5 Lay corrugated fiberboard sheet over BORAL

stack. Fold polyethylene sheet over top of BORALtm
and tape in place.

1 3.8.6 Secure box top with lag screws and metal band box
four (4) places around girth of box and two (2) places

| around length of box.

3.9 Preparation for Shipment: The exterior of the shipping con-
tainer will be suitably marked with the following information:

Customer:

l-.
Shipping Destination:
Name and Address of Shipper:

4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS: Unless otherwise specified inL the purchase agreement, Brooks & Perkins, Inc. will perform the following
examinations to assure and certify the BORALtm furnished to the customer
complies with the requirements specified herein in regards to materials,
workmanship, boron content, marking, packaging and preparation for
shipment.

4. 1 Cladding: Each lot of raw material will be inspected for
certification of compliance from the supplier and any additional[ tests required to assure the material conforms to the requirements
of 3. 1.

4.2 Boron Carbide: Each lot of raw material will be inspected
for certification of compliance from the supplier and any additional
tests required to assure the material conforms to the requirementsL of 3.2. A sample from each lot of raw material will be subjected to
the quantitive analysis described in Paragraph 4. 3. 1 through 4. 3.6
to determine the percentage of raw material remaining after analysis.

4 of 7



- (5p Brooks & Perkins, Incorporated

2 4. 3 Boron Carbide Content (in-process): Each batch of blended
core ingredients will have a minimum of one (1) sample retained for

|- quantitive analysis to assure the material conforms to the require-
ments of Paragraph 3. 3. Each sample will be identified with the
serialized batch number. The percentage content of boron carbide
in the sample will be determined as follows:

4.3.1 Heat sample in oven at 6000 F (3160 C) for 30 minutes
and cool in a dessicator.

4. 3.Z Record net weight of dry samples (gms).

4. 3. 3 Place the sample in hot dilute hydrochloric acid
until the chemical action (bubbling) stops.

4. 3.4 Filter the residue out of the solution.

4. 3.5 Heat the residue in oven at 6000 F (3160 C) for one
hour and cool in a dessicator.

| 4. 3.6 Record the net weight of the dry residue (gms).

4. 3. 7 Divide the dry residue weight by the percentage of
raw material remaining after analysis determined
in Paragraph 4.2 for the particular lot of material.

1 4.3.8 Compute the percentage content in the sample dry weight
(Paragraph 4.3.2) of the residue dry weight divided by
the percentage of raw material remaining after analysis
(Paragraph 4. 3. 7).

4. 3.9 Compute the percentage content by weight of the total boron
by multiplying the percentage determined in Paragraph
4. 3. 8 by the total boron percentage content stated on raw

| material certification.

4.4 Boron Carbide Content (sandwich): Each finished sheet or plate
of BORAL"OM sandwich material will have a minimum of one (1) sample
retained from the trim material cut from the short edges for quantative
analysis to as-sure the material conforms to the requirements of Paragraph
3.4. The remaining jortion of the sample will be retained by Brooks &
Perkins Inc. for a period of one year and then will be disposed of unless
instructed otherwise. Each sample will be identified with the serialized

| batch number. The percentage content of boron carbide and total boron
in the samples will be determined as follows:

/ .5 of 7
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li-p Brooks & Perkins, Incorporated

4.4. 1 Record the overall thickness (cms) of the sample, includingr the cladding and core thickness.

4.4.2 Heat sample in oven at 6000F (316 0 C) for one hour andr .cool in dessicator.

4.4. 3 Record the net dry weight (gms) of the sample in air
and also in distilled water, and determine the differenceI between the two, which is the volume in cubic centimeters.

4.4.4 Compute the density of the sample by dividing the net dry
weight in air by the volume of the sample determined in
Paragraph 4.4.3 (gms/cc).

| 4.4. 5 Place the sample in hot dilute hydrochloric acid until
the chemical action (bubbling) stops.

4.4.6 Filter the residue out of the solution.

4.4. 7 Wash the residue at least three times in hot dilute
hydrochloric acid, followed each time by a rinse in
distilled water.

4.4. 8 Filter the residue through a Gooch crucible.

4.4.9 Heat the residue in oven at 6000 F (3160 C) for one hour[ and cool in a dessicator.

l 4.4. 10 Record the net weight of dry residue (gms).

4.4. 11 Divide the dry residue weight by the percentage of raw
'material remaining after analysis determined in Paragraph
4.2 for the particular lot of material.

4.4.12 Compute the boron carbide weight per unit area (gms/sq.
cm.) by multiplying the corrected residue weight from
Paragraph 4.4.11 by the sample thickness from Paragraph[ 4.4. 1 and dividing by the volume from Paragraph 4.4. 3.

4.4.13 Compute the total boron per unit area (gms/sq. cm.) by
multiplying the boron carbide weight per unit area from
Paragraph 4.4. 12 by the total boron percentage content
stated on raw material certification.

I
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(Hi~p Brooks & Perkins, Incorporated

4. 5 Visual Examination? Each finished sheet or plate of
BORALtm sandwich material will be visually examined to
assure the material conforms to the requirements of Paragraphs
3. 5, 3.6, 3. 7, 3.8 and 3.9.

r 4.6 X-Ray Radiographic Examination: When specifically
required by the purchase order, the following additional test-
ing will be performed. X-Ray radiographs will be taken in
accordance with MIL-STD-00453 or the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section 5, Subsection A, Article 2.
The quantity and location of radiographs to be taken will be
in accordance with the purchase order requirements. The
radiograph film will be examined visually to determine the
presence of any of the following defects which are unacceptable.

(a) Cracks or fractures in the aluminum cladding.
(b) Internal inclusions, discontinuities or voids

in the core.
(c) Inclusions in the cladding that cannot be removed

| without destroying the integrity of the cladding.

4. 7 Neutron Radiographic Examination: When specifically
2 required by the purchase order, the following additional test-

L. ing will be performed. Required additional samples will be
retained from the trim material obtained in Paragraph 4.4 for
neutron radiograph examination to assure the uniform dispersion
of the boron. Each sample will be identified with the serialized
batch number. The neutron radiograph will be taken in accordance
with BP-9004QAP. The radiograph film will be examined visually
or with a MacBeth Densitometer or equivalent for areas not having
comparable density to the standard for the boron content require-[ ment of Paragraph 1. 3.

5.0 CERTIFICATION DOCUMENTATION: Documentation will be issued[ to the purchaser to certify that the material supplied hereunder has been
inspected and tested and has been found to meet the requirements specified
herein, including any additional testing that has been mutually agreed upon

l and so stated in the purchase order.

l 7of 7
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

PHOENIX MEMORIAL LABORATORY

FORD NUCLEAR REACTOR
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48105

December 2, 1976

Mr. Les Mollon
Brooks and Perkins, Inc.
P. 0. Box 2067
Livonia, Michigan 48151

Dear Les:

Enclosed are data and rough graphs per our telephone conversation.
The three data sheets are for the 115 crystal plane which affords the
least higher order neutron inte rfence.' -

Figure ' .hows the transmission versus`B4C meh size. ah plot s for
a differenht energy. As yo'u cansee transmission drops drastically'down
*to 50-60 mesh, but not so much from that point on. We co`uld use
several in between size samples to verify this figure.

Figure 2 provides experimental transmission versus energy. Fig'ure 3
shows the experimental transmission constant versus.-energy.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the individual experimental plots from Figure 3
with the theoretical plot imposed for comparison.

Very truly yours,

Reed R. Burn
Reactor Manager
Ford Nuclear Reactor

RRB:dmz

cc: J. Lee

Enclosures 'EC- ;197C :

BROOKS & PERiIN' s, 1I; .
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This report provides neutron transmission information for. Brooks and Perkins
BORAL shielding material.

2Combinations of boron-10 loading (brr/cm ) and core thickness (in) for nine
BORAL case evaluations are listed in TABLE 1. Boron-10 loading ranges from

2 20.01 gm/cm to 0.03 grr/cm2. Core thickness varies linearly with boron-10
loading. The BORAL core is a compaction of aluminum and boron carbide (B4 C).
Boron carbide core volume fraction is the volume fraction of the core compaction
that is boron carbide'. Because of.the linear relationship between boron-10
loading and core thickness, volume fraction is essentially constant.

Boron carbide particle sizes are expressed in terms of Tyler screen mesh numbers.
Screen mesh openings correspond to'particle diameters under the assumption that the
particles are spherical. The mesh number range for boron carbide in the BORAL
core is 60-200. TABLE 2 shows the actual sizes and percentage distributions of core
particles.

BORAL neutron.transmission versus neutron energy is presented in TABLE 3 for the
various boron-10 loading-core thickness cases listed in TABLE .1. Transmission
values are based upon a collimated beam theory developed at.the University of
Michigan which has been verified by transmission measurement experiments. 1

K FIGURE 1 is a linear plot of neutron transmission versus neutron energy over the
energy range 0 - 0.55 eV. FIGURE 2 is a similar logarithmic plot over the narrower
energy range 0 - 0.1 eV.

Integrated transmission shown on FIGURE 1 represents the integral of (Source Flux (E)
X Neutron Transmission (E) ) divided by the integral of (Source Flux (E) ) over the
energy range 0 - 0.55 eV. Source flux is assumed to be the Maxwell-Boltzmann
flux distribution.

J. W. 'Brysor, J.. C. Lee, and R. R. Burn, "Neutron Transmission Through BORAL
Shielding Material: Theoretical Model and EX'perimental Comparison", Department
of Nuclear Engineering, Michigan Memorial-Phoenix Project, The University of.
Mkthigan, November' 1977.



TABLE 1

COMBINATIONS FOR CASE EVALUATIONSBORAL PARAMETRIC

* Case

1

2

3

.4

5

6

8

9

Boron-10 Loading
-(gm/c m2)

.0100

.0125

.0150

.0175

.0200

. 0225

.0250

.0275

.0300

* Core Thickness
: (in)

.0274

'.0336

* .0402.

.0463.

.0533

.0598

.0662.

* .0728

.0796

Boron Carbide
Particle Size

* (Mesh Number)

60 - 200

*. 60 200

60 - 200

* 60 - 200

60 - 200

60 - 200

60 - 200

60 - 200

60 -200

Boron Carbide Core
Volume Fraiction

.4468

.4557

.4569

.4628

.4594

.4607

.4625

.4625

.4614

60 - 200 BORON CARBIDE PARTICLE

TABLE 2

SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR CASE EVALUATIONS

Particle Size .
'(Mesh Number)

*70

-90.. 90

130

.170

- 200

Mesh Opening
Particle Diamete

. (in)..

.'0077

.0063

.'0046

.0035

.0029

or Particle Radius Particle Percentage
(cm) ' (%)

. . .0098 . 11.5

* .0080. ' 39.7 "

- .0058 ' 38.6.

.0044 .8.6

.0037 .1.6

.0070 ' 100.0Average



C I
TABLE 3

BORAL NEUTRON TRANSMISSION VERSUS NEUTRON ENERGY (eV)

For Parametric Combinations oF
Boron-10 Loading (B, gm/cm 2) and Core Thickness (T, in)

1.
Neutron B .0100

Energy T .0274.

0.01 .0530
0.02 .1077
0.03 .1533
0.04 .1915
0.05 .2240
0.06 .2522
0.07 .2770
0.08 .2990
0.09 .3188
0.10. .3367

0.15 .4065

0.20 .4560

0.25 .4937

0.30 .5238

0.35 .5486

0.40 ,5696

0.45 .5876

0.50 ,6034

0.55 .6174

Integrated .1810
Tra'nsm'ission.

2. 3.
B .0125
T .0336

.0249.

.0610

.0952

.1260

.1534..

.1780

.2002

.2204

.2389

.2558

,3241

3743

.4134

4452

.4718

,4945

,5142

.5316

.5470.

.1240

B .0150
T .0402

.0119
,0348
.0594
.0831
; 1054
,1260
.1451
.1628
.1793
.1947

.2586

,3074

.3464

.3786

.4059

.4295

.4501

,4684

.4848

.0863

4..
B .0175
T .0463

,0056
.0197
.0368
,0546
,0721..
.0889
.1048
.1200
.1343
,1479

.2061

.2522

.2900

.3218:

.3491

.3728

.3938

.4126

.4295

.0606

5.
B .0200
T .0533

.*0027

.0113
.0231
.0362
,0496
.0630
.0761
.0888
.1010'
.1127

.1646

.2073

.2432

.2738

,3004

,3239

-3448

.3637

.3807

.0431.:

6.
B .0225.
T .0598

.0013
.0064
.0144
.0239
.0341
.0446
.0551
,0655
,0757
,0857

,1313

.1703

.2037

.2328

.2584

.2813

.'3018

,3204

.3374

.0307

7.
B. .0250
T .0662

.0006

.0037

.0090

.0157

.0234

.0315

.0399
,0484
,0568
, 0652

.1048

.1398

.1707

. 1980

.2224

,2443

.2642

.2823

.2990

,0222

8.
B .0275
T .0728

.0003

.0021

.0056

.0104

.0161

.0223

.0289

.0357

.0427

.0496

.0836

.1149

.1430

.1684

.1913

.2122

,2313

.2488

.2650

.0161.

9.
B .0300
T .0796

.0001

.00 12
,0035
.0069
.0110
.0158
.0210
.0264
.0320
.0378

.0668

.0944

.1199

.1432

.1646

.1843

.2025

.2193

.2349

.0018

C,,



C FIGURE I BORAL NEUTRON C IKSMISSION VERSUS NEUTRON ENERGY
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FIGURE 2

BORAL NEUTRON TRANSMISSION VERSUS NEUTRON ENERGY
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*This report provides neutron transmission information for Brooks and Perkins
-BORAL shielding material.

2
Combinations of boron-10 loading (gm/cm )and core thickhess (in) for nine
BORAL case evaluations are listed in TAB.LE 1. Boron-10 loading ranges from

* 0.01 gm/cm2 to 0.03 grr/cm2 . Core thickness varies linearly with boron-10
*loading. The BORAL core is a .compaction of aluminum and boron carbide (B4 C)..

Boron ccirbide cor'e volume fraction is the volume fra'ction'of the core compaction
* that is boron carbide'. Because of the linear relationship between boron-lO

*loading and core thickness, volume fraction is essentially constant.

*Boron carbide particle sizes are expressed in terms of Tyler screen mesh numbers.
Screen mesh openings corres'pond to'particle'diameters under the assumption that the
particles are spherical. The mesh number range for boron carbide in the' BORAL
core is 60-200. TABLE 2 shows the actual sizes and percentage distributions -of core
*particles.

BORAL neutron.transmission versus neutron energy is presented in TABLE 3 for the
*various boron-10 loading-core thickness cases listed in TABLE I. Transmission
values are based upon a collimated beam theory developed at the University of
Michigan which has been verified by transmission measurement experiments.1

FIGURE 1 is a-linear plot of neutron transmission versus neutron energy over the
-.energy range 0 - 0.55 eV.- FIGURE 2 is a similar logarithmic plot over- the narrower
energy range 0 - 0. 1 eV.

Integrated transmission shown on'FIGURE 1 represents the integral of (Source Flux (E)
X Neutron Transmission (E) )divided by the integral of (Source Flux (E) ) over the
energy range 0 - 0.55 eV. Source flux is assumed to be the Maxwell-Boltzmann
flux distribution..

J. W. Bryson, J.' C. -Lee, and R. R. Burn,, "Neutron Transmission Through BORAL
Shielding Material: Theoretical Model and Experimental Comparison", Department
of Nuclear Engineering,. Michigan Memorial -Phoenix Project, The University of
Michigan, November, 1977.
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TABLE 1

BORAL PARAMETRIC COMBINATIONS FOR CASE EVALUATIONS

Boron-10 Loading
Case (gm/crrm2)

9

Core Thickness
(in)

Boron Carbide
Particle Size

(Mesh Number)

Boron Carbide Core
-Volume Fraction

I

2

3

.4

5

6

7

-8

9

..0100

.0125

*.0150

.0175

*.0200

.0225

.0250

.0275

.0300

.0274

.0336

*. 0402.

.0463

.0533

.0598

.*0662

.0728

.0796

* 60 - 200

* 60 - 200

60 -200

60 - 200

60 -200

60 - 200

60'- 200

60 - 200

60 - 200

.4468

.4557

.4569

.4628

.4594

.4607

.4625

.4625

.4614

TABLE 2

60 - 200 BORON CARBIDE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR CASE EVALUATIONS

Particle Size
(Mesh Number)

Mesh Opening .
Particle Diameter

(in).
Particle Radius Particle Percentage

(cm) (%O)

70

-90

130

-170

200

* .0077

.0063

.0046

.0035

.0029

.0098

.0080

.0058

..0044

.0037

11.5

39.7

38.6

38.6

1.6

100.0Average. A a.0070
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TABLE

BORAL NEUTRON TRANSMISSION VERSUS NEUTRON ENERGY (eV)

For Parametric Combinations of
Boron-10 Loading (B.gm/cm2) and Core Thickness (T, in)

.

C )

Neutron I
Energy

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

''0.06
0.07
0.08
'0.09
0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30.:

0.35

0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

Integrated

1, ' 2.
3 .0100 B .0125
r ,.0274 T .0336

.0530 .0249..

.1077 .0610

.1533 .0952'

.1915 .1260

.2240 .'1534

.2522* .1780

.2770 .2002

.2990 .2204

.3188 .2389

.3367 . ,2558

.4065 .3241

.4560 .3743

.4937 .4134

.5238 .4452

.5486 .4718

.5696 .4945

.5876 ' .5142

.6034 .5316

.6174 .5470

.1810 .1240

'3.
B .0150
T '.0402

.0119

.0348

.0594

.0831

.1054

.1260

.1451
,1628
.1793
.1947

,2586

.3074

.3464

.3786

.4059

.4295

.4501

.4684

.4848

.0863

4.
B .0175
T .0463

',0056
.0197
,0368
.0546
.0721
.0889
.1048
.1200
.1343
.1479

.2061

.2522

.2900

.3218

.3491

.3728

.3938

.4126

* .4295

.0606

* 5.
B .0200
*T .0533

.0027
.0113
.0231
.0362
,0496
.0630
.0761
.0888
.1010
.1127

.1646

.2073

,2432

.2738

.3004

,3239

.3448

. 3637

.3807

.0431

6.
B .0225
T .0598

.0013

.0064

.0144

.0239

.0341
,0446
.0551
.0655
.0757
,0857

* .1313

.1703

.2037

.2328

.2584

.2813

.'3018

. 3204

.3374

.0307

7.
B. .0250
T .0662

..0006
,0037
.0090
.0157
.0234
.0315
.0399
.0484
.0568
.0652

1048

.1398

.1707

.1980

.2224

.2443

.2642

.2823

. .2990

,0222

8.
B .0275
T .0728

.0003
.0021
.0056
.0104
.0161
.0223
.0289
.0357
.0427
,0496

.0836

.1149

.1430:

,1684

.1913

.2122

,2313

.2488

.2650

.0161.

9.
B .0300
T .0796

.0001
.0012
.0035 '
.0069
.0110
.0158
.0210
.0264

',0320
.0378.

.0668

.0944

,1199

.1432

.1646

.1843

.2025

.2193

.2349

,.0018

C.)
. I

Transmission
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-FIGURE 2

BORAL NEUTRON TRANSMISSION VERSUS NEUTRON ENERGY
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BORAL
NEUTRON ABSORBING/SHIELDING MATERIAL

Product Performance Report

GENERAL

Boral is a thermal neutron poison material composed of boron carbide and

the 1100 alloy aluminum. Boron carbide is a compound having a high boron

content in a physically stable and chemically inert form. The 1100 alloy

aluminum is a light-weight metal with high tensile strength which is protected

from corrosion by a highly resistant oxide film. The two materials, boron

carbide and aluminum, are chemically compatible and ideally suited together

for long-term use in the radiation environment of a nuclear reactor or in

spent fuel containment.

Boral is an ideal neutron absorbing/shielding material because of the following

reasons:

1. The content and placement of boron carbide provides a

very high removal cross section for thermal neutrons.

2. Boron carbide, in the form of fine particles, is homogenously

dispersed throughout the central layer of the Boral panels.

3. The boron carbide and aluminum materials in Boral are

totally unaffected by long-term exposure to gamma radiation.

4. The neutron absorbing central layer of Boral is protected by

permanently attached surfaces of aluminum.

-1-
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5. Boral is stable, strong, durable, and corrosion resistant.

Boral is manufactured under the control and surveillance of a computer-

aided Quality Assurance/Quality Control Program that conforms to the

requirements of IOCFR50 Appendix B entitled, "Quality Assurance Criteria

for Nuclear Power Plants". For further discussion on Quality Control see

Brooks & Perkins Bulletin No. 102.

Boral has been licensed by the USNRC for use in BWR and PWR spent fuel

storage racks, shipping and storage containers and for many other shielding

uses including control blades. For specific applications see later in this

report.

Boral panels can be used in the flat panel form or fabricated into a variety

of geometrical shapes by standard metal working methods and techniques.

The shielding capability of Boral is assured by wet chemical analysis or

neutron attenuation testing and is specified as a minimum of grams of B

per square centimeter of surface area. Boral can be provided at any B

loading up to 0. 06 gm/sq cm as required.

BORAL MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Aluminum. Aluminum is a silvery-white, ductile metallic element

that is the most abundant in the earth's crust. The 1100 alloy aluminum

is used extensively in cooking utensils, heat exchangers, pressure and

storage tanks, chemical equipment, reflectors and sheet metalwork.

-7.-
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It has high resistance to corrosion in rural, industrial and marine atmospheres.

Aluminum has atomic number of 13, atomic weight of 26.98, specific gravity

of 2.69 and valence of 3. The physical and mechanical properties of the 1100

alloy aluminum are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 - 1100 Alloy Aluminum

Density 0.098 lb /cu. in.
2.713 gm/cc

Melting Range 1190-1215 deg. F
643-657 deg.C

Thermal Conductivity 128 BTU/hr/sq ft/deg.F/ft
(77 deg. F) 0.53 cal/sec/sq cm/deg. C/cm

-6
Coef. of Thermal Expansion 13.1 x 106 /deg.F

(68-212 deg.F) 23.6 x 10 /deg.C

Specific Heat 0.22 BTU/lb/deg.F
(21Z deg.F) 0.23 cal/gm/deg.C

Modulus of Elasticity 10 x 10 psi

Tensile Strength 13,000 psi annealed
(75 deg.F)

18,000 psi as rolled

Yield Strength 5,000 psi annealed
(75 deg.F)

17,000 psi as rolled

Elongation 35-45% annealed
(75 deg. F)

9-20% as rolled

Hardness 23 annealed
(B rinell)

32 as rolled

.nnealing Temperature 650 deg.F
343 deg.C

./
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Chemical Composition - Aluminum (1100 Alloy)

99. 00% min. - Aluminum

1. 00% max. - Silicon and Iron

.05-.20%max. - Copper

.05%max. - Manganese

.10%max. - Zinc

. 15% max. - others each

The excellent corrosion resistance of the 1100 alloy aluminum is provided

by the protective oxide film that develops on its surface from exposure to

the atmosphere or water. This film prevents the loss of metal from general

corrosion or pitting corrosion and the film remains stable between a pH range

of 4.5 to 8. 5. More detailed corrosion data is provided later in this report

and in Brooks & Perkins Bulletin No. 101.

Boron Carbide. The boron carbide contained in Boral is a fine granulated

powder that conforms to ASTM C-750-80 nuclear grade Type III. The particles

range in size between 60 and 200 mesh and the material conforms to the chemical

composition listed in Table 2.
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Table 2 - Boron Carbide Chemical Composition, Weight %

Total boron 70. 0 min.

10
B isotopic content in natural boron 18. 0 min.

Boric oxide 3. 0 max.

Iron 2. 0 max.

Total boron plus total carbon 94.0 min.

The general physical properties of the boron carbide powder are listed in

Table 3.

Table 3 - Boron Carbide

Chemical formula

Boron content (weight)

Carbon content (weight)

Crystal structure

Density

Melting point

Boiling point

Microscopic capture cross section

Physical Properties

B 4 C

78. 28%

21. 72%

rombohedral

2.51 gm/cc-0. 0907 lb/cu. in.

24500C -44420 F

35000C-6332°F

600 barn
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Materials Compatibility. The materials contained in Boral are compatible

with all parts of a spent fuel storage system in either a boiling-water (BWR)

or pressurized-water reactor including the fuel assemblies, the cooling system,

the cleanup system, the pool liner and the structures of the storage racks. This

compatibility is evidenced by more than seventeen years of continuour service

in both types of pool water (1) (3). None of the following materials are contained

in Boral nor do they come in contact with Boral during its manufacture and

therefore Boral can not cause these materials to come in contact with the fuel

assemblies:

a. Any material that contains halogens in amounts exceeding
50 ppm, including chlorinated cleaning compounds.

b. Lead
c. Mercury
d. Sulfur
e. Phosphorus
f. Zinc
g. Copper and Copper alloys
h. Cadmium
i. Tin
j. Antimony
k. Bismuth
1. Mischmetal
m. Carbon steel, e.g., wire brushes
n. Magnesium oxide, e.g., insulation
o. Neoprene or other similar gasket materials made of

halogen-containing elastomers.
p. Viton
q. Saran
r. Silastic Ls-53
s. Rubber-bonded asbestos
t. TFE (Teflon) containing more than 0. 075% total chlorine

(glass-filled) and TFE films containing more than 0. 05%
total chlorine.

-6-
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u. Nylon containing more than 0. 07% total chlorine.
v. Polyethylene film (colored) with pigments over 50 ppm

fluorine, measurable amounts of mercury or halogens, or
more than 0. 05% lead.

w. Grinding wheels that have been used on other than stainless
steel or Inconel material.

x. Water containing more than 25 ppm halogens during any
cleaning operation.

y. Any material that forms alloys or deposits on the fuel
assembly.

BORAL PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Boral is a clad composite of aluminum and boron carbide. The Boral panel

consists of three distinct layers. The outer protective layers are solid 1100

alloy aluminum. The central layer contains a uniform aggregate of fine boron

carbide particles tightly held within an aluminum alloy matrix. The boron

carbide particle in the central layer averages 85 micons in diameter. The

average spacial separation is 1.25 to 1. 50 particle diameters. The overall

thickness of the three layers will vary depending on the B10 content in

accordance with Figure 1.

The physical characteriestics of a Boral panel will vary of course, according

to clad thickness, overall thickness and B content. A typical Boral panel

10
for spent fuel storage can be described as having 0. 020 grams of B per sq.

cm with an overall thickness of . 075. . 004 inches including a nominal clad

of .0095 inches on each side. The physical characteristics for that typical

panel is as shown in Table 4.

-7-
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* Figure 1

Boral Thickness Versus BIO Content
.20

.15

.

a,
V

'-4

-) 0

A

. 10

.05

- --7- -

0
0 .01 .02 . 03 .04 .05 .06

BlO Content - gm/sq cm

B 10 Equiv. Total Thickness Including Cladding'
Content Boron Inches Tol. mm - Tol.

.005 .028 .075 .004 1.91 .10
.010 . .056 .075 .004 1.91 .10
.015 .083 .075 .004 . 1.91 .10
.020 .111 .075 .004 1.91 .10
.025 .139 .083 . .004 2.11 .10
.030 .167 .096 .005 2.41 .13
.035 .194 . .108 .006 2. 74 .15
.040 .222 .121 .006 3.07 .15
.045 .250 .133 .006 3.38 .15
.050 .278 .146 .007 3. 71 .18
.055 .306 .158 .007 4.01 .18
.060 .333 .172 .009 4.37 . .23

This tabulation is for Boral with thin cladding for use in high density
Boral. with thicker cladding is also available for other applications.

spent fuel racks.

-8-
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Table 4 - Boral Panel

B content 0.020 gm/sq cm

Boron content .111 gm/sq cm

Thickness-overall .075 - .004 inches
.190 .010 cm

Thickness-clad .0095 inches
(nominal) . 024 cm

Neutron attenuation .935
(at 0.06 eV)

Total weight .42 gm/sq cm
.86 lb/sq ft. -

Dispersion Uniformity. The aluminum and boron carbide ingredients

in the central core of the Boral panel are combined in powder form. The

methods used to weigh and blend the powders as well as the design and

construction of the ingots necessary to produce acceptable Boral panels

are patented and proprietary processes of Brooks & Perkins. The

manufacturing methods used-include a sintering process and hot rolling.

The final outcome of the entire manufacturing cycle is Boral panels having

boron-carbide uniformly dispersed throughout the central core. The amount

of boron carbide per unit area is directly related to the panel thickness.

The minimum B content per unit area and the uniformity of dispersion

within a panel is verified by wet chemical analysis or neutron attenuation

testing. For details of the verification methods see Brooks & Perkins

Quality Assurance Procedures BP-11002-QAP and BP-11004-QAP. 1;

- ...
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The acceptance standards in these procedures are controlled by statistical

data to assure the minimum requirements are achieved with 95/95 confidence

level. The maximum variation in the manufacturing processes (statistical

tolerance interval) over a significantly large sample size has been determined

and is utilized in the establishment of acceptance criteria.

CORROSION RESISTANCE

The useful service life of Boral will exceed 40 years when in contact with the

storage pool water of either a boiling-water or pressurized-water reactor.

This fact is evident through laboratory testing and is further supported by the

longest continuous, in-pool, service by Boral over any other thermal neutron

shielding material. This excellent corrosion resistance is provided by the

protective nature of the aluminum cladding that is an integral facing on the

Boral panels. The corrosion of aluminum is negligible in fuel storage pools

of either type reactor when the water quality and temperatures are maintained

within the normal operating limits as listed in Table 5. The boron content in

the Boral will not be reduced below the specified limit during the forty or more

years of exposure under those operating conditions.

In order to understand the total corrosion resistance of aluminum within the

normal operating conditions of the storage pools a discussion of that resistance

must consider all forms of corrosion. A detailed discussion follows for general,

galvanic, pitting, crevice, intergranular, and stress forms of corrosion.

-10-
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Table 5 - Chemistry of Pool Waters

Reactor type PWR BWR

Cooling medium * D-M water D-M water

Boron content, ppm 0 to 2000 0

pH range 4.5 to 6.0 6.0 to 7.5

Temp range, 0 F 80 to 140 80 to 125
0C 26 to 6 0 26 to 52

Conductivity @ Z5 C 1 to 30 1
micro mho/cm

Chloride ions, ppm,max. 0.15 0.20

Fluoride ions, ppm,max. 0.10 ----

Total solids, ppm, max. 1.00 0.50

Heavy metals, ppm, max. ---- 0.10

Halogens, ppm, max. 0.15 ----

* demineralized water

General Corrosion. General corrosion is a uniform attack of the metal

over the entire surfaces exposed to the corrosive media. General corrosion

is measured by weight loss or decrease in thickness and is generally expressed

in mils per year (mpy). The severity of general corrosion of aluminum depends

upon the chemical nature and temperature of the electrolyte and can range

from superficial etching and staining to dissolution of the metal.

_7 1_
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Figure 2 shows a potential - pH diagram for aluminum in high purity water

at 25 c (77 0 F). The potential for aluminum coupled with stainless steel and

the limits of pH for BWR and PWR pools are shown on the diagram to be well

within the passivation domain. The passivated surface of aluminum (hydrated

oxide of aluminum) affords protection against corrosion in the domain shown

because the coating is insoluble, non-porous and adherent to the surface of the

aluminum. The protective surface formed on the aluminum (gibbsite and

bayerite) is known to be stable up to 1350C (Z75 F) (5) and in a pH range of

4. 5 to 8. 5(6).

Figure 3 is also a potential-pH diagrams for the aluminum-water system but

at 600C (140 F) which also shows the potential for the aluminum/stainless

steel couple and the BWR and PWR limits for pH at this upper limit of temper-

ature.

The ability of aluminum to resist corrosion from the boron ions is evident

from the wide useage of aluminum in the handling of borax and in the manu-

facture of boric acid. (7) Aluminum racks with Boral plates in contact with

the 800 ppm max. boron water showed only small amount of pitting but

(1)maintained good structural integrity after seventeen years in the pool

-12 -
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Figure 2

Potential Versus pH Diagram

For Aluminum-Water System
At250 C (77 0 F) (10)
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Figure 3

Potential Versus pH Diagram

For Aluminum-Water System

At 6 0 0C (1400F) (5)
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Galvanic Corrosion. Galvanic corrosion is associated with the current of

a galvanic cell consisting of two dissimilar conductors in an electrolyte. The

two dissimilar conductors of most interest in this discussion are aluminum and

stainless steel while in an electrolyte similiar to the pool water from either a

BWR or PWR. There is less galvanic current flow between the aluminum-

stainless steel couple than the potential difference would indicate because of the

greater than normal resistance at the metal-liquid interface on stainless steel

(6)
which is known as polarization. It is because of this polarization character-

istic that stainless steel is compatible with aluminum in all but severe marine, or

high-chloride, environmental conditions. Test data for aluminum coupled with

304 stainless steel in 5. 0 pH water at 100 C (212 F) with flow rates ranging

from 0. 5 fpm to 81 fps show weight losses of 0. 1 to 0.2 mpy and randomly spread

pits that were not of major consequence. (8) This performance indicates a

projected service life much greater than forty years.

Pitting Corrosion. Pitting corrosion is the forming of small sharp cavities

in a metal surface. The first step in the development of corrosion pits is a

local destruction of the protective oxide film. Pitting will not occur on commer-

cially pure aluminum when the water is kept sufficiently pure, even when the

aluminum is in electrical contact with stainless steel. (9)

Pitting of aluminum has been observed when in contact with stainless steel

where the electrolyte can stagnate and the conductivity of the electroylyte

increases. . . . . .. . .

-15-
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This pitting has not been significant in spent fuel environments and it is not

likely that pitting of the aluminum would have any influence on the neutron

shielding performance of the Boral. (4)

Crevice Corrosion. Crevice corrosion is the corrosion of a metal that

is caused by the concentration of dissolved salts, metal ions, oxygen or other

gases in crevices or pockets remote from the principal fluid stream, with

a resultant build up of differential galvanic cells that ultimately cause pitting.

Testing has confirmed that after 2000 hours, under a controlled environment,

the Boral and 304 stainless steel combination exhibited little or no corrosion

of the aluminum cladding of the Boral. In a separate 2000 hour test at 900

to 1800C the maximum pit depth of corrosion of the Boral surface was reported

at less than five mils giving a projected life much greater than forty years.

Intergranular Corrosion. Intergranular corrosion is corrosion occurring

preferentially at grain boundaries or closely adjacent regions without appre-

ciable attack of the grains or crystals of the metal themselves. Intergranular

corrosion does not occur with the commercially pure aluminum (alloy 1100)

and other common work hardening alloys.

Stress Corrosion. Stress corrosion cracking is failure of the metal by

cracking under the combined action-of corrosion and high stresses approaching

the yield stress of the metal. The 1100 alloy used in Boral is not susceptable

to stress corrosion and Boral is seldom if ever subjected to high stresses when

used as a neutron shield in a spent fuel rack.

-16-
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Al + H2O AI (oH) + H

2A1+6H0 -O Al 0 .3HO+6H + 6 electrons
2 2 3 2

2 H + 2 electrons -> HIt (5)

The water-aluminum reactions are self-limiting because the surface of the

aluminum becomes passive by the formation of a protective and impervious

coating making further reaction impossible until that coating is removed by

mechanical or chemical means.

The volumes and types of gases collected from the Boral in demineralized

and borated water strongly indicate the gases resulted from one or both of

the two described mechanisms and did not result from cross linking or

oxidative scission of any of the Boral materials.

In summary Boral does not out-gas or change physically or chemically as

a result of exposure to gamma radiation. Water in contact with aluminum

will release hydrogen chemically until the aluminum surface is passivated

and water will disassociate through hydrolysis from gamma radiation. It

is therefore necessary to provide a means for venting the hydrogen and

oxygen gases if water is allowed to come in contact with Boral in spent fuel

storage applications.

-20-
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NEUTRON SHIELDING PERFORMANCE

The thermal neutron shielding performance of Boral is obtained from the B 1 0

isotopes contained within the boron carbide particles in its core. This

performance is directly related to the amount of boron carbide provided and

the spacial relationship between the particles of boron carbide. Figure 4

shows the actual performance of Boral as compared to an ideal (unobtainable)

layer of B10 isotopes. The shielding performance is measured as a neutron

attenuation factor and is plotted against the surface density of B isotopes

in grams per square centimeter. For further discussion on the shielding

properties of Boral see Brooks & Perkins Bulletin No. 100. The neutron

shielding performance of Boral was unaffected after exposure to 1.03 x 10"

rads gamma and 5. 3 x 109 thermal neutrons per sq cm.

Boron and Halogen Leachability. The boron leachability and the halogen

leachability was evaluated for Boral during irradiation testing conducted at

the University of Michigan. The test solutions were analized for boron and

halogen contents before and after radiation exposure when sufficient solution

was remaining after the test. The volume of solution was reduced to zero in

some cases by the radiation. The analysis of the test solutions showed no

increase in-boron or halogen that cannot be accounted for by the decrease

in test solution volume or pickup of the soluble boron on the external edges

of the Boral. The boron carbide is allowed to contain, by the ASTM Speci-

fication C750-80, up to a maximum of three percent (3.0%6) soluble boron

in the form of boric oxide (B 2O).

-2 1-
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The amount of boron carbide that can come in contact with water is limited

to that which is confined to the outer edges of the Boral panel. This

wettable amount of boron carbide is of course influenced by the geometrical

size and shape of the panel but is less than one percent (1. 0%) of the total

boron carbide contained therein. In any regard, the total boron content of

the panel will remain above the specified minimum content in the event the

total soluble boron content were somehow lost through dissolution.

Residual Activity. The residual radioactivity of the Boral was measured

following the irradiation testing conducted at the University of Michigan. The

activation was limited to trace amounts of impurities contained in the boron

carbide and aluminum materials from which Boral is produced. The specific

results are available upon request.
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Installations Using Boral

I. Spent Fuel Storage Racks

A. Pressurized Water Reactors

Reactor Utilitv Water Contact Service Date

1. Yankee Rowe
2. Maine Yankee
3. Cook 1&2
4. Sequoyah 1&2
5. Zion 1&2
6. Salem 1 &2
7. Bellefonte 1&2
8. Yellowcreek 1 &2

Yankee Atomic Electric Co.
Maine Yankee Atomic Power Co.
Indiana & Michigan Electric Co.
Tenn Valley Authority
Commonwealth Edison Co.
Public Service Electric & Gas Co.
Tenn Valley Authority
Tenn Valley Authority

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

1964
1977
1979
1979
1980
1980
1981
Indef.

B. Boiling Water Reactors

Reactor Utility Water Contact Service Date

'1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

LaCrosse
Pilgrim 1
Monticello
Vermont Yankee
Peach Bottom 2 &3
Fitzpatrick
Cooper
Duane Arnold 1
Susquehanna 1&2
Perry 1&2
Limerick
Browns Ferry 1,2, &3
Dresden 1, 2, &3
Hatch 1&2
Brunswick 1&2
Clinton
Hartsville I &Z
Phipps Bend 1&2

Dairyland Power Coop.
Boston Edison Co.
Northern States Power Co.
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Philadelphia Electric Co.
Power Authority of State NY
Nebraska Public Power District
Iowa Electric Light & Power Co.
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.
Philadelphia Electric Co.
Tenn Valley Authority
Commonwealth Edison Co.
Georgia Power Co.
Carolina Power & Light Co.
Illinois Power Co.
Tenn Valley Authority
Tenn Valley Authority

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

1976
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978
1979
1979
1979
1979
1980
1980
1981
1981
1981
1981
Indef.
Indef.
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Abstract:

The results of neutron attenuation measurements of irradiated Boraltm
specimens are presented. Irradiation and neutron attenuation measurements
were performed by the Phoenix Memorial Laboratory of the University of
Michigan. No significant change in the neutron attenuation properties of Boraltm
was detected up to radiation exposure levels to 7 x 10" rads. Test background
and methodology are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION:

Boraltm is the trade mark of a neutron absorbing material manufact-
ured by AAR Brooks & Perkins, Inc. (B &P)and is used around the world in a
wide variety of shielding and criticality control applications. Boral is a
composite material consisting of an aluminum and boron carbide core clad
with pure aluminum face sheets. Boral tm properties are fully described in
B&P's Product Performance Report 624(1)

The application being studied in this report is the use of Boraltm as
the neutron absorber in high density storage racks for spent nuclear fuel.
These racks are submerged in the fuel pool at a nuclear reactor site and hold
spent fuel discharged from the reactor during refueling. This spent fuel will
be stored in the fuel racks for as long as 40 years.

The function of Boral in this application is criticality control to in-
sure the closely spaced fuel assemblies cannot reach a critical condition even
during accident situations (e.g. fuel assembly drops, earthquakes, improper
fuel positioning etc.). Since this is a safety related function the U.S. NRC is
particularly interested in the effectiveness of the poison both when installed,
and over the rack service life.

Applicants for fuel storage licenses must furnish a considerable amount
of data on the neutron absorbing poison they intend to use in the fuel racks. In
addition to documenting the initial effectiveness of the poison the NRC requires
that "methods for verification of long-term material stability and mechanical
integrity of special poison materials utilized for neutron absorption should in-
clude actual tests". J)

tm
Boral, or any neutron poison used in spent fuel racks is exposed to

an extremely harsh environment. The Boraltm is subjected to high gamma
radiation fields, high temperature of discharged fuel assemblies and pool
water chemistry. The impact of these factors acting over long periods must
be assessed in order to judge the capability of the poisonto perform its fun-
ction and live in this environment.

PURPOSE OF REPORT:

tM
This paper will report some results from a test-in-progress on Boral.

This is an accelerated type test intended to subject the Boraltr to a total in-
tegrated life dose of 1 x 1012 rads gamma radiation. The testing is being
done in the Ford Nuclear Reactor at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
The test conditions also subject the Boral specimens to pool water chemistry
and temperature thereby simulating the fuel poolenvironment.
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These test results are offered as documentation that Boral can with-
stand total integrated gamma doses of 7 x 10" rads with no change in the
neutron attenuation properties nor loss of physical integrity or durability.

tm
Boral has been selected as the neutron absorber to be used in the

high density spent fuel storage racks for Hope Creek I belonging to Public
Service Electric & Gas Co. (NJ). Bechtel Power Corp. is the architect-
engineer and has developed the fuel rack specifications and defined the
operating environment. The specified environment was dimineralized water
at 1350 F maximum with a radiation dose of 5. 12 x 10" rads gamma integrat-
ed over 40 years. (3)

The actual integrated lifetime radiation dose to which the fuel racks
will be subjected is unknown. However, a "worst case," scenario can be
established if it is assumed that freshly discharged fuel is always loaded
into the same storage cells at each refueling outagetger the life of the plant.
Qualification of the rack materials, including Boral, to this "worst case"
radiation level will allow for maximum flexibility in fuel handling.

This "worst case" level of radiation exposure would be approached if
the freshly discharged fuel were always placed in the same area of the stor-
age racks-such as the full core discharge area. After the outage, when time
is less critical and man power more available, the fuel can be transferred to
another rack section for long term storage. This is, in fact, the way that
many utilities handle their discharged fuel.

The cells would experience lower radiation doses if discharged fuel
were placed in the long term storage position directly upon discharge. This
system reduces fuel management flexibility somewhat and requires the plant
operator. to institute a system for managing the radiation exposure of the
rack.

BACKGROUND:

The University of Michigan Phoenix Memorial Laboratory initiated a(4 )
study of the radiation aging of various commercial poison materials in 1978.
One of the objectives of this study was to subject several commercial poisons
to radiation in U of M's Ford Reactor to investigate the phenomenon of rad-
iation induced out-gassing. The gases evolved would be measured for amount.
and analyzed for composition.
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The reason for this study is that there had been several occurances
-of individual storage cells in fuel storage racks swelling due to gas build-
up in the cavity holding the poison. As this had happened at several reactor
sites with different poisons the U.S NRC was concerned that all poisons
may suffer from a generic defect.

In addition to measuring and analyzing the evolved gas, the U of M
study measured the pre-and post-irradiation mechanical properties of the
poisons tested. The suspicion existed that radiation induced out-gassing
was a symptom of radiation damage occuring in the poison matrix material.
This data would be taken to determine the extent of any damage and to assess
the ability of irradiated poisons to withstand the NRC postulated accidents.

Interim test results describing thle quantity and constituents of the
evolved gasses were published in 1 9 7 9 .(u) This reports that of the poisons
tested only Boraltm produced no off-gaseskue to irradiation. This data
was taken at a total gamma dose of 1 x 10 rads. The report further states
that testing would continue to reach a total integrated dose of 1 x 1012 rads.
The tests have currently reached a level in excess of 7 x 1011 rads which is
believed to be greater than a "worst case" scenario for the Hope Creek fuel
racks.

METHODOLOGY:

The Ford Nuclear Reactor is a 2 megawatt Babcock & Wilcox pool
type reactor used for educational and research purposes.( 7 ) This react-
or was used for accelerated irradiation tests on various commercial poisons
including Boral as described in references (4) and (6). A follow-on irrad-
iation test was performed to extend the data to higher radiation levels than
achieved in earlier tests. The purpose of the test is "to determine physical
properties and changes to physical properties of shielding materials as a
result of irradiation under conditions similar to those encountered in PWR
and BWR spent fuel storage pools."( 8 )

Thirteen groups of samples, with three specimens per group, were
irradiated to various radiation levels as shown in Table 1. The following
tests and measurements were taken prior to irradiation and it was planned
to make similar measurements following irradiation.

weight
specific gravity
hardness
mechanical strength
neutron attenuation
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The neutron attenuation and physical/mechanical properties were
measured before irradiation. The post irradiation neutron attenuation
measurements were made and are presented in the results section. The
researcher elected not to perform post-irradiation mechanical tests on
the Boral specimens because of concern over possible mechanical test
lab contamination and the inability to acquire comparable data.(9)

The samples to be irradiated were loaded in sample holders as
shown in the attached sketch and placed in reactor test locations where
they would be subjected to approximately 7 x 107 rad/hour.

Table 1 gives the sample identification and test conditions.( 1 0 )
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TABLE I
NEUTRON SHIELDING MATERIAL TEST SAMPLE SERIES

Neutron Dose Estimat
Gamma Dose (rad) Thermal (n/cm2) Fast 1 MeV (n/cmZ) Irradiat

Sample Set
Identification

:ed
tion

Pre Irradiation 0 00 0

Control

SlE9

SSE9

SIE10

S5E1o

SlEll

K> S2El1l

S3Ell

S4E1l

S5El l

S6Ell

S7El

S8Ell

S9Ell

SlE12

286

1.0x 109

5.0 x 109

l.Ox 1010

10
5.0 x 10

1.0 x 101

2.0 x 1011

3.0 x 101l

4.0 x 101

5.0 x 1011

6.0 x 101

7.0 x 10 1

8.0 x 1011

9.0 x 1011

1.0 x 101 2

0

5.66 x 1017

2.83 x 1018

5.*66 x 1018

2.83 x 1019

1195.66 x 109

1. 13 x 1020

1. 70 x 1020

2.26 x 1020

2.83 x 1020

3.40 x lOz

3.96 x 1020

4.53 x 1020

5.09 x 1020

5.66 x 1020

0

5.66 x 1015

2.83 x 10

16
5.66x 10

2.83 x 1017

5.66 x 1017

1. 13 x 10

1.70 x 10

2.26 x 1018

2.83 x 1018

3.40 x 1018

3.96 x 10

'184.53 x 10

18
5.09 x 10

5.66 x 10

14,290

15

75

143

715

1,429

2,858

4,287

5,716

7, 145

8, 574

10,003

11,432

12, 861

14,290

Sample Environment:
Estimated Gamma Dose Rate:
Estimated Neutron Dose Rate:

Thermal
Fast 1MeV

Y.> Number of Samples In Set:

Demineralized Water
7.0 x 107 rad /hr.

1. 1 x 1013 n/cm2 /sec
1. 1 x 10 1 1n/cm2 /sec
3
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RESULTS:

Neutron transmission measurements well taken using a standard
procedure developed by Phoenix Lab personnel. The results are tabulat-
ed in Table 2.

TABLE 2(12)
Neutron Attenuation Properties of Boraltm Specimens 4

Sample Set
Identification
SlEll

sample 1
sample 2
sample 3

Gamma
Dose (rads)

neutron energy = 0. 06 eV
Pre-irradiation Post-irradiation

attenuation attenuation

9.72 x
9.72 x
9.72 x

1010
10 10
10 10

.990

.991

.990

.991

.992

.992

SZE11
sample 1
sample 2
sample 3

S3E11
sample 1

* sample 2
sample 3

S4Ell
sample 1
sample 2
sample 3

S5Ell
sample 1
sample 2
sample 3

2.04 x
2.04 x
2.04 x

3.00 x
3.00 x
3.00 x

4.00 x
4.00 x
4.00 x

5.02 x
5.02 x
5.02 x

1011
.1011
1011

.991

.992

.993

1011

1011
10

.992

.992

.992

.993

.993
.993

.994

.994

.993

.992

.991
.994

.989

.990
.992

1011loll

.10 11

.991

.990

.992

101 .992
.992
.992

S6E1l
sample 1
sample 2
sample 3

S7E1I
sample 1
sample 2
sample 3

*attenuation =

6.05 x TO1 1

6 .05x .AD11
6.05 x J9

.991

.990

.992

.993

.993

.992

.993
.992
.993

6.99 x
6.99 x
6.99 x

1011

P11
Io

.992

.991
.992

1-transmission = 1-transmitted neutron beam
incident neutron beam
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Visual examination of the specimens revealed no observable degrada-
,ition of the Boraltm specimens irradiated. There was no apparent shrinkage,
material loss, cracking, breaking or other deformation.

The specimens. did exhibit the characteristic darkening or tarnishing
due to water contact with the aluminum cladding as a passivating film forms.(1)
This. darkening is illustrated in the attached phbtograph of test specimens.
The amount of dib-coloration appears:tb stabilize sometime after 30 days.
of water contact iine..

A few specimens developed small blisters on the cladding. A sketch
is attached showing typical blisters. This phenomenon occured only on the
outside surface of the outermost specimens loaded in the specimen holder.
Neither the inside surface nor any of the other specimens in the specimen
holder developed blisters.( 1 4 ) The researcher hypothesized that this could
be a neutron flux induced phenomenon where the outside specimen absorbed
most of the neutron flux shielding the inside specimens. The hypothesized
mechanism is neutron capture by the B1 0 molecules form lithium and helium
which is trapped under the aluminum cladding. Neutron heating may have
loosened the bond between cladding and core allowing local blistering of the
cladding.

The specimens had good physical integrity and could be struck to-
gether sharply with no damage to the Boraltm

CONCLUSIONS:

Neutron attenuation measurements of irradiated Boraltm specimens
showed no degradation in shielding properties -up to radiation.levels of 7 x 10
rads. This exceeds the maximum 40 year life gamma dose expected for Hope
Creek spent fuel racks. Therefore gamma radiation does not appear to be a
creditable threat to a Boraltm service life of 40 years.

Visual examination and rough handling showed no degradation or loss
of physical integrity. Although a superficial surface tarnish formed on the
specimens, the subjective appraisal is the properties of the irradiated Boraltm
are essentially unchanged by gamma radiation exposure. The specimens are
available for further testing, including mechanical tests, should the NRC wish
to fund this work.

The test results do not provide any data or reveal any trends which
would allow .an end-of-qualified life prediction. The combination of radiationt
pool water temperature and water chemistry do not appear to degrade Boral.
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NEUTRON POISON SPECIMEN HOLDER

Hollow square aluminum extrusion
with bottom closed

Alternating* specimens of Boraltm
and another commercially available
neutron poison. (ASTM tensile specimens)

Drain Holes
2 Sides

SPECIMENS IN HOLDER

*Boraltm always used for first and last
specimens to support adjacent flexible poison
specimens

EMPTY HOLDER
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Post-Irradiation
Boral Specimen

Full Scale

/0*
0)
0

0~

(

Arrangement of Poison
Specimens during Irradiation
(White Specimens-Boral)

Pr(

Typical
Blister
Pattern
on outside ._
surface

$1
*AL J--A

e-Irradiation

Sec A-A

, st-Irradiation

Sec. A-A

7I

Blister Pattern On Outermost Surface Of
Boral Specimens



Irradiation
Level

Un-irradiated

1x x 10 rads

5 .x ol 0rads

j x 1011 rads

Water Contact
Time

None

6iDays

30 Days

*60 Days

1.1
2 x 1011 rads 120 Days

3Ox 10 rads 180 Days

IRRADIATED BORAL SPECIMENS
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CORROSION RESISTANCE OF BORALTM
TO ONE YEAR OF EXPOSURE TO

BWR STORAGE POOL WATER

PURPOSE: The purpose of this test was to determine the physical changes to
unprotected samples of BORAL after one year of exposure to an aqueous solu-
tion representing a BWR storage pool water.

METHOD: Three bare and unclad samples of BORAL were placed in a covered
beaker containing demineralized water. The samples were the standard 35%
B4 C type BORAL panels that measured .177 x 2 x 2 inches. The samples and
the solution were periodically examined and the progression of the changes
were recorded. The samples were carefully left undisturbed during the test
period without any change or alteration being made to the water solution.

TEST DATA:
Total Unit Wt.

Surface Area Initial Final Weight *. Loss Penetratior
Sample Size Two Sides Weight Weight Loss Per Year Per Year

(cm) (cm2 ) (gms) (gms) (gins) (mgms/cm2 /yr) (mils/yr)

j A .45x4. 92x4. 92 48.4 29.8564 29.612 .0952 1.97 .29

B .45x5.08x5.08 51.6 31.2759 31.202 .0717 1.39 .20

C .45x5. 08x5. 24 53.2 3V_ 3 2.1962 .1261. 2.37 .34

Average 1.91 .276

RESULTS: The pH of the solution increased in number from the original 5.6
to 7. 7 in the first two and one-half months and remained at that approximate
level for the remainder of the year.

The BORAL samples experienced weight losses through general corro-
sion with no evidence of pitting, galvanic or intergranular types of corrosion.
The average rate of weight loss after one year of exposure was 1.91 milligrams
per square centimeter per year or .28 mils per year.

CONCLUSION: The period of time necessary for the total loss of the outer
cladding of the BORAL by general corrosion at the corrosion rate after one
year would be a minimum of 144 years.

-1-
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A BSTRACT

Brooks & Perkins, Inc. Spent Fuel Storage
Module Corrosion Report No. 554

A determination is made from published data of the expected

life of a storage module following a rupture in the water barrier

covering. The environmental conditions external and internal to

the. module are defined. The various types of corrosion which can

occur are also defined and their experimentally determined

corrosion rates are listed. Results show an expected life to be

at least greater than fifty three (53) years and probably greater

than sixty (60) years following the occurrence of the rupture to

the water barrier covering.
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BROOKS & PERKINS, INC. SPENT FUEL STORAGE
MODULE CORROSION REPORT

PURPOSE: The purpose of this report is to determine from published
data the extent of any deterioration that is likely to occur over a forty
year period to the shielding capability of a Brooks & Perkins, Inc. spent
fuel storage module following a water leak in the stainless steel covering.

BACKGROUND: The spent fuel storage module (SFSM) is a slender square-
shaped tube with open ends that is used for the storing and the shielding of
one spent fuel assembly in a light water nuclear reactor storage pool. The
tube is constructed with the inside and outside coverings being made of type
304 stainless steel. These two stainless steel surfaces are welded together
at the top and bottom of the tube over an inner layer of a thermal neutron
shielding material called BORALtm.

A group of SFSM's are assembled into a tightly packed array called a
high-density storage rack. A network of horizontal and diagonal members
separate the modules within the rack and provide the necessary lateral
support. The racks stand in a vertical position on the bottom of a forty
foot deep storage pool.

The water in the storage pools is constantly circulated through a
series of filters which causes a constant water flow within the pool.
The water is monitored and controlled for pH and temperature within
specific limits depending on the type of nuclear reactor.

The quality of the water in the storage pool of the two types of reactors
is controlled within the following ranges:

Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)

water type demineralized

water temperature 700 to 150OF (210 to 660 C)

pH at 77 0 F (25 0 C) 4.0 to 8. 0*

boron, ppm 1800 to 2200

chloride ion, ppm, max. 0. 1

* (4. 5 to 10. 6 at Combustion Engineering Reactors)

---
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fluoride ion, ppm, max. 0.1

total suspended solids,
ppm, max. 1. 0

solids filtration, microns,
max. 25

Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)

water type demineralized

water temperature 700 to 1500F (21° to 66 0C)

0
pH at 770 F (25 C) 5.8 to 7.5

chloride ion, ppm, max. 0. 5

total heavy element, ppm,
max. 0.1

total suspended solids,
ppm, max. 1. 0

solids filtration, microns,
max. 25

The thermal neutron absorbing material BORALtm is a sandwich type
panel that has outer surfaces of type 1100 aluminum and a core of boron
carbide uniformly dispersed in a matrix of type 1100 aluminum.

DISCUSSION: The shielding capability of a BORAL panel is due to its
ability to capture thermal neutrons. The capture of thermal neutrons
is accomplished by the B' 0 (boron-ten) isotopes that are contained within
the boron carbide particles. These boron carbide particles are chemically
inert (unreactive), heat resistant, highly crystalline and nearly equivalent
to diamond in hardness.

In order for corrosion to cause a reduction in the shielding capability
of a BORAL panel, the boron carbide particles have to be physically displaced
from the panel. A displacement of the boron. carbide particles to occur
would require the following sequence of events.

2 ~-2 -
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(1) the complete removal of the outer protective aluminum surfaces
on the BORAL panel.

(2) the complete removal of the aluminum matrix surrounding each
boron carbide particle.

(3) the physical displacement of the boron carbide particles.

It s 1ipt resting to note that BORAL has been used in fuel storage
pools 1 2 since 1964 and samples have been subjected to many corrosion
studies [3] [4] for long periods of time. In none of these exposures has it
been reported that any boron carbide particles were displaced.

The progression of corrosion to the outer surface is directly dependent
upon the area in contact with the water. The outer surface will reduce in
thickness at the same rate in mils per year as the edge will be attacked if
the entire panel is in contact with the water. If only the edges of the BORAL
are exposed to the water, the corrosion rate would be the same but a much
longer period of time would be required for the total failure of the panel to
occur.

In order to effectively extrapolate from previous test results, it is often
necessary to make reasonable interpolations or projections from the pub-
lished data because of differences between test and actual conditions. It must
also be kept in mind that most, if not all, tests are conducted with constant
or precisely controlled conditions throughout the test period which would not
be the case in an actual leak.

Alwitt et al states, "Aluminum reacts readily with water to form a
hydrous oxide film. Depending upon the conditions of film formation, the
film is more or less protective against subsequent corrosion. Growth occurs
in two states: a pseudoboehmite film is produced initially and then is covered
with a layer of bayerite crystals. By analogy with the aging mechanism in a
colloidal suspension, it is thought that the pseudoboehmite dissolves and re-
precipitates as bayerite crystals. The growth of bayerite is inhibited at
higher temperatures (800-100oC), presumably because the pseudoboehmite
is better crystalized and dissolves more slowly."

"The growth kinetics and properties of the pseudoboehmite film produced
at 1000C have been studied extensively. Less is known about the layers pro-
duced at low temperatures, but Hart has reported.the weight gain and electron
diffraction analyses for aluminum samples immersed in water at tempera-
tures between 200 and 800C. "

There are at least four significant changes that will occur immediately
to the water that enters into the internal voids in the storage module. Those
changes are as follows:

-3-
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1. Flow Rate. The pool water surrounding the storage module is constantly
flowing and therefore its chemistry, purity and temperature can be con-
trolled within precise limits. The water entering through a hole into the
internal voids of the storage module will cease flowing and will become
stagnant once the voids are filled. The internal water will change from
the external water and will be the corrodent media to consider for the long
term affects of corrosion. As pointed out by Godard, [6] "Movement of the
corrosive liquid usually accelerates the rate of corrosion. "

2. Shift in pH. The internal water will react with the aluminum upon contact
and cause the pH to change. The pH will increase or decrease towards a
steady pH near neutral depending on whether the initial condition is
acidic or alkaline. This change in pH is reported by the following:

[7]
A. Sedriks et al "The change of pH with time for initially acidic

solutions (i. e., pH <2) in the presence of dissolving aluminum is
shown in Figures 1 and 2. (The curves shown could be reproduced within
+ 0. 05 of a pH unit. ) In general, the change can be characterized by
(1) an initial increase in pH, and (2) the subsequent attainment of a
steady pH value."

(a) 7075, EFFECT OF INITIAL pl *

2 . lo) EFFECT OF ALLOY CONTENT

( ,;* 4 -

(b) 7075. COMPARSON Or NoCI AND Al Cl53 .Al-Zn-N URE Al

3% NoCI H

3 ________,
X ~2.*8%AlC13

s (bi 7075, EFFECT OF LIOUID /SOLIO RATIO (R

(c) 7075. EFFECT OF DE-AERATION

5 SOLUTION CCNTAININh 3G
4DISSOLVED OXTOEN .0.

2 H REAED SOLUTION ,

& 10 1 20 25 30 35 5 D
TIME (min) TIME (min.)

FIGURE 1 - The change of pH with time as a function of (a) FIGURE 2- The change of pH with time as a function of (a)
initial pH of solution, (b) presence of aluminum ions, and (c) alloy content, and (b) liquid/solid ratio.
effect of oxygen.
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"The steady pH value is related to the concentration of aluminum
ions in solution.... and is associated with the onset of precipitation
of aluminum hydroxide, AL (OH) 3 ."

B. "Peterson et al [8] report that in sea water (pH 8. 2) the corrodent
in crevices in Type 304 stainless steel was less than 2(pH). The pH
at the growing front of exfoliation crevices in aluminum alloys does
not appear to have been reported, but it is postulated to be acid,
having a pH of possibly as low as 3. 2 based upon measurements
of pH at the tips of stress corrosion cracks in aluminum alloys.

C. B. F. Brown. [9 ] "The acidity is caused by hydrolysis of one or
more components of the metal or alloy, and the acidity persists'
because of the restricted interchange between the corrosion cell
and the bulk environment."

[10]
D. Peterson et al "Figures 3 and 4 show that regardless of the

initial potential and pH, the crevices on stainless steel polarized
the pH shifted in the alkaline direction to the domain where water
is unstable and hydrogen discharge would be expected. One would
therefore expect that cathodic protection has been achieved, since
the potential of the surface has been shifted into a region where

D2 stainless steel is known to be cathodically protected. In addition,
the pH has shifted to a value which indicates that the solution within
the crevice is benign to stainless steel."

.I SI4 STAINLESS STEELLCREVICE
_00 POLARIZATION a pH CHANGES

W.D;!C -c Ovcf 0" * U. T o bo*Mn el ottIztte ^owwC

*.t-ock.-da' tt co E. J *. n-lt * .@ °
- - 25 0.S10. &..C T .NY"

t! 0d I < 0$4 S IS0. STASC,
. 8 . %S . - . - 100 Si-SO t, XZN

.3 |V 'OC -I~ttt!--- .C................ CC PI S0.C 5 -D-uct.;-j, atT'A

C. I-o %t .- Clt*| f , CNTe>tA"C

"I S

A_,,.00, I I' I t .* I .i, I

--

.iPOLARIAIN 8 pH CHANGES-Fo EN C

S, D:SI:ELC R v C SC.IOIA F

' E.. .

0 aI

FIGURE 3 -Type 304 stainless steel. crevice polarization FIGURE 4- Type 304 stainless steel, crevice polarization
and pH data at various distances from the crevice opening and pH data at various distances from the crevice opening
and at various times. Shown on a partial Pcurbaix diagram. and at various times. Shown on e partial Pourbaix diagram.
The 0.6 M NaCI solution had an Initial pH of 7.6 The 0.6 M NaCI solution had ea initial pH of 1.9.
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Samples of the SFSM were placed in water baths having a pH of
4. 5 and 10. 5. Within a few hours the pH of the water that entered
the SFSM had changed and was steady at 7. 1 and 7. 7 respectively.

3. Oxygen Content. The content of dissolved oxygen in the internal water will
be depleted by the oxidation of the metal surfaces. The decelerating effect
on th reactivity of the solution by this de-aeration can be seen in Figure
l(c)L 1 J.The de-aerated solution required 38% more time to change pH
from 1. 0 to 3. 0 and 80%6 more time to change from 1. 0 to 4. 0 than the solu-
tion containing dissolved oxygen. This delay in reaction time is also caused
by the development of a protective oxide film on the surface of the alumi-
num which tends to arrest further corrosion action.

4. Ion Concentration. The volume of the internal water will be small com-
pared to the surface area of the metal faces and will therefore become
saturated with ions very quickly. The further ionization of the aluminum
surfaces can proceed only to the extent that aluminum ions precipitate out
of solution in the form of an insoluble compound. A study of a potential-
pH diagram (Pouirbaix) for the aluminum-water system (see Figures 5 and
6 of MacDonald J et al) discloses the following reaction will occur within
a pH range of 3 to 8. 5 and a temperature range of 770 to 1400 F.

2 Al + 6 HZO - AlZO3 3HZO + 6H+ + 6 electrons

A dissolved aluminum atom will react directly with water to form the
precipitate gibbsite and bayerite (A12 0 3 3HzO).

-6-
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The precipitate is a hydrated oxide of aluminum which is stable up to
1350C (2750 F). The entrapped water will become saturated by the forming of

the gibbsite and bayerite, and therefore would be a self-limiting influence to

the corrosion.

CORROSION DATA

BORAL

1. One year test results [3]

water type

pH

temp.

BWR

5. 6 to 7. 7

680 to 78 0F (20° to 260 C)

corrosion rate, mpy 0.28

expected life (at 15 mils thickness)* > 53 years

*10 Mils of Clad Plus 5 Mils of Matrix Holding Boundary Layers of B 4 C.

-7-.
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K> 2. 2000 hour test results [4]

.,water type

pH

temp.

corrosion rate, mpy

estimated corrosion rate
@ 700 to 1500 F., mpy

expected life (at 15 mils
thicknes s)*

3. Twelve years of service [l]

water type

boron

pH

temp.

corrosion rate, mpy

expected life (at 15 mils
K)j thickness)*

BWR

7.0

1900 F (880C)

1.2 to 2.1

.18 to . 32

>45 years

PWR

nil

4.0 to 8.0 (est.)

700 to 1500F (210 to 660C) (est.)

nil

)> 60 years

STAINLESS STEEL - type 304

1. General Corrosion [13]

water type

pH

temp.

oxygen, ppm

chlorides, ppm

corrosion rate, mpy

estimated corrosion rate
@ 15 0°F, mpy

expected life (at 60 mils
thickness)

BWR or PWR

7.0 to 11

5720F (3000C)

( .01 to 2

< .1

< 2

(.6

> 60 years

* 10 mnils of Clad plus 5 mils of Matrix Holding Boundary Layers of B4 C.

-8-
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2. General Corrosion after 3000 hours [14]

water type high purity, demineralized

hydrazine, ppm .01 to . 07

oxygen, ppm <.005

chlorine, ppm < .05

pH 6.95 to 9.58

flow rate, gal/hr. 3. 5

temp. 320 F (160'C)

corrosion rate, mpy .01

expected life (at 60 mils thickness) > 60 years

3. Stress-Corrosion-Cracking after 3000 hours [14]

water quality same as 2 above

stress % of . 2% yield 120

re sults "Metallographic examination of selected
samples also filed to reveal .any cracking. "

expected life (at 60 mils thickness) > 60 years

ALUMINUM - type 110OF

1. General Corrosion after 14,200 hours[15]

water type high purity, demineralized

oxygen, ppm 4 to 5

pH 5.0 to 6.0

flow rate, fps 7. 6

temp. 1940 to 356 F (9g0 to 180 C)

corrosion rate, mpy 0.16

expected life (at 15 mils thickness)

-9-
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STAINLESS STEEL (type 304) coupled with ALUMINUM (type 1100F)

1. Crevice and Galvanic Corrosion [15]

water type

oxygen, ppm

pH

flow rate, fpm

high purity, demineralized

4 to 5

5. 0 to 6. 0

0. 5

temp. 1940 to 356OF (900 to 1800 C)

time, hrs.

Al max. pit depth, mils

Al corrosion rate, mpy

S.S. Corrosion rate, mpy

expected life (at 15 mils
thickness of Al)

1100 1775 2000

2

0. 1

0

< 3

0. 1

0

<5

0. 1

0

>60 yrs >60 yrs >60 yrs

CONCLUSION: A thorough review of the published test data indicates the
materials used in the Brooks and Perkins Inc. spent fuel storage module
(namely 304 Stainless Steel and 110OF Aluminum) provide adequate corrosion
resistance to. achieve a life expectancy of forty years without a reduction of
neutron absorbing capability when used in a BWR or PWR storage pool with
a rupture in the stainless steel covering.

-10-
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Abstract

1. The corrosion testing of the storage module has been completed
in accordance with test procedure BPS-384.

2. All test samples were exposed approximately 90 days.

3. The final weights of the test samples are reported with the corrosion
products removed with the exception of the Cadmium samples.

I. Purpose

The purpose of this program is to substaniate by laboratory tests the
ability of the Brooks & Perkins storage module to satisfactorily resist
the envoronment of a BWR and PWR fuel storage pool. The test conditions
represent a postulated leak in the stainless steel covering and the most
adverse environmental conditions likely to occur during normal operation
of the storage pool.

II. Factual Data

A. Test Samples

The test samples were fabricated in accordance with paragraph 5. 1
of BPS-384 and placed in the specified test environmental as avail-
able.

B. Testing

The test samples and solutions were under daily visual surveillance.
The test solutions were monitored and-either replaced on adjusted
as required to maintain the proper pH. The frequency of this mon-
itoning depended on the solution - sample combination and varied
from 3 to 7 days.

C. Changes in Procedures

1. After the completion of the exposure period, all samples were
cleaned by scrubbing with a soft bristle brush using a mild
detergent and 600 grit silicon carbide polishing compound.
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2. In addition to the above cleaning method, all Aluminum and
BORALtm samples were immersed for 15 minutes in a 25%
Nitric Acid solution at room temperature in order to remove
corrosion by-products.

3. In order to completely dry the BORALtm samples in a reason-
able time it was necessary to raise the' final drying temperature
to 6000 F for a minimum of 3 hours. To minimize scattering
of results all samples received this final drying treatment.

III. Conclusions

The results of the test program confirmed the anticipated reactions of the
materials to the pH of the test solutions. Namely, no reaction with
Stainless Steel, Aluminum and BORALtm showing the greatest reaction
with the highest pH, and Cadmium being dissolved at the lowest pH.
Detailed observation listed below.

A. 304 Stainless Steel.

No appreciable change in all solutions and combination of materials.
All samples exhibited a gain in weight and varied from a MDD
(Milligrams per sq. decimeter per day) of a + 0. 37 in a 4. 5 pH
solution to a low of + . 002 in a 7. 0 pH solution. Visual change of the
Stainless Steel was minor and varied from light golden color in
sample #1, pH 4. 5 to a frosted appearance in sample #10, pH 7. 0
A light dense coating formed on the side of sample #6 that was in
contact with the BORALM and gained 0. 144 MDD. In all samples
the MPY(Milsper year) was considered too low to be meaningful.

B. BORALtm`

The greatest unit change (Table I) occured in a single'sample (F34)
of BORALtm at temperature of 150IF and a pH of 10. 5, PWR water.
The addition of stainless steel, sample #5, in the same solution
resulted in a marked decrease in unit change.(Table I ). With the
inclusion of a sacrificial material, 7072-0 Aluminum Alloy, to the
stainless steel and BORALtm (sample #6) the corrosion rate was
further lowered, Table I.
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Table I

Sample pH Temperature MPY MDD Combination

34 10.5 1500 F -3.29 -6.67 BORALtm
5 10.5 1500 F -1.988 -4. 03 SS-BORAL-SS
6 10.5 150I F -. 815 -1.65 AL-BORAL-SS

The combination of stainless steel and BORALtm exhibited a decrease
in unit change with an increase of temperature in all solutions.
The higher temperatures probably aided in the formation of a more
corrosion resistant film on the surfaces of the BORALtm. Though
the anodized BORALtm, sample #13, with stainless steel resulted
in unit loss, -. 767 MPY and -1. 555 MDD, there was no visual change
in the anodized film on the surface of the BORALtm, indicating the
losses occured in the sheared edges of the samples. Prior to the
exposure test, the core section of the sheared edges did not exhibit
the formation of the anodized film.

The same combination of materials listed in Table I exhibited the same
pattern of unit change when exposed in a 4. 5 pH solution. The results
are given in Table II.

Table II

Sample pH Temperature MPY MDD Combination

33 4.5 1500 F -. 8634 -1.75 BORALtm
2 4.5 150F -.6066 -1. 23 SS-BORAL-SS
3 4.5 1500 F -. 4114 -. 835 AL-BORAL-SS

C. Aluminum-'BORALtm

This combination of material exhibited minor unit changes in solutions
of 5.3 and 7.5 pH at a temperature of 1500 F. The BORALtm'showed
a weight loss with 6061-0 aluminum alloy and a slight gain with alloys
5083 and 6061-4, Table III. Major changes were inhibited by the devel-
opment of a passivating coating on the surface of the samples.
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Table III

Sample pH Temperature MPY MDD Combination

15 5.3 1500 F -. 1944 -. 394 6061-0, Boral,6061-
17 5.3 1500 F +.17Z7 +.35 5083, Boral, 5083
19 5.3 1500 F +.1359 +.275 6061-T4, Boral,

6061- T4
16 7.5 1500 F -. 3354 -. 68 6061-0, Boral, 6061
18 7.5 150l F +.117 +. 237 5083, Boral, 5083

D. Cadmium

Severe attack occured at a pH of 4. 5. In combination with stainless
steel, sample #21, the cadmium had a MPY of -4.25 indicating being
completely dissolved in 6 years. In all solutions and temperatures
heavy corrosion products developed which were not removable by the
standard cleaning method. After recording the results, chemical
cleaning was attempted but abandoned because any chemical that re-
moved the corrosion also attached ihe parent material.

IV. Visual

A. Blisters

Blisters in the BORALtm were a result of heating the wet samples
to 5000 F without prior heating at lower temperatures. The rapid
heating resulted in a internal pressure differential causing the cladding
to part from the core section. A preliminary heat-treatment at
300OF maximumum for 3 to 6 hours eliminates this problem.

B. Color

Stainless steels varied from no change to a light straw color. Corrosion
of the cadmium developed in various colors ranging from red to yellow
brown.

C. Etched

Surfaces lightly etched delineating- grain boundaries with no measur-
able dimension loss. Welds are outlined and darkened.
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D. Pitting

Except as noted, pitting was minor and unmearsurable. Where pitting
penetrated the cladding the average depth was . 010 inches.

E. Coated Surface

A light uniform on the surfaces of the samples which inhibited major
unit changes.
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( Final Resu( 90 day Exposure C.

Sample Material Ph Range Days So Wt Change MPY MDD Visual
iolut.

304 ss 4.5-5.38 89.79 + .009 +0.37 Slight discoloration
#1

f1-750 F Boral .558 -. 6969 -1.4i Blister, light attack sheared
edges

304 ss + .002 +.009 Slight discoloration

304 ss 4.5-6.0 89.79 + . 0032 +;'013 Slight discoloration

#2 Bdral .477 -. 6066 -1.23 16 pits. .001 max depth
#1 1-1500 F

304 ss + . 0073 +.031 Slight discoloration

AL
7072-0 4.5-6.0 90.74 - .183 -. 135 -. 265 Light etch} 4 corners

thickness tapered
#3

#1-1500 F Boral .329 -. 4114 -. 835 5 pits max .003 depth x .030
dia.

304 ss + .0016 +.-oo6 No change

304 ss 10.05-10.78 94.88 + .0016 +.006 No change
#4

#2-750 F Boral -1.816 -2.187 -4.43 Small pits .001 etched

304 ss + .0016 +;006 No change

304 ss + . 074 +..288 No change
#5

#2-1500 F Boral 10.08-10. 92 94.63 -1.653 -1.9879 -4.03 Numerous pits pentrating
cladding

304 ss _ .073 +.288 No change



Final Result 90 day Exposure

Sample Material Ph Range Days % Wt Change MPY MDD Visual
Solut.

AL 7072-0 10.05-10.88 92.75 - .457 -. 340 -. 669 Light etch, no pitting

6 -15 0°F Boral - .653 -SP3149 -1.654 Numerous pits .001 on surface
facing Al.

304 ss + . 036 +.144 Coating on surface touching
boral.

304 ss 4.98-7.9 93.58 + .021 +.081 Frosted
#7

#3-75 F Boral - 851 -1',0306 - 2. 09 No pitting, light attack sheared
edges

304 ss + .036 +4.139 Frosted

304 ss 5.3-8.91 93.58 + .009 + .035 Frosted
#8

#3-1500 F Boral .223 -_2736 - . 555 Pits. .007" deep x . 050" wide

304 ss + .005 +' 018- Discolored

AL 7072-0 5. 3-8. 8 89.79 - 350 ;,- 2675. -. 526 Etched

#9
#3-150°,F Boral - .503 -. 6517' -1. 322 Etched, pitted . 0095" x . 055"

304 ss - .011 - .043 Slight color

304 ss 7.0-8.8 94.5 + .021 + .08. Frosted
#10

#4-750 F Boral .446 -. 531'4' -1.08 Very light pitting

304 ss + .026 + .098 Frosted



Final Result 90 day Exposure *

Sample Material Ph Range Days % Wt Change MPY MDD Visual
Solut.

304 ss 7.0-8.4 94.5 + .001 + X 004 Clean
#11

#4-150OF Boral .346 -. 4215 - .855 Very slight pitting

304 ss + .001 + .002 Clean

AL 7072-0 7.0-8.45 94.83 -. 304 -. 219. -431 Etched
#12

#4-150OF- Boral .486 -. 5909 - 1. 199 Etched, pitted .008" x. 025"
surface facing S. S.

30488 . 006 -,025 Clean

304 ss 10.03-10.79 90.08 + .001 +.002 Clean

#13
#Z-150 0F ANOD

Boral - .614.. -. 7673.. -1. 555 No change anodized surface

304 ss . - .014 -. 239 Clean

304 ss 7.0-8.15 90 - .013 -. 054 Clean
#14

#4-1500 F ANOD
Boral + .35 -,4221 -. 856 No change anodized surface

304 ss .013 -.052 Clean

AL 6061-0 5. 3-7.98 91.-13 + .311 +.2298.; + .449 Light etch, coated surface
#15

#3-150 F Boral .156 -.. 1944 -. 394 Light etch, no pitting

At 6061-0 + .334 +..2522 + 493 Light etch; coated surface



( Final lesuC 90 Day Exposure C

Sample Material Ph Range Days %o.Wt Change MPY MDD Visual

Solut.

#36
#4-150 F Boral 7.0-8.58 92.42 - .462 -:..5851 -1.187 Etched, few small pits

#37
#1-1500 F

Cadmium 4.5-7.12 93.79 - 12.07 5.4987 -33.861- Heavy etched surfaces

#38
#2_1500F

Cadmium 9. 92-10.98 94.875 + .305 + .1333 + .821 Corrosion products on surfac(

#39
#3- 1500 F

Cadmium 5.3-9.68 92.875 + .256 + .1155 +.711 Heavy corrosion products on
surface

#40
#4-1500 F

Cadmium 7.0-9.2 92.92 + .321 + .148 +.911 Heavy corrosion products on
surface



c Final Resuc.. 90 day Exposure C

Sample Material Ph Range Days % Wt Change MPY MDD Visual

Solut.
AL 6061-0 7. 0-7. 92 90 + .35 + ..2682 + . 524 Etched, coated surface

#16
#4-150 0F Boral - .262 - .3354 - .68 Etched, no pitting

AL 6061-0 + .27 + .2119 + .414 Etched, coated surface

AL 5083 5. 3-7. 5 90 + .064 + 0'257.8 + .477 Etched, coated surface
#17

#3-150OF Boral + .137 + X1727 + ..35 No pitting, light etch

AL 5083 + .091 + . 3909 + .724 Etched, coated surface

AL 5083 7.0-7.81 90 + .171 + .692 +1. 28 Etched, coated surface
#18

#4-150 0F Boral + .093 + .117 +. 237 No pitting, etched, coated
surface

AL 5083 + .104 + .4415 +..817 Etched, coated-surface

AL 6061
#19 T4 5.3-7.75 90 + .328 + .2501 +.481 Etched, coated surface

#3- 150 0F
Boral + .109 + .1359 +.275 No pits, etched coated surface

edges chewed
6061 T4 + .344 .2728 +. 525 Etched coated surface

304 ss 4.5-7.1 90 - .0016 - . 006 Discolored on surface facing
cadmium

#20

#1-75OF Cadmium -11.626 - 3St6195 -34.638 Chewed, outer edges dissolve

304 ss - .0032 - .013 Discolored on surface facing
cadmium



( Final Results 90 day Exposure C
.

ample Material Ph Range Days % Wt Change MPY MDD Visual
,lut.

304 ss 4.5-6. 9. 90 + . 0027 + .011 Discoloration surface facing
t2l cadmium
.- 1500 F

Cadmium - 8.863 - 4.2533 -26.216 Pitted, outer edges dissolved

304 ss - .001. - 002 Discnloration surface facing 'radrnhii

304 ss 10.0-11. 09 90 + .0101 + .039 Discolored
t22
'-150OF Cadmium _ .592 -.. 2679 -1.651 Etched

304 ss + .017 + .065 Discolored

304 ss 5.3-8. 9 92.17 - .0047 - .019 Stained
#23

t3-150'F Cad. _ .776 _-.3464 - 2. 135 Pitted; heavy build-up corrosion
products.

304ss - .006 - 02p Stained

304 ss 7.0-9.95 92.17 + .0175 +.069 Stained
#24

#4-1500 F Cad. .694 _ .3217 -1.983 Pitted, heavy corrosion products

304 ss + .00 + .006 Stained

AL 6061-0 5. 3-7. 3 91 - .562
#25

#3-75 0F

- ,4244

-.. 2748

_ 3914

-8, 29 Etched, small pits, stained side
facing Cad.

-1.:694 Stained, heavy corrosion products

-7.65 Etched. stained side facina Cad.

Cad.

AT. A6A1-0

- .594

- .541
q
II

i



C Final ResfI 90 day Exposure (

Sample Material Ph Range Days % Wt Change MPY MDD Visual

.AL 6061-0 5. 3-8.22 91.25 - .202 - .1524 - .298 Etched, small pits, stained side

#26 facing Cad.
#26

#3-1500 F Cadmium - .579 _ .2715 - 1.673 Heavy corrosion products on
surface

AL 6061-0 - 252 - .192 - *375 Etched, small pits, stained side
facing Cad.

AL 6061-0 7.0-8.6 90 + .293 + .2241 + .438 Etched, coated surface
#27

# 4 lS50F Cadmium - .204 - .0944 -. 582 Heavy corrosion products on

surface

AL 6061-0 + .206 + .1583 +.309 Etched, coated surface

AL 5083 5.3-8. 35 90 - .142 _ .5729 -1.06 Etched, numerous small pits
#28

#3-750 F Cadmium _ .261 -,124 -. 764 Heavy corrosion products on
surface

AL 5083 - .162 - .6699 -1.24 Etched, numerous small pits

AL 5083 5.3-8.0 90 + .078 + .3138 4.581 Etched, coated surface
i - I

#3- 1500 F Cadmium - .668 - .3153 -1.943 Heavy corrosion products on
surface

AL 5083 +..073 + .3087 4.571 Etched, coated surface

AL 5083 7. 0-8. 58 90 + . 074 + . 2997 +. 555 Etched, coated surface
#30

#4-1509F Cadmium - .541 _ .2564 - 1.58 Heavy corrosion products on
surface

AL 5083 + .064 + .2686 + .497 Etched, coated surface



( C
Final Results 90 day Exposure

C

Sample Material Ph Range Days % Wt Change MPY MDD Visual
Solut.

AL 6061- 5.3-8.1 90 + .304 + . 2282 +.446 Etched, coated surface
T4

#31
#3-1500 F Cadmium - .816 - .3857 -2.389 Heavy corrosion products on

surface
AL 6061-T4 + .271 + .2065 +.403 Etched, coated surface

#32
#3-1500 F

AL 5083 5.3-8.42 90 . + .071 + .2873 +;.532 Etched coated surface

#33
#1-150 0 F

Boral 4.5-7.6 .93.42 _ .715 - .8634 .1.75 Etched, no pitting blister

#34
#2-1500 F

Boral 9.97-10.9 92.71 - 2.6102 _ 3.29 -. 6. 67 Etched, 2 small blisters,
stained pitted . 0065 P x 150"

#35
#3-1500 F

Boral 5.3-7.91 91.5 - .595 - .7649; . .- 1.552 Etched, no pits, blister
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ABSTRACT

A. A program of testing and research has been conducted

concerning the suitability of the Brooks & Perkins spent fuel

storage module (SFSM) for use in a pressurized water reactor

storage pool.

B. The following is an outline of the investigation:

1. Corrosion Resistance Testing and Research

1. 1 SFSM Without A Leak In The Stainless Steel

Covering

1.2 SFSM With A LeakIn The Stainless Steel

Covering

2. Irradiation Testing and Research

2. 1 Gas Generation Test of BORON CARBIDE/

ALUMINUM Matrix Blend

2.2 Irradiation of SFSM With And Without A Leak

In 'The Stainless Steel Covering

2.3 Helium Generation

C. The research and testing that have been conducted indicate

that the Brooks & Perkins SFSM is suitable for use in a PWR spent

fuel storage pool.
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THE SUITABILITY OF BROOKS & PERKINS
SPENT FUEL STORAGE MODULE
FOR USE IN PWR STORAGE POOL

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to exhibit test results and literature research that
illustrates the suitability of the Brooks & Perkins Spent Fuel Storage Module
(SFSM) for use in a pressurized water reactor (PWR) storage pool.

BACKGROUND

Spent Fuel Storage Module: The SFSM is a slender square-shaped tube with open
ends that is used for the storing and the shielding of one spent fuel assembly in a
light water nuclear reactor storage pool. The tube is constructed with the inside
and outside coverings being made of type-304 stainless steel. These two stainless
steel surfaces are welded together at the top and bottom of the tube over an inner
layer of a thermal neutron shielding materiallcalled BORAL'tm. Boral is a sand-
which type panel that has outer surfaces of type 1100 aluminum and a core of boron
carbide uniformly dispersed in a matrix of type 1100 aluminum.

A group of SFSM's are assembled into a tightly packed array called a high-
density storage rack. A network of horizontal and diagonal members separate
the modules within the rack and-providelthe necessary lateral support. The racks
stand in a vertical position on the bottom of a 40-foot deep storage pool.

The water in the storage pools is constantly circulated through a series of
filters which causes a constant water flow within the pool. The water is monitored
and controlled for pH and temperature within specific limits depending on the type
of nuclear reactor.

Environment of SFSM: In a PWR, the high density storage rack is exposed to the
following conditions.

Radiation Exposure 104t rads gamma lotal.
10 neutrons/cm / sec average flux.

Water Type demineralized.

Water Temperature 70 0 to 150 0 F (21 Oto 66C).

:pH at 77$F (25 C) 4.0 to 8. 0*

- boron, ppm '1800 to 2200

* (4. 5 to 10. 6 at Combustion Engineering Reactors)

* - 100 - 2 -
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chloride ion, ppm, max. 0. 1

fluoride ion, ppm,. max, 0.1

total suspended solids,
- ppm, max. | 1.

solids filtration, -microns,
max.. 25. .

The storage racks are expected to withstand these conditions over a 40-year
period.

Shielding Capability of Boral: The shielding capability of a Boral panel is due
to its ability to capture thermal neutrons. The capture of thermal neutrons is
accomplished by the B (boron-ten) isotope that is contained within the boron..
carbide particles. These boron carbide particles are chemically inert (unreac-
tive), heat-resistant, highly crystalline and nearly equivalent to diamond in
hardness.

In order for corrosion to cause a reduction in the shielding capability of a
Boral panel, the boron carbide particles have to be physically displaced from
the panel. A displacement of the boron carbide particles to occur would require
the following sequence of events.:

(1) The complete removal of the outer protective aluminum surfaces on
the Boral panel.

(2) The complete removal of the aluminum matrix surrounding each
boron carbide particle.

(3) The physical displacement of the boron carbide particles.

TESTING AND RESEARCH

Testing and research were conducted to substantiate the ability of the Brooks &
Perkins SFSM to satisfactorily resist corrosion and reaction to irradiation in the
environment of a pressurized water reactor spent fuel, storage pool.

1. Corrosion Resistance Testing and Research

1. 1 1 SFSM Without A Leak in The Stainless Steel Covering

The corrosion resistance of the stainless steel covering of the SFSM

Ms - xx0 - 3 -
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has been investigated through research of published data. The fol-
owing information indicates that the stainless steel covering ofthe
Brooks & Perkins SFSM provides adequate corrosion resistance for the
storage module to achieve a life expectancy of 40 years when used in
a PWR storage pool.

CORROSION DATA - Stainless Steel - Type 304:

A. General Corrosion

Water Type

pH

Temperature

PWR

7.0 TO 11

572ZF (3000 C)

Oxygen, ppm

Chlorides, ppm

Corrosion Rate, mpy

Estimated Corrosion Rate
@ 150 F, mpy

Expected Life (at 336mils
thicknes s)

< .01 to 2

< .1

<2

< .6

> 60 years

B. General Corrosion After 3000 Hours 2

Water Type

Hydrazine, ppm

Oxygen, ppm

Chlorine, ppm

high purity, demineralized

.01 to .07

<.005

<.05
II

National Associ. of Corrosion Engineers, Corrosion Data Survey, 1974,
ppl 34 and 252.

2 A.P. Larrick, Corrosion Studies in Simulated N-Reactor Secondary System
Water Environment. Atomic Energy Commission Research and Development,
Report HW-76358, Hanford Atomic Products Operation, May 1963, pp. 7, 10
and 22. ;
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ALUMINUM -

boron nil

pH 4.0 to 8.0 (est.)

temp. 700 to 150 OF (21 0 to 66 C) (e

corrosion rate, mpy nil

expected life (at 15 mils
thickness)* > 60 years

type 1100F

General Corrosion after 14,200 hours

water type high purity, demineralized

oxygen, ppm 4 to 5

pH 5.0 to 6.0

flow rate, fps 7.6

temp. 194 0 to 356 OF (90 0 to 180 IC)

corrosion rate, mpy 0. 16

expected life
(at 15 mils thickness) > 60 years

st.)

STAINLESS STEEL (type 304) coupled with ALUMINUM (type I100F)

Crevice and Galvanic Corrosion

water type high purity, demineralized

oxygen, ppm 4 to 5

1

*10 mils of Clad plus 5 mils of Matrix Holding Boundary Layers of B4 C.

4 J. L. English and J.C lGriess, Dynamic Corrosion for the High - Flux
Isotope Reactor, ORNL -TM - 1030, September, 1966, pg. 1, 2, 3, 4, 23,
26, 27, 31.
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pH 5. 0 to 6. 0

flow rate, fpm 0.5

temp. 194%o 3650 F (90 0to 1800 C)

time, hours 1100 1775 2000

Al. max. pit depth, mils 2 <3 <5

Al. corrosion rate, mpy 0.1 0. 1 0.1

S.S. Corrosion rate, mpy 0 0 0

expected life (at 15 mils
thickness of Al.) >60 yrs >60 yrs >60 yrs

1. 2. 2 Corrosion Resistance Tests

1. 2. 2. 1 SFSM Materials Test

PURPOSE: A test was conducted to show and describe the
extent of corrosion occuring after one year of exposure to
PWR storage pool water inside a stainless steel enclosure
containing a sample of BORAL.

METHOD: A sample of BORALTM havifig bare edges was
sealed inside a stainless steel enclosure (see Figure 1). Twenty
milliliters (20 ml) of a boron solution (2000 ppm B, pH of 5)
was added through a threaded nipple to the void between the
BORAL sample and the stainless enclosure. The BORAL
was the standar4d 35% B-j C type and measured . 177 x 9 x 9
inches. The-stainless steel enclosure was Type 304 and was
.018 inches thick. The sample with the boron solution inside
was supended in the pool of the Ford Reactor at the University
of Michigan for a period of one year. The sample had been
irradiated during a prior test with neutron and gamma fluxes.
Following the one year of storage in the pool, the sample still
retained levels of radioactivity which somewhat restricted the
analysis of the sample components, particularly the stainless
steel. The sample was suspended in the pool by one corner and
the boron solution filled about one- quarter of the inner void
volume.

M - 100 - 7 -
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- DATA:

BORAL: 35% B4 C, .177 x9 x9 inches.

Enclosure: Type 304 stainless steel, .018" thick.

Solution: 20 ml of 2000 ppm boron, pH of 5
1.23 gm of H 3 BO3 per 100 ml distilled water

Storage Pool Temperature: approx. 1000 F.

Storage Period: January 1976 to February 1977.

RESULTS: On February 8 1978, the stainless enclosure was
; removed from the BORAL plate. The BORALTM plate was

lightly rust colored in the areas that had been covered with
*boric acid solution. No pitting, corrosion damage, or other
physical damage was observed.

CONCLUSION OF MATERIALS TEST: The total lack of corrosion
damage, except for the surface discoloration, indicates the prob-
able useful life of BORALTM -when in contact with the PWR pool
and stainless steel to be several times greater than the test

period of one year. It is therefore assumed that this design \
will provide a useful life greater than forty years when used in
.a pressurized water reactor (PWR) storage pool even in the event
a leak should occur in the stainless enclosure.

1.2.Z.Z SFSM Test

A test of the ability of the Brooks & Perkins SFSM to with-
stand the environment of a PWR storage pool has been conducted.
The test conditions represented a postulated leak in the stain-
less steel covering and the most adverse environmental conditions
'likely to occur during norma' operation of the storage pool.

Twelve (1 2) test samples were fabricated in accordance with
Figure 2. The four Boral parrels in each sample were weighed
prior to assembly. The ends were sealed by welding and two
(2) 0.062 dia. holes were drilled through the outer skin at the
weld point.

Two water baths were prepared as shown in Figure 2, one
with a pH of 4.0 and the second with a second with a pH of
10. 5. The test solutions were monitored and adjusted every
seven days to maintain the proper pH value. Temperature of
each bath was 1000 F. The samples were then removed from
the baths in the order shown in Table 1 so as to not lose any
entrapped water within the tubes.

M -100 -9
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TABLE 1
Total

Bath 1 Bath 2 Test Days

Sample No. 1 7 7
2 8 30
3 9 60
4 10 90
5 11 180
6 12 365

The water entrapped within the walls of the samples was drained
into a beaker and the p H value record. The samples were cut
open at the corner, in order to not damage the center Boral
panels. However, damage did occur to Samples 1, 2, 3, 5,
and 6, as noted in Appendix A.

The samples were then washed with a soft brush in a mild
abrasive and detergent solution, followed by a rinse of clean
water and alcohol. Finally, the panels were dried in a 250 0

F oven for three hours, followed by a cycle at 600 OF for three
hours.
The following measurements were then made:

1. Weight of each Boral panel were recorded and the corrosion
weight change in milligrams per square centimeter per year
was calculated.

2. If pitting was present, the depth of the four major pits are to
be recorded and the average pit penetration in mils of an inch
per year determined.

DISCUSSION: The samples taken from the first bath had an aver-
age pH value of 5. 67 and the entrapped water taken from the tubes
averaged 6. 33. Sample No. 5 did not have enough liquid to mea-
sure. All samples experienced a weight gain which varied from
a MCY (milligrams per square centimeter per year) of +0.238
to +10.285. Sample No. 2 had a blue coating which was attributed
to some copper wire or particles that came in contact with the'bath.

The second bath had an average pH value of 10.22 during the per-
iod. The entrapped water in samples No. 7 through No. 12 which
which were in this solution, had an average pH reading of 10. 90.
Table 2 shows a MCY "ran'ge of +1. 302 to + 74.39 for Samples No.
12 and No. 7.

M - - 1-
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attached to a threaded fitting at the top of the cylinder to enable: 1) Att-
achment of a pressure relief valve set at 30 psig and 2) Attachment of
a valved gage tapoff for pressure measurement. The total volume of tub-
ing and connectors was approximately 0. 8cc. The in line relief valve re-
lieved to a long aluminum tube that extended from the irradiation position
to the pool surface. A gage was attached to the tube above the pool sur-
face.

If gas pressure built up during irradiation above the point of lifting the
relief valve, the pressure would have been detected on the surface
gage. Following irradiation, a gage was attached to the container to
measure pressure built up by gas evolution during irradiation.

The samples were exposed to radiation over 5 minute and 75 hour per-
iods. The radiation exposure of these tests is listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3

40 YEAR AND TEST CUMULATIVE

RADIATION EXPOSURE

Radiation Type
40 Year
Expo sure

5 Min. Test
Expo sure

75 Hr. Test
Exposure

Neutron (n/cm )

Thermal ('. Mev) 4.29 x 1013 4.50 x 1013 4.05 x 10 16

Epithermal 1.38 x 1011

- Fast ( 1 Mev)

* Gamma (rad)

- 6. 00 x 10 1 2

8. 00 x 1012 1. 6 7 x 106

1.24 x 10 14 -

5.40 x 1015

1.50 x 109

RESULTS: Test resulted in no gas evolution detected during or following
the 5 minute and 75 hour irradiation.

2 .2 Irradiation of SFSM With and Without Leak in Stainless Steel Covering

A test was conducted to observe the reaction of BORAL plates encased in
stainless steel jackets under gamma and neutron flux irradiations.

M - 100 - 15 -
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METHOD: Each BORAL sample was a 9 inch x 9 plate of 0.26 inch thickness.
Each plate was encased in a thin, watertight jacket of stainless steel welded
around the edges. A threaded connection was welded in the upper right cor-
ner of the face on one side of the stainless steel jacket. Irradiations were
conducted in the Ford Nuclear reactor pool at depths of 12 and 20 feet.
An aluminum tube was run from the connection to the surface of the rea-
ctor pool for pressure measurerrents and gas collection.

Prior to testing, each sample plate was baked at 200 OC for seven hours
ina vacuum oven to remove moisture.

Each sample was tested to 10 P SIG internal pressure. Experimental pres-
:sures were limited to 5 P SIG as a reactor safety precaution.

Experimental measurements were made of pressure within each sample.
Gas evolved during the tests was collect and analyzed. It was decided that
temperature would not be measured. Each sample was observed after;
irradiation for damage due to pressure, temperature, or other effects.

Each sample was pressurized -momentarily to 10 P SIG as it was inserted
into the reactor pool to verify watertightness. Once each sample was
placed in its experimental position, a 30 inch Hg vacuum was drawn to
evacuate as much air as possible. The starting pressure for each test
was the 30 inch Hg vacuum.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS: The experimental sequence consisted of
twelve steps derived from a combination of four different sample plates
being subjected to three different irradiation conditions.

Sample 1 was a sealed, dry sample vented only through the gas collection
line to the surface of the reactor pool. Sample 2 was identical to Sample 1
except that 25 ml of distilled water was injected within the stainless steel
jacket. Sample 3 and Sample 4 were identical to Sample 1 except that 70 ml
and 20 ml, respectively, of 2000 PPM boron solution were injected within
the stainless steel jacket. The 2000 PPM boron solution was obtained by
dissolving 1.23 grams of boric acid, H 3 BO3, in 100 ml of distilled water.

Initially, in Condition 1, each sample was irradiated adjacent to spent
reactor fuel in a gamma flux of 2 x 105 rad/hr. In Co:ndition 2 each
sample was placed in a: holder adjacent to the reactor operatiVg at a
power level of 2 MW. The Condition 2 gamma flux was 4 x 10 rad/hr
and thirmal neutron flux was approximately 1 x 1012 N/cm2 /sec, or
1 x 10 rad/hr. Finally, in Condition 3, each sample was left adjacent
to the reactor core immediately after shutdown. Neutron flux was quite
low, approximately five orders of magnitude below operating levels,
while gamma flux was measured as 1.2 x 106 rad/hr.
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RESULTS: Table 4 summarizes the observed effects of irradiation con-
ditions on the BORAL samples. The total hours of irradiation per sample
are noted in the array.

No pressure increase or gas evolution was observed under any condition
for Sample 1, the dry sample, or Sample 2, the sample containing 25 ml
of distilled water.

Sample 3 and Sample 4, the samples containing boron solutions, both gen-
erated gas when subjected to Condition 2, reactor at power and an irrad-
iation flux of gamma rays and neutrons. Figure 5 is a plot of sample
pressure increase as a function of time and dose. Gas was drawn from
each sample and analyzed with a gas chromatograph. The results were:

Sample Gas Constituents (%)

Sample Hydrogen Oxygen Nitrogen

3 6.5 20.4 73.1
4 41.1 21.6 37.3

D 4 41.0 21.8 37.2

The hydrogen percentage of Sample 3 was lower than might be expected, an
approximate 2:1 hydrogen - oxygen ratio, because Sample 3 was not purged
extensively prior to sampling. The chromatograph analysis results are
included in Appendix B.

When Sample 3 and Sample 4 were subjected to gamma flux alone, gas was
not evolved and no pressure increase was detected with irradiation time.

-CONCLUSION: Under irradiation fluxes and water conditions expected in
a power reactor spent fuel pool, the BORAL samples tested exhibited no
detectable gas evolution, pressure build-up, 'or damage due to temperature
or other effects.

2. 3 Helium Generation.

The well known reaction

oN1+ 5B 10 <? 3i + 2H 4. 5 B'3~ 3 Li 7 + 2 e4

M - I00
- 17 -
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CONDITION 1

Spent Fuel

y - 2 x 105 Rad/hr

N - Negligible

CONDITION 2

Reactor at 2 MW

y - 4 x 107 Rad/hr

N -I x 107 Rcd/hr

CONDITION 3

Reactor Shutdown

y - 1.2 x 106 Rad/hr

N - Negligible

SAMPLE 1 SAMPLE 2 SAMPLE 3 SAMPLE 4

9" x 9" BORAL Plate 9" x 9" BORAL Plate 9" x 9" BORAL Plate 9" x 9" BORAL Plate

Stainless Steel Jacket Stainless Steel Jacket Stainless Steel Jacket Stainless Steel Jacket

Dry 25 ml Distilled Water 70 ml - 2000 PPM Boron 20 ml - 2000 PPM Boron

42 Hours 25 Hours 19 Hours 4 Hours

No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effcct No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect

24 Hours 6 Hours 48 Hours 152 Hours

No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect Linear pressure increase Linear pressure increase
with irradiation time. with irradiation time.
Gas Analysis: Gas Analysis:

6.5% Hydrogen 41 .1% Hydrogen
20.4% Oxygen 21.6% Oxygen

4 Hours 4 Hours 12 Hours 96 Hours

No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect No Detectable Effect

.

10
'1

0,
on
oo

Table 4

'Observed Effects of Irradiation Conditions on BORAL Samples
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has been cause for concern 6ver the possibility of Helium gas generation
and consequential pressure build-up in a storage tube during irradiation.
Testing has shown no detectible generation of Helium during irradiation.
This concern may be further satisfied by considering that all neutrons
which strike the BORAL are thermal neutrons and are absorbed by
boron - 10.

Then consider the following calculations:

4 2
0' = 10 n/cm /sec Average Flux

BORAL Area/tube = 3.4 x 104 cm2

Void between BORAL and tube = 130cc

Void in BORAL core/tube = 300cc

Seconds in 40 years = 1.26 x 109

= 104 x 1.26 x 109 = 1.26 x 1013 molecules/cm 2 over 40 years

J 1.26 x 1013 . 6.OZ3 x 102 3 = 2.1 x 10-11 moles/cm2 of He over 40 years

2.1 x 10-1 1 x 3.4 x i04 = 7 x 10-7 moles/tube of He over 40 years

7 x 10-7 x 22.4 x 103 = 1.6 x 10-2 cc/tube @ STP of He in 40 years

Pressure @150 F = 1 atm x 1.6 x 10 2 x[273 + 66) (273 x 430])
4.6 x 10-5 atm

The pressure rise for the .40 year period of 4.6 x 10-5 atmosphere
or .0007 pounds per square inch is.insignificant when considering
the internal gauge pressure to cause a buckling of the tube walls
is in excess of 5 pounds per square inch and that the pool water
exerts an external pressure of 17 psi under 40 feet of water.

_ .. _. . .. ,;

_ . . I .. .i

.% * .. .. . . I. - .
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APPENDIX A

SFSM TEST, FINAL RESULTS
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Sample
No.

C
pH

Days Bath
pH

SampDle
Area

(inches)
Area
(cm)

-

Exposed Mg. Wt.
Area (cm) Change mg /cm 2 /yr , f...

I1 4
_ _ , _ _ , , _ ,

1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
Avg.

7 6.85
7 6.85
7 6.85
7 6.85

6.40
6.40
6.'40
6.40

25.32
25. 32
25.32
25.32

156.903
156. 903
156. 903
156.903

313. 806
; 313.806

313. 806
313. 806

+ 60.3
N/A

+ 67.4
+ 58.0

+10. 020
N/A

+11. 199
+ 9.637
+10. 285

2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
Avg.

3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
Avg.

31 6.6
31 6.6
31 6.6
31 6.6

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

24.40
24.54
24. 71
24.50

157.42
158.32
159.42
158.06

314.84
316.64
318.84
316.12

+ 20.8
N/A

+ 23.4
+ 13.5

+ 0.778
N/A

+ 0.864
+ 0.503
+ 0.715

+ 3.872
N/A
N/A

+ 0.354
+ 2.113

ta

QO

A,

Ca11

C3

Sz
;i
C-460

60
60
60

4-1
4-2
4-3
4-4
Avg.

5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4
Avg.

6-1
6-2
6-3
6-4
Avg.

90
90
90
90

180
180
180
180

360
360
360
360

4.6
4.6
4.6
4.6

5.41
5.41
5.41
5.41

4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

4. 1
4. 1
4. 1
4. 1

6.4
6.4
6.4
6.4

6. 5
6. 5
6.5
6.5

25. 11
24. 73
24.40
24.40

24.38
24.38
24.40
24.34

162. 00
159. 55
157.42
157.42

157. 295
15 7.295
157.428
157. 032

156.06
156.28
155.48
156.4;

156. 129
156. 774
157. 032
157. 032

324.00
319. 10
314.84
314.84

314. 590
314. 590
314. 856
314. 064

312. 12
312.56
310.96
312.90

312.258
313. 548
314. 064
314.064

+206.2
N/A
N/A

+ 18.3

+153.9
+138.6
+ 23.4
+ 53.6

N/A
+154.5
+135.4
+ 76.4

N/A
+ 22.8
+ 55.5
+147.9

* 24.19
* 24.22
* 24.10
* 24.25

+ 1.984
+ 1.787
+ 0.301
+ 0.692
+ 1.191

N/A
+ 1.002
+ 0.883
+ 0.495
+ 0.793

N/A
+ 0.074
+ 0.175
+ 0.466
+ 0.238

*
*
*

24.20
* 24.30

24.34
24.34

Av!. 5.41 6.33
*. No measurable amount; "N/A"= Not Applicable because sample

from stainless steel shrouds.
damaged during removal

FINAL RESULTS - BATH NO. 1



Sample'
No.

7-1
7-2
7-3
7-4
Avg.

C
pH,

Days Bath
pH

Sample
Area

(inches)
Area
(cm)

Exposed
Area (cm)

Mg. Wt.
Change mg/cm2 /r

PI

7 10.97
7 10.97
71 10.97
7 10.97

12.0
12.0
12:0
12.0

24. 32
24. 36
24.40
24. 34

156.903
157. 161
157.419
157. 025

313. 806
314. 322
314. 838
314.05

+484.7
+452.9
+459.3
+392.6

+80. 539
+75. 132
+76. 068
+65. 848
+74.397

8-1
8-2
8-3
8-4
Avg.

9-1
9-2
9-3
9-4
Avg.

31 9.
31 9.3
31 9.3
31 9.3

60 10.38
60 10.38
60 10.38
60 10.38

* 25.93
* 25.95
* 25.89
* 25.91

167.295
167.439
167. 022
167. 165

155.94
155. 74
157. 16
159.42

334. 590
34. 878
334. 044
334. 330

3f1.88
311.48
314. 32
318.84

+315. 1
+241.3
+195.4
+154.2

+344.5
+345.3
+375. 1
+354.8

+11. 088
+ 8.484
+ 6.887
+ 5.431
+ 7.973

+ 6.719
+ 6.744
+ 7.260
+ 6.769
+ 6.873

'1-'

C-.,

-13

>-9

*

24. 17
24.14
24.36
24. 71

10-1
N 10-2

10-3
10-4
Avg.

11-1
11-2
11-3
11-4
Avg.

90 ' 10.25
90 10.25
90 10.25
90 10.25

10.5
10.5
10.5
10. 5

10.2
10.2
10.2
10.2

24. 50
24.06
24.40
24.44

24.42
24.46
24. 339
24.269

158. 071
155.225
157.419
157. 677

157. 549
.157.807
157. 026
156. 575

316. 143
310.450
314. 838
315. 354

315.098
315. 614
314.052
313. 150

+194.6
+524. 0
+352. 3
+218. 0

+395.4
+388.2
+428.8
+459. 8

+ 2.496
+ 6.845
+ 4.545
+ 2.804
+ 4. 173

+ 2.545
+2.494
+ 2.769
+ 2.927
+ 2.696

180
180
180
180

10.2
10.2
10.2
10.2

12-1
12 -2
12-3
12 -4
Avg.

Avg.

360
360
360
360

10.4
10.4
10.4
10.4

* 23.99
* 24.06
* .24.40
* 24.36

154. 774
155.225
157.419
157. 161

309. 548
310.450
314. 838
314. 322

*+362. 1
+359.6
+511. 7
+411.5

+ 1.157
+ 1.146
+ 1.608
+ 1.295
+ 1.302

10.25 10.9

* No measurable amount

FINAL RESULTS - BATH NO.2
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APPENDIX B

CHROMATOGRAPH ANALYSIS OF

GAS EVOLVED BY IRRADIATION OF SFSM
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Oxidation of Al Powder: Report for AAR Cargo

Objectives

The report presents results from an investigation into the oxidation behaviour of pure

Al powder in the range 500-550'C. The effect of heating temperature and time are

discussed, as is the oxidation mechanism.

Experimental Methods

Powder Heat Treatment

Heat treatment of Al powders was performed at different temperatures, for various

times, in order to vary the degree of oxidation. 150 g of powders were spread on a

rectangular stainless steel tray to form a thin layer <5 mm, to ensure that air would

uniformly penetrate the powder bed. The powders were oxidised in a pre-heated fan

oven, in ambient air, at temperatures of 500TC and 550'C for 60, 120, 180, 240, 300,

360, 420, 480, 600 and 1200 miin. After oxidation, the powders were removed and

allowed to cool in air.

Oxygen and Surface Area Analysis

Oxygen and surface area analysis were performed by London & Scandinavian

Metallurgical Co Limited. Oxygen analysis was carried out using a LECO TC-

436AR instrument. The equipment measures oxygen content (in vet.%), to 3 decimal

places, as CO2, using an infrared detector cell. BET surface analysis of powders heat-

treated at 5000C and 5500 C for 60, 300, 600 and 1200 min, was performed using a

Beckman Coulter SA 3100 instrument.
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Characterisation

A study of the powder morphology was performed using a Philips XL30 FEG

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). To prepare samples for SEM, powders were

spread onto an adhesive tab mounted on a sample holder, followed by gold coating to

ensure maximum conductivity. SEM was operated using a voltage of 20 kY in

secondary electron mode with a spot size of 4 ,um and working distance of 20 mm.

Thermogravinetric Analysis (TGA)

To study the oxidation kinetics of Al powder, thermogravimetric analysis was

performed using a TA Q600 Series Thermal Analyser. Heating of as-received

powders was carried out under compressed air, supplied from gas cylinders, with a

flow rate of 100 ml/nun at isothermal heating temperatures of 475, 500, 525 and

5501C for 1200 min. Heating up to the target temperature was conducted under

nitrogen. In all cases, approximately 20 mg of powder was placed in an alumina

crucible and normalisation of results for equal mass was conducted.

X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Siemens D500 Diffractometer with CuKa (X =

1.5406) radiation was used to identify the phases present in powders. To prepare

samples for XRD, powders were sprinkled onto an adhesive tab mounted on a sample

holder. The diffractometer was operated at 40 kY and 20 mA with diffraction angles

(29, ranging from 200 to 90°. A 0.01° sol step size and a 4 s dwell per step were

employed. Phases present in the spectra were identified with the aid of JCPDS

diffraction files.
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Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 presents the variation in oxygen content for Al powder after heat treatment at

500 and 550'C for different holding times. Although there is a large scatter in the

data, the general trend is that heat treatment at both 500 and 5501C results in an

increase in oxygen content with heating time. The scatter, however, makes

differentiation between the behaviour at 500 and 5501C difficult. Although oxidation

at 550'C appears to be more rapid in the first 60 min, similar weight gains are

observed for holding times longer than 600 min. This trend is also reflected in the

weight gains measured after heat treatment, the results of which are shown in table 1.

08'* I. *. * .

0 ,7 .* ..... .U...

o 04----*--500CI I
> 0a3 ~~~~~~~ +..*s.@..... tf..9 .*.e*.4. .. ** *.+@.@ .* @.+.o.e..e.......

0X ;.5 . * .@** . w.*..... ...............
0 . ..... . ...... . ..... ...... 5 0 D0

031 * - :' * .
021
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Heating time (min)

Fig. I Oxygen contents for Al powders heat-treated at 500 and 5500C

The large scatter in the experimental data, for both mass gain and oxygen content, is

likely to be due to the changing environmental conditions in the heat treatment

fumace. Due to the reasonably large powder batch sizes, the oxidation trials were

conducted individually over a period of several weeks. This is likely to have lead to
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variations in moisture content in the air being experienced throughout the heat

treatment trials. Moisture content has been observed, by Wefers, to have a significant

influence on the degree of oxidation experienced, with up to a 20% increase in

oxidation in moisture-saturated air.

Heating time (min) Weight gain (g)
5000 C 5500C

60 0.08 0.77
300 0.47 0.93
600 1 0.80 0.98
1200 0.87 1.00

Table I Weight gains for powders heat-treated at 500 and 5500C

Table 2 shows the surface areas for as-received and heat-treated Al powders as

measured by BET. Little or no increase in the surface area of heat-treated powders

was observed compared with that of as-received powder. The highest surface area, of

0.15 m2/g was measured for powders heat-treated at 5001C for 10 h and 5501C for 20

h, in keeping with the oxygen data Wefers measured, on average, a 50nm increase in

thickness of the oxide layer after prolonged heat treatment. This is less than a 0.2%

increase in radius for 50-100 micron diameter powders and less than a 0.4% increase

in surface area (in this case an increase of 0.00056 m2/g). The measurements indicate

that the variation in powder surface area is most likely due to experimental scatter, as

real increases are expected to be below the resolution of the instrument.

Powder Surface area (m2/g)
60 min | 300 min | 600 rin 1200 mini

5000C 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.14
5500C 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.15

As-received 0.13 |

Table 2 Surface area for as-received and heat-treated powders
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Fig. 2 shows the morphologies of as-received and heat-treated powders. No

significant difference in shape and surface roughness is observed between two

powders, with no obvious signs of either nodular or thick continuous oxide film

development even after prolonged heat treatment. The resolution of the instrument is

roughly 50nm thus making it difficult to see all but the thickest of oxide layers.

,'7

_ . , .~~*-> !--^ : k E

Fig. 2 Morphologies of (a) as-received and (b) powder heat-treated at 550 0C for 1200

min

Fig. 3 shows TGA traces for as-received Al powders during isothermal heat treatment

between 475 and 5500C for 1200 mi. It is clear that in all cases the weight of the

powders increases as the heat treatment time increases and that oxidation is more

extensive as the heat treatment temperature increases. Different forms of the weight

gain - time curves can, however, be appreciated.

At 475 and 500TC, 3 distinct regions are observed. At short times a parabolic

dependence is evident which, after mass gains of roughly 0.1% becomes linear.

Above weight gains of roughly 0.4-0.5%, this linear dependence becomes parabolic
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once more. For oxidation at 525 and 550'C, the first parabolic stage is not clearly

observed but the second transition from linear to parabolic is once more observed for

weight gains in the region 0.4-0.5%.
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Fig. 3 TGA traces for as-received Al powders isothermally heated at 475, 500, 525

and 550TC for 1200 min

These profiles agree well with those presented by Wefers and indicate that the

oxidation mechanism follows that which he proposed namely: at short holding times

an amorphous oxide layer is developed and its growth requires diffusion of oxygen

through this film, following a parabolic dependence. With longer holds,

crystallisation of y-A1203 occurs in the film and this cracks the protective layer,

allowing oxygen to reach the underlying metal more easily. Oxidation by this

mechanism is more rapid and follows a linear dependence. At longer holds still,

lateral growth of the y-A1203 occurs, blocking the cracks, eventually forming a

continuous protective layer. Growth again requires diffusion of oxygen through this

film, slowing down the rate of oxidation and once more following a parabolic
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dependence. It should be noted that for higher temperature heat treatments the

formation of y-A1203 occurs very rapidly (within the first 5 min) thus yielding an

apparent linear oxidation rate at the outset.

Fig. 4 presents an XRD pattern for powder heat-treated at 550TC for 1200 min

compared with as-received powder. Although it appears that heat treatment of Al

powder results in little change in the XRD pattern, the presence of a small peakl

corresponding to y-A1203 can just be observed. No such peakl could be observed for

holds at shorter times or after 1200 min at 5000C. The level of oxide is clearly

present at levels close to the resolution level of the instrument, of the order of 1-

2ivt%.
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Fig. 4 XRD patterns for as-received Al powder and powder heat-treated at 5500 C for

1200 min
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XRD clearly shows that T-A1203 forms during the oxidation process. TGA plots

indicate that for 600 min' holds, y-A1203 should be present (as oxidation becomes

parabolic once more). The low oxide to metal ratio, however, means that it is difficult

to confirm or dispute the oxidation mechanism. It is not clear whether either

crystallisation has not taken place at this stage or that simply the quantity of oxide

present is below the resolution level of the instrument.

A note of caution

Whilst the evidence presented in Fig 3. is convincing, there was initially a great deal

of confusion over the results obtained. Figs. 5 presents TGA traces at 500'C and

550'C using compressed air supplied from different gas bottles (A, B and C). Whilst

it should be noted that the effect on the form of the plots, and hence the sequence of

oxidation steps is unchanged, the effect on the magnitude of the weight gains is

dramatic, particularly at 5500C. It was found that the moisture content in the gas

bottles is variable and that this had led to the different oxidation behaviour. These

measurements indicate that great caution must be taken to compare like-with-like

conditions during oxidative studies.
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Fig. 5 TGA traces for powders isothermally heated at 5000C (left) and 550'C (right)

for 1200 min, using different air cylinders
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Summary

The low quantity of oxide generated during oxidation of Al powder makes

measurement of oxide film thickness and structure very difficult by SEM, XRD and

BET methods. Weight gain measurements enable the progression of oxidation to be

studied more accurately, but care must be taken to eliminate variations in moisture

content in the air (ambient or bottled) from test to test. Failure to do so can result in a

large scatter in results and confusion over the relative magnitudes of oxidation at

different temperatures. A reduction in scatter could be best achieved by using air first

passed through a drying system.

TGA experiments enable the most precise measurement of the oxidation process and

can help elucidate the oxidation mechanisms. The rate and magnitude of oxidation

was found to increase with holding temperature. The oxidation behaviour of Al was

found to follow three distinct stages; firstly a parabolic dependence of oxidation upon

time was observed, followed by a transition to a fast linear rate and finally, after

longer holding times, a slow parabolic rate was again established. The results closely

follow the behaviour found by Wefers and the mechanism of oxidation proposed by

him is thought to be valid for pure Al. The transition to a fast linear oxidation rate is

thought to be due to cracking of the initially amorphous oxide coating as a result of

crystallisation of y-A1203 . Passage of oxygen along these cracks accelerates the rate

of oxidation compared to slow diffusion through the continuous amorphous layer.

Reference

Wefers, K, Properties and characterisation of surface oxides on aluminium alloys,

Aluminium, 57, 11, 1981, 722-726.
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Review and Evaluation of 10B Areal Density Measurements of BORAL Coupons

1.0 Introduction

BORAL is the trade name for a neutron absorber manufactured by AAR Corporation of
Livonia, Michigan. BORAL is a laminated panel with solid aluminum cladding and a
core of blended boron carbide (B4C) and aluminum powders, compressed by hot rolling.
Boral is manufactured according to established processes and procedures.

The purpose of this test program is to provide applicants for dry fuel storage systems
supporting data to request NRC approval for credit for 90% of the 10B contained in
BORAL used in the system. NRC Standard Review Plans limit the credit for 106
contained in fixed neutron absorbers for dry fuel storage systems to 75%, unless
comprehensive tests are performed to verify that the fabrication process for the neutron
absorber assures the presence and uniformity of the neutron poison (10B) in the
absorber material.

A method has been proposed (Reference 1) for the computation of percent credit for
boron-based neutron absorbers. This method specifies that "material for which data is
presented to show the measured attenuation for thermal neutrons to be at or above the
acceptance attenuation (Aa), is given the full credit of 90 percent." This test program
was developed to meet the test requirement for 90% credit. The neutron attenuation
tests, combined with the established BORAL manufacturing procedures, provide
verification of the presence and uniformity of the 10B in BORAL panels.

The coupons tested used in this program were provided by AAR. AAR selected the
coupons from a commercial production run of 3236 BORAL panels. Production
required 114 powder batches; each powder batch yields 30 panels. One panel was
randomly selected from each group of 30 panels made from each unique powder batch.
Two coupons were cut from random locations from each of the 114 BORAL panels
selected for the test, for a total of 228 BORAL test coupons.

The coupons were rectangular and approximately 5.5 inches wide by 11.0 inches long.
The minimum certified areal density for these coupons is 0.020 gms B-1 0/cm2. The
areal densities were measured at 4 locations on each coupon providing a total of 912
measurements. The measurements were made via neutron attenuation testing using
known calibration standards to determine the areal densities.

This report documents a statistical analysis of the 912 areal density measurements
which demonstrates compliance with requirements for 90% boron credit in dry storage
casks. The analysis described subsequently serves to demonstrate that this criteria is
satisfied for the 912 areal density measurements on BORAL coupons.

I
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2.0 Methodology

The proposed method specifies that it "is to be used to compute the level of credit to be
allowed for 1/v neutron absorber materials, such as boron or lithium. The computation
of the allowed level of credit uses the results of neutron attenuation measurements
performed on samples of the absorber material placed in a beam of thermal neutrons."

The standard specifies the following variables among its definitions:

A = neutron attenuation, a measured value taken on a given absorber material in a
beam of thermal neutrons with fixed energy spectrum. A is assumed to be normally
distributed with mean p and standard deviation a.

Aa = acceptance value of neutron attenuation, based on a qualified homogeneous
absorber standard such as ZrB2, evaluated at 111% (i.e.1/0.90) of the poison density
assumed in the criticality computational model.

Au = attenuation tolerance limit, a statistic of the data

n = number of coupon measures of attenuation A

P = probability

p = true mean of A

x = estimate of p

a = true standard deviation of A

S = estimate of a

Cp= exact number of standard deviations required at probability P

Kp= tolerance coefficient that is substituted for Cp when p and a are estimated by x
and S, respectively

y= confidence level

The method specifies that, "data taken under the above rules are used to bound the
probability P that the value of neutron attenuation A at an arbitrary location on the
material is greater than the acceptance attenuation Aa. This is done by computing an
attenuation tolerance limit, Au, such that, with 95 percent confidence, the probability is
less than 0.001 that A < Au."

2
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In the current analysis, the areal density has been computed instead of the neutron
attenuation. The areal density is directly proportional to the neutron attenuation. The
analysis described subsequently demonstrates that with 95 percent confidence the
probability is less than 0.001 that the measured areal density will be less than 111% of
the minimum certified areal density.

Implicit in the proposed method is the assumption that the data is normally
distributed. To satisfy that this requirement has been met, two tests for normality,
Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Anderson-Darling, have been applied to the test data. In
addition, the cumulative probability versus areal density has been examined as a further
test of normality.

3
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3.0 Test Data

3.1 Test Method

Tests have been performed by NETCO in the Beam Hole Laboratory of the Breazeale
Reactor Facility at Penn State University. In these tests a collimated thermal beam of
neutrons from the reactor is passed through the Boral coupons placed perpendicular to
the incident beam. The intensity of the Incident and attenuated beams are measured
with BF3 detectors. These attenuation values were then converted to areal density
measurements using a curve fit based on attenuation measurements on coupons of
known areal density.

Four locations on each coupon were tested in this manner and the resulting data has
been compiled into a single data file that was utilized for this analysis.

3.2 Raw Data

The coupon test results are contained in Appendix A. A subset of the data containing
only the areal density measurements is constructed for use in the subsequent statistical
analyses. The data is structured in four columns with each column representing a
different measurement location on each coupon. All of the data points are plotted here
to illustrate the distribution of measured areal density values.
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Figure 3-1: Measured Areal Density versus Measurement Number
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3.3 One-Sided Tolerance Factor Calculation

The proposed method specifies that a one-sided tolerance factor be calculated to
determine, with 95% confidence, the value above which 99.9% of the areal density
measurements lie. The tolerance factor itself varies with the degree of confidence,
fraction of data in question, and number of samples being tested. Factors have been
calculated in tables for several different parameters, however, none of the available
tables contain the parameters specified for this test. As such, an approximate formula
for the tolerance factor is utilized to provide the necessary value given the parameters
of this analysis.

The approximate calculation of a one-sided tolerance factor K, comes from the following
formulas (Reference 2):

K= a
a

Equation I

'Z2 Z12
a=1- _ ;b = Z 2  _7

2(N-) -1) N
Equation 2

where:

Z= Standard Normal Score at 1 - P level of significance

N = Number of Samples (912)

These equations are an approximation, however and deviate conservatively from the
tabular values in Reference 2 for smaller samples sizes. The difference between the
two methods quickly approaches zero after as few as 40 samples. Given that we are
working with a sample size of 912, the approximation formula will produce an
adequately precise value.

The one-Sided Tolerance factor for P=0.999, a=0.05 & n=912 is calculated to be
3.22572

5
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4.0 Analysis of Areal Density Measurements

4.1 Distributed Properties of the Areal Density Measurements

In order to apply the one sided tolerance factors described in Section 4.1, it must be
demonstrated that the areal density data are normally distributed. Figure 4-1 shows the
areal density measurements distribution. Table 4-1 contains a summary of the
properties of the distributed data. The tests show what appears to be a normally
distributed data set with a mean coupon areal density of 0.025 gms B-1 0/cm2. There is
a slight skewing of the data towards higher areal density values and the kurtosis shows
that there is more concentration of data near the mean than in a completely normal
distribution. However, these values represent a small deviation from a normal
distribution and are conservative with respect to a minimum areal density evaluation.

Figure 4-1: Areal Density Measurements: Distributed Data
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Table 4-1

Properties of the Distributed Data

Location Statistics Dispersion Statistics Shape Statistics

Mean 0.0251432 Variance 4.587 x 107 Skewness 0.309405

Harmonic 0.0251251 Deviation 0.000677 Quartile 0.056328

Median 0.0251133 Mean 0.0005399 Kurtosis 0.177064Deviation 0.000Excess
Median

___ __ ___ _ ___ __ __ Deviation 0.000447

4.2 Test for Normality

The first step in testing for normality is to construct a cumulative probability plot from the
data set. This is accomplished by arranging the data set in order of ascending areal
density and computing the cumulative frequency for each data point as:

(1 - 0.05)
10

Equation 3

Forj = 1...912

Figure 4-2 is plot of the cumulative probability versus areal density. It is noted that the
data appears to be clustered toward the center of the distribution. This is expected
based on the Kurtosis excess shown in Table 4-1. It is also noted that with the
exception of a few data points at the upper and lower tails of the distribution, the
cumulative probability is well approximated by a straight line. This confirms that a
normal distribution is an appropriate model.

The Anderson-Darling and Kolmogorov/Smimoff test statistics are calculated
subsequently as further tests of normality.

7
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Figure 4-2: Cumulative Probability versus Areal Density

Mean 0.02514
StDev o.0006773
N 912

LU
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AREAL DEN51Y, gms B-10/cmA2

4.2.1 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Normality

In applying the Kolmogorov/Smirnoff test for normality, a test statistic D is calculated for
the data distribution. D is the difference between the ordered areal density values and
their predicted cumulative probability under the assumption of a normal distribution.
The calculated value for the BORAL areal density data is 0.0329.

Under the Kolmogorov/Smirnoff test, D must be less than a certain critical value. The
large sample critical value at a 95% confidence Is 0.24. Accordingly, we cannot reject
the hypothesis that the density are normal distributed.

4.2.2 Anderson-Darling Test for Normality

The Anderson-Darling test is based on the test statistic, A2, which examines the
differences between the tails of the normal distribution and the tails of the test data.
The null hypothesis (that the data is normally distributed) is rejected for measures of the
test statistic that exceeds a certain critical value.

8
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The test statistic can be calculated numerically from:

A =-[(2i-1)(ln(u,) + n(- l) n-n Equation 4

where ui is the value of the theoretical cumulative distribution at the iu largest
observation. The test statistic calculated for the Boral areal density values is 1.3018.

The large sample critical value for the Anderson-Darling test is 2.492 at 95% confidence
and 3.857 at 99% confidence. Thus we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the data
are normally distributed. It is noted that there is some significant deviation in the tails of
the data, a situation to which the Anderson-Darling test is very sensitive. This is
reflected in the relatively high test statistic value (1.3018) for the test data.

4.3 One-Sided Tolerance Limit and Assessment of 90% Boron Credit

The following equation provides the one sided tolerance limit to the observed coupon
areal density:

A,, =x-K 91 2S Equation 5

where the variable definitions are identical to those outlined previously. Given that the
data passes the test for normality, the calculation for the above one-sided tolerance limit
is applicable.

Thus the lower tolerance areal density limit is 0.0229 gms B-10/cm2. The minimum
certified areal density is 0.020 gms B-1 0/cm2 for the Boral samples tested. The areal
density at 111% of the minimum certified value of 0.020 is 0.0222 gms B-1 0/cm2. Thus
0.0229 gms B-1 0/cm2 > 0.0222 gms B-1 0/cm2 and Au 2 Aa and 90% boron credit is
demonstrated.

9
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5.0 Summary and Conclusions

Areal density measurement obtained via neutron attenuation testing at 4 locations each
on 228 Boral coupons have been evaluated. The data have been demonstrated to be
normally distributed. Accordingly, a one sided tolerance factor for normally distributed
data can be applied. This has been computed following the method of Natrella and is
3.226 at 99.9% probability and 95% confidence level.

The proposed method of Reference I has been applied to the data set. The minimum
certified areal density for this Boral is 0.020 gms B-1I0/cm2. The mean of the measured
data is 0.02514 gms B-10/cm2. At a 99.9% probability and a 95% confidence level the
one sided lower tolerance limit is 0.0229 gms B-1I0/cm2 which exceeds 111 % of the
minimum certified areal density. Accordingly 90% credit for boron-I 0 is demonstrated.

10
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Appendix A

BORAL Coupon B-10 Areal Density Test Data

(For each coupon B-10 areal density gM is provided

for locations A, B, C and D)

12
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Appendix A

Test Data

Coupon ID
WN310009-1-1
WN310009-1-2
WN310010-1-1
WN310010-1-2
WN310025-1-1
WN310025-1-2
WN310039-1-1
WN310039-1-2
WN310048-1-1
WN310048-1-2
WN310057-3-1
WN310057-3-2
WN310061-1-1
WN310061-1-2
WN310075-3-1
WN310075-3-2
WN310089-2-1
WN310089-2-2
WN310092-1-1
WN310092-1-2
WN310104-1-1
WN310104-1-2
WN310110-1-1
WN310110-1-2
WN310121-1-1
WN310121-1-2
WN310139-2-1
WN310139-2-2
WN310146-2-1
WN310146-2-2
WN310159-1-1
WN310159-1-2

A
0.025062784
0.025295658
0.024152418
0.024352811
0.025310048
0.024580798
0.023953087
0.024672659
0.025107024
0.025397755
0.026060044
0.02597623
0.025224999
0.024898957
0.024364684
0.024664107
0.024046765
0.02412745
0.024400776
0.02436154
0.023831937
0.024390186
0.025373166
0.025280417
0.024272875
0.024102052
0.024712177
0.02461095
0.025119246
0.02486097
0.024683577
0.023998171

B
0.024806101
0.025086125
0.024151064
0.024659791
0.02518946
0.024444167
0.024438754
0.024228369
0.024973144
0.025000009
0.025943994
0.025634738
0.024849114
0.024600053
0.024797911
0.024569897
0.023573319
0.02396863
0.024162693
0.024143137
0.024049098
0.024299037
0.025079003
0.025269293
0.024006694
0.024075745
0.024640813
0.024280069
0.025126485
0.024785377
0.024266206
0.023817214

C
0.025250876
0.025252807
0.024378336
0.024761737
0.024700361
0.024380079
0.024408661
0.024687562
0.0249895
0.025044618
0.02593695
0.025991252
0.024948213
0.025178941
0.024201101
0.024569525
0.024314851
0.024289791
0.02467133
0.024520822
0.023821381
0.024099889
0.025794203
0.025199859
0.024225933
0.02421622
0.024742599
0.024661688
0.024612966
0.02470586
0.024359331
0.024607315

D
0.024480108
0.024921785
0.024202582
0.024701446
0.024747781
0.02440745
0.02465363
0.024413707
0.02497466
0.024732663
0.025635984
0.026032276
0.024638632
0.02480407
0.024193524
0.024457774
0.023963183
0.024072452
0.024521085
0.024401198
0.02400616
0.024080493
0.025359912
0.025094384
0.024220253
0.024114638
0.024591163
0.024862879
0.024587419
0.024366957
0.023880987
0.023905208
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WN310160-3-1
WN310160-3-2
WN310178-3-1
WN310178-3-2
WN310189-3-1
WN310189-3-2
WN310191-1-1
WN310191-1-2
WN310203-3-1
WN310203-3-2
WN310219-3-1
WN310219-3-2
WN310229-3-1
WN310229-3-2
WN310231-3-1
WN310231-3-2
WN310248-2-1
WN310248-2-2
WN310253-3-1
WN310253-3-2
WN310269-1-1
WN310269-1-2
WN310270-2-1
WN310270-2-2
WN310284-3-1
WN310284-3-2
WN310295-3-1
WN310295-3-2
WN310309-3-1
WN310309-3-2
WN310312-3-1
WN310312-3-2
WN310327-1-1
WN310327-1-2
WN310331-1-1
WN310331-1-2
WN310343-1-1

0.025342119
0.024797053
0.025207332
0.025284033
0.025791584
0.025591125
0.025329923
0.025491384
0.024319779
0.024471521
0.023548182
0.024307312
0.024489568
0.025186076
0.024612605
0.024447336
0.025387475
0.025536062
0.025646942
0.025397081
0.024897995
0.024664961
0.024975498
0.024964347
0.023974464
0.024273225
0.024372285
0.024605536
0.025377409
0.025307682
0.024912399
0.025239974
0.025504648
0.026239722
0.024798475
0.024741325
0.025540763

0.025062351
0.02473757
0.025038543
0.025471761
0.02616027
0.026108237
0.025311747
0.025480582
0.024152398
0.024689251
0.023711944
0.024244783
0.024689865
0.024188899
0.024355676
0.024428654
0.024924922
0.025070611
0.025484394
0.025362524
0.024583602
0.025079898
0.024282817
0.024884132
0.024105729
0.024117766
0.02436898
0.024256535
0.025378078
0.025199705
0.024416244
0.025239084
0.025385105
0.025292016
0.024638805
0.02471565
0.025536554

0.025643139
0.025010589
0.025669036
0.025206727
0.025330142
0.025977552
0.025331261
0.02572866
0.024305606
0.024861995
0.024098474
0.02386301
0.025025203
0.024962587
0.024385391
0.02430794
0.024860293
0.025410071
0.026117152
0.025650442
0.02478124
0.025277477
0.024952272
0.025208686
0.024405032
0.024584294
0.024914282
0.024545289
0.025188766
0.02524281
0.025476981
0.025265478
0.025855037
0.026102825
0.025009472
0.024410207
0.025310426

0.025336303
0.025302956
0.024866697
0.024754864
0.025774087
0.026101363
0.025591665
0.025418951
0.024461341
0.024804559
0.024253562
0.023837085
0.024938471
0.024289017
0.024363196
0.0245779
0.024765164
0.025061323
0.025959746
0.025515734
0.024753167
0.024967961
0.024487692
0.024663578
0.024127656
0.02408033
0.024282916
0.024495201
0.025179848
0.025231378
0.024053059
0.025639317
0.02555185
0.025639398
0.024991368
0.024655964
0.025738992
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WN310343-1-2
WN310359-2-1
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Spent Fuel Project Office
Interim Staff Guidance - 15
MATERIALS EVALUATION

Issue

Due, in part, to a number of material-related issues identified during dry cask storage system
(DCSS) and transportation package application reviews and field implementation, the staff has
recognized the need for specific guidance for the review of materials selected by the applicant
for its DCSS or transportation package.

Regulatory Basis

See the Attachment, Section 1I1, "Regulatory Requirements."

Applicability

This guidance applies to DCSS and radioactive material transportation package reviews
conducted in accordance with NUREGs 1536, *Standard Review Plan for Dry Cask Storage
Systems" (January 1997), 1567, "Standard Review Plan for Spent Fuel Dry Storage Facilities"
(March 2000), 1609, "Standard Review Plan for Transportation Packages for Radioactive
Material" (Draft, November 1997), and 1617, 'Standard Review Plan for Transportation
Packages for Spent Nuclear Fuel" (March 2000).

Discussion

There is no existing materials evaluation chapter in either NUREG-1 536 or NUREG-1 567 for
the review of DCSS. Therefore, the staff has developed a materials evaluation chapter to
address this need. Parts of this chapter also apply to NUREG-1609 and NUREG-1617. The
materials evaluation chapter provides guidance to the staff In the Spent Fuel Project Office
(SFPO) for performing materials reviews of DCSSs and transportation packages. The
materials evaluation chapter will ensure quality and uniformity in reviews performed by new or
current staff members in SFPO.

With respect to NUREGs-1536,-1567, and -1617, ISG-15 will supercede the following ISGs in
their entirety:

ISG-4, R1 - Cask Closure Weld Inspections
ISG-1 1, RO - Storage of Spent Fuel Having Burnups in Excess of 45,000 MWd/MTU
ISG-1 1, R1 - Transportation and Storage of Spent Fuel Having Burnups in Excess of 45

GWd/MTU



Recommendation

NUREG-1536 should be revised as follows:

Replace the current contents of Chapter 8, "Operating Procedures," with the attachment
to this ISG In its entirety. This ISG then becomes a new Chapter 8. "Operating
Procedures" becomes Chapter 9, and the following chapters will be renumbered
sequentially. Revise the Table of Contents and Chapter references throughout the
NUREG to reflect the new chapter numbers. Add reference to Chapter 8, as
appropriate, to other chapters, and delete redundant material.

Revise Appendix C, "Glossary," to include the following terms:

Commercial Spent Fuel Management program (CSFM)
Heat Affected Zone (HAZ)
Megawatt days per Metric Ton Uranium (MWd/MTU)
Nondestructive Examination (NDE)
Post-Weld Heat Treatment (PWHT)

NUREG-1567 should be revised as follows:

Replace the current contents of Chapter 10, "Conduct of Operations Evaluation," with
the attachment to this ISG In its entirety. This ISG then becomes the new Chapter 10.
"Conduct of Operations Evaluation" becomes Chapter 11, and the following chapters will
be renumbered sequentially. Revise the Table of Contents and Chapter references
throughout the NUREG to reflect the new chapter numbers. Add reference to Chapter
10, as appropriate, to other chapters, and delete redundant material.

Revise the "Acronyms and Abbreviations" section to include the following terms:

Commercial Spent Fuel Management Program (CSFM)
Heat Affected Zone (HAZ)
Megawatt Days per Metric Ton of Uranium (MWd/MTU)
Post-Weld Heat Treatment (PWHT)

NUREG-1609 should be revised as follows:

Revise the listed NUREG-1609 section to incorporate the applicable material from this
ISG:

NUREG section 2.5.2.1 ISG sections X.5.1 and X.5.2.4
NUREG section 2.5.2.2 ISG section X.5.3.1
NUREG section 4.5.1.1 ISG section X.5.2.9
NUREG section 5.5.1.1 ISG section X.5.2.6
NUREG section 6.5.3.2 ISG section X.5.2.7

Revise the "Acronyms and Abbreviations" section to include the following terms:

American Concrete Institute (ACI)
Safety Analysis Report (SAR)



NUREG-1617 should be revised as follows:

Revise the listed NUREG-1617 section to incorporate the applicable material from this
ISG:

NUREG section 1.3.3
NUREG section 1.5.2.6
NUREG section 1.5.3.1
NUREG section 2.3.2
NUREG section 2.4.2
NUREG section 2.5.2.1
NUREG section 2.5.2.2
NUREG section 2.5.2.3
NUREG section 3.5.2.1
NUREG section 3.5.2.3
NUREG section 4.5.1.1
NUREG section 5.5.3.2
NUREG section 6.5.3.2

ISG section X.5.1.1
ISG section X.5.2.3
ISG section X.5.1
ISG section X.5.2.2
ISG section X.5.2.2
ISG sections X.5.2.2 and X.5.2.4
ISG section X.5.3.1
ISG section X.5.2.9
ISG section X.5.2.2
ISG section X.5.4
ISG sections X.5.2.9 and X.5.3.1
ISG section X.5.2.6
ISG section X.5.2.7

Revise the 'Acronyms and Abbreviations' section to Include the following terms:

American Concrete Institute (ACI)
American Welding Society (AWS)
Commercial Spent Fuel Management program (CSFM)
Dry Cask Storage System (DCSS)
Heat Affected Zone (HAZ)
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)
Magnetic Particle examination (MT)
MegaWatt days per Metric Ton Uranium (MWd/MtU)
Nondestructive Examination (NDE)
Dye Penetrant examination (PT)
Post Weld Heat Treatment (PWHT)
Ultrasonic examination (UT)

Approved IRAI 01/10/2001
E. William Brach Date

Attachment: uMaterials Evaluation'



X MATERIALS EVALUATION

X.1 Review Objective

In this portion of the dry cask storage system (DCSS) review, the NRC staff evaluates
the DCSS to ensure adequate material performance of components important to safety of an
independent spent fuel storage Installation (ISFSI) or monitored retrievable storage facility
(MRS) under normal, off-normal and accident conditions. To ensure an adequate margin of
safety in the design basis of the ISFSI or MRS, the reviewer should obtain reasonable
assurance that:

* The physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of components important to safety
meet their service requirements.

* Materials for components important to safety have sufficient requirements to control the
quality of the raw material, handling, and fabrication and test activities.

* Materials for components important to safety are selected to accommodate the effects
of, and to be compatible with, the ISFSI or MRS site characteristics and environmental
conditions associated with normal, off-normal and accident conditions.

* The spent fuel cladding is protected from gross rupture and from conditions that could
lead to fuel redistribution.

* DCSS must be designed to allow ready retrieval of spent fuel.

X.2 Areas of Review

The principal purpose of the materials review is to obtain reasonable assurance that materials
selected for each component are adequate for performance of the safety function(s) required of
that component. As defined In Section 5 of this Chapter, the materials evaluation encompasses
the following areas of review:

X.2.1 General

a. cask design/materials, fuel specifications, and environmental conditions
b. engineering drawings

X.2.2 Materials Selection

a. applicable codes and standards
b. material properties
c. weld design and specification
d. bolt applications
e. coatings
f. gamma and neutron shielding materials
9. neutron absorbing/poison materials for criticality control

1



h. concrete and reinforcing steel
i. seals

X.2.3 Chemical and Galvanic Reactions

a. loss of corrosion resistance
b. flammable gas generation

X.2.4 Cladding Integrity

a. temperature limits
b. high burnup fuel
c. cask reflooding

X.3 Regulatory Requirements

X.3.1 General

a. Structures, systems and components (SSCs) important to safety must be
described in sufficient detail to enable reviewers to evaluate their effectiveness.
[10 CFR 72.24(c)(3)]

b. In the design, consideration should be given to compatibility of the cask with wet
or dry spent fuel loading and unloading facilities and with the requirements for
removal from the reactor site. [10 CFR 72.236(m)]

X.3.2 Materials Selection

a. The SSCs important to safety must be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested
to quality standards commensurate with the importance to safety of the function
to be performed. [10 CFR 72.122(a)]

b. The materials used for shielding and criticality functions shall be adequate for
performance of intended functions. [10 CFR 72.104(a), 106(b), 124, 128(a)(2)]

c. The materials of construction shall have adequate properties for anticipated
service and environmental conditions, and quality standards shall be used to
verify that the design bases for the SSCs are satisfied. [10 CFR 72.122(a), (b)
and (c)]

d. Sufficient information shall be included for materials of construction to satisfy the
design bases with an adequate margin for safety. (10 CFR 72.24(c)(3)J

e. The DCSS must be designed to store spent fuel safely for a minimum of 20
years and permit maintenance as required. [1 0 CFR 72.236(g)]

f. Non-combustible and heat resistant materials must be used wherever practical
throughout the ISFSI or MRS so that the materials can perform their safety
functions under credible fire and explosion exposure conditions. [10 CFR
72.122(c)]
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g. The DCSS must reasonably maintain confinement of radioactive material under
normal, off-normal, and credible accident conditions. [10 CFR 72.236(1)]

X.3.3 Chemical and Galvanic Reactions

The cask, and cask components, must be compatible with wet or dry spent fuel
loading and unloading facilities. [10 CFR 72.236(h)]

X.3.4 Cladding Integrity

a. The spent fuel cladding must be protected from degradation which could lead to
gross rupture and pose operational safety problems with respect to spent fuel
retrievability. [10 CFR 72.122(h)(1)]

b. In the design of the DCSS, consideration should be given to removal of the spent
fuel from a reactor site, transportation and ultimate disposition by the
Department of Energy. [10 CFR 72.236(m)]

X.4 Acceptance Criteria

X.4.1 General

For this section, items that follow the acceptance criteria in square brackets ([ ]) refer to lettered
paragraphs In Section X.3 of this Chapter.

The safety analysis report (SAR) should describe all materials used for DCSS components
important to safety, and the reviewer should consider the suitability of those materials for their
intended functions in sufficient detail to evaluate their effectiveness in relation to all safety
functions. [la, 2a]

The DCSS should employ materials that are compatible with wet and dry spent fuel loading
and unloading operations and facilities. These materials should not degrade to the extent that
a safety concern is created. [1 b, 2c]

X.4.2 Materials Selection

The materials properties of a DCSS component should meet its service requirements in the
proposed cask system for the duration of the license period. [2a, 2b, 2e]

The materials that comprise the DCSS should sufficiently maintain their physical and
mechanical properties during all conditions of operations. The spent fuel should be readily
retrievable without posing operational safety problems. [2a, 2b, 2c]

Over the range of temperatures expected prior to and during the storage period, any ductile-to-
brittle transition of the DCSS materials, used for structural and nonstructural components,
should be evaluated for Its effects on safety. [2a, 2e, 2f, 2g]

DCSS gamma shielding materials (e.g., lead) should not experience slumping or loss of
shielding effectiveness to an extent that compromises safety. The shield should perform its
intended function throughout the licensed service period. [2b, 2e, 2f, 2g]
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DCSS materials used for neutron absorption should be designed to perform their safety
function. [2b, 2c]

DCSS protective coatings should remain intact and adherent during all loading and unloading
operations within wet or dry spent fuel facilities, and during long-term storage. [I b, 2c, 2g, 3]

X.4.3 Chemical and Galvanic Reactions

The DCSS should prevent the spread of radioactive material and maintain safety control
functions using, as appropriate, noncombustible and heat resistant materials. [2f, 3]

A review of the DCSS, its components, and operating environments (wet or dry) should confirm
that no operation (e.g., short-term loading/unloading or long-term storage) will produce adverse
chemical and/or galvanic reactions which could impact the safe use of the storage cask. [l b,
2c, 3]

Components of the DCSS should not react with one another, or with the cover gas or spent
fuel, in a manner that may adversely affect safety. Additionally, corrosion of components
inside the containment vessel should be effectively prevented. [lb, 3]

The operating procedures should ensure that no Ignition of hydrogen gas should occur during
cask loading or unloading. [3]

Potential problems from uniform corrosion, pitting, stress corrosion cracking, or other types of
corrosion, should be evaluated for the environmental conditions and dynamic loading effects
that are specific to the component. [lb, 2c]

X.4.4 Cladding Integrity

The integrity of the cladding should be protected by ensuring that non-combustible and heat-
resistant materials are used wherever practical throughout the ISFSI. [2f, 4a]

The cladding temperature should be maintained below maximum allowable limits, and an inert
environment should be maintained inside the cask cavity to maintain reasonable assurance that
the spent fuel cladding will be protected against degradation that may lead to gross rupture,
loss of retrievability, or severe degradation. DCSS distortions from debris, corrosion, or spalled
coatings, should not impair removal of the spent fuel from the cask. [4a, 4b]

For Zircaloy-clad fuel, the temperature should be maintained below 5700 C (10580 F) for short-
term accident conditions, short-term off-normal conditions, and fuel transfer operations, as
described in PNL-4835'. [4a]

Cladding should not rupture during re-flood operations. [2g, 4a]

Any degradation of DCSS coating material, including vapors or particulate that originate from a
deteriorating coating, should not affect the safety functions of the cladding or the cask
components. [lb, 2a, 2c, 2d, 2e, 2f 2g, 4a]
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DCSS materials should be durable and compatible to demonstrate that the spent fuel is
retrievable and the geometry of the spent fuel is maintained In a sub-critical configuration under
all credible operating and accident conditions. [lb, 2g, 3, 4b]

X.5 Review Procedures and Guidance

Since the materials review is interdisciplinary, the materials reviewer should coordinate with
other reviewers (e.g., structural, thermal, shielding, criticality), as necessary, for identification of
materials related Issues in other SAR chapters.

X.5.1 General

X.5.1.1 Cask DesignlMaterials, Fuel Specifications, and Environmental Conditions

The materials reviewer should consider the cask design and materials specifications, fuel
specifications, environmental conditions (e.g., time, temperature, radiation, liquid and vapor
exposures), and operating conditions of the DCSS, including conditions during
loading/unloading, storage, and transfer operations. The reviewer should verify that material
properties of the major nonstructural components (e.g., neutron absorbing materials, heat
transfer disks, etc.) are also presented In the SAR. This general information can usually be
found In Chapters 1 (General Description), 2 (Principal Design Criteria), 8 (Operating
Procedures), or 12 (Technical Specifications). However, the reviewer should review the SAR to
assess all aspects pertinent to the DCSS at an ISFSI.

In considering the suitability of components, consider the various environmental conditions and
length of time that the component will encounter each condition during the licensed storage
period, as in-service environmental conditions may affect material properties over time. Note
that the magnitudes of radiation and temperature decrease over the ISFSI service period.
Other environmental and operating conditions that may be encountered in loading, transport
(on-site), storage, unloading, and transfer to another storage or transport system may degrade
performance of the materials.

X.5.1.2 Engineering Drawings

Review the engineering drawings of the SAR to understand how the cask components are
assembled. The reviewer should verify that the SAR drawings contain a bill of materials,
including appropriate consensus code information [e.g., American Welding Society (AWS),
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM), or American Concrete Institute (ACI) specification number, type, class, and/or grade of
material) or other similar specification documents for fabrication, examination, assembly, and
testing control. Further, verify that the drawings Identify all cask components to be coated (if
applicable).

X.5.2 Materials Selection

X.5.2.1 Applicable Codes and Standards

The reviewer should verify that the Identified codes and standards are appropriate for the
material control of the component. Verify that materials selections are appropriate for the
environmental conditions to be encountered during loading, unloading, transfer and storage
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operations. The suitability of materials and fabrication of major structural components (e.g.,
shell, bottom plate, shield lid, structural lid, basket fuel tube) may be assessed using the
applicable construction code of record.

X.5.2.2 Material Properties

The material properties provided for the major structural components (including stainless steel,
precipitation-hardened steels, carbon steel bolting materials, aluminum alloys, concrete,
neutron and gamma shielding materials, and neutron absorbing materials, etc.) can usually be
ascertained from applicable codes and standards, such as the ASTM Standards. However,
other references (e.g., Military Handbook Specifications or International Standards) may be
used to obtain the values of mechanical properties specified In the SAR. The reviewer should
obtain reasonable assurance that the particular class and grade of structural material are
acceptable under the applicable construction code of record. Proposed alternative materials
should be justified so that the reviewer can assess their acceptability for the given component
under the intended service conditions.

In conjunction with the other technical disciplines (i.e., structural, confinement, thermal,
shielding and criticality), verify, as needed, that selected parameters have been appropriately
defined (e.g., the temperature dependent values for the stress allowables, modulus .of elasticity,
Poisson's ratio, weight density, thermal conductivity, and coefficient of thermal expansion).

The reviewer may find it useful to tabulate the major structural materials to facilitate the review.
The following information could be tabulated: specification number; grade, type, and class of
the material; nominal composition; product form; yield and tensile strength level; notes about
the materials; etc.

X.5.2.3 Weld Design and Specifications

General

There are two nationally recognized codes that address welding, ASME2 and AWS D1.13. The
ASME Code governs welded pressure vessels, from domestic water heaters to nuclear
reactors. The AWS DI.1 "Structural Welding Code" is the applicable code for welding
structural steel, such as the steel used for bridges and steel-framed skyscrapers. The NRC
staff recommends the use of the ASME welding code as the preferred code for storage casks.
However, the ASME Code is a voluntary consensus standard which has been adopted by most
vendors. Some older cask designs used the AWS Code. Note that the various construction
codes differ from one another in their requirements for materials and welding procedures
because each code is specialized with a particular application In mind.

Standard weld and nondestructive examination (NDE) symbols may be found in AWS A2.4,
'Symbols for Welding and Nondestructive Testing," to interpret such symbols found on the
drawings submitted with the SAR.

Weld Design and Materials

Except for welded closure lids, discussed later, all welds of the confinement shell should be full
penetration welds. Verify that the NDE for these confinement welds is volumetric.
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All weld filler metals should be specified by ASME Section II, Part C, and an associated AWS
classification.

Weld metals for austenitic stainless steels and nickel-based alloys are specified according to
base material chemistry. For these materials, a slight degree of overmatching (i.e., more alloy
content than the base material) is normal practice (e.g., type 308 filler is commonly used for
type 304 base metals).

For any weld, the specified weld metal strength must equal or exceed the specified base metal
strength. Consult ASME Section II, Part C, for weld metal properties. A weld schedule,
showing the base and weld metal combinations to be used in the cask, should have been
provided as an aid in comparing base and weld metal properties.

Fracture Control

For designs that use carbon or alloy steels, dynamic fracture toughness and nil-ductility or
fracture appearance transition temperature test data should have been submitted for samples
of weld metal, heat affected zone (HAZ) metal, and base materials that have been taken from
weldments that use the same materials of construction and welding procedures as used for
construction.

The air hardening propensity of such materials during welding may have a significant adverse
Influence on the fracture toughness of the weld zone. (Air hardening refers to a steel with
sufficient carbon or other alloying elements which causes the steel to harden significantly during
cooldown in air, resulting In hard, brittle weld deposits and HAZs.) Consequently, the
importance of preheat and post-weld heat treatment (PWHT) is paramount. Adherence to
PWHT Table WB-4622.1-1 of Section 1II, Division 3 (1998) is recommended. Staff experience
has shown that the Code option of a lower temperature PWHT for a longer time is generally
undesirable. It is especially detrimental when fracture toughness is Important to the design.
Therefore, Table WB-4622.4(c)-1 of Section 1I1, Division 3 (1998), or similar, is generally
unacceptable.

The reviewer should note that a full temperature PWHT of a closure lid may not be feasible due
to the potential for overheating of the fuel cladding, thereby precluding welded closures for
materials requiring PWHT.

Welded Lids

Most cask designs use two lids, an inner shield lid and an outer structural lid. The structural lid
weld joint may be either a full-penetration weld or a partial-penetration groove weld.

Carbon and Alloy Steel Cask Designs

The reviewer should verify that the applicant has considered all the closure lid weld material
and technique improvements that accrued from previous DCSS design and fabrication
experience. For example, refer to the technical evaluation in NRC Confirmatory Action Letter
97-7-001, dated July 22, 1998. Some of the DCSS Improvements resulting from that action
include:

* shell plates made from low sulfur, calcium-treated, vacuum-degassed steel;
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* application of minimum 2000 F preheat;
* use of low-hydrogen electrodes;
* low carbon equivalent base metals and weld metals;
* magnetic particle (MT) examination of the root pass;
* maintenance of preheat as a postheat treatment for a minimum of one hour; and
* minimum of two-hour delay after postheat before performing final volumetric NDE.

The structural lid weld should be examined by ultrasonic testing (UT) or other volumetric
methods. Review the applicant's evaluation of the critical flaw size using the linear-elastic
fracture mechanics methodology based on service temperature, dynamic fracture toughness,
and critical design stress parameters, as specified in Section Xl of the ASME Code.

Progressive surface examinations, utilizing dye penetrant testing (PT) or MT, are permitted only
if unusual design and loading conditions exist. In addition, a stress-reduction-factor of 0.8 Is
imposed on the weld strength of the closure joint to account for imperfections or flaws that may
have been missed by progressive surface examinations. The weld design should be approved
by the NRC on a case-by-case basis.

Austenitic Stainless and Nickel-Base Alloy Steels Cask Design

For designs employing austenitic lid materials and welds, either volumetric or multi-pass PT
inspection methods are acceptable.

For either UT or PT examination, the minimum detectable flaw size must be demonstrated to be
less than the critical flaw size. The critical flaw size should be calculated in accordance with
ASME Section Xl methodology; however, net section stress may be governing for austenitic
stainless steels, and must not violate ASME Section III requirements. Flaws in austenitic
stainless steels are not expected to exceed the thickness of one weld bead.

If using UT, the UT acceptance criteria are the same as those of NB-5332 for pre-service
examination. In accordance with Code practice for supplementing volumetric examinations with
a surface examination, UT examination must be performed in conjunction with a root pass and
cover pass PT examination.

If PT is specified (i.e., no volumetric inspection), a stress reduction factor of 0.8 must be applied
to the weld design.

X.5.2.4 Bolt Applications

The reviewer should verify that all bolts have the required tensile strength, resistance to
corrosion and brittle fracture, and a coefficient of thermal expansion that is similar to the
materials being bolted together. Confirm that the bolting materials are not sensitive to stress
corrosion cracking under anticipated operating conditions.

X.5.2.5 Coatings

Coatings in DCSSs are used primarily as corrosion barriers or to facilitate decontamination.
They may have additional roles, such as improving the heat rejection capability by Increasing
the emmisivity of cask Internal components.
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The reviewer should determine the appropriateness of the coating(s) for the intended
application by reviewing the coating specification for each protective coating that is applied to
an important to safety component. A specification that describes the scope of the work,
required materials, the coating's purpose, and key coating procedures, should assure that the
appropriate and compatible coatings have been selected by the DCSS designers. A coating
specification should Include the following:

* scope of coating application;
* type of coating system;
* surface preparation methods;
* applicable coating repair techniques; and
* coatings qualification testing, as applicable.

Additional guidance regarding coating specification details are described below.

Scope of Coating Application

The coating specification should identify the purpose of the coating, a list of the components to
be coated, and a description of the expected environmental conditions (e.g., expected
conditions during loading, unloading, and dry storage).

The reviewer should verify that the coatings will not react with the cask internal components
and contents, and will remain adherent and inert when exposed to the various environments of
a spent fuel cask. The most prevalent, potentially degrading environments Include the
immersion in borated spent fuel pool water during loading and unloading operations, and high
temperature and high radiation (including neutrons) environments encountered during vacuum
drying evolutions and long-term storage.

Coating Selection

The reviewer should verify that the coating specification identifies the manufacturer's name, the
type of primers and topcoat(s) comprising the coating system, and the minimum and maximum
dry coating thickness(es). The coating manufacturer's technical literature for all coatings
specified for cask Interiors must be submitted In the SAR for staff review.

The reviewer should verify that the coating selected for cask components is capable of
withstanding the intended service conditions over the design service life. Failures can be
prevented by ensuring that the selection and the application of the coating is controlled by
adhering to the coating manufacturer's recommendations.

Surface Preparation

The reviewer should verify that the coating specification identifies whether solvent or abrasive
cleaning methods should be used to prepare surfaces prior to coating application. This
Information should ensure that proper surface preparation techniques could be implemented
during cask fabrication.

The reviewer should confirm that the specified type and degree of surface cleaning and the
required surface profile meet the coating manufacturer's specification. Any deviations from the
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manufacturer's standards for surface preparation must be supported by appropriate tests that
demonstrate acceptable coating performance under all design conditions.

Coating Repairs

The reviewer should verify that the coating specification identifies the general requirements for
repairing damage to the coating. This Information will assist the reviewer(s) in evaluating the
effects of repairs on the integrity of the coating and whether the designated repair methods
could be Implemented during or after cask fabrication.

The reviewer should examine the design to determine whether the structure is assembled
before or after its various parts are coated. If a complex structure Is to be coated after
assembly, it is very important that the consequences of a potential coating failure be analyzed
to determine whether other cask functions or component features could be compromised by the
failure.

The consequences of coating failure depend on the type of coating and service environment,
and may Include the following:

* Partial and/or complete coating failure that alters the corrosion resistance of DCSS
structural and shielding components (primarily during loading/unloading operations);

* Partial and/or complete coating failure that alters the emmisivity and heat transfer of
basket components;

* Particulates (cloudiness) that form in spent fuel pool water or cask during loading or
unloading that may affect such operations; and/or

* Aggressive or reactive chemical species that form and consequently impact the
performance of other cask components during long-term exposure to radiation (e.g.,
gamma and neutron).

Coating Qualification Testing

Coatings used on cask external surfaces may have been selected upon the basis of their
performance requirements and exposure conditions. The applicant may have used related
industrial conditions as a documented guide or basis for coating selection without performing
further laboratory tests.

Any coating used inside a DCSS must have been tested to demonstrate the coatings
performance under all conditions of loading and storage. The conditions evaluated should
include exposure to radiation, high temperature during vacuum drying and storage, and
immersion during loading, unloading and transfer operations. The coating must be
demonstrated to remain Intact and inert for the full duration of the DCSS design life.

There are a number of standardized ASTM tests for coatings performance. In reviewing ASTM
(or other) tests used to qualify coatings for service In storage casks, consideration should be
given to the applicability of a test to the service conditions.
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Planning, execution, and interpretation of coating qualification tests must be performed by a
qualified coatings engineer (e.g., certified by the National Association of Corrosion Engineers).
The reviewer should ensure that appropriate, qualified expertise has been employed by the
applicant for any coatings qualification program.

The reviewer should verify that the coating specification includes a description of the coating
qualifications testing program, as applicable. The following information, which is important to
qualifying a coating, includes, but Is not limited to:

* The size and shape of samples used for the coating tests, as well as the type of
material(s), and a description and results of any tests conducted on partial or full-size
production mock-ups.

* The test sample surface preparation method(s) and expected or measured surface
profile. Sample surface preparation should be performed In accordance with written
production procedures, using the same equipment, materials, and qualified personnel as
intended for production coating. Inspection methods and acceptance criteria should be
included.

* Application method(s) and measured control parameters, Including records of
temperature and humidity, cure cycle and times, and any other monitoring or
acceptance tests such as dry film thickness, hardness, and adhesion. The methods and
parameters should be employed In accordance with written production procedures using
the same equipment, methods, materials, and qualified personnel.

* A test plan description which clearly describes the rationale for and the types and
sequences of all coating qualification tests, lab protocols, numbers of samples,
inspection methods, and acceptance criteria. Raw test results should be tabulated or
otherwise presented. The test plan should Include (1) laboratory coupons for
demonstrating coating suitability/qualification, and (2) partial or full size production
mock-up tests that demonstrate that the selected coating can be applied successfully to
real production parts under production shop conditions to give reasonable assurance
that field performance will meet laboratory, test-based expectations.

* An interpretation and discussion of the test program results by a certified coatings
engineer. This evaluation should examine, at a minimum, the coating performance
against the specific tests and the overall requirements for coating performance. The
overall program must be assessed as to whether it Is likely to be an effective predictor of
actual performance. A recommendation for the use of the coating, with specific
restrictions, if any, must be included.

The application should also Include general requirements applying to all tests:

* Test durations for immersion must equal or exceed the combined maximum design (or
technical specification) durations for loading and vacuum drying.

* An evaluation of any observed gasses, bubbles or other evidence that a gas was
produced during the test. Coatings that produce flammable gas require a mitigation
program to prevent burnable or explosive gas concentrations during all phases of cask
operations.
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X.5.2.6 Gamma and Neutron Shielding Materials

Concrete, steel, depleted uranium, and lead typically serve as gamma shields, while filled
polymers are often used for neutron shielding materials.

The reviewer should confirm that temperature-sensitive shielding materials will not be subject to
temperatures at or above their design limits during both normal and accident conditions. The
reviewer should determine whether the applicant properly examined the potential for shielding
material to experience changes in material densities at temperature extremes. (For example,
elevated temperatures may reduce hydrogen content through loss of water in concrete or other
hydrogenous shielding materials.)

With respect to external, polymer neutron shields, the reviewer should verify that the
application:

* Describes the test(s) demonstrating the neutron absorbing ability of the shield material.

* Describes the testing program and provides data and evaluations that demonstrate the
thermal stability of the resin over its design life while at the upper end of the design
temperature range. Describes the nature of any temperature-induced degradation and
its effect(s) on neutron shield performance.

* Describes what provisions exist In the neutron shield design to assure that excessive
neutron streaming will not occur as a result of shrinkage under conditions of extreme
cold. This description is required because polymers generally have a relatively large
coefficient of thermal expansion when compared to metals.

* Describes any changes or substitutions made to the shield material formulation. For
such changes, describes how they were tested and how that data correlated with the
original test data regarding neutron absorption, thermal stability, and handling properties
during mixing and pouring or casting.

* Describes the acceptance tests that were conducted to verify that any filled channels
used on production casks did not have significant voids or defects that could lead to
greater than calculated dose rates.

X.5.2.7 Neutron Absorbing/Poison Materials for Control of Criticality

Neutron absorbing materials are used in storage casks to ensure that sub-critical conditions are
maintained during normal and accident conditions. Typically, these neutron absorbing
materials are in the form of fixed plates or rods for which no structural credit is given.

The boron isotope ('1B) is the principal neutron absorbing isotope In most of the absorber plate
materials used or proposed for DCSS. However, cadmium and gadolinium are also common
neutron absorbing elements.

For all boron-containing materials, the reviewer should verify that the SAR and its supporting
documentation describe the material's chemical composition, physical and mechanical
properties, fabrication process, and minimum poison content. This description should be
detailed enough to verify the adequacy and reproducibility of properties important to
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performance as required in the SAR. For plates, the minimum poison content should be
specified as an areal density (e.g., milligrams of '1B per cm2 ). For rods, the mass per unit
length should be specified.

In heterogeneous absorber materials, the neutron poisons may take the form of particles
dispersed or precipitated in a matrix material. Materials with large poison particles (e.g., 80-
micrometer particles of unenriched boron carbide) have been shown to absorb significantly
fewer neutrons than homogeneous materials with the same poison loading [Burrus4, Wellsj.
The reduced neutron absorption in heterogeneous materials results from particle self-shielding
effects, streaming and channeling of neutrons between poison particles. Therefore, the
reviewer should verify that the absorber material's heterogeneity parameters (e.g., particle
composition, size, dispersion) are adequately characterized and controlled, and that the
criticality calculations employ appropriate corrections (e.g., reduced poison content) when
modeling the heterogeneous material as an idealized homogeneous mixture.

Qualifying the Material Fabrication Process

Qualification tests should have been conducted at least once for a given set of materials and
manufacturing processes to demonstrate acceptability and durability of the resulting neutron
absorber product over the licensed service life. Qualification tests are generally conducted on
one or more representative samples or coupons of the fabricated material. Acceptable
qualification tests may include: neutron attenuation or reactivity worth measurements to assess
the required minimum absorption characteristics; neutron radiography or radioscopy to check
for uniform distribution of poison material In plates; immersion of the fabricated absorber in pool
water to simulate the cask environment during loading; exposure of the absorber to a radiation
field to assess the effects of radiolysis; and exposure of the absorber material to the full range
of service temperatures.

The qualification tests and test samples should be evaluated for the following effects:
redistribution of the neutron poison; dimension and weight changes due to material instability
(e.g., cracking, spalling, debonding of absorber cladding from the poison matrix material or the
matrix material from the poison particles; embrittlement; galvanic reactions; hydrogen
generation in spent fuel pool water; weight reduction due to outgassing; oxidation or hydriding).
The reviewer should verify that the qualification testing has been completed for each neutron
absorbing material. These are minimum requirements for new materials.

The effects of material heterogeneity on poison effectiveness should be tested by performing
neutron attenuation and/or reactivity worth measurements on material samples or coupons.
The test measurements should be calibrated against identical measurements performed on
known homogeneous materials of similar composition (e.g., zirconium diboride with an
appropriate thickness of aluminum for calibrating measurements of Boral or borated aluminum
[Gaol. The true mass of poison material in the test samples should be determined by chemical
assay or other appropriate measurements. Note that the heterogeneity effects can vary
significantly with poison particle composition (e.g., 11B enrichment), particle size, poison areal
density, and poison volumetric density in the bulk material. It is therefore Important to verify
that qualification testing addressed the appropriate ranges of material heterogeneity
parameters.

Acceptance Testing of Fabricated Materials
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For all absorber materials, the reviewer should verify that the acceptance tests in Chapter 9 of
the SAR include weighing and dimensional measurements (e.g., plate thickness) and visual
examination of the material for evidence of defects such as cracks, porosity, blisters, or foreign
inclusions.

To the extent practical, test coupons should be removed from every other plate in a lot and at
random locations on a plate. Rejection of a given test coupon shall result In rejection of the
contiguous plate(s). If absorption properties are repeatable in the first 25% of the lot, reduced
sampling may be performed. A rejection of a test coupon during reduced sampling should
invoke a return to 100% inspection of the lot (i.e., one test coupon from every other plate).

X.5.2.8 Concrete and Reinforcing Steel

The reviewer should verify that the materials and material properties used for the design and
construction of reinforced concrete components that are important to safety comply with the
requirements of American Concrete Institute (ACI) 3597. ACI 359 is also an acceptable
standard for reinforced concrete components for radioactive material containment vessels. For
concrete components not covered by ACI 359, ACI 3498 is acceptable.

The reviewer should verify that the materials and material properties used for the design and
construction of reinforced concrete components that are not important to safety comply with the
requirements of ACI 3189. The NRC also accepts the use of ACI 349 for these applications.

For some DCSS or ISFSI applications, the concrete to be used for the storage pad may have to
be reviewed for suitability. The structural reviewer will have the most significant input to the
review In terms of strength-related requirements, but the materials aspects, in terms of
durability and temperature limits of the concrete, are the responsibility of the materials reviewer.

Reactive materials (e.g., aluminum) that tend to react chemically with wet concrete should not
be used as Imbeds in concrete.

X.5.2.9 Seals

The reviewer should verify that radiation to be encountered by elastomer O-ring seals in
storage service will not cause polymerization to an extent that would adversely affect the safety
performance of the seals. In the range of 10' rads, an O-ring compound must be selected with
care. For higher dose rate environments, elastomer O-rings should not be specified. At lower
dose rates, factors other than radiation may be more significant.

The reviewer should verify that 0-ring seals do not reach their maximum operating temperature
limit during normal and off-normal conditions of storage. The applicant should Include the 0-
ring manufacturer's data sheets specifying temperature and radiation tolerances in the SAR.

Review the applicant's evaluation demonstrating that at the minimum normal operating
temperature (usually -40° F), the O-ring seal will neither fail by brittle fracture nor stiffen (loose
elasticity) to an extent that prevents the seal from meeting its service requirements.

The reviewer should verify that under the environmental conditions expected In storage service,
0-ring seals will not chemically react or decompose in a manner that would significantly affect
other components of the DCSS.
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X.5.3.1 Chemical and Galvanic Reactions

Loss of Corrosion Resistance

The SAR should include an analysis of whether any chemical, galvanic, or other reactions
among the materials (e.g., moderator material, sealants, steels, neutron absorbers) and
environments would occur. Pursuant to NRC Bulletin 96-041O, confirm that the DCSS will
perform adequately under the operating environments expected (e.g., short-term
loading/unloading or long-term storage) during the license period such that no adverse
chemical or galvanic reactions are produced. The review should also include consideration of
possible reactions resulting from the interaction of DCSS components with borated water.

Flammable Gas Generation

The reviewer should evaluate the possible generation of hydrogen or other flammable gases. If
appropriate, consider embrittling effects of hydrogen taking into account the metallurgical state
of the DCSS components.

Verify that temperatures inside the cask do not promote the formation of vapors from a coating
material (e.g., zinc). Alternatively, the applicant should demonstrate that this vapor will not
interact unfavorably with the fuel or any cask component important to safety. Absent this
demonstration, the materials should not be approved.

In cooperation with the containment reviewer, verify that appropriate operating procedures
(SAR Chapter 8) contain adequate guidance for detecting the presence of hydrogen and
preventing the ignition of combustible gases during cask loading and unloading operations.

X.5.4 Spent Fuel Cladding Integrity

X.5.4.1 Temperature Limits

The cask system must be designed to prevent degradation of fuel cladding that results in a type
of cladding breach, such as axial-splits, where irradiated spent fuel particles may be released
into the cask cavity. Additionally, the fuel cladding should not degrade to the point where more
than one percent (1%) of the fuel rods develop pinhole or hairline crack-type failures under
normal storage conditions. This criterion is consistent with the assumptions of the confinement
analysis for normal conditions of storage. The 1% failure assumption is for safety analysis
purposes only, and relates to assumptions for thermal analysis, containment performance, and
cask unloading operations. 'Damaged fuel' is defined as fuel with a breach In the cladding that
is larger than a pinhole failure or hairline crack.

The reviewer should verify that cladding temperatures for each fuel assembly type proposed for
storage will be below their expected damage thresholds for normal conditions of storage.
Zircaloy fuel cladding temperature limits at the beginning of dry storage are typically below
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3800 C (716° F) for a 5-year cooled fuel assembly and 3400 C (6120 F) for a 10-year cooled
fuel assembly for normal conditions and a minimum of 20 years cask storage (PNL-4835),
Temperature limits will be lower with increased fuel assembly cooling time (or increased
burnup) mainly due to lower decay heat rates of older fuel.

It should be noted that fuel cladding temperature limits are a complex function of power history
(including transients), cladding thickness, pre-pressurization of fuel rods during fabrication,
burnup, fission gas, and hoop stress. Substantial variation In the end-of-life internal rod
pressures and fuel design characteristics may warrant temperature limits lower than those
noted above for certain fuel types. Therefore, fuel cladding limits for each fuel type should be
calculated and presented in the SAR.

The reviewer should evaluate the method(s) used to determine the temperature limits and
associated cladding hoop stresses. Note that the storage of fuel clad in materials other than
Zircaloy-4 or Zircaloy-2 (e.g., advanced alloy cladding materials like M5 or Zirlo) will be
approved on a case-by-case basis. At the present time, there is limited Information available to
the staff relative to the expected degradation modes of advanced alloy clad fuel under storage
conditions. Therefore, temperature limit calculations using methods approved for Zircaloy4 or
Zircaloy-2 may need to be modified to account for differences in the degradation processes of
fuel with advanced alloys.

The temperature limits may be calculated using methodologies that are based on expected
cladding behavior during storage. NUREG-1536 endorses the diffusion controlled cavity growth
methodology to calculate the maximum cladding temperature limits during dry storage. The
use of other methodologies that account for the full range of materials behavior under the
expected storage conditions, such as the Commercial Spent Fuel Management Program
(CSFM) methodology as described in PNL-6189" and PNL-6364'2, is acceptable to the staff for
calculation of cladding temperature limits. Alternative methodologies may be approved by the
staff if they are sufficiently justified. However, these alternative methodologies must be
validated with experimental data, and associated modeling uncertainties must be addressed.

Hoop stress calculations should be established on the basis of fuel and cladding properties that
are representative of the spent fuel to be stored (e.g., cladding dimensions, Internal rod
pressures). High burnup fuel (i.e., fuel with burnups exceeding 45,000 MWd/MTU) may have
unusual characteristics, such as wall thinning from Increased oxidation and Increased internal
rod pressure from fission gas buildup and changes In fuel dimensions, which must be
evaluated. The SAR should use conservative values for surface oxidation thickness. Note that
oxidation may not be of a uniform thickness along the axial length of the fuel rods and average
values may under-predict wall thinning. Temperature limits will be more restrictive with
increased fuel cooling time (and/or Increased burnup), largely as a result of the slower fuel heat
decay as a function of time.

For short-term off-normal and accident conditions, the staff accepts Zircaloy fuel cladding
temperatures maintained typically below 5700 C (10580 F). This temperature limit Is a suitable
criterion for short term off-normal conditions Including fuel assembly transfer operations,
vacuum drying and backfilling the cask with Inert gas. This limit may be lowered for high
burnup fuel assemblies due to increased internal rod pressure from fission gas buildup. The
applicant should have verified that these cladding temperature limits are below the limit for
facility specific operations (e.g., fuel assembly transfer) and the worst case credible accident.
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X.5.4.2 High Burnup Fuel

The staff may approve the storage of fuel assemblies having burnups greater than 45,000
MWd/MTU, provided that the applicant can demonstrate that the cladding will be protected from
degradation which could lead to gross rupture and that the storage system is designed to allow
ready retrieval of the spent fuel from the storage system. If such a demonstration cannot be
performed, high burnup fuel assemblies could be enclosed by approved baskets to confine the
fuel so that potential degradation of the fuel during storage will not pose problems with respect
to redistribution of material during storage or subsequent transportation. Such an enclosure
would also maintain subcriticality based on optimum moderation conditions and no potential for
buckling and failure of fuel rods, grid spacers, and end fittings under accident conditions.

The staff believes that the Zircaloy cladding of a fuel rod can, In general, withstand uniform
creep strains (i.e., creep prior to tertiary or accelerating creep strain rates) of about 1% before
the cladding can become perforated, if the average hydrogen concentration In the cladding is
less than about 400 to 500 parts per million (ppm) 13. This amount of hydrogen corresponds to
an oxide thickness of approximately 70-80 micrometers using the recommended hydrogen
pickup fraction of 0.15 from Lanning, et al4, and Garde". The staff also believes that the
strength and ductility of Irradiated Zircaloy do not appear to be significantly affected by
corrosion-induced hydrides at hydrogen concentrations up to approximately 400 ppm.
Therefore, the staff has reasonable assurance that fuels having average assembly burnups
exceeding 45,000 MWd/MTU can be safely stored If the following acceptance criteria are met:

1. A high burnup fuel assembly containing Zircaloy clad fuel may be treated as
intact if both of the following conditions are met:

Al. No more than 1% of the rods In an assembly have peak cladding oxide
thicknesses greater than 80 micrometers; and

A2. No more than 3% of the rods in an assembly have peak cladding oxide
thicknesses greater than 70 micrometers.

II. A high burnup fuel assembly should be treated as potentially damaged fuel if
either of the following conditions Is met:

B1. The fuel assembly does not meet both criteria Al and A2; or

B2. The fuel assembly contains fuel rods with oxide that has become
detached or spalled from the cladding.

The administrative controls section of the SAR Technical Specifications should specify a
program to be implemented by the cask licensee to assure the criteria described above are met
prior to loading the cask with high burnup fuel. As part of this program, the applicant may use
cladding oxidation thickness measurements or predictions based on consideration of reactor
operation variables affecting peak cladding oxidation (e.g., in-core flux, length of a cycle,
number of cycles, power excursions, coolant temperature and amount of time at that
temperature, the coolant water chemistry, and the cladding material). In cases where there are
no previously documented measurements of the oxide thickness to validate cladding oxidation
predictions, the program may have to Incorporate peak cladding oxide thickness
measurements.
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For the storage of Zircaloy-clad fuel assemblies meeting criteria Al and A2, the reviewer should
coordinate with the criticality, thermal, shielding, and confinement reviewers, as appropriate, to
ensure the following assumptions are made in the applicant's analyses. For the confinement
analysis, the applicant should assume that the source term of 50% of the rods with peak
cladding oxide thicknesses greater than 70 micrometers are available for release from the cask
unless justification for a different fraction Is presented. This source term should be added to
the source term for the assumed rod breakage fraction for normal and off-normal conditions.
For the criticality, thermal, and shielding analyses, the applicant should demonstrate that 10
CFR Part 72 requirements are met assuming that the rods with oxide thickness greater than 80
micrometers in a high burnup fuel assembly are failed (e.g., the fuel is allowed to redistribute in
a cask) under normal, off-normal, and accident conditions.

For Zircaloy-clad fuel with average assembly burnups greater than 45,000 MWd/MTU meeting
criteria Al and A2, the applicant should employ an acceptable methodology (e.g., CSFM) for
calculating cladding temperature limits using a 1% creep strain limit. Further, the analysis
should demonstrate that the reduced cladding thickness due to oxidation does not compromise
the structural ability of the cladding to withstand the expected loads encountered under normal,
off-normal, and accident conditions.

Zircaloy-clad fuel assemblies that meet criterion BI or B2 should be treated as damaged fuel.
Alternatively, these fuel assemblies may be treated as intact fuel provided the appropriate
demonstration of cladding integrity for these assemblies under normal, off-normal, and accident
conditions is included in the SAR. Acceptable data and analyses to support the demonstration
of cladding integrity may include, but are not limited to, the following:

* An estimation of the peak cladding oxide thickness and amount of hydrogen absorbed
by the cladding during reactor operation. This information will ensure that the oxide
thickness and hydrogen concentration associated with hydride-embrittled zirconium
alloys are below those that could significantly reduce the ductility or overall integrity of
the cladding.

* A calculation of the cladding hoop stress to establish both the parameters of the
accelerated creep tests and the accuracy of the cladding life prediction. The stress
calculation should account for the effects of (1) a reduction of thickness due to cladding
oxidation, and (2) the fuel rod internal pressure considering the initial fill gas, the release
of fission gases to the rod-free volume, the generation of any other gases (e.g., helium)
due to effects caused by the Irradiation of any internal cladding coatings, and the gas
temperature.

* Experimentally derived data and analyses to identify the cladding failure mechanism(s)
under expected storage conditions.

X.5.4.3 Cask Reflooding

For cask unloading operations, cladding integrity should be maintained during reflooding so as
not to interfere with fuel handling and retrieval. The SAR should include a quench analysis
supporting specified minimum quench fluid temperature and maximum fluid flow rate during
reflood. This analysis should also be referenced In Chapter 11 of the SAR as having been
considered In the development of thermal models for the unloading procedures, and be
included, as appropriate, In the Technical Specifications. The NRC accepts the fact that the
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total stress on the cladding must be maintained below the material's minimum yield stress. The
total stress includes the thermal stress combined with the cladding hoop stress from internal
rod pressure and the rod-gas plenum temperature. The analysis should account for high -
burnup effects on the fuel (e.g., waterside corrosion, high internal rod pressure) and minimum
manufacturing wall thickness.

X.6 Evaluation Findings

The evaluation findings are prepared by the reviewer on satisfaction of the regulatory
requirements of Section X.3. Review these requirements and provide a summary statement for
each. These statements should be similar to the following examples:

Section(s) _ of the SAR adequately describe(s) the materials used for SSCs
important to safety and the suitability of those materials for their intended functions in
sufficient detail to evaluate their effectiveness.

The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 72.122(a). The material properties
of SSCs important to safety conform to quality standards commensurate with their
safety function.

The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 72.104(a), 106(b), 124, and
128(a)(2). Materials used for criticality control and shielding are adequately designed
and specified to perform their intended function.

The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 72.122(h)(1) and 236(h). The
design of the DCSS and the selection of materials adequately protects the spent fuel
cladding against degradation that might otherwise lead to gross rupture of the cladding.

The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 72.236(h) and 236(m). The material
properties of SSCs important to safety will be maintained during normal, off-normal, and
accident conditions of operation so the spent fuel can be readily retrieved without posing
operational safety problems.

The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 72.236(g). The materials properties
of SSCs important to safety will be maintained during all conditions of operation so the
spent fuel can be safely stored for a minimum of 20 years and maintenance can be
conducted as required.

The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 72.236(h). The [cask designation]
employs materials that are compatible with wet and dry spent fuel loading and unloading
operations and facilities. These materials should not degrade over time or react with
one another during any conditions of storage.
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As a follow to a meeting from this morning it's been suggested that we meet
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1) Which rivets do we want to use, solid or pull?

2) Are there enough tools to install the rivets in the time required?

3) Do we want to set up a separate area just for the riveting?

4) Production schedule

Bridgette,

It would be helpful to have a person from the ballmat assembly area attend the meeting.

Thanks,
John

10/28/2004
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Abstract

Various boron containing materials are used widely in nuclear industry as neutron

absorbers. The neutron attenuation properties of zirconium diboride(ZrB2), borated

aluminum, and BORAL, were studied using monoenergetic and polyenergetic beams.

The neutron channeling and streaming effect was investigated for BORAL and borated

aluminum. At the University of Virginia Reactor (UVAR), borated aluminum sample

areal densities were measured by utilizing a series of zirconium diboride standards with

aluminum shims. The effectiveness of this method was verified. The energy spectrum of

the UVAR transmittance beam was determined for the neutron attenuation property study.

MCNP was demonstrated to be an effective tool to model a neutron gauging

system, including the source, the test object and the detector. MCNP modeling and

experimental methods were used to conduct various studies of neutron attenuation of the

absorbers.

For a homogeneous material, exponential attenuation was observed in a

monoenergetic beam and this was confirmed by MCNP simulations. Experiments

showed non-exponential attenuation in the same material for a polyenergetic beam.

Zirconium diboride is a naturally occurring chemical compound, which has a

uniform distribution of 'RB. Its measured '`B areal density is the same as its theoretical

areal density. Borated aluminum is an alloy of boron and aluminum, which contains

highly enriched '"B. Experiments and MCNP simulations showed that borated aluminum

has the same neutron attenuation properties as zirconium diboride with a proper



ii

aluminum shim. Therefore, borated aluminum with a uniform distribution of '°B can be

treated as a homogeneous mixture of boron atoms and aluminum atoms. The actual '°B

areal density can be calculated directly from the physical loading of "°B. BORAL does

not have a uniform distribution of boron atoms. The boron carbide particles (- 85 pm) in

BORAL core cause neutron channeling and streaming. With the same "°B loading,

BORAL gives a higher transmission than a homogeneous '0B containing material.

Experiments showed that 22% more 1° was required to get the same transmission

coefficient.

The method of using zirconium diboride with a proper thickness of aluminum

shim to measure the areal density of borated aluminum was verified by experimental and

computational methods.

An approximation of the UVAR neutron transmittance beam spectrum was

determined by using a non-linear least squares method to fit a series of measured

transmission coefficients of ZrB2 disks. Limited by the number of data points, current

results may not be able to represent the real energy spectrum, but a comparison of

calculated and modeled transmission coefficients indicated that it could be used

effectively for the purpose of neutron attenuation studies for samples with '"B areal.

density greater than 8 mg/cm2.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Today, radioactive materials produced by the nuclear industry create a variety of

radiation, such as alpha particles, beta particles, gamma rays, neutrinos and neutrons.

Alpha and beta particles are relatively easily shielded by thin sheets of metals. Neutrinos,

although highly penetrating, show little physiological importance to human body. High

energy gamma rays and neutrons need special shielding considerations. To get effective

radiation protection with a minimum amount of shielding material, the materials and the

corresponding thickness needs to be determined carefully. In neutron shielding problems,

besides radiation protection, the issue of criticality, i.e., prevention of neutron

multiplication, also needs to be considered when shielding materials are used in the

storage and transportation of fresh and spent reactor fuel. Gamma radiation is most

effectively absorbed by high-density materials, for example, lead, steel and concrete,

because gamma photons interact mainly with the orbital electrons. The more electrons an

element has, the higher the chance photons will be absorbed while penetrating. However,

the interaction mechanism of neutrons with matter is totally different from photons, and

often a good gamma photon shielding material provides little neutron shielding. Neutron

interactions with matter may be classified into two groups- absorption and scattering.

Light elements, like hydrogen and lithium, whose mass numbers are close to one, have

high neutron scattering cross sections. This is why water, polyethylene and graphite are
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often used as moderator in nuclear reactor designs. Only a few elements including boron,

cadmium and some certain rare earth elements have relatively high neutron absorption

cross sections. Table 1.1 presents a list of the physical properties and neutron capture

cross sections for common neutron absorbers.

Table 1.1. Comparison of physical properties of several high neutron absorption cross
section possessed materials [1].

Thermal
Element AtomWt. Density Melting point capture crossom ( gcm3) C) section

____ ____ ____ ___(barn )

Boron 10.82 2.34 2300 755

Cadmium 112.41 8.64 321 2550

Gadolinium 157.26 7.95 1350 46000

Samarium 150.35 7.52 1052. 5500

Europium 152.0 5.24 826 4600

Dysprosium 162.51 8.6 .2600 1100

However, the usefulness of a particular material as a neutron absorber does not

depend only on the effective cross section. In most neutron absorption reactions, a

considerable amount of binding energy is liberated in the form of secondary gamma

radiation. The induced secondary gamma photons' energy may go as high as 5 to 10

MeV, which in turn requires additional photon shielding. Heat dissipation is also

required in this process. The ideal absorber would have a high'absorption cross section

without emission of additional long-range secondary radiations.
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Boron is a very unique element that has some outstanding properties which other

high neutron-capture-cross-section materials do not have. First, the energy of the

secondary gamma ray from I0B(n, a)7Li reaction' (Eq. 1.1) is only about 0.5 MeV,

10 1 4
5 B + O - 3Lz + 4a + 0.48 MeV y + 2.31 MeV. (1.1)

which can be easily absorbed. By contrast, cadmium shielding emits a 6 MeV gamma ray

and the energies of the secondary gamma photons from the rare earth elements are even

higher. Second, as shown in Eq. 1.1, there are no radioactive elements produced. On the

other hand, cadmium leaves a residue of four radioactive isotopes after absorbing

neutrons [1]. Thirdly, boron has a high melting point (23000C) and good chemical and

physical stability. The low melting point of cadmium (3210C) limits its use as a shielding

material in a nuclear reactor. Also, a few other characteristics of boron makes it the best

neutron absorber. These include a low atomic weight and thus small shielding volume,

the ability to economically enrich the '0B in natural boron, and a relatively low price

compared to rare earth elements. In natural boron, 18.8% is boron isotope with mass 10,

'°B, which has a thermal neutron absorption cross section about 4000 barns.

BORAL was introduced to nuclear industry as a thermal neutron absorber by

Brooks & Perkins. It is a composite material consisting of boron carbide particles evenly

dispersed within a matrix of aluminum encased between two thin layers of aluminum,

which gives BORAL a "sandwich" structure. The content and placement of boron

I,

When thermal neutrons (0.025 eV) are used to induce this reaction, about 94% of all reactions lead to the
7Li excited state, and 6% directly to the ground state [ 14].
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carbide provides BORAL a very high removal cross section for thermal neutrons. Both

boron carbide and aluminum are unaffected by long-term exposure to gamma radiation.

Some other physical and chemical properties, such as stability, strength, durability and

corrosion resistance, also make BORAL a good neutron shielding material. However,

BORAL also has some big drawbacks. Boron carbide in the central layer of BORAL is in

the form of fine particles, and the size of the particles averages 85 microns in diameter.

The average spatial separation is 1.25 to 1.50 particle diameters [2]. The macroscopic

scale distribution of boron carbide particles makes it impossible to make BORAL a

homogeneous boron containing material. The spaces between the boron carbide chunks

can also allow neutrons to pass through BORAL without being attenuated. This

phenomenon is known as neutron channeling between grains and has been studied by

Burrus [3] and Wells [4]. The intergranular streaming effect increases the transmission of

neutrons through the BORAL shielding. The physical structure of BORAL also causes

difficulties in fabricating BORAL plate into neutron shielding components. For example,

a plasma arc method is needed to cut BORAL plate into certain shapes [5].

Eagle-Picher Boron Department is producing a different form of boron product as

a new neutron absorber, namnely.borated aluminum. In this thesis, "borated aluminum" is

used specifically to refer to this product. Borated aluminum is an alloyed metal

compound of boron and aluminum, in which the boron is highly enriched in '"B. Boron is

dispersed in the aluminum as a second phase. Other alloying elements are added to

obtain the desired chemical composition. The mixture is cast into ingots using a direct

chill mold. Different profiles or thickness final products are extruded or rolled from
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billets, which are prepared from an ingot. The borated aluminum is made to build

shielding baskets, in which the fuel assemblies are to be placed. Since boron and

aluminum are a second phase mixture, boron atoms are believed to be distributed at

atomic scale, or very close to atomic scale, among aluminum atoms. Thus, there should

be no apparent streaming effect while using the borated aluminum plates as neutron

shields. At the University of Virginia, different profiles of borated aluminum plates were

inspected for boron homogeneity by using neutron radiography techniques and the '0B

areal densities were measured with neutron gauging methods.

1.2 University of Virginia Facilities

The University of Virginia Reactor (UVAR) is a pool-type research reactor, which

has a thermal power of two megawatts. The core consists of MTR plate-type fuel

elements and is submerged in a pool of about 76,000 gallons of water. Figure 1.1 shows

the configuration of the UVAR core and experimental facilities. As seen in this figure,

two neutron beam ports were used as neutron sources for this work, one for neutron

transmittance (gauging) measurements and one for real-time neutron radiography. The

south east beam port is used for neutron transmittance measurements. The dry section of

the neutron beam port that penetrates the reactor shielding wall is collimated into two

neutron beams. Measurements can be made with either beam or the two beams

simultaneously. Both upper and lower beams are collimated so well that the dose rate at

the position 30 cm beside the sample position is less than 0.5 mR/hr. Both neutron beams

are polyenergetic, but a detailed energy spectrum of these two beams was not available.
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The north beam port serves as the neutron radiography beam port, and has been in

operation for many projects since the early 1980's. The beam was designed to have an

LID ratio between 30 and 60, but by inserting another aperture, the ILD ratio can go up to

120. The cadmium ratio is 88 as measured by gold foils and the neutron flux at the

imaging plane for borated aluminum inspection is approximately 4 x 106 nlcm2s at an I/D

ratio of 30.

Figure 1.1. A sketch of the University of Virginia Reactoir and the neutron beam ports
(not to scale).
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13 Monte Carlo Method and MCNP Code

The Monte Carlo method was initially developed as a radiation transport research

tool at Los Alamos during World War II. Generally, Fermi, von Neumann, and Ularn

were credited for the invention of Monte Carlo techniques as a mathematical discipline.

As opposed to other computational methods, Monte Carlo methods are nondeterministic

and are capable of treating very complex three-dimensional configurations. For a giveh

set of cross section data, the errors in Monte Carlo calculations are in the form of

stochastic uncertainties instead of systematic errors as in other deterministic methods [6].

A simplified procedure for a Monte Carlo simulation of nuclear particle transport

is outlined as follows. A finite number of particle histories are simulated through the use

of a pseudo-random number generator. Each particle's history starts by sampling the

source distribution to determine the particle's initial energy, position, and direction. The

particle will then travel some number of mean free paths which is also decided

stochastically before colliding. After this, the material region and point of collision are

given, and then the nuclide that particle has collided with and what kind of reaction, i.e.,

capture or scattering, are determined by randomly sampling the cross section data. If the

reaction is a capture, this particle's history is terminated. If scatter occurs, then secondary

particle's new energy and direction must be determined. The same procedures as above

are applied repeatedly to this particle and all successive collisions until the particle gives

up all its energy and is captured, or escapes from the region of interest.

MCNP4A code was used intensively in this work to piodel different boron

shielding materials and simulate the attenuation properties of neutrons in these materials.
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MCNP stands for Monte Carlo N-Particle transport code, and it has the ability of

modeling neutron, photon, and electron transport problems in three-dimensional

geometries. MCNP was originally developed by the Radiation Transport Group at Los

Alamos National Laboratory. In the 1960's, the first version of this code, known as MCS,

and then MCN, was written to solve neutron transport problems in three dimensions by

using interaction data from separate libraries [7]. The photon codes MCG and MCP were

then added and in 1973, MCN and MCG were merged to form MCNG [8]. The Version

1 of MCNP finally appeared in 1977, which stood for Monte Carlo Neutron Photon

transport code until the electron transport code was added in 1990.

Users can define very complex objects by using some regular geometric surfaces

in MCNP, and the radiation source definition parameters in MCNP are very powerful for

constructing complicated source configurations. Since Version 3B, MCNP allows the

user to define repeated structures and makes it possible to describe only once the cells and

surfaces of any structure that appears more than once in a geometry. This feature was

useful for this work in modeling the structure of BORAL.

1.4 Problem Definition

The criterion used to evaluate different boron-neutron absorbers is the 1CB areal

density of the materials. Areal density (a.d.) is defined as the amount of I'B in grams per

square centimeter of surface area. There are several methods developed to quantitatively

determine the areal density for neutron shields. According to previous research [9], the

neutron transmission measurements provide the most accurate method for determining
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the 'GB content of manufactured parts.

At UVa, a '0B ardal density measurement system was built that utilizes a series of

known areal density zirconium diboride (ZrB2) disks. Because of previous experience

with the material, its uniform boron content, and its ability to be accurately ground to a

desired thickness, zirconium diboride was chosen as the standard test specimen material.

The neutron beam can be calibrated by measuring the neutron transmission coefficient for

the standard specimens which contain an accurately known quantity of 'GB, and plotting

the logarithm of the transmission coefficient versus the 'GB areal density. The measured

transmission coefficient for an unknown test sample may then be converted to an areal

density by use of this plot as a look-up table. The detailed neutronic inspection procedure

of the borated aluminum can be found in Reference 10. For different profiles or thickness

of borated aluminum products, pure aluminum shims are attached to the ZrB2 disks to

match the thickness of the borated aluminum plate. Since ZrB2 disks and the borated

aluminum products are different composites, the validity of using ZrB2 disks with proper

thickness of aluminum shims as calibration standards to measure the areal density of

borated aluminum coupons needed to be verified. The advantage of using the calibration

method instead of direct measurement method is that it is independent of the neutron

beam characteristics and experimental setup.

The absorbing cross section of any material to a certain energy of neutrons is

unique. Therefore, in a monodirectional, monoenergetic neutron beam with a point

detector, the exponential attenuation property of the shielding material is assumed.

However, in a polyenergetic neutron beam which may have multiple energy components,
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or have a continuous neutron energy spectrum, neutron attenuation does not follow a

simple exponential rule. Instead, the number of transmitted neutrons is the sum, or

integral, of the transmitted neutrons corresponding to each energy component. The

neutron transmittance beam at UVAR is a polyenergetic beam with a high thermalized

component. The detailed energy spectrum could be measured by neutron activation

analysis, but because of the low flux, this experiment was not performed. An indirect

way of estimating the neutron spectrum was investigated in this thesis. The method

included measuring a series of known areal density test specimens and using MCNP to fit

the experimental data with multiple energy components. The neutron energy spectrum

could then be unfolded and a good discretized approximation could be obtained.

BORAL, borated aluminum and zirconium diboride are three different boron

containing materials. The first two are used widely in nuclear industry as neutron

absorbing materials. They have different chemical and physical properties as well as

different `B enrichments. Neutron attenuation properties of these materials were studied

and compared with both experimental work and Monte Carlo modeling. A better

understanding of the materials' physical structure was acquired by studying the

significance of.streaming effect in BORAL and borated aluminum.

Thus, the research goals for this thesis were: 1) to study the neutron attenuation

properties of zirconium diboride, borated aluminum and BORAL and to investigate the

streaming properties of BORAL and borated aluminum, 2) to verify the method of using

ZrB2 disks with aluminum shims to measure the areal densities of borated aluminum

samples, and 3) to determine the energy spectrum of the UVAR polyenergetic neutron
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transmittance beam.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORY

This chapter provides the necessary theoretical background for the work done in

this thesis. Neutron gauging techniques were used to quantitatively determine the 'IB

concentration in different samples and the data obtained also served as an experimental

base for the Monte Carlo modeling of the structure of those samples. A brief description

of the neutron gauging system is presented and compared to neutron radiography system.

The basic interaction mechanism of neutrons with matter is discussed. Exponential and

non-exponential attenuation of neutrons is discussed with respect to monoenergetic and

polyenergetic neutron beams. Special attention is paid to a few elements, °B, "B, Al, Zr,

which are related to the thesis. The neutron channeling effect among granules of certain

shielding materials was studied and a few mathematical models are summarized for a

better understanding of later experimental and simulation results.

2.1. Neutron Gauging Techniques

Neutron gauging techniques have been used widely in many non-destructive

testing applications [11 112]. A neutron gauging system, like other gauging systems,

typically consists of three major components, namely source, sample, and detector.

Depending on the applications, transmission or scattering geometry may be used (Figure

2.1). The three interaction phenomena of neutrons with matter (moderation, absorption

and scattering) are the underlying physics principles of neutron gauging. The detector
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counts primary neutrons from the source, which may have been slowed down and

changed in direction byjinteractions in the sample. The output of the system is a scalar

quantity, often the count rate or the total number of counts in a given interval. Gauging

can be used to determine the relative amounts of particular elements, e.g., hydrogen and

boron, provided that the constituent elements of the test sample are known beforehand.

The technique is typically used to provide quantitative data such as measurements of

thickness or moisture content of a material. Standard samples can be used for calibration.

Since generally no effort is made to measure the energy of penetrated neutrons, gauging

in this sense is not selective and cannot identify unknown materials.

The following section gives a brief discussion on the major components used in a

neutron gauging system.

Moderator

Sample

Transmiftted
Neutron

/4./ Detector

Collimator

colmao Scattered
8 ^-- Neutron

Neutron Source Detector

Figure 2.1. A schematic drawing of a neutron gauging system.
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Source

The neutron source used in a gauging system can be selected from three source

categories: reactor, radioisotope and accelerator [13]. Nuclear reactors are very prolific

sources of neutrons. The flux is often very high. Most reactor beams are well moderated

before they hit the targets, so the content of thermal neutrons is higher compared to other

neutron sources. The major drawback of reactor sources is the lack of mobility, but many

applications allow the test objects to be taken to the neutron source rather than requiring

the source to be taken to the test objects. Thus, reactors continue to play a major role in

neutron radiography and gauging. The fluctuations of the reactor power cause the

fluctuations in the beam intensity, which would be noted as a fluctuating signal in a

gauging system. In order to avoid erroneous results, some correction techniques have to

be applied. For example, a dual detector setup is often used, the second detector simply

being a beam monitor.

Radioisotopes are also often used as neutron sources. With sufficient energy, a

gamma photon or an alpha particle can induce a (y, n) or an (a, n) reaction. By intimately

mixing certain light elements with a radioisotope that decays by the emission of high-

energy photons or alpha particles, neutron sources can be fabricated. For instance,

'24Sb/Be source with (Q, n) reaction and "'PuIBe source with (a, n) reaction are often used

in the laboratory [18]. The flux from these radioisotope sources are much lower

compared to reactor sources. Spontaneous fission element 52Cf can give a very high

neutron flux and is used also as a neutron source, but it is extremely expensive and the

shielding for a high flux 2s'Cf source can be massive. The advantage of radioisotope
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neutron sources is that they are relatively small in size and therefore semiportable. The

beam is relatively stable because mainly it depends only on the reaction rate. Since the

nuclear reactions are happening all the time, proper shielding around these sources is

necessary, which could cause the difficulty in moving and storing them.

Accelerator sources generate neutrons by bombarding suitable target materials

with energetic positive ions. The 2H(d, n)3He reaction and the 9Be(d, n)'OB reaction are

the two reactions widely used to produce neutrons. However, to get high neutron yield,

sophisticated equipment is required and the investment is substantial.

Neutron gauging is not tied so closely to neutron source availability as

radiography is, since the intensity required is much lower than for radiography.

Source moderator and collimator

A moderator is necessary only in slow neutron transmission or scattering gauging

techniques. In neutron radiography a carefully designed source collimator is one of the

most important parts of the system. In neutron gauging, collimators are most useful in

conjunction with the thermal neutron transmission or scattering techniques, e.g., a

collimated reactor beam. For many applications in gauging, source collimators are not

necessary.

Neutron detector

'Most gauging applications have been based on detection of thermal or epithermal

neutrons [14]. The BF3 proportional tube is a widely used slow neutron detector. Boron

trifluoride gas with highly enriched '`B in this device servesboth as the target for slow

neutron conversion into secondary charged particles as well as a proportional gas. The
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detection efficiency of a BF3 tube is a function of the neutron energy and the active length

of the tube. When neutron energy goes up, the detection efficiency drops dramatically.

Detector collimator

Collimators are employed for small object gauging but not for large samples.

Materials like borated polyethylene and cadmium are often used in collimators.

Neutron radiography (NR) is another technique used to obtain information about

the internal structure.of an object by using the penetrating nature of neutron radiation

[15]. Neutron radiography is similar to X-ray radiography in the principle of their

techniques and is complementary in nature. Like gauging, NR also consists of placing the

object in a neutron beam, but the geometric pattern of transmitted neutron intensity is

recorded, i.e., a picture is taken. Images can be recorded on films or by a real-time

neutron camera. Radiography involves the recording of a spatially modulated signal on a

medium which produces a visible image. Gauging, on the other hand, involves only the

detection of the radiation intensity with an appropriate electronic or hard-copy display.

Neutron radiography, therefore, has the advantage of a visible image while gauging offers

real-time read-out with lower flux requirements. When the sample object is too thick, or

the flux is not high enough, the image from neutron radiography will not have enough

dynamic range to show the details of the test object's structure. In this case, gauging has

to be used to acquire quantitative information.
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2.2; Neutron Attenuation

The interaction mechanism of neutrons with matter is fundamentally different

from that for the interactions of photons [16][17][18]. Because of the neutral charge

property, neutrons essentially interact only with the atomic nucleus, whereas photons

interact more often with the atomic electrons. The probability of a neutron interacting

with a nucleus is described in terms of cross section (a), which, for convenience, is often

expressed in barns (1 barn = 10.24 cm2). Loosely, the cross section can be considered as

the target area which the particle encounters if an interaction is to occur. It can be

represented graphically by drawing a region around the nucleus with the area of the

region being proportional to the interaction probability as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The

cross section (a) mentioned here is also known as microscopic cross section, because it is

considering the probability of a neutron interacting with only one nucleus.

neutron 'cr(^)

nucleus

Figure 2.2. Diagrammatic representation of the neutron cross section.

Neutron interactions with matter can be classified into two categories, absorption

and scattering. Scattering reactions allow the moderation or slowing down process to
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occur. Elastic scatter occurs when both the kinetic energy and momentum of the

incoming and emergent particles are conserved. Inelastic scatter occurs when the nucleus

is raised to an excited state and emits a gamma ray in addition to a neutron. Absorption

processes can be divided into three types: radioactive capture (n, y), capture with particle

emission, and fission. Some elements' total cross sections, which are of concern in this

thesis work, are plotted in Figure 2.3. As can be seen here, the thermal cross section of

`0B drops rapidly with increasing neutron energy and is proportional to 1/v. The thermal

cross sections of "1B, Al, and Zr are three orders of magnitude smaller than W0B and do not

vary much over a large neutron energy range.

-to5  B * 0

10'
j 04
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C.)
cn

10i 10i4 10- 10.2 10 10° 101 102 103 104 105 106 107

Neutron Energy (eV)

Figure 2.3. Cross section versus neutron energy for some elements of interest.
(Data obtained from T-2 Nuclear Information Service using ENDF/
B-VI ACE library)
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Now consider a collimated monoenergetic neutron beam impinging

perpendicularly on a surface of area, as shown in Figure 2.4.

X > ,I+d !
_o - t,- + dt

* =.

Figure 2.4. Illustration of collimated neutron beam attenuation.

Let S = surface area, cm2,

x = distance from front surface, cm,

IO = initial beam intensity, n/cm2s,

I = intensity at distance x, n/cm2s,

a= microscopic cross section, cm2/nucleus,

N density of target atoms, nuclei/cm3.

The decrease in intensity, dI, as the neutrons pass through the differential slab, is

the intensity at that point times the probability of interaction,

dI = -IaNdx. (2.1)

After separating variables and integrating for a thickness x, the intensity, 1, at distance x

is:
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I = Ioe oNx = 10e >, (2.2)

where = aN = macroscopic cross section, cm7', which represents the effective target

area per unit volume of material. The neutron intensity decreases exponentially.

For any material, the microscopic cross section, a(E), is a function of neutron

energy (E). The simple exponential attenuation is good for a monoenergetic neutron

beam, because the microscopic cross section is a constant corresponding to that particular

energy. When the neutron beam is a polyenergetic beam, the attenuation gets a little

complex. Suppose a neutron beam has n discrete energy branches, El, E2, ..., E,. The

initial flux for the energy branches are 1IO, I02 ... , and IO,,, respectively:

IO = 1ol * '02 + 'O* ' (2.3)

Consider the neutron attenuation problem with the same geometry setup used in the

previous discussion. It is easy to see that each energy component can be individually

treated as a monoenergetic and monodirectional neutron beam, and therefore, the

exponential attenuation rule applies:

= I = IOjeTE(x, i = O, 1, ... ,n (2.4)

where, I, is the intensity of branch i at distance x from the front surface. Notice, both the

microscopic and macroscopic cross section depend on the energy. Furthermore, the total

beam intensity at distance x is just the simple summation of the intensities of all branches:
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* I 0 e I(e + 102e1 (E2 + *-- + 0.oe

S I -LED i 1, 2, ..., n(25
(2.5)

The sum of a series of exponential function is not a simple exponential function. Thus,

the intensity of a poiyenergetic beam decreases non-exponentially through a shielding

material.

The transmission coefficient (7) of a neutron beam through a sample object is

simply defined as:

T (2.6)

The transmission coefficient gives the quantitative ratio of penetrated neutrons.

23. Neutron StreamIng and Channeling

Neutron attenuation property of a homogeneous material was discussed in last

section. The picture gets much mnore complex when the neutron absorbers are distributed

nonhomogeneously in a shielding material. BORAL is a perfect example of strongly

neutron absorbing chunks, boron carbide clumps, dispersed in a weakly scattering matrix;

aluminum. There are three issues in this kind of material which a uniform material does

not have: spatial self-shielding, neutron channeling and streaming through the non-

absorbing matrix. Figure 2.5 shows a schematic drawing of the structure of BORAL.
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Aluminum matrix

Boron clump

Neutron I

0-*
Neutron 2

Neutron 3

Neutron 4

Figure 2.5. A schematic drawiing of the BORAL core structure.

Consider first the case of Neutron 1. Since the size of boron carbide clump is in

macro scale, this neutron will be most likely absorbed by this clump and will not be able

to penetrate. As a result, the two clumps behind the first clump will not contribute to the

neutron attenuation. Therefore, part of the shielding materials are wasted because of self-

shielding.

Channeling is ainother problem which arises at nonhomogeneous materials. In the

case of Neutron 2, the gap between the absorbing chunks gives neutrons a good chance to

transit the shielding matrix without being attenuated because the neutron scattering cross

section of aluminum is very small compared to the neutron absorbing cross section of '"B.

For Neutron 3, it does not see a open gap, but since on its path only a very thin layer of

'0B exists, the probability of penetrating is also increased. -

When scattering occurs in the aluminum matrix, neutrons still have a high
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probability of streaming around the boron clumps and manage through the material before

giving up their energy. This is considered as neutron streaming effect as illustrated by

Neutron 4.

In conclusion, neutrons have a better chance to penetrate this material without

being attenuated compared to a homogeneous material. The same loading of 10B, i.e.,

same area] density will give a higher transmission coefficient. The effective area] density

will be smaller than the calculated area] density.

Several numerical models have been investigated and developed to calculate the

transmission coefficient of a collimated neutron beam through BORAL plates. In Byrson,

Lee and Bum's paper [19], three schemes were summarized and calculated neutron

transmissions were compared to experimental results. The'first model was developed by

Burrus [3]. In this scheme, BORAL plate is treated as sequential layers containing purely

'absorbing particles. Walti used a unit-cell method to calculate the spatial self-shielding in

an isotropic flux environment [20]. After the absorber-to-moderator flux ratio was

calculated with this model, an effective cross section and neutron transmission coefficient

was calculated for the BORAL using a volume and flux weighting. The third model was

designed for collimated beam and the structure of BORAL was modeled with a unit cell

which consisted of a spherical chunk centered in an aluminum cylinder. The transmission

coefficient of a collimated neutron beam incident normally on the face of the cylinder was

then obtained. The neutron transmission coefficients approximated with these models

were fairly close to the experiments, especially for the second and third model. These

results were also compared to the transmission coefficients obtained from a homogeneous
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model. For same '0B loading, higher transmission coefficients were observed as

expected.

Another study done by Wells [4] at Georgia Tech on a spent fuel shipping cask

made from BORAL showed that intergranular channeling effect is a significant

phenomernia for BORAL of the thickness typically used in spent fuel casks. The study

showed that the granulated boron carbide areal density of 0.040 g '0B/cm2 is equivalent to

a homogeneous areal density of 0.033 g'°B g/cm2. The article concluded that the

channeling of neutrons between neutron absorber particles in fixed neutron poison

materials can reduce the criticality control effectiveness of the material.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENT SETUP AND TECHNIQUES

In order to investigate the neutron attenuation properties of boron containing

materials, three series of neutron shielding materials, namely zirconium diboride disks,

borated aluminum and BORAL sheets, were studied. The polyenergetic neutron

transmittance beam at the WVAR and a monoenergetic neutron beam at the University of

Michigan were utilized to measure the transmission coefficients of these materials. This

chapter describes experimental methods for this work and in Chapter 4, the same

experiments were simulated with MCNP to gain a better understanding of the physical

structure of these materials and their neutron attenuation properties. Results of both

experiments and simulations are presented in Chapter 5.

3.1 Material Properties

Boron, specifically the '0B isotope, has long been used as a neutron absorber.

Boron is naturally available in several forms: crystalline, amorphous and boron carbide.

Various boron shielding products are commercially supplied to nuclear industries.

3.1.1 Zirconium Diboride

Zirconium diboride (ZrB2) is a chemical compound of boron and zirconium, in

which the content of '"B could be natural or enriched. Eagle-Picher Boron provides the

industry nuclear grade zirconium powder and tile. Because of its uniform boron content
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and the ability to be accurately ground to certain thickness, a series of hot pressed ZrB2

disks were used at UVAR as calibration specimens to measure the areal density of

unknown boron aluminum samples. The zirconium diboride sheets are very fragile and

as a result they are not used by the industry as shielding materials. In these experiments,

each ZrB2 specimen was mounted in a superpure aluminum block for the physical

protection of the delicate disk. The thickness of the aluminum block was chosen to

match the thickness of the thin unknown samples. The theoretical '0B areal density of

each zirconium diboride disk can be calculated by the following formula:

A = Wp ElT, (3.1)

where A = '0B areal density, mg/cm2,

W = weight fraction of boron, wt %,

p = material matrix density, mg/cm3,

E = '0B enrichment, wt '0B %,

T = disk thickness, cm.

3.1.2 Borated Aluminum

Borated aluminum is a neutron absorber made by Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.,

which is used to build storage baskets for nuclear reactor fuel assemblies. The material is

fabricated under a quality assurance program. The compound used to produce the master

alloy is checked for the %B enrichment by isotopic spectrography. The master alloy

contains between 4.5 wt.% and 5.2 wt.% boron. It is checked to ensure that the second
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phase is aluminum diboride. The 6351 aluminum alloy is prepared by melting the master

alloy, the boron content is adjusted by adding 1100 aluminum, and the other alloying

elements are added to obtain the desired chemical composition. The aluminum is cast

into ingots using a direct chill mold. As the ingots are poured, five samples are taken at

the top, at 25%, 50%, 75% and at the bottom of the ingot in order to verify the chemistry

of the aluminum and the boron content. Billets are prepared from an ingot. From a billet,

different profiles of final borated aluminum products are extruded or rolled [21].

If the °B is distributed uniformly in the aluminum, its theoretical areal density can

be calculated with the same formula, Eq. 3.1, used for the zirconium diboride. As an

example, one borated aluminum sample used in this thesis work had a boron weight

fraction of 0.5%, density of 2.7 g/cm3 , and 10B enrichment of 95%.

The track-etch imaging technique was used to study the microstructure of borated

aluminum. This technique is based on the exposure of the test material, placed in a close

contact with a solid state nuclear track detector (SSNTD), to ionizing radiation. The

reaction products, such as alpha particles, protons, and fission fragments, while passing

through the detector, create local damage zones in the SSNTD surface layer with several

nanometers in diameter (latent tracks). These tracks are then extended to several

micrometers under specific chemical treatment. The technique is especially useful for

micromapping of some doping or residual elements in the materials. The image obtained

from track-etch experiments indicates the surface effects of the test sample in micro scale,

whereas an neutron radiography image gives the line integral of neutrons through the test

sample in a macro scale.
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In order to determine the boron distribution in borated aluminum, the track-etch

imaging technique was applied at UVa 122]. The experiments were based on exposing

borated aluminum samples to thermal neutrons and detecting the '0B(n, ac7Li reaction

t ... P

4. gI .

Figure 3.1. The distribution of boron in aluminum alloys:
a)AI-6xxx, extruded, C. = 2.5%, b)AI-I 100, hot-
rolled, CB = 4.5%.

products with' SSNT~s. Figure I.1 show's the inicrostructure of borated alumninum. The

black dots are tracks created by alpha particles from the (n, a) reaction. Therefore, each

dot corresponds to a neutron-boron interaction. As seen here, the boron distribution of

extruded sample a) is fairly uniform compared to sample b). Sample b) is from a hot

rolled sample produced by using a different boron loading technique and shows the

deformation of boron distribution caused by the rolling process. The borated, afurninum.

samples used in later transmittance experiments were from the same process as sample a).

The Monte Carlo modeling of borated aluminum was also based on the uniformly

*distributed sample.
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3.1;3 BORAL

BORAL is a thermal neutron poison product of Brooks & Perkins, which has been

used extensively in a wide range of neutron absorbing and shielding applications.

Because of its good neutron shielding capabilities, BORAL is used around the world for

spent fuel shipping and storage containers. It has also been used on the inner section of

reactor shields, shutdown control rods, and as neutron curtains and shutters for thermal

columns.

BORAL has a very unique "sandwich" structure as shown in Figure 3.2. The

inner part of BORAL is a core of fine boron carbide particles, dispersed evenly

throughout a matrix of aluminum. The outer cladding or "skins" of the sandwich panel is

1100 alloy aluminum. Boron carbide is a compound having a high natural boron content

in a physically stable and chemically inert form. Macroscopically, the boron carbide

particles may appear to be uniformly distributed in the aluminum matrix. However, the

inicrostructure of BORAL core was revealed to be very nonhomogeneous by using optical

microscopy method (23]. In Figure 3.3, boron carbide can be distinguished as dark grey

particles of various sizes. Two reactive phases surrounding the boron carbide particles

are identified as AIBx compounds and Al-B-C compound. The existence of gaps among

the boron carbide chunks can be observed.
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Aluminum cladding Aluminum cladding

Core

Figure 3.2. The macro structure of BORAL.

Figure 3.3. An optical micrograph of a BORAL sample with a 62% boron carbide
compact [23].
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BORAL panels can be furnished either in the flat panel form or fabricated into a

variety of plane geometrical shapes by standard metalworking methods and techniques.

The shielding capability of BORAL is assured by wet chemical analysis or neutron

attenuation testing and is specified as a minimum of grams of '`B per square centimeter of

surface area. BORAL panels with thicknesses (including cladding) from 2.11 mm to 4.37

rmm, used for high density spent fuel racks, have a constant core composition and

constant cladding thickness. `°B loading is from 0.025 g/cm2 to 0.060 gfcm2, respectively.

By simple calculation, for the panels with total cladding thickness of 0.512 mm, the core

"'B volume concentration is 0.156 glcm3. According to a Brooks & Perkins report,

18 wt% 'B in natural boron, 28.28 wt% boron in boron carbide, and the boron carbide

density of 2.51 glcm3, the boron carbide's volume ratio in the core region can be

calculated as 44.11% [2].

3.2 Experimental Setup

This section describes the experimental setup of the neutron gauging system used

to measure the neutron transmittance through the various shielding materials. The setup

described here is a typical neutron gauging system as discussed in the previous chapter,

which consists of three major components: the neutron source, sample object and the

detector.

3.2.1 Neutron Transmittance Beam Description

The neutron source is the University of Virginia Reactor (UVAR), a 2 MW light-
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water pool reactor with partial graphite reflection. Figure 3.4 shows the detailed

configuration of the neutron transmittance beam port. It consists of an in-pool beam tube,

an air path in the graphite and concrete block in the access facility, which is immediately

on the other side of the pool wall, a beam tube in the shielding dolly, a lead shield at

beam exit and a beam stop.

44.4 .~ 4 4*4
1 4 . 4

.64 4 A. 4  4 -444.6'
Id .d 1 e

Figure 3.4. The UVAR neutron transmittance beamport facility configuration.

The in-pool beam tube starts with a triangular nosepiece made of aluminum and

filled with solid graphite. The nosepiece is used to collect neutrons from a large area of

the reactor core and scatter them into the beam tube. Attached to the nosepiece is an air-

filled aluminum tube with an inner diameter of 12.7 cm. In order to suppress the gamma
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flux, the in-pool tube is not pointing directly at the core fuel elements.

The dry section of the neutron beam port that penetrates the reactor shielding wall

is then collimated into two neutron beams in the shielding dolly. Figure 3.5 shows the

design of beam tube through the shielding dolly. Three steel tubes were used and the

outer tube is filled with borated mortar and lead shot. The voids in the two inner tubes

form two collimated neutron beams. The space in between the tubes is filled with borated

mortar and lead shot to block neutrons and gamma photons. The center line distance

between the two beams is 4.7 cm and the area of each beam is 1 cm2 at the sample

position. Measurements with either one or two beams can be made simultaneously. The

thermal flux is about 5 x I10 n/cm2s for the upper beam and 7 x I10 n/cm2s for the lower

beam. The cadmium ratio is measured to be approximately ten (10) measured with gold

foils.

Outer Tube
* ~I I

7.62 es

j Is I yMF' e-yZ-

m 4.60 cm t

e-e 'I

I ( .> ; . .t -

- -._._._._._._- -

-. Htfl=- __ Inner Tube

I \ \

\Lad Shot

Bonted Mortr

Figure 3.5. A diagram of the design in the shielding dolly which splits the neutron
transmittance beam into two separate beams.
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A series of zirconium diboride disks were measured for areal density at the

University of Michigan's monoenergetic beam facility illustrated in Figure 3.6. Neutrons

come out from the reactor and impinge upon a single crystal copper monochrometer.

Because of the Bragg scattering effect, for a certain neutron incident angle, neutrons will

be reflected to the same angle and the scattered neutrons along this direction have the

same energy, which can be computed using de Broglie wavelength theory and Bragg's

Law [24].

Dctcctor

Object

Mich\inreao Coi Neutron

Single crystal copper

Figure 3.6. The monoenergetic neutron beam setup at the University of Michigan.

32.2 UVa Equipment Setup

Figure 3.7 shows the equipment setup for the attenuation measurements at UVa.

The two separate beams exit the collimators, penetrate the sample and the transmitted

neutrons are detected by two independent BF3 neutron detectors. The detector tubes are

shielded with borated aluminum to maintain the independence of each measurement.

Additional shielding behind the detectors acts as a beam stop.
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Figure 3.7. A schematic side view" f equipment setup for the neutron transmission

measurements at UWa.

IThe sample object was carried in front of the beam by a transport carrier system

which consists of a roller track, plate holder, roller chain and gear drive, and a 400 step

stepper motor. A top view of the carrier relative to the neutron beams and detectors is

shown in Figure 3.8. Neutron transmittance data was collected using one or two
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independent counting systems, each consisting of a BF3 neutron detector, preamplifier,

high voltage power supply, linear amplifier, and single channel analyzer (SCA). A third

BF3 neutron detector system was used as reference detector to monitor any changes in

neutron intensity due to small fluctuations in the reactor power. The signals from each

SCA were routed to a computer controlled counter-timer board.

44 Neutrons from Core

Plate Transfer System /////////,/Oo

Test Sample

Neutron Beam Stop

0*

Figure 3.8. A top view of the neutron gauging system setup used at UVa.
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3.2.3 Counting Techniques and Transmission Calculations

Several counting programs were developed by previous researchers to control the

whole neutron gauging system and acquire the transmitted neutron counts. For most

samples in this work, the counting time was 30 seconds to obtain good counting statistics.

The counting time was doubled for thick samples (areal density > 40 mg '0B/cm2). For

every measurement, the counting time, raw counts and power counts were displayed on

the monitor and simultaneously recorded onto the hard disk. The power counts were used

to monitor the variation of reactor power and served as a correction factor in the

'transmission calculation. Transmission coefficients were calculated by:

Cnq amk) Cp___ (b_ _ )

T = - = g(jCle) X power(blan.k). (3.2)
Io raw(lank) Cpo.samk),

where,

C, |fs<2tw) = raw counts of the tested object,

= count time for the tested object,

C,.^b&k) = raw counts of the neutron beam without being attenuated,

tax,,qO, = count time for the blank beam counts,

= power counts acquired the same time as counting the sample,

tpneds-pflepk) = power counts counting time when counting the sample,

= power counts acquired the same time as counting the blank beam,

tp-.rfb IzkJ= power counts counting time when counting the'blank beam.
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The background neutron counts in a one minute counting time interval were insignificant

compared to the counts from the reactor neutron beams and therefore, were not taken into

account in Eq. 3.2.
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CHAPTER 4

MCNP SIMULATIONS

In a neutron gauging system, there are many different parameters that can affect

the physical variable we are interested in. For example, the neutron source could be

monoenergetic or polyenergetic, the test sample could vary in physical and chemical

composition and different detectors could be used. In any particular experimental setup,

most of the gauging system's components are fixed and therefore, it is hard to study the

relationship between the variable of interest, in this case the transmission coefficient

through different boron containing materials, and other parameters built in the system. In

an experiment it is difficult to isolate each component's contribution. On the other hand,

in a computer simulation each parameter can be controlled.separately and its effect can be

studied individually while other parameters are kept constant.

MCNP4A was used to model the neutron attenuation properties of the different

materials studied in this work. It was installed on an IBM RS/6000 model 340

workstation running on the AIX 3.2.5 operating system that is mainly used for the

computational analysis of nuclear engineering problems. In order to get good statistics, a

large number of particles are used in the Monte CArIo simulations and, therefore, the

computation times are significant. The UVa SP2 (Scalable POWERparallel System) was

used to handle large scale problems. Currently, the SP2 consists of 16 RS/6000s, each

known as a node, which can lower the computing time required to obtain the results of

the programs by spreading the work over several of the processing nodes.
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4.1 MCNP Basics [25]

To simulate a real world event with MCNP, some input files are needed to initiate

the program and start the Monte Carlo simulation. The main input file provided by the

user has all the necessary descriptions of the real transport problem, including the

physical setup, sample materials, and source descriptions, etc. It has the following form:

Message Block

Blank Line Delimiter

Title Card

Cell Cards

Blank Line Delimiter

Surface Cards

Blank Line Delimiter

Data Cards

Blank Line Terminator

Anything else

The message block at the beginning of an input file is optional and it can be used

to avoid retyping an often-repeated message. However, the title card, which occupies

col.umns 1 - 80 of a line, is required for every problem and it is used as a title in various

places in the MCNP output. To describe the geometric setup of a problem, MCNP

divides the three-dimensional region into some appropriate cells in a selected Cartesian

coordinate system (right-handed system is often chosen). Using the cell specifications,

MCNP is able to track particles through the geometry. The information of cells are
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supplied in the cell cards block. Each cell is defined by the intersections, unions, or

complements of the regions' bounding surfaces, which are predefined in the surface cards

block of the input file. MCNP allows the user to define first- and second- degree surfaces

and some special fourth-degree surfaces (elliptical tori). The flexibility to construct

combinatorial geometry of MCNP is superior than many other Monte Carlo codes.

Information about the sample materials, source definitions, tally cards and other relevant

data are listed in the data cards block. More details on data collection for all these cards

construction of this project are discussed in the following sections of this chapter.

The output file from MCNP contains the tally information specified by the user in

the input file and standard summary information in ledger tables to give the user a better

idea of how the problem ran. This information can give insight into the physics of the

problem and the adequacy of the Monte Carlo simulation. The output file also keeps a

log of the messages while the program is running, so if any error occurs, the user can

debug the input deck by reading the information listed in this file.

MCNP also supports two plotting capabilities. PLOT is used to plot two-

dimensional slices of a problem geometry specified in the input file. The MCPLOT can

plot the tally results produced by MCNP to help the user understand better the results;

The geometry plotter is very valuable for debugging geometries, especially complicated

geometries. The user's time can be saved by visually verifying the geometry setup using

the geometry plotter.
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4.2 Geometry

MCNP is a very generalized-geometry Monte Carlo transport code, which treats

any arbitrary three-dimensional configurations of materials in geometric cells bounded by

first- and second-degree surfaces and some fourth-degree surfaces (elliptical tori), in a

properly constructed Cartesian coordinate system. MCNP tracks particles through the

geometry by using the cell specifications. Each cell is surrounded by one or several

surfaces and by using intersections, unions and complements of the regions bound by

those surfaces, the cell can be defined. To specify a surface, certain information needs to

be supplied, such as the surface type, the coefficients to the analytic surface equations and

maybe some known points on that surface.

The experimental setup used in our neutron gauging system has a very simple

geometry. As shown in Figure 3.7, it has three distinct regions, the source, the shielding

material and the detector. Since the neutron transmission coefficient is the only concern

in this study, the details of the neutron beam coming out of the reactor core, which has a

complex geometry, were not simulated. Instead, a simplified parallel neutron plane

source with estimated energy spectrum was used to simulate the UVAR beam. For the

same reason, the details of the BF3 neutron detector used in the experimental work was

not modeled. Only the number of neutrons penetrating through the sample within a

certain interested area, which is the same as the area of the detector, was tallied. Three

different shielding materials were modeled to study their neutron attenuation properties.

The first two materials, zirconium diboride disks with aluminum shims and borated

aluminum, had a relatively straightforward structure, and therefore the descriptions of the
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geometry were simple. The third material, BORAL, whose core structure was a

macroscopic mixture of boron carbide chunks and aluminum matrix, was extremely

difficult to model. The following section provides the MCNP models of these three

materials excerpted from some input files.

The plane neutron source was located on the first surface of the object. The

detector was a void at the back of the objects. Without loss of reality and to simplify the

problem, the objects were treated as round disks. The thickness of the disks were

calculated for the different materials.

The set of cell cards for modeling of zirconium diboride disk with aluminum,

shown in Figure 4. 1, is given below:

1 1 -5.7273 1 -2 -3 $ ZrB2 disk region, density

) 2 2 -2.7000 3 -2 -4 $ Al shim

3 0 4 -5 -6 $ detector

4 0 l:#2:#3 $ outer region

Each row of the cell card consists of four parts of data. The first number is the cell

number. In this case, cell 1 is the ZrB, disk region, cell 2 stands for-the aluminum shim,

cell 3 is the detector region (void) used for tally the results and cell 4 is the outer region

of the objects. The second number in each line is the corresponding material number in

that cell and the description of that material is given in the data cards. If-the material

number is 0, that region is treated as a void and particles will travel through it without any

interactions. Here, material number 1 is zirconium diboride and material number 2 is

1100 aluminum. The third number is the density of the material. A negative value is

interpreted as the mass density in units of g/cm3, and a positive entry is interpreted as the
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atomic density in units of I024atoms/cm3. The density number is omitted when that

region is void.

Surfaces

Cells

Figure 4.1. The MCNP geometry setup for zirconium diboride disk with aluminum
shim.

The last series of numbers specify the spacial geometry of that cell. By using Boolean

operators, intersection (no symbol - implicit), union (colon, ":") and complement (pound,

'""), on some predefined surfaces and cells, a new cell's position and shape can be

defined. Each surface in Euclidean geometry divides the whole space into two separate

regions. In order to differentiate one region from the other, the concept of sense was

introduced. A point (x, y, z) is defined as having positive (or negative) sense with respect

to a surface when the expression for that surface evaluated at (x, y, z) is positive (or

negative). In the example above, cell 1 is the region that has a positive sense with respect

to surface 1, AND a negative sense to surface 2 AND a negative sense to surface 3. Cell

4 is the union of regions that outside of cell 1, 2 and 3. When a neutron enters this cell,

its history is ended.

MCNP provides a very convenient way to define first- and second-degree surfaces
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(and some fourth-degree surfaces) for the geometry setup. There are total 26 surface

types available in MCNP, and each of them has a unique mnemonic.. The following is a

surface definition example used in ZrB2 disks simulation:

1 py 0 $ source plane,lst surface of disk

2 cy 2.539 $ cylindrical surface, radius

3 py 0.01981 $ 2nd surface of disk, 1st surface of Al

4 py 0.55481 $ 2nd surface of Al

5 cy 0.5642 $ lc=2 detector

6 py 0.56481 $ detector surface

The surface types, equations, their mnemonics, and the order of the card entries are given

in the MCNP manual [25]. The first number in each surface definition line specifies the

surface number which is used in the cell definitions. The second part is the mnemonic to

specify the surface type and the remaining card entries are the coefficients required by

that surface type. In the example above, "3 py 0.01981," means surface 3 is a

plane normal to Y-axis located at y = 0.01981 cm. Surface 2 is a cylindrical surface

defining the outer surface of the objects.

The cell and surface definitions of borated aluminum is even simpler, because in

this case, enriched boron and aluminum is mixed together uniformly in the second phase

and is treated as an alloy. Cell 1 and cell 2 were combined for modeling the borated

aluminum.

However, because of the package structure of BORAL, the modeling of boron

carbide chunks randomly distributed in aluminum matrix ispextremely difficult. The

repeated structure feature of MCNP was utilized to try to describe the structure of
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BORAL.

The primary goal of the repeated-structures capability in MCNP is to make it

possible to describe only once the cells and surfaces of any structure that appears more

than once in a geometry. A simple model of BORAL core with uni-sized spheres was

constructed as following:

c cell definitions
1 2 -2.71 1 -2 -3 imp:n=1
2 0 2 -3 -4 fill=1 (0 0.1538 0) imp:n=l
3 2 -2.71 4 -3 -5 imp:ri=1
4 0 -6 7 -8 9 -10 11 fill=2 lat=l u=l imp:n=1
5 1 -2.51 -12 u=2 imp:n=1
6 2 -2.71 12 u=2 imp:n=l
7 0 -1:5:3 imp:n=0

c surface definitions
1 py 0
2 py 0.0256
3 cy 2.5
4 py 0.2816
5 py 0.3072
6 px 0.0045
7. px -0.0045
8 py 0.0045
9 py -0.0045
10 pz 0.0045
11 pz -0.0045
12 so 0.00425

The first block defined the cells in this model and the second block gave the definitions of

geometric surfaces. As discussed before, BORAL has three regions, two skins and one

core. Cell I and 3 defined the front and back skins, and cell 7 was the outside region.

Cell 2 was the core region, which was filled with boron carbide and aluminum. "fill=l"

indicated that cell 2 was filled with universe 1, where universe 1 was defined by cell

4. Cell 4 was a cube with a length of 90 pm which was filled with universe 2. And

universe i was defined by cell 5 and 6. Cell 6 is boron carbide sphere which had a

diameter of 85 pm. Cell 5 was the region outside of the sphere, and the material was
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aluminum. So cell 4 was just an aluminum cube but the center was occupied by boron

carbide. Therefore, the core region defined by cell 2 was filled with this kind of cubes

one by one. This was a very crude model of BORAL core, because the irregular-

Al skin *Core

Al matrix

B4C particle

Figure 4.2. A crude model of BORAL core structure with MCNP.

shaped and various-sized B4C particles were represented by spheres of one size and there

was no randomness in the positioning of the spheres (Figure 4.2). The surfaces were

defined in the second block. Surface 12 defined a sphere to represent a B4C particle,

whose diameter was 85 pm, which is the reported average size of B4C particles in the

core [23]. It was calculated that the volume ration of B4C in the core was 44%, which

was equivalent to putting a sphere of 85 pm into a box with length of 90 pum. Surfaces 6

to 11 defined the required surfaces of this box.

When the cells are defined, a problem mode (type) card and the cell importances

are required in the input deck. For neutron transport study, mode n was used to specify

this problem type. MCNP also supports photon (mode p) and electron (mode e) transport

modes and the combinations of these three. An importance number was assigned to each

cell as a weight value for the particles in that cell, and the higher the importance value,
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the more weight fraction is given to the particles. When the importance of a cell is zero,

the particle's history will be terminated if it enters the cell. The importance cards play a

major role in some special Monte Carlo techniques, such as geometry splitting, Russian

roulette and weight cutoff. In the modeling conducted in this work, every cell except the

outer region is given equal importance, 1. Below is this part of input deck for the

simulation of zirconium diboride disks:

c * Problem run mode *

mode n

c * Cell importances ******

imp:n 1 1 1 0

4.3 Materials

Material cards specify the isotopic composition of the materials in the cells and

the cross section evaluations which are to be used. The following was the material

definition used for zirconium diboride simulation:

c * Material Definitions *

ml 40000.50c -0.81410 $ Zr

5010.50c -0.10232 $ B-10, enrichment 0.5504

5011.55c -0.08358 $ B-11,

rn2 13027.50c i $ Al

Two materials were used here. Material 1 is ZrB2; and material 2 is aluminum. The

material numbers were used in the previous cell.definitions. The material number is

followed by specifications of the constituents of this material, in the format of

ZAIDlfractionl ZAID2fraction2...
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The Z7IDi is the nuclide identification number that has the form of ZZZ4AA.nnX, where

ZZZ is the atomic number, AAA is the atomic mass ( for naturally occurring elements;

AAA = 000), nn is the library identifier, and X is the class of data (X = c for continuous-

energy neutron tables, X = d for discrete-reaction tables). Available cross section

libraries and nuclide ZAID numbers can be found in Appendix G in MCNP manual.

Fractioni is the atomic fraction (or weight fraction if entered as a negative number) of

constituent i in the material. In this example, material 1 was the ZrB2 compound, where

Zr is natural zirconium and '0B is 55.04% enriched. Weight ratios were input to model

zirconium diboride.

In the borated aluminum model, since the boron and aluminum were assumed to

be mixed together close to the atomic scale, a similar material definition using weight

ratios of the constituent elements was used. This was also the case for the definition of

boron carbide (B4 C) in BORAL core modeling.

4.4 Source Derinition

To start any MCNP problem, a source definition has to be given in the source

cards section. Four different sources can be specified by using four cards: general source.

(SDEF card), surface source (SSR card), criticality source (KCODE card), and user

supplied source. Some source distribution functions, which are specified on the SIn,

SPn, SDn and DSn cards, can be used for all but the criticality sources. The source

geometry, the behavior of the particles emitted from the source and other source

characteristics need to be further defined with some detailed variables.
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In this work, neutron attenuation experimental data for different boron containing

materials were obtained using both monoenergetic and polyenergetic neutron beams.

Therefore, two kinds of neutron sources with different energy spectrums were constructed

and used in all the simulations to permit comparison of the MCNP results with the

experimental results. The monoenergetic beam at the University of Michigan was

relatively easy to model since the single energy is known, whereas, the polyenergetic

beam of the UVAR was very hard to simulate because the energy spectrum remains

unknown, even though the beam's geometric design is clear. Both beams were well

collimated and in the simulations, same geometries were used.

In the following section, a monoenergetic neutron beam setup is listed and used as

an example to illustrate how to set up the source cards in the input deck for MCNP.

Then, a discussion on the energy spectrum analysis of the UVAR beam is given.

The MCNP description of University of Michigan's monodirecitonal

monoenergetic beam is given as follows:

c *** uniformly distributed monoenergetic(0.06eV) disk source **

sdef pos=O 0 0 sur=1 rad=dl dir=l erg=6e-8 vec=O 1 0

sil 0.5642 $ 1 cm2 area, radius

This defines a plane disk source located on surface 1, as seen in Figure 4.1. The center of

the source is on the origin. Neutrons are emitted with energy of 0.06 eV, pointing on the

positive Y axis direction. The required mnemonic sdef for the definition of general

source was followed by a series of source variables. The combination of these variables

described the characteristics of this source. A plane disk source was set up to represent
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the parallel beams with an area of 1cm2 (radius = 0.5642 cm). Since the only physical

quantity of concern was the transmission coefficient for sample object, the source's

physical location did not matter. To simplify the problem without changing the question

itself, the source was put right on the front surface of the object in the center position.

The sur value was set to a plane surface 1, which indicated the position of the particles

was sampled on that plane. In some other applications, cell sources with volume

distributions are needed and in those cases, the variable sur was set to zero. The

sampled value of pos was set to be 0 0 0, which was a point on plane surface 1. This

is crucial because MCNP, for the sake of speed, does not check it. Erroneous results may

be obtained if the point defined by pos is not on the source surface. The sampled

position of the particle was at a distance from pos equal to the sampled value of rad.

rad was set to dl here, which means the radius variable was given by a probability

distribution. The correspondinginformation is given in the next line; sil 0.5642, is

interpreted as sil 0 0.5642 and provided the effect of card spl -21 1, which

means the particle position was sampled uniformly within radius 0 u 5642 of point. 0 0

0. The combination of dir and vec defines the required monodirectional source. The

vec value is 0 1 0, which defines a reference vector pointing in the positive Y axis

direction. The dir is the cosine of the angle between the sampled direction vector and

the reference vector. With a value of 1, indicating the angle is 0, the sampled particle

direction is parallel to the Y axis and points to the shielding objects.

To properly simulate the UVAR neutron gauging beam was rather difficult. The.

geometry presented in Chapter 3 is clear and the same setup was used as the
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monoenergetic beam listed above. Special effort was made to analyze the beam energy

spectrum. The transmission coefficients for a series zirconium diboride disks with known

areal densities, ranging from 8 mg'XB/cm2 to 60 mgl&B/cn 2, were measured using the

UVAR beam. In a semi-logarithmic plot of transmission coefficient versus areal density

(or thickness), a non-linear curve was seen, which means the attenuation coefficient was

not unique and the beam was polyenergetic. This confirms the non-exponential

attenuation theory, when multiple energies' neutrons are present. According to the

discussion of neutron attenuation theory in Chapter 2, the attenuation follows the

exponential rule in a monoenergetic and monodirectional neutron beam, since the cross

section is unique for that particular neutron energy. The same semi-logarithmic plot will

show a straight line and the absolute value of the line's slope corresponds to the

macroscopic attenuation coefficient. There are several different'ways to determine the.

neutron beam spectrum. One way to do this is to irradiate series of threshold foils and do

activation analysis, but the problem with this is that this neutron beami's flux is not high

enough and the irridiation has to be very long to get a statistically valid answer. An

alternative way is to use MCNP to model the whole UVAR core and beam setup to obtain

an accurate beam spectrum. However, this is a very complicated and time consuming

job. 'On the other hand, since the experimental data of the transmission coefficients

contains the information of the beam energy characteristics, by fitting the curve with the a

series of straight lines, a quick and good decomposition of the continuous spectrum can

be obtained. Initial attempts were tried using a combination of two energies, each with a

Maxwellian distribution, to fit the curve. After a few rounds of iteration, an acceptable
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result was achieved but it was hard to improve the accuracy in this game by just guessing.

To optimize the fit, the method of non-linear least squares fitting to an arbitrary function

was utilized for this purpose. As was previously discussed, the transmission coefficient

for monoenergetic neutron particles can be described in a simple exponential form:

T I = (4.1)

After discretizing the continuous neutron energy spectrum into a series of single energy

branches, the transmission coefficient takes the following form:

T = I = iX e )(42
10 (4.2)

wheref, is the amount percentage of the if branch in the neutron beam. Four energy

branches were used to fit the experimental curve. Eight parameters were needed to be

approximated, namely, E,, Et E3, E# f,,ff 3 andf4. -A detailed discussion on how to use

the nonlinear least squares method to optimize the parameters can be found in Chapter 5.

The following is the final source cards used in the input deck for the UVAR

polyenergetic neutron beam simulation:

sdef pos=0 Q 0 sur=1 rad=dl dir--l erg=d2 vec=0 1 0

sil 0.5642

si2 1 5.47e-8 51.2e-8 125e-8 506e-8

sp2 0.960308 0.025959 0.007882 0.005851

Notice here the only difference from single energy source is the addition of two lines used
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to describe the energy spectrum. erg=d2 implies that the value of the source energy was

sampled from distribution number 2. Source energy information and probability were

given in the si2 and sp2 cards. The I following si2 means discrete source energies

values were used, and therefore, the following four numbers after the 1 are the four

energies obtained from best curve fit. Accordingly, the sp2 card gave the probability of

each of energy branch. For example, about 96 of every 100 neutron particles emitted

from this source have an energy of 5.47e-8 MeV.

4.5 Tally Card

MCNP provides six standard neutron tallies that are easily modified to suit the

needs of different users. All tallies are normalized on a per starting particle basis. The

tally card used in the simulation of zirconium diboride disks was as follows:

c "Tally card, count number of neutrons at 2nd surface of detector**

fl:n 6 -

The f 1 tally was chosen, because it gives the number of particles crossing a-surface. The

quantity it estimates is:

Fl = fjPLf,fE J(r, E. t, p) dAdtdpdE, (43)

which integrates over area (A), angle (u), time (t) and energy (E). Since the result is

normalized, the transmission coefficient of the neutron shielding material can be read

directly from the output file. The relative error can also be obtained from the, output file.

At the beginning of this work, there was some confusion in selecting the proper
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tally. In MCNP fi1 is called the surface current tally and f2 is called the surface flux

tally. The f 2 tally was used in some previous work, but actually it is a limiting case of

the cell flux as it is taking the particle entry angle into account. However, in a neutron

attenuation study, every particle that crosses the tally surface should be counted

regardless of the entry angle. Thus, f 1, the surface "current" tally, gives the correct

quantity and therefore it was chosen in all the simulations.

.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This chapter presents the results of the experimental work and Monte Carlo

modeling studies. Most of the experiments were done using UVAR's polyenergetic

neutron transmittance beam. Some of the calibration data on the series of zirconium

diboride disks was acquired from University of Michigan's monoenergetic beam. The

experiments were simulated using MCNP4A on University of Virginia's SP2 computer.

The experimental and modeling results and discussions are given on each problem.

Exponential and non-exponential neutron attenuation properties are observed in different

beam facilities through thin and thick shielding materials. The validity of using

zirconium diboride disks with aluminum shims as the calibration series when measuring

the areal densities of borated aluminum coupons was confirmed. The procedures used to

measure the areal density of unknown borated aluminum coupons are discussed. To

show the streaming factor, a series of BORAL sheets were measured.

5.1 ZrB. lth MonoenergeticBeam

A series of zirconium diboride disks,' listed in Table 5.1, were measured to

determine their areal densities and transmission coefficients at University'of Michigan

using a 0.06 eV monoenergetic neutron beam. Each disk was mounted in a superpure

aluminum block, and its thickness, diameter and density were accurately measured.

Every disk was uniquely marked and its identity maintained throughout the program. The
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Table 5.1. Zirconium diboride calibration specimen information.

ZrB2 disk Diameter Thickness Density Measured Areal
number (mm) (mm) (gfcm3) Density (mg'Blcm2)

3 50.78 0.1448 5.7334 8.39

7 50.78 0.1702 5.7238 9.58

5 50.78 0.1981 5.7273 11.18

25 50.78 0.2083 .5.6566 12.08

1 1 50.78 0.2565 5.6647 15.27

12 50.78 0.2743 5.6389 16.14

14 50.78 0.3480 5.7520 20.79

23 50.78 0.5004 5.7696 30.52

ZrB2 used here was 18.59 wt% total boron enriched to 55.04 wt%. "°B. The background

count rate was subtracted from all measured count rates prior to computation of the

transmission coefficient. The standard deviation of the measured count rate was used to

determine the 95 percent confidence interval for the attenuation coefficient.

The same series of disks was modeled with MCNP to study the attenuation

properties and transmission coefficient. Based on the physical and chemical data of the

zirconium diboride disks, an MCNP input deck was constructed for every disk of this

array. Appendix I shows the input deck for disk No. 3. The input decks were almost

identical except for the surface cards definition, because the thickness of zirconium

diboride varied one from another, even though the aluminum holder thickness was a

constant. In the material card, weight ratio of Zr, "B and "B was used for zirconium

diboride. '"B weight percent was 0.10232 (= 18.59 % x 55.04 % ), "B weight percent

was 0.08358 (= 18.59 % x ( 1 - 55.04 %)), and Zr weight percent was 0.81410 (= I -
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18.59%). As stated in Chapter 4, the cell structure of each disk setup was the same and

the source card defined a monoenergetic (0.06 eV) and monodirectional neutron source.

The number of transmitted neutrons through the object was tallied. The transmission

coefficient was obtained after each input deck was run individually on the SP2.

Figure 5.1 shows a semi-logarithmic plot of transmission coefficient versus ZrB2

thickness. Results from experiments and modeling were plotted together. The data

agreed well with each other within ±10% error.
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Figu're S.1. A comparison of experimental and MCNP simulation transmission
coefficients of zirconium diboride disks.

The theoretical transmission coefficient of an alloy containing I0B may be

calculated from the equation:
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p~X -- A (1
I = Ioe 1X = i0 e -NX =IOe A =Ie A (5.1)

and the transmission coefficient, T, is:

-pX _ NedA
T AI -E e AX = e AO (5.2)

'0

where I0 is the intensity of the thermal neutron beam without alloy material present,

I is the intensity of the thermal neutron beam with alloy mhterial present,

N is the atom density of the `B neutron absorber (atoms/cm'),

* is the macroscopic absorption cross section of '%B (cm-l),

a is the microscopic absorption cross section of '0B (cm2latom or barns),

X is the material thickness (cm),

A is the areal density of the '%B alloy (g '0B/cm2),

No is Avogadro's Number, 6.024 x 102' atoms/mole,

A. is the atomic mass of '0B, 10.013 grams/mole,

p is the density of '`B in the alloy.

For a neutron beam with an energy of 0.06 eV, a is 2496 barns', and in this case, the

density of '°B (p) is 0.5841 g 0B/cmk(= 5.708 g/cm' x 18.59 wt.B % x 55.04 wt.10.B%).

The theoretical calculation of the macroscopic cross section of '%B, A, is:

From ENDF/B-VI cross section library.
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6.024x1023 ato~mSx2496xl0-24an 2XO.5841 g
N_ mole cm = 87.7cm -. (5.3)

A0  10.013 L
mole

Both series of data were analyzed with linear regression 'method. The independent

variable is thickness and the dependent variable is In(transmission coefficient). The

slope, constant and regression coefficient (R2) are listed in Table 5.2. Both regression-

coefficients were close to 1, which confirmed that the exponential attenuation rule

applied to the monoenergetic and monodirectional neutron beam. The physical meaning

of the absolute value of slope is the macroscopic attenuation coefficient. Both were

slightly greater than the theoretical value, because in the theoretical calculation, the

aluminum, "B and zirconium were not taken into account. In the experiments and

simulations, these elements contributed to neutron attenuation by a scattering effect. In

the real disk setup, some glue was used to bind the zirconium diboride and aluminum

holder together, which gave an even higher attenuation coefficient, because glue is a high

hydrogen content material. The regression results of the experimental data also had a

non-zero constant, which implied some experimental error in the measurements.
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Table 5.2. Linear regression results of the experimental and MCNP simulated
transnission coefficients of ZrB2 using a 0.06 eV neutron beam.

Theoretical MCNP Experiment
l _ (w/o aluminum)

| 0.99966 0.99943

Slope -87.7 -89.3 -93.6

Constant 0 -0.00597 0.151

The agreement of experimental data and Monte Carlo simulations justified the

usage of MCNP to study a well-defined neutron gauging system. The geometry setup and

source descriptions in the MCNP input deck effectively simulated the real experimental

system. The material definition of zirconium diboride with enriched 10B was at an atomic

scale, and the agreement of the results showed that this assumption was valid. The input

deck used here also served as a template for the successive simulations. From another

point of view, since MCNP is a well-known and benchmarked program, the agreement

also verified the correctness of the experiments done at the University of Michigan.

5.2 UVAR Beam Energy Spectrum Determination

The UVAR neutron transmittance beam is used routinely to determine the areal

density of unknown boron containing materials. The nominal value of the measured

sample's areal density was obtained from a look-up table constructed using a series of

ZrB2 specimens with known areal densities. In this application, the spectrum of the

neutron beam was irrelevant, because the same neutron beam was used with the

calibration series and the unknown samples. For this and the reasons mentioned earlier,
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this beam's spectrum was not measured. As described in Chapter 3, it was believed that

this transmittance beam was a well thermalized polyenergetic beam.

To study the neutron attenuation properties of materials in polyenergetic neutron

beams, the UVAR beam was used in experiments and modeled with MCNP. Therefore, a

quantitative knowledge of the beam spectrum was required.

Along with the zirconium diboride series used in the previous section, seven

additional zirconium diboride disks, transmission coefficients were measured with

UVAR's transmittance beam. The newly formed series covered a larger areal density

range with the greatest %B areal density of about 60 mg/cm2. The physical properties of

the new disks are listed in Table 5.3. The '1B enrichment in these disks and the

manufacturing procedure were the same as the previous series.

Table 5.3. Information on the additional zirconium diboride disks.

| ZrB2 disk Diameter Thickness Density
number (cm) (cm) (fcn9)

56 5.075 0.0254 5.7222

60 5.075 0.0356 5.8043

64 5.075 0.0424 5.7225

67 5.075 0.0533 5.7992

71 5.075 0.0605 5.7809

74 5.029 0.0686 5.8935

78 5.029 0.0864 5.8576

81 5.029 0.1041 5.8915
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Figure 5.2 shows the measured transnmission coefficients versus the thickness in a

semi-logarithmic plot. As can be seen, the attenuation curve was not a straight line as

was the case in the previous experiment. This indicated that the polyenergetic

characteristic of the beam and agreed with the non-exponential attenuation theory

discussed in Chapter 2.
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Figure 5.2. The measured transmission coefficients of ZrB2 specimens with UVAR

polyenergetic beam.

With the help of MCNP, the energy spectrum of the neutron beam can be

estimated based from the experimental data. If the simulated transmission coefficients of

this series of zirconium diboride disks matched their corresponding experimental data for

a given source energy spectrum definition in the MCNP models, then this energy
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spectrum definition is an acceptable approximation of the real spectrum. Several

attempts were made to obtain a good approximation.

Since the geometry modeling of this gauging system and the material description

of zirconium diboride disks with aluminum holders with MCNP have been previously

shown to be effective, in the search of the energy spectrum, these parameters were kept

the same as used in last section. In every iteration, the trial source energy spectrum was

used throughout the whole series, and transmission coefficients were tallied and

compared to experimental data.

At first, two energies, one thermal component and one epithermal component,

were used to represent the spectrum. Four parameters were required, the two energies

and their relative percentages. After several iterations on these four parameters, the best

fit result was obtained as shown in Figure 5.3. The source definition used was:

sdef pos=O 0 0 sur=1 rad=dl dir=1 erg=d2 vec=O 1 0
sil 0.5642
si2 s 3 4
sp2 0.96 0.04
sp3 -2 4..5e-8

sp4 -2 69.Oe-8

Both the thermal and epithermal components were modeled with a Maxwellian fission

energy spectrum, and the peak energies were 0.045 eV and 0.69 eV respectively. The

frequency distribution of these two energies are 96% and 4%. As seen in Figure 5.3, the

first and last points matched with the experimental data, but the middle points were not in

good agreement. This implied that two components were not enough to represent the

polyenergetic beam spectrum and more branches had to be added: However, whenever
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one energy branch was added in, two more parameters, the energy and its percentage,

were introduced. For example, to estimate with four branches, four energies and four

ratios need to be determined. In fact, since the sum of the four ratios is one, only three

ratios left. Still, there were seven parameters remaining. To adjust all of them manually

to get a best fit of the experimental data seemed to be impossible and unreasonable.
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Figure 53. A trial of using two energies in MCNP to match the experimental data.

In the previous section, exponential attenuation was observed and successfully

modeled for a monoenergetic beam. The non-exponential transmission coefficient curve

was the result of polyenergetic'characteristic of the beam. EIthe continuous spectrum was

discretized into the combination of multiple single energy beams, each disk's
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transmission coefficient is just the summation of the transmission coefficients for all

energies. The whole curve is the summation of a family of exponential curves.

Non-linear least squares method was utilized to fit the experimental data with an

arbitrary function [26]. When using a function y =ffx) to fit a series of experimental data

(x, ye), the measure of goodness of fit 7? is defined as:

iE S (2[ Y X) ] |*(5.4)

where the a, are the uncertainties in the data points y,.

According to the method of least squares, the optimum values of the parameters a, are

obtained by minimizing x with respect to each of the parameters simultaneously, i.e.,

C1 IY, -AX) " 0.(5.5)
aaj aa[ G ]J=

It is rather difficult to derive an analytical expression for calculating the parameters of a

non-linear function y(x). Instead, x2 can be considered a continuous function of the n

parameters aj describing a hypersurface in n-dinmensional space, and the space can then be

searched for the appropriate minimum value of X2. There are a number of ways of finding

the minimum value. A gradient search method was used for this work. In this method,

all the parameters aj are incremented simultaneously, with the relative magnitudes

adjusted so that the resultant direction of travel in parameter space is along the gradient,

'i.e., the direction of maximum variation, of X2. Reference 26 has the details of this
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algorithm.

A C-language program (Appendix II) was written to use this algorithm to search

for the optimum values of the fit curve. The form of the non-linear fit function is:

T = ae P+ ale aX + a2eSPz + (1-a -a1 -a2)e "-'. (5.6)

The input of this program was the series of the experimental data, i.e., pairs of

transmission coefficient and the corresponding thickness, the guessed initial values of the

parameters and the step length for each parameter. Since only 16 data points were

available, the program cannot accurately determine the seven unknown parameters

simultaneously. Based on the trials of the two-energy approximation, the macroscopic

attenuation coefficients (pi), were estimated first and supplied to the program. The

program can then determine the optimized value of the a, .The predicted transmission

coefficients were plotted against the experimental data for comparison. After several

rounds of iterations on pi's and aj's, an acceptable fitfunction was constructed.

With the four macroscopic attenuation coefficients, next step was to find the

corresponding energy. Similar to the previous section, MCNP simulations were

conducted on this series of ZrB2 disks with some selected monoenergetic neutron source.

The transmission coefficients were plott~ed as a function of areal density and the

macroscopic attenuation coefficient was obtained through exponential regression. The

coefficient was then compared to a coefficient known from the fit. The energy was

adjusted until these two coefficients matched. This process was repeated for all the four

attenuation coefficients. Finally, four energies were determined and, with their relative
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ratios obtained earlier from the curve fit, a source description (Section 4.4) for the

polyenergetic beam at UVAR was constructed. Using this energy definition, the whole

zirconium diboride series were again simulated with MCNP. The resulting transmission

coefficients were plotted against the experimental data as presented in Figure 5.4. As

expected, the two curves matched very well. This energy description of UVAR

transmittance beam was also used for the later modeling of borated aluminum and

BORAL for comparisons of the simulations to the experimental data obtained using this

beam.
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Figure 5.4. A'comparison of transmission coefficients of ZrB2 series from experiment
and from MCNP simulations with a best-fit energy spectrum.
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One thing noticed here is that in the four energies that derived from the non-linear

least squares fit, the lowest energy is 0.0547 eV, instead of pure thermal energy 0.025 eV.

It is believed that the transmittance beam should be fairly thermal. Five independent

MCNP simulations with monoenergetic neutron source were conducted. Four derived

energies and the ideal thermal energy were used. The transmission coefficients are

plotted in Figure 5.5. Each curve showed an exponential attenuation. The lack of pure

thermal branch can be explained by carefully examining this plot. When the thickness is

about 0.06 cm (a.d.-30mg '0B/cm2), the transmission ratio for 0.025 eV is less than 0.1%

and this value keeps dropping dramatically when thickness goes even higher. In the

experimental data; half of the points were from ZrB2 with a thickness greater than 0.06

cm, where almost no neutrons with 0.025 eV energy can penetrate. Therefore, when

fitting these numbers, there appeared to be no 0.025 eV neutrons in the spectrum. The

first half of the data can fit well without 0.025 eV neutrons because the transmission

coefficients are fairly close for all energy branches. The effect of the 0.025 eV neutrons

can be replaced by other energies with a different weight ratio, in this case 0.0547 eV

with 96%. This explains why no 0.025 JeV energy neutrons were. approximated although

they are believed to be present in the beam. The spectrum obtained with this method may

not be the real spectrum, but it can be considered as an effective one when studying the

attenuation properties of shielding materials with areal densities greater than

8 mg'0B/cm2.
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Figure 5.5. A comparison of macroscopic absorption coefficients of zirconium diboride
for different neutron energies. Data was obtained from MCNP simulations.

53 VerificatIon of the Effectiveness of Using Aluminum Shims.

In the current borated aluminum areal density measurement procedure, the first

step is to measure the transmission coefficients of the series of zirconium diboride disks

with aluminum holders and construct a look-up table.

Each zirconium diboride calibration disk was glued to a corresponding aluminum

holder. In the real measurement, sometimes the zirconium side faced the beam and

sometimes the aluminum side faced the beam. In order to make sure the order of the two

pieces in the setup did not affect the calibration curve, a verification experiment was
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conducted. The disk array listed in Table 5.1 was measured twice with the UVAR's

transmission beam to determine the transmission coefficients. The first series of

measurements were obtained with the zirconium side facing the beam and the disk array

was turned around for the second series of measurements. The transmission coefficients

versus the areal density were plotted for the two experiments in Figure 5.6. Within the.

range of experimental error, these two curves overlapped. This is to say, the neutron

attenuation properties are the same for these two setups. This result can be expected

because in a material like this, WB dominates the thermal neutron attenuation and other

elements' effect is insignificant. MCNP simulations were also done on the two setups

and same curve overlapping was obtained.
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Figure 5.6. A comparison of the attenuation property for two different ZrB2 setups.
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The zirconium diboride disks were in aluminum holders for two main reasons.

First, the aluminum holders were used to protect the thin and fragile ZrB2 specimens and

to make it easier to work with them. Second, the aluminum holders served as shims. The

borated aluminum samples have a very high weight percent (- 99.5%o)of aluminum and

are much thicker than any of the ZrB2 disks because of the aluminum. To measure any

given thickness of borated aluminum, each disk in the calibration array was shimmed to

about the same thickness with pure aluminum pieces. The idea was to make the two

different materials have close constituents, even though the constituents were in a

different chemical form.

The No. 3 through No. 23 ZrB2 specimens were measured to determine their

transmission coefficients with three different aluminum shim thickness, and the results

are shown in Figure 5.7. The first setup was the zirconium diboride disks with aluminum

holders, where the holders' thickness was 0.535 cm. Shim I total aluminum thickness

was 0.762 cm and Shim 2 total thickness was 1.905 cm. The effect of using the wrong

shim thickness can be illustrated by the following example. Assume the unknown sample

has the same thickness as Shim 2. If the measured transmission coefficient is 0.07 (7%),

by using the look-up curve of Shim 2, an areal density of 17.25 mg '0B/cm2 is obtained

and reported as the measured result. However, assume the calibration specimens were

not shimmed thick enough, e.g., Shim I was used, and the corresponding look-up curve

was constructed. From this curve, corresponding to a transmission coefficient of 7%, the

areal density would be reported as 18.12 mg '0B/cm2. The relative error would be 5%,

where the shim difference was quite big, J.143 cm. A similar comparison can be made
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between Shim 1 and just the aluminum holder, andithe relative error of measured areal

density would be within 2%, if an inappropriate thickness (0.227 cm thinner) of shim was

used. It can be concluded that although the scattering cross section of aluminum is

relatively insignificant compared to the thermal absorption cross section of ')B, to have an

accurate measurement of areal density, the zirconium diboride specimens need to be

shimmed to the correct thickness of the unknown samples to construct a good calibration

curve. On the other hand, if the total thickness of test standards and aluminum shims is

off only by a couple millimeters, the result is still acceptable (the error is within 2%).
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Figure 5.7. A comparison of neutron attenuation of zirconium diboride with different
aluminum shims. -
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5.4. Comparison of Borated Aluminum and ZrB2

The legitimate way to measure the areal density of ̀ 0B in borated aluminum with

the calibration method, is to construct the calibration curve using a series of known areal

density of the same material, borated aluminum. However, the borated aluminum is not a

naturally occurring compound and the atomic structure of the alloy remains unclear.

Moreover, a truly uniform distribution of I°B in aluminum is hard to manufacture and the

fabricated product needs to be inspected for homogeneity. Although there is another way,

wet chemical analysis, to measure the areal density different from the neutron

transmittance method, it is slow and not very accurate. For these reasons, it is very

difficult to have an array of borated aluminum with known areal densities to serve as

calibration disks. On the contrary, zirconium diboride is a chemical compound whose

formula is well-known and the uniformity of 10B is guaranteed. By a transmittance

measurement using a monoenergetic neutron beam, the areal density of a given piece of

zirconium diboride can be measured accurately. Then, the series of zirconium diboride'

disks with measured known areal density can be used as calibration standards for

measuring borated aluminum areal densities. The basis for this is that zirconium diboride

disks with a proper thickness of aluminum holders have the same neutron attenuation

property as borated aluminum.

These two materials were'modeled with MCNP to compare their attenuation

properties. As shown in Eq. 3.1, the theoretical areal density (A) of WB in an alloy by

multiplying the weight fraction boron (W) by the matrix density (p), the isotopic

enrichment (E) and the thickness (7).
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Since the values for the four variables on the right hand side of the formula for

each zirconium diboride disk were known, the I°B areal density could be calculated. For

example, disk No. 12:

A12 = 18.5 9%g boron x 5.6389 83 x 0.5504 g x 0.02743 cm
g cm3  g boron

= 0.01583g B = 15 83 mg l (5.7)
cm 2  cm2

To calculate the thickness of borated aluminum which has the same '0B areal density,

similar formula was used, but this time A is known and T is unknown.

0.015839 8B
T A cm2  1.2335 . (5.8)

WPE 05%O boron x 2.7 .- x 95% 1

g cm3 g boron

This thickness was used in the input deck of borated aluminum model. From here, the

thickness of a proper aluminum shim for ZrB2 No. .12, whose thickness is known

(0.02743 cm), can be calculated by:

TAI = 1.2335 cm - 0.02743 cm = 0.9592 cm. (5.9)

This thickness of aluminum shim and the thickness of ZrB2 disk were used in the model

of zirconium diboride. The same calculations were done for all the other'specimens and

after the data were collected, MCNP simulations were run on the two series..

Transmission coefficients were collected'and plotted versus areal density as shown in
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Figure 5.8. As can be seen, these two curves were almost identical; which means when

the `GB areal density was the same, borated aluminum and zirconium diboride with an

aluminum shim have the same attenuation coefficient.

Zirconium diboride

Borated aluminum

0.

0.01
5 10 Is 20 25 30

Areal Density (mg B-101aW2)

*Figure S.S. Aneutron attenuation comparison of zirconium diboride with aluminum and
borated-alumninurd. (Results from WiNP simulations)

In order to verify the MCNP simulations, transmission experiments were

conducted on borated aluminum and zirconium diboride disks.' Two borated aluminum

step wedges, illustrated in Figure 5.9, were provided by Eagle-Picher Boro'n and were,

used to measure the transmission coefficients in borated aluminum. In order to be able to

compare with zirconium diboride, aluminum shims of the proper thickness were added to

match the thickness of each step of the borated aluminum wedge. The transmission
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coefficient of each step of the two step wedges was measured individually. Additional

measurements were made after stacking the two wedges together to cover a larger range

of areal densities.

1.240 cm 1230 cm

4. <-2.50 cm;
0.945 cm 0.630 cm 0305 cm

0
1.240 cm: 91225 cm

0.930 cm 0.625 cm 0300 cm

Figure 5.9. The dimensions of the two borated aluminum step wedges.

The borated aluminum pieces were checked for 0̀B uniformity with neutron radiography

technique. Figure 5.10 shows an image of piece A obtained from a CCD camera with the

UVAR's neutron radiography facility. Though limited by field of view and the neutron

flux, three of the four steps can be easily seen. The distribution of boron is fairly

homogeneous. Additional radiography images using a real-time neutron camera

confirmed the uniformity of both plates. The wet chemical analysis from Eagle-Picher

Boron on this sample reported the weight ratio of boron is 0.637*0.022%. MThe maximum

and minimum value of the weight ratio are 0.697% and 0.596%, respectively. The

theoretical 0̀B areal density of each step can be calculated by Eq. 3.1, where W= 0.637%.

The transmission coefficients of borated aluminum and zirconium diboride with
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aluminum are plotted in Figure 5.11. As known from previous experience, the

experimental error of wet chemical analysis is about 20%. The two series matched each

other well in this error range. . '

FIgure 5.10.. A neutron radioscopic image of the borated aluminum step wedge obtained
with a CCD camera. (Integration time = 3000 s, Neutron flux = 3.6 x 106
n/cm s)
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1- + <ZrB2 w. Al shim
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Figure 5.11. -A comparison of experimental results of borated aluminum and zirconium
diboride with aluminum shim.

These two materials, borated aluminum and zirconium diboride with aluminum

shim, were in totally different chemical and physical form, the boron weight percent was

different, the 'B enrichment was different, and aluminum exists in one material as a

separate block and the other as a constituent of the alloy. The only common points were

the 'GB areal density and the total thickness. With all the differences, the same neutron

attenuation property can be explained by the same amount of 'GB, which provides the

major neutron removal by absorption. Neutrons are also attenuated by scattering by the

other elements, "B, Zr and Al. Their thermal neutron scattering cross sections are very

close, among them aluminum dominates the scattering because of the massive volume.
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The same object thickness gave about the same neutron scattering. In conclusion, it is

valid to use zirconium diboride disks with proper aluminum shims to measure the area]

density of borated aluminum. Also, no neutron streaming or channeling was observed in

borated aluminum, which is to say the effective or measured areal density of borated

aluminum is the same as its theoretically calculated areal density.

5.5 Comparison of BORAL and ZrB2

In order to compare the neutron attenuation of BORAL with zirconium diboride

and borated aluminum, and to study the streaming effect of BORAL, several BORAL

plates purchased from Brooks & Perkins were collected and transmission coefficients

were measured in the UVAR's neutron transmittance beam. Information on these

BORAL plates is given in Table 5A. As seen in this table, only two plates' areal

densities were certified by the producer. In order to have a relatively large range of areal

density, the uncertified plates were also used in the ekperiments. To-get more data points,

some plates were stacked together to form a new thickness. Table 5.5 lists the plate

combinations for the nine measurements. The effect on the neutron attenuation because

of the slight increment (-I mm) of aluminum skins, when two or three plates were

stacked together, was assumed to be insignificant based on the discussion in Section 5.3.
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Table 5.4. Information on the BORAL plates used in neutron attenuation study.

BORAL Areal density Certified
plate (mg'0B/cm2) Number

number

1 >16.5 Not certified

2 >16.5 Not certified

3 >16.5 Not certified

4 >20 Not certified

5 >20 Not certified

6 32.6 SIN 6-03097-1

7 41.6 SIN 6-32244-2

8 >50 Not certified

9 >50 Not certified

Table 5.5. A series of BORAL plates formed with known areal density for transmission
coefficients measurement.

. -

Measurement BORAL Areal density Corrected
number plate (mg'B/6cm2) areal density

combination (mg '0BIcm2)

1 1 >16.5 18.5

2 4 >20 . 31

3 6 31.6 No correction

4 1+2 >33 37

5 1+4 >36.5 49.5

6 4+5 >40 62

7 7 42.6 No correction

8 1+2+3 >49.5 55.5

9 8 >50 53
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Transmission coefficients are plotted in Figure 5.12 and compared to the results of

the series of zirconium diboride disks which were obtained earlier in Section 5.2. As

shown in Figure 5.12, the two transmission coefficients corresponding to the two known

areal density BORAL plates fell on the ZrB2 curve. However the data points from the

unknown plates and their combinations were off the ZrB2 curve, especially the

measurements involving plate 4 and 5 (ad. > 20 mg 10B/cm2). Further inspection of these

two plates showed that their physical thickness were close to that of the certified piece

which has an areal density of 31.6 mg '0B/cm2. Plate 4 and 5's core thickness were then

measured and their areal densities were calculated to be 31.0 mg'0B/cm2 by multiplying

ihe thickness by the core density (156 mg `?B/cm3), which is a nominal number from

Brooks & Perkdns; Similar corrections were done on the other uncertified plates, which

showed the actual areal density of the 16.5 plates should be 18.5 and the 50 plates should

be 53, all in nig 0Bkcm 2. The transmission coefficients were replotted in Figure 5.13,

using the corrected areal densities listed in the fourth'column of Table 5.5. The good

match of the transmission coefficient curves of ZrB2 and BORAL implied that when

having the same 1CB areal density, ~tiese two materials have the same neutron attenuation

effect.'
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Figure 5.12. The raw experimental data of BORAL plates compared to the results of
ZrB2.
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Figure 5.13. A comparison of BORAL plates with corrected areal density with ZrB2.

However, evidence from other researchers previous research [3][4][19] showed

that neutron channeling exists in BORAL and with same loading of,!lB; BORAL will

give a higher transmission than a homogeneous material. But in the above experiments,

the streaming effect was not observed. It was suspected the certified areal densities of '0B

from Brooks& Perkins were effective areal density and the actual loading was higher.

The reported '0B density in the core is a constant, which can be calculated by:

Nominal 10B areal density = 0.156 g ' 0B/cm3 (5.10)
Core [IMcA.)ne
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In order to determine the actual 'IB density, a piece of BORAL core was removed from a

BORAL sample. The mass of this piece was measured with a precise digital balance and

the volume was determined by measuring the displacement of water in a graduated

cylinder. The results were:

M,,,mrd =7.0378 g,

Vm,,,,med =2-70 cmn3

Then the core density is:

V,, = 7.03g = 2.606 g/cm3

measuVred 2.70 (7

Since,

PAI = 2.7.1 glan3 . PB4c = 2.51 glem'

Suppose the mass ratio of B4C in core is x, then, -

X X PB4C + (1 -X) X PA! PCOre

Thus,

x = 0.52

pB =2.606core x .52B4C x 0.7828boron x 0.18
cm 3  core B4C boron-

-0.191 9 0B
n3
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Compared to the effective 1OB loading, the actual loading is 22.3% (= 0.191- 0.156

/0.156) higher. In other words, to get an effective areal density the same as a

homogenous boron absorber, 22.3% more 'B has to be loaded in BORAL because of the

streaming reduction among boron carbide chunks. This confirmed the experimental

results of Wells [4], who indicated that a 25% boron content deduction should be taken

into account for BORAL.

MCNP simulation of BORAL was also attempted. The model using the uni-sized

sphere discussed in Chapter 4 gave too much transmission. This can be explained by the

lack of randomness in B4C particle size, shape and arrangement. Another model was also

based on the repeated structure. The difference was multiple sizes of spheres were

randomly put into one unit cubic cell. Then this cell was repeated in the BORAL core

region. However, there was no dramatic improvement in the results, and the transmission

ratio was still too high. The problem with this model is even though there is some

randomness in the unit cell, every layer of the core still had the same structure since by

repeating that cell, the adjacent layers were not statistically independent. To avoid the

statistical dependence of adjacent layers, the repeated structure feature of MCNP cannot.

be used. Another thought'of first distributing multiple sizes of micron-scale spheres

randomly in a centimeter-scale region and then feeding their coordinates to MCNP was

unrealistic because of the huge size of the input file. Since MCNP cannot handle random

geometry, new techniques and more powerful tools need to be developed to conduct this

type of simulation.
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CHAPITER 6

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1. Summary and Conclusions

The initial research goals for this thesis as listed in Chapter 1 were:

1) to study the neutron attenuation properties of zirconium diboride, borated

aluminum and BORAL and to investigate the streaming properties of BORAL and

borated aluminum,

2) to verify the method of using ZrB2 disks with aluminum shims to measure the

areal densities of borated aluminum samples,

3) to determine the energy spectrum of UVAR polyenergetic neutron

transmittance beam.

MCNP was demonstrated to be appropriate to model the neutron gauging system,

which consists of the neutron beam, the test object and the detector. The neutron

attenuation properties in monoenergetic beam and polyenergetic beam of three different

boron containing materials, namely zirconium diboride, borated aluminum and BORAL,

were studied. Data was obtained from both experiments and Monte Carlo simulations.

Zirconium diboride is an atomic scale chemical compound which has a uniform

distribution of 'RB. Its theoretical "JB areal density is the same as its measured areal

density. Borated aluminum is an alloy with boron distributed in aluminum in which the

boron is highly enriched in T'B. Experiments and MCNP simulations showed that it has
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the same neutron attenuation property as zirconium diboride with an aluminum shim.

Therefore, borated aluminum with a uniform distribution of JOB can be treated as an

atomic scale mixture of boron atoms and aluminum atoms. The actual I'B areal density

can be calculated directly from the physical loading of JOB. This study showed that

BORAL has the same attenuation coefficient as zirconium diboride when the effective 'JB

areal density is used for BORAL In other words, to get the same attenuation property for

BORAL plate as a homogeneous material, about 22% more 'JB needs to be loaded. This

attenuation reduction result agreed with previous researchers' experimental results and

mathematical models.

The effectiveness of using ZrB2 disks to measure the areal density of borated

aluminum samples at UVa was verified since borated aluminum and zirconium diboride

with proper thickness of aluminum shim showed the same neutron attenuation properties.

Neutron attenuation for a monoenergetic and monodirectional beam follows

exponential attenuation rule. In a polyenergetic beani, non-exponential attenuation was'

observed. By using non-linear least squares method, an approximation of the WVAR's

neutron transmittahce beam energy spectrum was obtained. Although the obtained

spetrum is not determined as the true spectrum of neutron beam, it can be used

effectively in the study of neutron attenuation properties for materials with areal densities

greater than 8 mg lrB/cm2.
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6.2. Future Work

A few suggestions of future work on this topic can be made as:

Refine the model of the BORAL core. Boron carbide particles with various size and

shape distribute randomly in the aluminum matrix. New techniques need to be developed

to describe this structure closely. Since MCNP cannot correctly handle random geometry

problem, a more powerful Monte Carlo code is necessary for the studying of neutron

attenuation property of BORAL and BORAL like materials.

* The non-linear least squares method could give a closer energy spectrum

approximation, if some thinner ZrB2 disks (ad.< 8 mg "'B/cm2) can be made and their

transmission coefficients are added to the current experimental curve (Figure 5.2).

* To have a better picture of the energy spectrum of'the neutron tranismittance beam,

MCNP simulations on the whole UVAR core and the beamport layout are necessary.

This will b time consuming job, but it can be done.
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APPENDIX I

This appendix contains two sections. The first section is a complete sample input

deck of MCNP. Input decks for other simulations are constructed based on this input file.

Section 2 is a sample LoadLeveler script file used to submit MCNP job to SP2.

A.1.1 A Sample MCNP Input Deck for the Modeling of ZrB2 in a Monoenergetic
Beam

Determination of neutron transmission coefficient
C ****************************************************************
C ZrB2 Disk No.3, use monoenergetic neutron beam of MI(0.0qeV)
C ****** Object Cell Volume Definitions ******
1 1 -5.7334 1 -2 -3 $ ZrB2 disk region, density
2 2 -2.7000 3 -2 -4 $ Al shim
3 0 4 -5 -6
4 0 #1:#2:13 $ outer region

c ****** Object Surface Definitions
1 py 0 $ source plane,lst surface of disk
2 cy 2.539 $ cylindrical surface, radius
3 py 0.01448 $ 2nd surface of disk, 1st surface of Al
4 py 0.54948 $ 2nd surface of Al
5 cy 0.5642
6 py 0.55948

c ****** Material Definitions.
ml 40000.50c -0.81410 $ Zr

5010.50c -0.10232 $ B-10, enrichment 0.5504
5011.55c -0.08358 $ B-l1

M2 13027.50c 1 $ Al
c * Problem run mode"
mode n
c * Source characteristics
c ****** uniformly distributed monoenergetic(0.06eV) disk source *
sdef pos=0 0 0 sur=l rad=dl dir=l erg=6e-8 vec=0 1 0
sil 0.5642 $ 1 cm2, radius.
c ****** Tally card, count number of transmitted neutrons *
fl:n 6
c * Cell importances ******
imp:n 1 1 1 i
eO le-1l le-10 le-9 le-8 le-7 le-6 le-5 le-4 le-3 le-2 .1 1 2
c ****** Number of particles *
nps 1000000
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A.1.2. A Sample Script Command File for Submitting Jobs to SP2

* 9 environment = "LLJOB=TRUEV
# 9 initialdir = /home/jg6e/mcnp/samples
# @ error =error.$(Cluster)
* 9 output =output.$(Cluster)
19 class = medium
19 job-type = serial
19 notify-user =jg6e~virginia.edu
# 0 notification = always
# e queue
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -… - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
set echo
date
mcnp n=zO3mo
echo job done
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APPENDIX II

This appendix contains the code listing of the curve fitting program, which was

written in C. It was designed to fit the experimental transmission coefficients data with

multiple exponential functions. The non-linear least squares fitting algorithms were used

for this purpose.

A.2.1. The Curve Fitting Program

finclude <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h >
#include <math.h>
#include <malloc.h>

1*
Declarations of function prototype

'I
void gridlso;
void gradisM;
double fchisqol;
double functno0;

* Main function in charge of input, output and calling fitting *
functions.

main()

double .*X, *Y, *sigmay;
int nPts, nTerms, mode;
double *A, *deltaA, *sigmaA;
double *Yfit;
double chiSqr;

double chi;
double e;
int count;
int i;
FILE *inF,;

inF fopenr( data.dat', arm);

fscanf(inF, 'ud %d %d", &nPts, &nTerms, &mode);
X= calloc(nPts, sizeof(double));
Y= calloc(nPts, sizeof(double));
Yfit = calloc(nPts, sizeof(double));
sigmaY = calloc(nPts, sizeof(double))';
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A = calloc(nTerms, sizeof(double));
deltaA = calloc(nTerms, sizeof(double));
sigmaA = calloc(nTerms, sizeof(double));
for(i=O;i<nTermsri++)
fscanf(inF, "%lf %lfO, &Ali], &deltaA[i]);

for(i=O;i<nPts;i++)
fscanf(inF, '%lf %lf %1f", &Xjij, &YliJ, &sigmaY[i]);

for(i=O;icnPts;i++)
printf(of %f\nw, Xli],Yli]);

e=0.00000001;
count=O;
chi=100;

while(l)(
count++;
printf(ld ",count);
gradls(X,Y,sigmaY, nPts, nTerms, mode, A, deltaA, sigmaA,

Yfit, &chiSqr);
printf(m%lf tlf\nm, chi, chiSqr);
if( (fabs(chiSqr-chi)/chi < e )|| count>2500 ) break;
chi=chiSqr;
if(chi==O) chi=0.000001;

for(i=O;i<nTerms;i++)
printf "%f\n", Ali]);

for(i=O;i<nPts;i++)
printf(*%f %f\nu, Xlij, Yfitli]);
fclose(inF);

/*
* Fitting routine using grid-search with mnodifications from Bevington
*/

void gridls( double X[], double.Y[], double sigmaYl],
int nPts, int nTerms, int mode,
double All, double deltaAlJ, double sigmaA[],
double Yfit[), double *chiSqr)

int nFree;
int free;
int i, j;
double chiSql, chiSq2, chiSq3;
double fn,save;
double delta;
int flag;

nFree = nPts - nTerms;
free = nFree;
*chiSqr = 0.0;
if(nFree <= 0) return;
for ( j=0; j<nTerms; j++) (

/*
* Evaluate chi square at first two search points.
*/.
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for ( i=0; i<nPts; i++)
Yfitli] =-functn(X, i, A);

chiSql = fchisq( Y, sigmaY, nPts, nFree, mode,
fn = 0.0;
delta = deltaA[J];
flag 0;
while(lflag) {

A[j]+=delta;
for (i=O; i<nPts; i++)

Yfit[i] = functn(X, i, A);
chiSq2 = fchisq( Y, sigmaY, nPts, nFree, mod
if(chiSql < chiSq2)

flag -1;
else if (chiSql > chiSq2)

flag = 1;

Yfit);

le, Yfit);

/
* Reverse direction of search if chi square is increasing.
*/

if ( flag == -1) {
delta = -delta;
A[j]+=delta;
for(i=O; i<nPts; i++)

Yfittil = functn(X,i, A);
save = chiSql;
chiSql= chiSq2;
chiSq2 = save;

}
/*

* Increment A[;] until chi square increases.
*1

flag = 0;
while (I flag) I

fn++;
At2j)=delta;
for(i=O; i<nPts; i++)

Yfittil = functn ( X, i, A);
chiSq3 = fchisq( Y, sigmaY, nPts, nFree, mode,
if(chiSq3 < chiSq2){

chiSql= chiSq2;
chiSq2 = chiSq3;

) ..
else flag =1;

)

Yfit);

/*
* Find minimum of parabola defined by last three points.

delta *= (1.0/ ( 1.0 + (chiSqI - chiSq2)/(chiSq3 - chiSq2)) +0.5);
A[jl-=delta;
sigmaA[j] = deltaA[j]* sqrt(2.0/(free *(chiSq3- 2*chiSq2 +

chiSql)));
deltaA[j] = deltaA[j]* fn/3.0;

* evalute fit and chi square for final parameters.
*/
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for (i =O;i<nPts;i++)
Yfit[i] = functn(-X, i, A);

*chiSqr = fchisq( Y, sigmaY, nPts, nFree, mode, Yfit);
return;

}

/*
* Fitting routine using gradient-search with modifications from
* Bevington.
*/

void gradls( double Xll, double Y[], double sigmaY[l,
int nPts, int nTerms, int mode,
double A[1, double deltaAll, double sigmaA[],
double YfitUl, double *chiSqr)

int nFree;
int free;
int i, j;
double chiSql, chiSq2, chiSq3;
double fn,save;
double.delta;
double sum;
int flag;
double *grad;

grad= calloc(nTerms, sizeof(double));

nFree = nPts - nTerms;
free = nFree;
*chisqr = 0.0;
if(nFree <= 0) return;
for (i=O;i<nPts; i++)
Yfit[i] = functn (X, i, A);

chiSql = fchisq( Y, sigmaY, nPts, nFree, mode, Yfit);

* Evaluate-gradient of chi square
*/
sum = 0;:
for (j =0; j<nTerms; j++)(t
delta = 0.1 * deltaA[j];
A[I; += delta;
for(i = 0; i<nPts;.i++)
Yfitti] = functn(X, i, A);

A[I] -= delta;
grad[jL] = chiSql - fchisq( Y, sigmaY, nPts, nFree, mode; Yfit);
sum+= grad[j)*grad[j];

for (j=O;j<nTerms;j++)
grad[;] deltaA[j]* grad[j]/sqrt(sum);

/*
* Evaluate chi square at new point.
*/
flag=O;
'while(!flag)f

for(j=O;j.cnTerms; j++)
A[j]+=grad(j];

for(i=O;i<nPts; i++)
Yfit[il= functn(X, i, A);
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chiSq2 = fchisq( Y, sigmaY, nPts, nFree, mode, Yfit);
l*

* Make sure chi square decreases.
'1

if(chiSql<=chiSq2) (
for(j=O;j<nTerms;j++){
A[jl-=grad[j];
gradljj/=2.0;

else flag=1;

/*
* Increment parameters until chi square starts to increase.
I /
flag =0;
while(lflag)(

for(j=O;j<nTerms;j++)
A[jl+=grad[j);

for(i=O;i<nPts;i++)
Yfit[il = functn(X, i, A);

chiSq3 = fchisq( Y, sigmaY, nPts, nFree, mode, Yfit);
if(chiSq3<chiSq2){

chiSql=chiSq2;
chiSg2=chiSq3;

else flag =1;

/*
* Find minimum of parabola defined by last three points.
*/

delta = 1.0/ ( 1.0 + (chiSql - chiSq2)/(chiSq3
for(j=O;j <nTerms;j++)
A[j] -z delta*grad[j];

for(i=O;i<nPts;i++)
Yfittil = functn(X, i, A);

*chiSqr= fchisq( Y, sigmaY, nPts, nFree, mode,
if(chiSq2 < *chisqr){

for(j=O;j<nTerms;j++)
A(jJ+= (delta-l.0)*grad[jl;

for(i=O;i<nPts;i++)
Yfit[i] - functn(X, i, A)S

*chiSqr = chiSq2;

return;
)

- chiSq2)) +0.5;

Yf it);

/*
* Evaluate reduced chi square for fit to data.
*/

double fchisq( double Y[I, double sigmaYl],
int nPts, int nFree, int mode,
double Yfit[l)

double chiSq;
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double weight;
int free; .
int i;

chiSq =0.;
if(nFree<=O)
return 0;

/*
* Accumulate chi square
*/

for( i=0; i<nPts; i++) {
if(mode < 0) {
if(Y[il<O)
weight = 1.0 / (-Y[i]);
else if ( YVil ==°)
weight = 1.0;
else weight = 1.0/ Ylij;

else if(mode == 0) {
weight 1.0;

else if(mode >0) {
'weight = 1.0 / (sigmaY[i]* sigmaY[il);

chiSq+= weight *(Y[i] - Yfit[i]) *(Y[ij - Yfit[i]);

3

* Divide by number of degrees of freedom
*/

free = nFree;
return chiSq/free;

}

* Fitting function form.
*/

double functn( double X[], int i, double A1])

return AI0j*exp( 96.4*Xli])+ Al1]*exp(-31*Xli])+ A[2J*exp(-20*XliJ)
+ (I - A[0] - Al1l]- A121) * exp(-10*XliJ);

}
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Jim,

Here is the revised figure for the Boral comparison. Min-Certified values that you
provided were used in the Boral fit calculations.

Scot Leuenroth
Sleuenrothgnetcony.com
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IA Atlanta Corporate Headquarlers
; NAC OfsE. [ .n-4 b 11k1-,4-AINTERNATIONAL
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March 22, 2002

Ms. Rebecca Karas
Project Manager
Spent Fuel Project Office
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Subject: Summary of NAC Boral Testing Program

Reference: 1. NAC Letter QA20010095, Smith to McGinty, February 5, 2001, re: Evaluation
results for ENSA Fuel Tube Pressure Testing

2. Conference Call, Smith, Pennington & Danner to Karas. August 10, 2001, re:
ENSA Fuel Tube Boral Blisters

3. NAC Letter QA20010537, Smith to Karas, September 7, 2001, re: Boral
Deformation (Blistering)

4. Conference Call, Thompson to Karas, February 21, 2002, re: NAC Boral Test
Program

5. Conference Call, Thompson to Karas, March 8, 2002, re: NAC Boral Testing
Report

Dear Ms. Karas:

In accordance with the Reference 5 conference call discussions, NAC International (NAC) herewith
submits a non-proprietary summary report, "Evaluation of the Structural Fitness of Boral for Use in
NAC Spent Fuel Canisters," on the Boral testing recently completed by NAC.

Also, please note that NAC moved its corporate offices in mid-February. The new address is:

NAC International
3930 East Jones Bridge Road
Norcross, GA 30092

Please contact me if you have any questions or require any additional information.

Sincerely,

de pf~
Thomas C. Thompson
Director, Licensing
Engineering & Product Development

Enclosure

ED20020142
ATLAN TA IWASMIIIMrcIA NMLL VoRk Zt!cil LwoXlov TxrVo MoscowII BoxsTO SAN J1]SE AWKEN
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Evaluation of the Structural Fitness of Boral' for Use in NAC Spent Fuel Canisters

NAC International (NAC) has recently completed a comprehensive testing program to evaluate the
structural fitness of BoralTmi for use in NAC's PWR spent fuel storage and transportation canisters.
The testing program included nine separate tests that represented, or exceeded, the maximum design
basis conditions that the Boralm will experience during actual canister operations. Based on the
test results, NAC has concluded that BoralPi is structurally stable and will perform its function as a
neutron absorber under all canister operating conditions.

Boral™m is manufactured and supplied by AAR Cargo Systems of Livonia, Michigan. Bora1l' is a
composite laminate material that is used as a neutron absorber for criticality control in NAC's spent
fuel dual-purpose canisters and spent fuel transportation casks. The outer layers (cladding) of
BoralP" are series 1100 aluminum, which enclose a core mixture of series 1100 aluminum powder
and B4C powder.

The NAC BoralP testing program was initiated as a result of "blistering" that occurred on Boraln'
sheets used in the Dual-Purpose Trillo (DPT) cask fabricated by NAC's licensee in Spain, Equipos
Nucleares, S.A. (ENSA), for its customer, Empresa Nacional de Residuos Radiactivos, S.A.
(ENRESA). The blisters are deformations of the outer aluminum cladding. ENSA reported to NAC
in August 2001 that blisters were found on several BoralTh sheets after performing acceptance tests
for the first DPT cask. At a later date, ENSA disassembled all of the fuel tubes and determined that
blisters were present on a total of 11 sheets, which were located in 10 different fuel tubes.

The testing sequence performed by ENSA included the following test conditions and operational
steps:

Hydrostatic Tests

The cask with basket was pressurized at 18 psig for a period of 40 minutes; atmospheric pressure
for 12 hours; pressurized to 131 psig for 10 minutes; then reduced to 101 psig for 30 minutes.

Drying
After the hydrostatic tests were completed, the cask was opened and the basket was taken out of the
cask to dry. Accessible areas of the basket assembly were manually dried using dry cloth. The
basket was exposed to natural air drying for six days prior to vacuum drying.

Vacuum DryinZ

The basket was replaced in the cask, and the cask was vacuum dried for 24 hours at ambient
temperature. Following the 24 hours of vacuum drying, a vacuum of 11 rbar was held for 10
minutes with no pressure increase.
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Thermal Test

Twenty-one heaters with a heat output of 1.285 kW each (total heat output of 27 kW) were used to
heat the cask. The duration of the heat-up was 44 hours. The temperature was measured by
two thermocouples located in two fuel tubes near the center of the basket, approximately halfway
down the tube length. The maximum temperature, measured at the center of the basket, at
completion of the thermal test was 4380 F.

The blisters were the result of pressure in the BoralNm core. ENSA initially postulated that the
blisters were caused by hydrogen generated by a chemical or galvanic reaction. NAC's theory was
that water was forced into the relatively porous Boral™m core during the high-pressure hydrostatic
tests, and the water flashed to steam during the thermal test. After conducting independent testing
programs, both ENSA and NAC now believe the blisters were caused by steam pressure. The steam
most likely resulted from localized high heat-up rates.

In response to the blistering occurrence at ENSA, NAC initiated a comprehensive test program to
assess the structural fitness of Boralge for its function as a neutron absorber in NAC's spent fuel
storage/transportation canisters. Note that the Borallm used in the DPT cask is thicker than the
Boralgm used in the NAC-MPC and NAC-UMSO PWR canisters (0.10 inch for the DPT cask, 0.075
inch for the MPGIUMSO), and the DPT acceptance test parameters were much different from the
conditions that BoralT will be exposed to during NAC spent fuel canister operations. Since NAC
was fabricating and delivering canisters to its customers, this NAC BoralTm testing program was
designed specifically to evaluate and qualify BoralP" for use in the NAC-MPC and NAC-UMSO
PWR canisters. The testing program simulated the operating environments, with conservative
margins, that BoralP will experience during actual canister loading and closure operations for NAC
spent fuel canisters.

NAC's Project Plan for the evaluation defined the objectives for the testing program as:

- Identify any physical changes in Boral'' sheets when subjected to the conditions experienced in
the operations and testing of spent fuel storage/transportation canisters.

- Determine if the conditions typically experienced in loading, pressure testing and drying a spent
fuel canister could lead to blistering, deformation, delamination or other changes that could
reduce the functional effectiveness of the BoraF" sheets used in the NAC-MPC or NAC-UMSO
systems.

- Obtain results and backup data to support NAC's evaluation of the structural fitness of BoralPm
to perform its intended function.

The NAC testing program was designed to determine if BoralP" is structurally capable of
withstanding the environmental conditions inside an NAC PWR spent fuel canister. The most
severe conditions occur while the fuel is being loaded in the canister in the spent fuel pool and
during the canister closure, draining and drying operations. These conditions include: water
pressure during fuel loading (for a 40-foot deep pool, the water pressure at the bottom is 17.3 psig);
the hydrostatic pressure test of the shield lid weld of 21 psig; and the heat-up of the
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BoralP after the water is drained from the canister and the canister is vacuum dried (maximum of
30'F/hr for design basis fuel of 23 kW/canister). The tests were designed to simulate the design
basis limits as described in the applicable NAC-MPC and NAC-UMSO Final Safety Analysis
Reports (PSARs). Significant margins were added to the test values to assure conservatism. The
conditions that occur during the fuel loading and canister closure operations were evaluated and
were found to bound any other conditions during normal interim storage at the ISFSI or during
normal transport conditions.

The testing program was implemented in three phases:

Phase I - Engineering Tests

Seven engineering tests were performed. The test samples included bare BoralPM sheet segments
(approximately 8 inches x 8 inches) and BoralT' enclosed in stainless steel "panels." The panel is a
mock-up of a fuel tube wall, fabricated in a manner similar to the NAC fuel tube design for Yankee
Rowe and Connecticut Yankee (continuous weld around the sheath with clipped corners). These
tests were performed to establish test parameters and procedures for the later Quality Assurance
(QA ) Program-compliant tests and to develop benchmark data to verify the reasonableness of the
QA test results. The samples used in the engineering tests included BoraP' material with different
characteristics, such as passivated samples and samples with different thicknesses and different
boron areal densities. The tests focused on the specific BoralT thickness that is used in NAC PWR
canisters, although two of the engineering tests included samples of the thicker ENSA Boragem
sheets. The tests showed that BoraP'' absorbs water when subjected to hydrostatic pressure, but all
of the water escapes when the BoraIm is heated at the maximum design heat-up rate. None of the
engineering tests, including tests at heat-up rates significantly higher than the maximum design
basis, caused blisters or other deformation in the bare samples or enclosed Boralm sheets.

Note that the engineering tests were considered informational and were not required to meet all
NAC Quality Procedure requirements. However, each Phase I test was governed by an NAC
prepared test procedure and was performed in accordance with the QA program of the testing
organization.

Phase 2 - QA Compliant Tests of Boral"' Sheet Samples

The Phase 2 testing was the data verification step. Four Bora?'' samples, approximately 8 inches x
8 inches, were used. The test parameters and sequence were similar to Phase I tests. The purpose of
the Phase 2 tests was to verify the performance data of BoraJTm in a QA compliant test. The samples
were taken from the working inventory of material used in the Maine Yankee project (a standard
NAC-UMSO PWR design). This material is similar to the BoraeT that will be used in the NAC-
MPC canister projects (Yankee Rowe and Connecticut Yankee). The Phase 2 tests were performed
at greater-than-design-basis hydrostatic pressure and heat-up rates. No blisters or other deformation
occurred in the Phase 2 samples. The Phase 2 tests verified the data compiled in the engineering
tests and confirmed the structural integrity of BoralTm in canister operating conditions.
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Phase 3 - QA Compliant Test of an Enclosed BoralTm Sheet

The Phase 3 test was the acceptance test of the structural performance of Boralm in the most
conservative NAC PWR fuel tube design configuration. The fabricated panel represents the side of
a fuel tube. The panel was made of a Boralm sheet, approximately 42 inches long, enclosed in a
stainless steel sheath. The sheath is identical to the cover sheath used in the fuel tube. The shcath is
continuously welded to a backing plate (the backing plate is thicker than a fuel tube wall for
stability and ease of handling) and has clipped corners, proportionately sized, that model the design
of the Yankee Rowe and Connecticut Yankee NAC-MPC fuel tubes. Testing of the continuously
welded sheath is considered to envelop the NAC-UMSr stitch weld design, since the continuous
weld is more restrictive of water/steam flow and potentially could have a higher backpressure
within the sheath.

NAC analyzed the effect of the cover sheath on the ability of water/steam to escape from the
BoralITh in the fuel tube configuration in NAC Calculation EC 455-9564, "Boral Blister
Investigation - Technical Justification of Scale Model Test Specimen." The calculation analyzed
the pressure increase resulting from vaporization of the trapped water in the BoralTP and the
stainless steel cover sheath and concluded that the cover sheath does not restrict the flow of water
from the enclosed Boral1" sheet in a fuel tube. The vaporization pressure poses no threat to the
integrity of the Borallm or the fuel tube structure. The calculation also provides the justification of
using a scale model section to approximate the performance of the fuel tube design.

The conclusion of Calculation EC 455-9564 was verified by the results of two separate engineering
tests using enclosed Borallm (in two different ovens, one under a vacuum), as well as the Phase 3
QA test. After the first panel engineering test, the cover sheath was removed and the BoraTm sheet
was visually examined. There were no blisters or other deformation the Boralm: The second panel
tested in an engineering test was kept intact to show the sheath condition after testing (no damage or
deformation). The Phase 3 test, performed in accordance with the applicable provisions of NAC's
QA program, was the acceptance test for the NAC-MPC/UMSO fuel tube design. The cover sheath
on the Phase 3 panel was removed and the Boral™m sheet was visually examined. There were no
blisters or other deformation to the Dora"'.

The results of the extensive testing program performed by NAC demonstrate that Boral'" is
structurally stable under the conditions that the BoralTg will experience during NAC canister
operations. Tests at values well above the maximum operating values confirmed that adequate
material performance margins exist.
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